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Introduction: Architecture for Leisure in Postwar Europe, 1945- 1989

Janina Gosseye & Hilde Heynen

The development of the European welfare state started in the late 19th 
century as a reaction to processes of modernisation. It accelerated 
around the mid-20th century, after the massive destruction caused 
by two World Wars. Caught between American corporate capitalism 
and Soviet communism, Western Europe devised the welfare state 
as a specific answer to Cold War politics. This process resulted in the 
construction of planning institutions and new bureaucracies, facilitating 
the redistribution of wealth, knowledge, and political power as well as 
the implementation of new building programmes such as mass housing 
and social infrastructure. An important aspect of welfare state policies 
indeed had to do with housing. Policies were devised to compensate 
for the housing shortages that Europe was faced with after five years 
of construction standstill and war destruction. The latter triggered a 
multitude of divergent reactions in different European countries. These 
national housing projects have become a popular research topic for 
academics and researchers, who not only set out to unravel the spatial 
implications of these housing programmes but also to scrutinise the 
policies and ideologies behind them. In the context of economic growth 
and rising prosperity, many western European countries also outlined 
a set of policies designed to mitigate social antagonisms. Such policies 
not only targeted education, social security, and health care but also 
democratised the right to leisure. The European welfare state thus also 
gave rise to an elaborate leisure infrastructure, which complemented 
the massive efforts on the housing front. 
Between 1945 and 1989 a multitude of new collective spaces, such as 
cultural centres, swimming pools, sports halls, community centres, 
vacation villages, holiday resorts, leisure parks, etc… were constructed 
across (Western) Europe - many of them built with public funds. Several 
publications in architectural history, social history and cultural studies 
have focused on interesting aspects of this development. Few studies, 
however, have sought to link the socio-historical understanding of the 
development of welfare policies aimed at the elaboration of leisure 
infrastructure in Europe with the spatial impact of these building 
programmes on different scale levels: from the architectural to the 
urban. The collection of essays in this volume contributes to bridge 
this gap by focusing on the development of leisure infrastructure in 
different European contexts, combining architectural theory with socio-
political history and cultural- and media studies, in order to develop 
novel insights and to broaden the knowledge about this specific aspect 
of the post-war welfare state. 
This volume is subdivided into four sections, each comprising three to 
four essays;
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Contributions in the first section, The Performance of Leisure all revolve 
around the way in which the practice of leisure was introduced in 
Europe in the post-war period; how it affected architecture culture and 
how it interacted with contemporary political developments. In her 
essay on coastal tourism, Susana Lobo traces the leisure (r)evolution 
that occurred in Portugal in the 1960s, following the demise of Oliveira 
Salazar’s regime. Lobo identifies Francisco Conceição Silva as one of 
the main protagonists of this architectural ‘revolution’ that was set in 
motion. Yolanda Ortega Sanz’s paper revolves around the work of the 
Danish architect and designer Arne Jacobsen, as she discusses his 
contribution to the creation of innovative structures for modern leisure 
in Northern Europe. Robert Lewis conversely demonstrates the downside 
of this ‘happy’ creation of innovative structures for modern leisure, as 
he narrates the polemic that developed during the reconstruction of the 
Vélodrome du Parc des Princes in Paris at the end of the 1960s. The 
fourth and final essay in The Performance of Leisure, leads us to the other 
side of the iron curtain, to East Berlin, where Michelle Standley unveils 
the goals and effects of the construction of the legendary Fernsehturm 
not only in terms of its design and planning, but also regarding its 
contribution to the image-building of the former communist capital.
The essays that are assembled in the second section under the heading The 
Ideology of Leisure highlight a number of diverse socio-political motives 
that fuelled the development of post-war community infrastructure 
in four different European countries. Stefan Hebenstreit starts out 
by revealing how the construction of Dorfgemeinschaftshauser in rural 
villages and small towns in Germany was used as a way to counteract 
social and cultural antagonisms between urban and rural areas. Michael 
Klein consequently points to the development of Viennese Volksheime 
as a means to stem scarcity in Austria, while Cristina Renzoni analyses 
the rhetoric of needs and rights in Italy’s post-war leisure policies. 
The contribution by Jennifer Mack shifts the focus of this section in 
both time and space as she moves the discussion from central Europe 
to Scandinavia, where she traces the history of the centrum (or ‘town 
centre’) developed in Swedish Million-Program-Neighbourhoods from 
the 1970s to today.
The third section, entitled The Discipline of Leisure emphasizes the close 
relationship between work and leisure in the postwar era. Andreas 
Rumpfhuber opens the debate with a revisit of Cedric Price’s illustrious 
Fun Palace project, which he links to the discourse on immaterial labour to 
reveal the design as a ‘cybernetic machine for leisure time’. Juan Ignacio 
Prieto López introduces us to the work of the French theatre director 
Jacques Polieri, who in the 1950s and 1960s developed experimental 
designs for a new type of theatre building which was to cause a dynamic 
experience during theatre performances. Following Polieri’s ‘architecture 
du spectacle’, Marco Di Nallo traces the development of school buildings 
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in Switzerland, which attest to the influence of the contemporary plea of 
pedagogues, sociologists and architects in the postwar period to decelop 
the school as an open house for the community. 
The fourth and final section of this volume takes us on a journey 
through Portugal, Poland, Greece and Austria as it discusses Leisure as 
travel. In his essay on the Algarve, Ricardo Agarez examines the varied 
ways in which this Portuguese province attempted to mediate between 
the preservation of its existing built identity and the accommodation of 
modern demands in its holiday infrastructure, as the number of tourists 
increased exponentially year by year. Mariusz Jastrzab’s essay beautifully 
complements Agarez’s account on the tension between preservation and 
modernization, as he narrates Poland’s struggle to transplant an element 
of Western modernity – in casu: the roadside motel – in an East-European, 
socialist country. Stavros Alifragkis and Emilia Athanassiou again lead 
us to warmer climates, namely Greece, where they demonstrate how 
postwar policies formulated by the Greek National Tourism Organisation 
aimed to construct a modern image of the country. To do so, Alifragkis 
and Athanassiou research the intertwining of politics, architecture and 
leisure culture in Greece during the Cold War. The story that Michael 
Zinganel paints of the Austrian Alps differs substantially from the other 
three essays in this section. His is not a story about mediation between 
preservation and modernization, since the ‘new’ architecture that was 
built in Alpine resorts in the post-war period was rarely modern in 
style, but rather referred to a specific interpretation of the supposedly 
‘traditional’ features of the region’s architecture. The paper aims to 
clarify the apparent ‘backwardness’ of these post-war developments 
and to comprehend the incoherent environment – boasting a variety of 
volumes and styles – that they created.  
Together, these papers present a series of snapshots, each documenting 
and interpreting a specific case from different points of view. Even 
though this volume – a compilation of case studies – cannot claim to offer 
a comprehensive analysis of postwar European architecture for leisure, 
it nevertheless succeeds in showing the richness, the complexities and 
the contradictions that characterized the divergent paths that European 
countries took in order to accommodate their citizens’ desire for spaces 
that met their social, cultural and relaxation needs.
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Tracing the Edge: 
Portuguese Coastal Tourism Planning and Architecture of the 1960s

Susana Lobo

abstract
Set aside from the second world conflict, the fascist-like regime of 
Oliveira Salazar would know how to survive after the war, as Franquism 
in Spain, through a strategic policy of isolation that would keep Portugal 
apart from the political, economical and social changes that shaped the 
emergence of a new European welfare state. Only in the late 1960s 
would the Portuguese external relations be fully restored. The two main 
factors that contributed to this rapprochement were the increasing rates 
of emigration and the development of international mass tourism.
Relying on the trilogy sun, sand & sea, Portugal would benefit from the 
Spanish tourism “boom” of this period, allowing for the same mistakes 
made in the urbanization of Spain’s coastal areas, nonetheless most 
of the Portuguese territory had been planned for since the 1940s. The 
entire Iberian coastline would be sold out to national and, in particular, 
international market interests, in what Mario Gaviria would name “neo-
colonialism of quality space”, giving place to a new spatial order.
The impact of mass tourism on territorial organisation would have its 
inevitable effects on architecture and urban planning, providing the 
chance to experiment on different forms of dwelling, now oriented for a 
“leisure society”, as coined by Joffre Dumazedier. In Portugal this would 
be the opportunity for architects to catch up with the international 
revision debate of the sixties. It would also mean the emergence of 
new types of working relations, more according with the needs and 
demands of the capitalist society and mechanisms of production. The 
front-figure of this “revolution” would be Francisco Conceição Silva, 
with works like Hotel do Mar (Sesimbra), Hotel da Balaia (Algarve) 
and the Urbanization of the Tróia peninsula (Setúbal), which testify to 
the evolution in tourism urban and architectural concepts: from beach 
hotel, to resort mega-structure and city of leisure. 

keywords
Tourism, Architecture, Territory, Coast, Portugal, 1960s
  
tourism
In 1855, the soon to be Portuguese King, D. Pedro V would take on his second 
and last Grand Tour. Travelling away from the classical routes, his aim was 
to learn, not from a peripheral past, like his own, but from the future. And, 
for him, the future was to be found in the centre (of industrialised Europe1). 
What D. Pedro failed to consider was that if periphery was ever to become the 
centre he would already be in the future. And this was precisely what would 
happen with the emergence of mass tourism in the twentieth century. 
Being in the past and, thus, peripheral was just a matter of perspective.  

1. In his first Grand Tour, from 28 May 
to 17 September 1854, D. Pedro visited 
England, Belgium, the Netherlands, 
Prussia and Austria, followed by France, 
Italy, Switzerland, Belgium (again) and 
the Island of Wight in his second journey, 
from 20 May to 14 August 1855. He would 
be coronated King on the 16 September 
of that year, his birthday, at the age of 
eighteen.
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Perceived as a way of escaping the present, in one direction (the past) or 
the other (the future), travel – and, therefore, tourism2 - would shape a 
different World geography, blurring the boundaries between centre and 
periphery. A revised Mappa Mundi where leisure, as an activity in itself, 
would gradually replace work at the basis of social and, consequently, 
territorial organization. This change in ‘life-style’, as Dean MacCannell 
puts it3, reflects the transition of modern society towards a new 
economical order, now with the emphasis on “consumerism”, rather 
than on “production”4, triggering the development of a wider range of 
commodities, more ‘segmented, flexible and customized’5. 
Being a determining factor in the construction of modern life-style6, 
tourism would follow such a shift in paradigm, evolving from the so-
called hospitality industry (centred in the creation of infrastructures) 
to the provision of specialized services to tourists (centred in personal 
interaction and intangible goods). Since ‘to buy the service is to buy 
a particular social or sociological experience’7, this meant focusing on 
the very meaning of tourism while experience. And what this was all 
about was the suspension of ordinary time and space, whether in the 
quest of the “extra-ordinary”, in MacCannell’s approach to the modern 
concern with “authenticity”8, or simply in the pursuit of “novelty and 
change”, according to Cohen’s definition of the tourist role9. But, if 
the suspension of ordinary time suggests the idea of vacant time, as in 
vacations or holidays, the suspension of ordinary space reports us, in 
contrast, to the notion of significant space, in which concepts like sign 
and memory are implied. Considering that, in tourism experience, ‘part 
of the “service”, part of what is consumed, is in effect the context’10, 
architecture, in the sense that it is directly involved in the production of 
space11, would play a central part in this process of displacement.
   
architecture
In “Play Time”, released in 1967, Jacques Tati takes on a critical 
outlook at modern society and its values through tourism and one of 
its principal stereotyped characters: the American “package tourist”12. 
In a futuristic Paris, formally arranged sets of steel and glass, slab-like 
buildings, almost identical to each other and disposed perpendicularly 
to car-packed roadways, give us a generic image of the modern city. A 
projection of uniformity and order reproduced all over the World in the 
publicity posters that advertise different tourist destinations at the travel 
agency portrayed in the film. The momentary single reflection of the 
Eiffel Tower on the agency’s pivoting glass doors, as one of the tourists 
goes inside, translates the unresolved dialogue of modernity with the 
past. Like in Le Corbusier’s Plan Voisin, Paris historical monuments are 
isolated, de-contextualized and rearranged to fit in the wider picture. 
After an array of misadventures that parody modern lifestyle in its blind 
belief in minimal, highly functional and technologic environments, 

2. In the sense that ‘the crucial distinctive 
feature of tourism is that it involves 
travel; it is an activity carried out at 
some distance from home. The distance 
is of sociological as well as spatial 
significance, and it implies exposure to 
the strangeness of an unaccustomed 
environment, along with the experiences 
of novelty and change for the tourist’. Erik 
Cohen, Contemporary Tourism: Diversity 
and Change (Amsterdam: Elsevier, 
2004), 140. 

3. Dean MacCannel considers “life-
style” as ‘a generic term for specific 
combinations of work and leisure’. Dean 
MacCannell, The Tourist: A New Theory of 
the Leisure Class (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1999), 6.

4. John Urry differentiates modern 
consumerism in two ideal types: Fordist 
mass consumption, where producer, 
rather than consumer, is dominant; and 
post-Fordism differentiated consumption, 
where consumption rather than 
production is dominant. From one type 
to the other, Urry underlines a shift from 
mass, standardized production, ‘that 
tends to reflect producer interest whether 
private or public’, to differentiated, 
specialized production, ‘much more 
consumer-driven’. John Urry, The Tourist 
Gaze (London: SAGE Publications, 
2002), 14-15.    

5. Ibid., 15.

6. As John Urry underlines, ‘to be a 
tourist is one of the characteristics of the 
“modern” experience. Not to “go away” 
is like not possessing a car or a nice 
house. It has become a marker of status 
(...)’. Ibid., 4. 

7. Ibid., 60.

8. ‘All tourists for MacCannell embody 
a quest for authenticity, and this quest 
is a modern version of the universal 
human concern with the sacred. The 
tourist is a kind of contemporary pilgrim, 
seeking authenticity in other “times” and 
other “places” away from that person’s 
everyday life’. Ibid., 9.

9. In the search of the differentia specifica 
of the tourist role, Erik Cohen points out 
that ‘tourism connotes a change from 
routine, something different, strange, 
unusual or novel, an experience not 
commonly present in the daily life of 
the traveller’. Therefore, he views ‘the 
expectation of pleasure derived from 
novelty and change as the central non-
instrumental purpose of the tourist trip 
and the major differentiating element 
between this and other traveller roles’ and 
from here proposes his own definition of 
the tourist role: ‘a “tourist” is a voluntary, 
temporary traveller, travelling in the 
expectation of pleasure from the novelty 
and change experienced on a relatively 
long and non-recurrent round-trip’. Erik 
Cohen, op. cit., 22-23.

10. John Urry, op. cit., 64.
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conveyed by Tati as obstructions to everyday life and personal interaction, 
the final scene at the restaurant rediscovers the unpredictable, 
spontaneous and joyful character of natural human behaviour when 
confronted with the unexpected. A kind of metaphor for “playtime”, 
and hence tourism, as a release from culturally imposed conventions 
and rules. Or, in a more acute perspective, as a release from modern 
formalism. 
And here lies one of the most interesting structural paradoxes of the 
tourism phenomenon. If, on the one hand, it is an inseparable aspect 
of the modern experience, on the other, it is intrinsically post-modern 
in its critique of the standard, the routine and the redundant. In fact, 
if tourism revolves around the expectation of some degree of otherness, 
architecture, for fully contributing to this prospect, must be able, 
either to constitute itself as a tourist attraction13, this is to say, to be 
of relative symbolic significance; or to impart a sense of place, create 
a sufficiently distinct environment, capable of attracting potential 
tourists. Accordingly, as a mechanism of localization of the tourist 
experience, architecture depends on this dialectic relationship between 
representation and differentiation. An approach that draws us to notions 
such as monument and identity which the modern discourse rejects, 
beforehand, in its a-historical and universal program14. 
It is precisely by this confrontation that opposes tradition and modernity 
that the architectural production of the sixties would be delimited, 
defining a new line of thought which Kenneth Frampton calls “critical 
regionalism”15 and John Urry “vernacular postmodernism”16. In Portugal 
this would be known as the “terceira via” (“third way”). Between pre-
modern ideal past and modernity projected future, the question, now, 
was stepping back into the present.

territory
According to Cohen, to be a tourist comprises two main components: 
the “traveller” component and the “visitor” component17. The traveller 
component is centred on the movement dimension of the tourist 
experience, while the visitor component is on its permanence dimension, 
as in stay or sojourn. The degree to which these sociological aspects 
intertwine determines different types of the tourist role. From here, 
we can divide the tourist role into two generic categories, each of them 
with its own specific needs in terms of the binary time/space as well 
as of the relation between “novelty and change”: the sightseer and the 
vacationer. The sightseer is more of a traveller than a visitor. Ultimately 
he seeks for novelty, visiting as many places as possible in one single, 
non-recurrent, journey. In contrast, the vacationer is, first and foremost, 
a visitor. His trip is recurrent and uni-destinational, and, therefore, 
primarily concerned with change. It follows that the sightseer is, above 
all, driven to attractions, while the vacationer is mainly drawn by facilities 

11. Following Henry Lefebvre’s theory on 
the production of space, architecture can 
be related to the conceptual categories 
of “representation of space” – ‘the 
space of scientists, planners, urbanists, 
technocratic subdividers and social 
engineers’ whom ‘identify what is lived 
and what is perceived with what is 
conceived’ and is the ‘dominant space 
in any society (or mode of production)’ - 
and of “representational spaces” – ‘space 
as directly lived through its associated 
images and symbols, and hence the 
space of “inhabitants” and “users”’. 
Henry Lefebvre, The Production of Space 
(Oxford: Blackwell, 1991), 38-39.

12. Already in 1953, Jacques Tati had 
approached another tourist typology 
– the vacationer, in “Les Vacances de 
Monsieur Hulot”.

13. Dean MacCannell defines a tourist 
attraction ‘as an empirical relationship 
between a tourist, a sight and a marker 
(a piece of information about a sight)”. 
Dean MacCannell, op. cit., 41.

14. Concepts that would be central in the 
questioning of the Modern Movement’s 
orthodoxy inside the CIAM’s (Congrès 
Internationaux d’Architecture Moderne) 
own structure, with a new generation 
of architects gathered around the 
discussion of themes such as Le Coeur 
de la Ville (CIAM VIII, Hoddesdon, 
1951) or L’Habitat (CIAM IX and X, Aix-
en-Provence and Dubrovnik, 1953 and 
1956), and lead to its dissolution, in 
1960, after the last congress in Otterlo 
(1959). Also works like Christian Norberg-
Schulz’s Intentions in Architecture (1965), 
Aldo Rossi’s La architettura della Città 
(1966) or Robert Venturi´s Complexity 
and Contradiction in Architecture (1966) 
would contribute to the revision of 
modern architecture, introducing to the 
debate approaches from areas such as 
phenomenology, history and semiotics, 
that will, too, be central in the definition 
of post-tourism.

15. For the definition of “critical 
regionalism” see: Kenneth Frampton, 
Modern Architecture: A Critical View 
(London: Thames and Hudson, 1992).

16. John Urry considers “vernacular 
postmodernism” to be a variant of 
postmodern architecture in which what 
is meant by “post” in postmodernism 
‘is not simply after the modern, or 
involving a return to the premodern – it 
is against the modern’. In this sense, 
‘space in vernacular postmodernism is 
localised, specific, context-dependent, 
and particularistic – by contrast with 
modernist space which is absolute, 
generalised, and independent of context’. 
John Urry, op. cit., 114.

17. Erik Cohen, “Who is a Tourist? A 
Conceptual Clarification”, in Erik Cohen, 
op. cit., 17-36. 
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and amenities. An interpretation that, obviously, leaves implied different 
uses of space. 
As the name indicates, sightseers are mostly engaged on the gaze and, 
in this sense, on the visual. Their interaction with space is, in this 
perspective, from an outsiders’ standpoint. They perceive space as scenery, 
a backdrop from which they withdraw their experience. Vacationers, 
on the other hand, occupy space. Their experience comes from being, 
for a certain time, “in” a certain space. It is a tactile relationship. So, if 
the sightseer views space, the vacationer consumes space. A structural 
difference that has inevitable implications in the conformation of the 
territory, privileged domain of work for architects and planners. 
In Europe, the widespread of welfare policies, especially after the 
Second World War, introduced deep transformations in the way people 
understood and spent their time and, therefore, used space. The 
reduction of working hours and the generalization of paid vacations, 
along with the gradual improvement of living conditions and mobility, 
both individual and collective, gave rise to the democratization of leisure. 
Going on holidays would no longer constitute a privilege of a few. This 
posed the demand for more tourism-related infrastructures and different 
forms of tourist developments, either private or stately promoted, giving 
professionals the opportunity to explore new concepts and meanings 
around the idea of an architecture, and a territory, of leisure. 
Alluring for its exotic and on the edge connotations, the coast would 
exercise a strong appeal over sightseers and vacationers in their search 
for the sublime and the different. Pilling up against this background, 
masses of tourists now made their way into the periphery. And with 
them the investors and the builders came along.   

coast
The discovery of the beach and the popularization of seaside holidays 
witness a newfound longing for contact with natural and pristine 
environments within modern societies. A contradiction in terms, as 
the proliferation of coastal resorts threatens the very reason of their 
existence. Characteristic of this particular type of tourist settlements 
would be the intensive colonization of the seafront, initially in the form 
of public promenades and terraces that domesticate the relationship with 
the beach, or the natural, then by building the necessary equipments to 
attract, accommodate and entertain a growing number of tourists. In 
the competition for the best views, and the best guests, investments got 
closer and closer to the water. And, on the brink of the edge, only private 
capital could ultimately win this battle. 
But there was room for everyone. Unlike conventional urban structures, 
on the coast, periphery is, in fact, the centre and, because of the seafront 
continuous linear development, as long as there is available coastline 
there is the possibility of being the centre. Such potential advantage 
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is what local landowners, most of them farmers and seamen, didn’t 
understand, at first, selling their properties to the first bid at the view 
of immediate profit. A situation made more clear within western 
Mediterranean countries, where the expectation of cheap “sun, sand, 
sea & bikini”18 holidays would motivate a flooding tide of foreign tourists 
and, now, foreign investors, giving way to what Mario Gaviria has 
designated by “neo-colonialism of quality space”19. 
In Portugal, Francisco Keil do Amaral would call the attention to this 
problem with “Nuvens negras sobre o futuro do Algarve” (“Black clouds 
over the future of the Algarve”)20, a newspaper article, from 1961, that 
underlines the need for the Portuguese government to embrace active 
policies in tourism and, in particular, territorial planning. Following at a 
distance the tourist boom registered in next-door Spain, the still practically 
untouched Algarve was being divided and sold out in lots to national and, 
more and  more, international companies in the name of tourism and 
its interests. The announced construction of a new bridge over the River 
Tagus, linking Lisbon directly to the south21, and the projected plan of a 
new international airport to be built in Faro, Algarve’s regional capital22, 
would accelerate this process, leaving little time for any reaction. When 
official measures where finally taken, in order to study and control 
the implications of mass tourism in the region, it was already late23. 
Ironically, Portugal, one of the remaining great colonial powers in the 
world, would be invaded by pacific hordes of northern European tourists 
heading for its sunny, gold sanded beaches. In the end, D. Pedro’s future 
would arrive to his past to discover quite a different present 24. 

portugal
Speaking of tourism and architecture in Portugal is to speak about the 
work of Francisco Conceição Silva. Between 1950 and 1974 the architect’s 
office produced around two hundred tourism-related projects25, almost 
half of them effectively built. This number does not include private 
vacation houses, another area in which the atelier would also be quite 
requested. Furthermore, the large majority of those commissions can 
be narrowed down to the last nine years of that time’s span, testifying 
the quick march of modern capitalist society “vers une civilization du 
loisir”26 in the mid 1960s. And, in a country where the coast represents 
over than forty percent of its continental borderline, it is not surprising 
to find out that only a negligible part of the developed projects are not 
seaside bound oriented27.
The commitment to this specific type of architectural program, 
accounting to a third of the office’s production, and the amount of work 
sustained in such a short period of time, rather unusual, even today, for 
the common professional practice, either in a national or international 
context, seemed out of place at a moment when most Portuguese 
architects where engaged in the social aspect of their role in society, 

18. Invented in 1946, by the French 
mechanical engineer Louis Réard, the 
bikini would, however, only make its way 
into common women’s lives in the 1960s, 
its use being popularised by big cinema 
productions like the James Bond film, 
Dr. No, released in 1962, where a defiant 
Ursula Andress wears a white bikini in 
one of the most memorable scenes of 
movie pictures. For its fundamental 
role in the emergence of a new body 
consciousness and in the construction 
of different social relationships within 
the space of the beach we have included, 
not for the first time, the term “bikini” 
in the most popularized slogan “sun, 
sand & sea” giving it another resonance. 
(Susana Lobo, “Sun, Sand, Sea & Bikini. 
Arquitectura e Turismo: Portugal anos 
60”, Revista Crítica de Ciências Sociais 91 
(December 2010): 91-106. 

19. This operates at two levels: the control 
of use and consumption of space, by 
international Tour Operators that rule over 
the hotel industry, in what is called ‘neo-
colonialism of the use of quality space’; 
and the control of property by foreign 
economical interests, through intensive 
land speculation, in a ‘neo-colonialist 
production of quality space’. Mário Gaviria 
et al., España a Go-Go: Turismo charter 
y neocolonialismo del espacio (Madrid: 
Ediciones Turner, 1974), 275.

20. Francisco Keil do Amaral, “Nuvens 
negras sobre o futuro do Algarve”, Diário 
de Lisboa, February 23, 1961.

21. The Salazar Bridge, resulting of an 
international competition by invitations 
won, in 1960, by a consortium headed 
by the United Steal Export Company. 
Built by the American Bridge Company, 
the construction began 5 November 
1962 and the bridge was officially 
inaugurated on 6 August 1966. After de 
Carnation Revolution, in 1974, it changed 
name to 25 April Bridge (the date of the 
revolution). 

22. Faro’s International Airport started 
operating in 1965.

23. During the 1960s the Algarve would 
be the object of several comprehensive 
studies, commissioned by the 
Portuguese government, focussing on 
the region’s tourism, urban and territorial 
organization. After his article in the 
Diário de Lisboa, Keil do Amaral would 
be appointed by the Minister of Public 
Works to prepare the “Foundations 
for the Tourism Development of the 
Algarve” (“Bases para o desenvolvimento 
turístico do Algarve”), a full-depth report, 
completed in 1962, that would serve as a 
starting point for further works, like the 
“Regional Plan for the Algarve” (“Plano 
Regional do Algarve”), coordinated by 
the Italian urban planner Luigi Dodi and 
presented in 1964, aiming to constitute 
itself as a practical tool in the management 
of urban and territorial transformation 
in view of an expected mass tourism 
outbreak; and the “Preliminary Study of 
the Landscape Ordinance of the Algarve” 
(“Estudo Preliminar do Ordenamento 
Paisagístico do Algarve”), from 1967, 
centred on the preservation of the natural 
resources in hand. Despite the amount 
of time and technical knowledge invested 
in these studies, the truth is that none 
of them had palpable consequences. 
The gap between what was proposed 
and the reality of the urbanization 
mechanisms, dependent on land division 
and ownership, as well as the conflict of 
interests generated between the central 
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fighting, from their small stairwell ateliers, for the right of “housing for 
the greatest number” (“habitações para o maior número”28). To align 
with the interests of the big capitalist companies and their economical 
agendas was not favourably viewed amongst the professional class. 
Especially in Portugal, where capital was the well oiled, although closely 
controlled, machine behind Oliveira Salazar’s regime. But for one of their 
own to introduce mass production logics into the current practice of 
architecture was worse. Even if under the pretence of ensuring “leisure 
to the greatest number”. 
This divergence of views, on the way architects should act and what 
their priorities should be, led to a major fracture inside the Portuguese 
architectural discourse. For the first time since the pioneering National 
Congress of Architecture in 1948, in which the professional class, as a 
whole, projected a position of strength against the political establishment 
and its values, there was a clear demarcation of standing points between 
those who were against and those who embraced the commercialization 
of architecture, the former in the name of an ethical exemption 
of the architect’s role as a social and cultural agent and, therefore, 
independent of capital interests, and the latter in the perspective of a 
desired convergence between the structures of production and those 
of implementation. A division made more poignant in the Portuguese 
Architects Meeting of 1969, where the two “Franciscos” – Keil do Amaral 
and Conceição Silva – embodied the two sides of this debate29. Curious 
enough is the fact that it was, precisely, an architecture of leisure that was 
behind this disciplinary crisis: the Balaia Hotel, in the Algarve30. 

francisco conceição silva 
The Balaia Hotel, of 1968, defines the boundary between Conceição 
Silva the Architect and Conceição Silva the Atelier. It is this project that 
will allow the architect’s leap forward and, with him, the hotel industry in 
Portugal. A leap with inevitable and unavoidable repercussions for the 
Portuguese architectural culture. 
Based on the revolutionary concept of “chave na mão” (“key in hand”), 
the commission required that the hotel had to be delivered as a finished 
product, ready for use. This implied a structural transformation in the 
traditional role of the architect, from creative asset to supervising manager, 
responsible for overlooking the different aspects of the production 
process, from plan to construction, interior and furniture design and, 
even, advertising. For this purpose, between 1963 and 1968, the architect 
would devise a network of companies working in straight relationship 
with the main architecture office: a building company (AC), a real 
estate investment company (SIURBE) and a publicity company (ARP). 
The atelier would also be relocated31 and restructured to incorporate 
the initial partnership with the architect Maurício de Vasconcellos 
(established from 1965 to 1967) and a wider team of collaborators, 

administration, municipalities and private 
capital would determine, apart from the 
fact that they had no legal support, the 
failure of these studies as regulating 
instruments. Nonetheless, they testify 
to the early awareness of the Portuguese 
government to the impact of tourism on 
territory and to the need for its careful 
planning. The start of the Colonial War, 
in 1961 (Angola, followed by Guinea-
Bissau, in1963, and Mozambique, in 
1964), would put these concerns aside 
and direct the focus to the economical 
output of this activity, a strategic sector 
for the balance of the country’s internal 
and external finances.     

24. In 1961, the Portuguese Architects 
Union (“Sindicato Nacional dos 
Arquitectos” – “SNA”) would publish 
the result of a national inquiry on 
“Portuguese Popular Architecture”, a six 
year study that engaged six teams of three 
architects each on the search for evidence 
that conventional architecture and urban 
planning had always been modern, in 
the sense that, in their traditional forms 
of dwelling and construction, they were 
invested with values of functionality 
(space), rationality (form/construction) 
and purity (decoration). Whether in 
vindication of a full commitment to 
the Modern Movement’s imagery and 
theories, or in the pursuit of a local 
interpretation of the modern program, 
the aim of the book was to show that 
there was no such thing as a “Portuguese 
Architecture”, as the New State 
(“Estado Novo”) government argued 
and implemented. In fact, it illustrated 
that there were as many “Portuguese 
Architectures” as there were regions. But 
it also revealed the true conditions of life 
of most of the Portuguese population, a 
picture quite far from the idealized images 
conveyed by Oliveira Salazar’s regime (in 
power from 1933 until 1974). Founded on 
the trilogy “Deus, Pátria e Família” (“God, 
Motherland and Family”) the official 
discourse maintained a paternalistic view 
on cultural and economical development, 
centred on tradition and a rural existence. 
For most tourists arriving in Portugal in 
the 1960s this reality already was, in itself, 
a foreign country.

25. From a list of more than six hundred 
entries compiled from the Francisco 
Conceição Silva’s Atelier archive files 
and the roll of works registered in the 
exhibition catalogue Francisco Conceição 
Silva Arquitecto: 1922/1982 (Lisbon: 
SNBA, 1982), the only publication, to this 
date, dedicated to the architect’s lifetime 
accomplishments. 

26. Joffre Dumazedier, Vers une 
Civilisation du Loisir? (Paris: Éditions du 
Seuil, 1962).

27. Aside from beach resorts, the main 
tourism-related project developed by 
the office was a winter hotel complex in 
Serra da Estrela (the highest mountain 
range in Portugal), built from 1972 to 
1974, a commission that illustrates the 
growing popularization of snow sports 
and snow holidays amongst Portuguese 
vacationers. This relation between seaside 
and mountain holidays reports us to 
‘notions such as “Right to Snow” (Droit 
à la neige) and “Right to Sea” (Droit à 
la mer) [that] structured the discourse 
on tourism’ in France, after the Second 
World War. Tom Avermaete, “Travelling 
Notions of Public and Private: The French 
Mass Tourism Projects of Candilis-Josic-
Woods”, OASE 64 (2004): 16-45.         
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comprising graphic and equipment designers, painters and sculptors 
in a bauhausian vision of accommodating the artistic practice, including 
architecture, into the logics of industrial production and a modern 
concern with the “integration of the (now four) arts”32.
But taking the reins of the whole process meant being less of an artist and 
more of a businessman. A collage to the economical world that placed the 
architect on top, rather than at the mercy, of market interest and shifts 
in consumer demands. In fact, it was Conceição Silva’s conviction that 
here lay the way to a closer involvement of the profession with society. 
By providing for the public’s real needs and, thereby, educating its 
taste the Atelier Conceição Silva would manage to balance commercial 
concerns with high culture values in what Jorge Figueira considers to be 
a precursory step towards a ‘“democratization of taste”, the availability 
of the erudite for collective use’33. 
In addition, allying technical efficiency with formal and typological 
innovation, the architect would know how to appeal both to investors 
and to users by meeting the industry’s timings and the consumer’s 
drive on the visual. The end product would result in a competitive image 
capable of transmitting an authentic and singular feeling. In other words, 
one could say that Conceição Silva’s work is all about experience. The 
architect’s professional experience, the user’s personal experience and the 
project as conceptual experience. In the case of tourism-related projects, 
it was also about the tourist experience and, so, about being out of the 
ordinary. Thus the diversity of influences that inform the architect’s 
and the atelier’s research, from a modern collective background to the 
individual explorations of the 1960s. A research focussed on practice 
rather than on theory, as the near absence of writings or publications 
testifies for. It is, then, through these projects that we can trace Conceição 
Silva’s thoughts on architecture, territory and tourism.  

Three main examples illustrate the evolution of the architect’s approach 
to an architecture and territory of leisure: the Hotel do Mar (1960-
1963/1964-1966), the Balaia Hotel (1964-1968) and the Urbanization 
of the Troia Peninsula (1970-1974). The Hotel do Mar, opened to public 
in 1963, was a commission from Casa Jalco, a Portuguese furniture 
import company with its own line of production. Located in Sesimbra, 
a small fishing village south of Lisbon, this project provided Francisco 
Conceição Silva the opportunity to question the traditional image of the 
beach hotel and to further explore his early investigations on shop design 
towards the idea of architecture as communication34. The Balaia Hotel, 
commissioned by a Portuguese commercial society in representation 
of a Dutch navigation company, was part of a wider urbanization plan 
concerning the tourist development of the Maria Luiza Beach (“Plano de 
expansão turística da Praia Maria Luiza”), near Albufeira, only partially 
executed35. Here, the, from now on, Atelier Conceição Silva would 

28. Title of an article written by Nuno 
Teotónio Pereira for the most important 
Portuguese architecture magazine of 
the time – Arquitectura, 110 (July-August 
1969): 181-183. Teotónio Pereira had 
been responsible for the translation 
into Portuguese of the Athens Charter 
on modern urbanism, published by Le 
Corbusier in 1943, throughout a series 
of numbers of the Técnica magazine, 
from the Technical University of Lisbon 
(No. 138, May 1942; No. 142, December 
1943; and No. 143, January 1944). Taking 
on board the Modern Movement’s social 
concerns with collective housing, the 
Portuguese architect would know, like no 
other of his colleagues, how to articulate 
this issue with the Portuguese context, 
moving the emphasis from a more 
aesthetic matter to a deeper involvement 
with local history, tradition and user 
habits. For more information on Nuno 
Teotónio Pereira’s work see: Ana Tostões 
(scientific coordination), Arquitectura e 
Cidadania: Atelier Nuno Teotónio Pereira 
(Lisbon: Quimera Editores, 2004).    

29. About this mismatch of opinions 
see: Susana Lobo, “(Des)Encontro de 
Franciscos”, Arquitectura Ibérica 29 
(October 2008): 4-9.

30. Although it is, unequivocally, the 
impact of tourism on architecture’s 
traditional mechanisms of production 
and labour organization that is behind 
the disciplinary debate that marked this 
period in Portugal, it is interesting to 
note that this subject was completely 
avoided, if not purposely set aside, in the 
1969 Meeting. Instead, the discussion 
groups where organized around themes 
that underlined the social responsability 
of the architect’s work. Only from oral 
testimonies do we have a full account of 
the events that took place, with Francisco 
Keil do Amaral abandoning the Meeting 
under the conviction that the only way 
out from this impasse was ‘through the 
door and fast’. Alexandre Alves Costa, 
“Três Andamentos”, in Alexandre Alves 
Costa, Textos Datados (Coimbra: Edições 
do Departamento de Arquitectura da 
FCTUC, 2007), 105.    

31. As if anticipating the future, the new 
office would be appropriately situated on 
D. Pedro V Street.

32. Architecture, Painting and Sculpture 
to which Design would be added, in 
Portugal, in the 1960s with the creation 
of a National Industrial Investigation 
Institute, in 1959, and the outstanding 
work of Sebastião Rodrigues in graphic 
design and of Daciano da Costa in 
industrial design.  

33. Jorge Figueira, “Nuno Portas, Hestnes 
Ferreira, Conceição Silva: Sobressaltos 
em Lisboa, anos 1960”, Revista Crítica de 
Ciências Sociais 91 (December 2010): 87.

34. Francisco Conceição Silva started 
off his liberal activity in the 1950s with 
the project of a series of commercial 
establishments for downtown Lisbon. 
These commissions were decisive in the 
architect’s involvement in furniture and 
in interior design as means of enhancing 
architecture’s capacity of communication 
and appeal towards a consumer society.   
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deepen the architect’s approach to the beach hotel in the search of a new 
typo-morphological identity and combine it with new forms of tourist 
accommodation into a new conceptual entity: the resort. In addition, 
the “key in hand” formula proved to be most efficient in ensuring the 
desired global coherence of the architectural intervention as a total work. 
Finally, the Urbanization of the Peninsula of Troia in Setúbal, not far 
from Sesimbra, that the Atelier Conceição Silva would take over from 
1970 to 1974, initially concentrating on the urbanization of the Adoxe 
tip (“Plano de Urbanização da Ponta do Adoxe”), developed from 1970 to 
1973, and, in a second phase, extending the plan to the whole peninsula 
(“Plano de Urbanização da Península de Tróia”), from 1973 to 1974. 
The challenge presented by Torralta – International Vacations Club, a 
Portuguese capital venture, of creating, from origin, an entire city of 
leisure dedicated to middle class tourism gave the chance to address the 
generalization of dispersed patterns of urban organization in ongoing 
tourist projects. In opposition the Atelier proposed a more concentrated 
model of territorial urbanization, based on vertical development, 
instead of horizontal extensive occupation, and on collective figures of 
dwelling. This search for a new balance between the natural and built 
environments also implied a different understanding of the seascape, 
now perceived as skyline rather than coastline. But, above all, the Troia 
project was a laboratory for the experimentation on the infrastructure 
of leisure. As Francisco Conceição Silva underlined: ‘Tourism as it has 
been progressively understood and lived is not simple travel or passive 
rest. The tourist flows are increasingly diverse and demanding. So 
the provision of services can’t loose the capacity for initiative. It has to 
permanently exceed and promptly overcome what is required. Therefore 
tourist developments must be planned and realised in order to be 
complete, this is, to meet the most varied requirements. The quality of 
tourism is defined by the kind of leisure time that is proposed. Tourism is 
not about the discovery of a certain place but about what is offered to the 
tourist to live’36. What is more, what is offered to the tourist to experience. 
At the time, the Troia project included the most comprehensive tourist 
program ever proposed in Portugal37. The international oil crisis of 1973 
and Portuguese Revolution of 1974 determined the suspension of the 
whole urbanization process. Less than a tenth of the general plan had 
been completed.
    
hotel do mar
In Sesimbra, Francisco Conceição Silva would start by deconstructing 
the beach hotel ideal of the 1950s, a monolithic volume aligned with the 
coastline, reducing it to its smallest component – the hotel bedroom– 
and, then, recombining this unit into a new conceptual figure through 
the juxtaposition of cells, gradually inserted in the slope of the seafront 
lot tracing its topography. Continuous linear terraces resulted from this 

35. “The Maria Luiza Beach Tourist 
Expansion Plan”, developed between 
1964 and 1966, consisted on the tourist 
urbanization of three different nuclear 
settlements – A, B and C, from Maria 
Luiza Beach to Olhos d’Água Beach, 
under the commission of a group 
of various private investors. The A 
settlement comprised a 120 bedrooms 
and 8 houses Hotel, a Residential Hotel 
with 60 rooms, a Motel for 32 families, 4 
blocs of apartments (in a total of 72 units) 
and 9 houses, all served by a commercial 
area, two restaurants and a sports field. 
The B settlement, a 140 bedrooms Hotel, 
a bloc of 15 apartments and 6 houses. The 
C settlement, an Inn with 20 bedrooms, a 
bloc of 20 apartments with a restaurant 
and a commercial area, a group of 
apartments and houses totalizing 80 
dwellings and a sports field. Only the 
A settlement was partially realized: the 
Balaia Hotel, with 134 bedrooms, 4 suites 
and 13 bungalows (corresponding to the 
first hotel listed above) and one of the 
four proposed blocs of apartments.   

36. Quote from an interview given by 
Francisco Conceição Silva to the Diário de 
Lisboa, on 7 July 1972, transcribed in the 
descriptive memory of the architecture 
file concerning the second phase of the 
urbanization of Troia, included in the 
atelier’s archive (File No. 421, pages 
5-6). Curiously the transcription doesn’t 
entirely coincide with the actual published 
interview.    

37. Only matched, to a certain extent, by 
the Vilamoura urbanization in the Algarve, 
started in 1965 and still in progress. 
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Figure 1. Hotel do Mar, Sesimbra, 
Inauguration, 1963 (Aerial View) — 
source: Newspaper Photograph.

Figure 2. Hotel do Mar, Sesimbra, 
Extension, 1966 (Sea View) — source: 
Hotel Lobby Photograph.

Figure 3. Hotel do Mar, Sesimbra, 
Swimming Pool and Extension, 1966 
(View from the Bar Balcony) — source: 
DGT Archive
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movement, then divided by walls into small individual balconies that 
extend the private, more secluded, space of each unit to the exterior, 
opening it to the sea view. Only the top terrace was left free for collective 
use, next to the hotel entrance. This more organic cellular body, 
mirroring the Mediterranean character of the village’s urban centre, is 
articulated, to the west, with the service and public areas, organized in 
an independent volume that resembles a medieval fortified tower and 
is animated by a surrounding wooden balcony. The material connection 
with Sesimbra’s castle, farther up the slope, is evident in the compact 
stereotomy of its stone podium. The fact that the commission came 
from a furniture seller and manufacturer also allowed the architect 
the possibility of controlling the quality of the interior environment, 
combining design pieces with his own creations (from furniture to 
lightning) in an atmosphere that reinforces the human character and 
scale of the building and in which the plastic interventions of Portuguese 
contemporary artists assume full expression.
This initial core of the hotel, inaugurated in 1963, would be complemented, 
in 1964, by a new restaurant, partially occupying the panoramic terrace 
over the four-storey body of the bedrooms, and, in 1965, by an open-air 
circular swimming pool, situated on the green platform devised at the 
base of the initial lot. Between 1965 and 1966, an extension was built 
from this point down to the “marginal” (“coastal road”), comprising two 
new wings of bedrooms, disposed in a 45º fan-shape opened towards the 
beach, another restaurant, in a hexagonal volume defining the centre of 
this composition, and a disco bar, strategically placed underneath the 
swimming pool tank. 
At the genesis of the Hotel do Mar one can trace, if not the influence, an 
identical research to that of the Catalan architect José Antonio Coderch 
into the mediterranization of the modern38 along with, what Paulo Martins 
Barata considers, the suggestion of ‘a trans-historical stylization closer 
to BBPR’s Neo-Liberty ethos, namely their metaphorical Velasca tower, 
in Milan’39, of 1958. As such, this project is representative of Conceição 
Silva’s detachment from the Modern Movement’s formal placelessness in 
the pursuit of a locality and, hereby, an identity. A search that would be 
developed in the commission for the Algarve.

balaia hotel
The Balaia Hotel project resumes many of the conceptual principles 
advanced in Sesimbra. It is based on the same functional division of 
the hotel program into two parts, or moments – the public and the 
private – with distinctive characterizations. The definition of two centres 
in the articulation of the floor plan - the entrance lobby, in the private 
core, and the courtyard, in the public - reinforces this formal separation. 
The main difference between Sesimbra and the Algarve resides in the 
role assigned to each of these components in the global image of the 

38. Coderch who had presented in the 
Otterlo CIAM of 1959 the project for the 
Torre Valentina Residential Development, 
in Girona, designed, between 1958 and 
1959, with his partner Manel Valls i Vegés. 
This tourist complex included 131 holiday 
houses, an 80 bedrooms hotel and a 250 
cars garage. The houses, or apartments, 
were organized in small groups and 
staggered vertically to accompany the 
slope of the terrain, reaching, in some 
cases, four different levels, each of 
them with a balcony or a private terrace 
opened to the sea. This would also be 
the solution adopted in the first project 
for the hotel, latter revised in favour of 
a volumetric scheme that separated 
the social functions from the bedrooms 
wings which adopted a herringbone 
layout extending down the slope. This 
layout would be developed in the Hotel 
de Mar project, for Palma de Mallorca, of 
1962. Both these examples are important 
references to understand Conceição 
Silva’s approach in Sesimbra and Balaia, 
as are Coderch’s investigations around 
volume fragmentation and vernacular 
construction in private vacation houses, 
like the Uriach House (1961), the Rozes 
House (1962) or the Luque House 
(1965).        

39. Paulo Martins Barata, “Conceição 
Silva: Poética sem Retórica”, Prototypo 4 
(November 2000): 55.
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Figure 4. Maria Luiza Beach, Tourist 
Expansion Plan - Settlement A, 1964-1966 
(Model) — source: DGT Archive.

Figure 5. Balaia Hotel, Albufeira, 1964-
1968 (Model) — source: DGT Archive.

Figure 6. Balaia Hotel, Albufeira, 
Construction, 1967-1968 (Aerial View) — 
source: DGT Archive.
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Figure 7. Balaia Hotel, Albufeira, 1968 
(Sea View) — source: DGT Archive.

Figure 8. Balaia Hotel, Albufeira, Entrance 
Lobby Skylight, 1968 — source: Atelier 

Conceição Silva Archive.
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building. If in the Hotel do Mar the public assumes the “highlight”, while 
de private “fades” into the background, in the Balaia Hotel the private is 
the main feature of the composition. It is here that the hotel entrance 
is placed. In addition, the fragmentation theme is taken to a higher 
level of complexity by extending this approach to the treatment of the 
public areas. The contrast between the “diagonal” development of the 
bedrooms wings, similar to the Hotel do Mar’s extension, and the more 
rigid orthogonal grid of the social spaces adds to this perspective40. At 
last, the interdisciplinary approach to the architectural object as a whole 
guaranteed its “environmental unity”, both inside and outside, where, once 
more, the control over the interior fittings and, now, Gonçalo Ribeiro 
Telles’s landscape plan contributed to the overall integrity of the project.       
But, in the search of a new identity, the Balaia Hotel introduces a 
new conceptual theme to the typological approach to the beach hotel: 
representation. Inspired in the American atrium building, the Balaia’s 
entrance lobby is devised as five-storey high vertical void that organizes 
the distribution to the bedroom galleries. The impact of this spatial 
structure at the moment of arrival is breathtaking. More so as the concrete 
skylight above, stylized in a kind of vitruvian equilibrium, filters down 
the sunlight creating an almost ethereal atmosphere. An experience that 
leaves a lasting imprint in the tourist. This is the hotel’s image. 
The “absence” of a front façade to the building enhances this perception. 
In fact, working as a screen that safeguards the guest’s intimacy, the 
front elevation of the hotel is inexpressive in its blind, linear presence, 
quite the contrast from the extremely dynamic interplay of volumes that 
characterizes the sea side. This is, in a way, the result of a change in the 
traditional implantation of the beach hotel: instead of aligning behind the 
“coastal road”, allowing for the collective enjoyment of the Public Maritime 
Domain41, the building advances towards the coastline, privatizing the 
sea view and turning its “back” to the surrounding scenery.    
Furthermore, unlike the Hotel do Mar in Sesimbra, the Balaia Hotel 
was relatively distant from the nearest urban centre (Albufeira), a 
condition that made it imperative to ensure the hotel’s self-sufficiency. 
An extensive social program was, thus, introduced in the tourist 
structure in order to guarantee its viability42. Complementing the hotel’s 
bedroom offer, a series of thirteen bungalows would also be designed to 
accommodate larger family units on the complex grounds. In this sense, 
the scale of the intervention and the diversity of amenities provided 
in a single tourist development places the Balaia Hotel in an entirely 
different category from the Hotel do Mar: the resort mega-structure. A 
closed, independent precinct that privatizes landscape and, in this way, 
promotes its discontinuity. The Troia Urbanization in Setúbal would be 
based on quite the opposite foundations: releasing private landscape for 
collective recreation. 
 

40. Although one might establish the 
connection between the development 
of the Balaia Hotel’s plan composition 
with Frank Lloyd Wright’s organic 
architecture, it is interesting to trace a 
certain proximity between the hotel’s 
public areas volumetric fragmentation 
and Herman Hertzberger’s stucturalist 
approach to form and space. This 
reference wouldn’t be out of place if we 
consider that Atelier Conceição Silva 
was one of the 803 proposals that were 
presented to the Amsterdam Town Hall 
Competition, of 1967 (and one of the 
seven Portuguese entries), in which 
Hertzberger was also a contestant with 
a project that was considered the best 
entry by the Dutch architecture magazine 
Forum (in 1967, Aldo Van Eyck was 
the editor). The use of pre-fabricated 
concrete elements in the Algarve project, 
even if in a neo-brutalism aesthetic, also 
contributes to this interpretation, placing 
the Atelier’s production close to the Team 
X investigations (as suggested further). 
This constructive system would be 
refined in the Troia Urbanization (where 
a concrete pre-fabrication factory – “Pré-
Linha” – was erected at the site in order 
to support the building demands and 
requirements).  

41. Since 1864 the Portuguese coastline 
has been classified as Public Domain, 
integrating the State’s inalienable 
property, whereby its privatization is 
not possible and any type of utilization 
or exploration in the fifty meters strip 
counted from the midline of the low-tide 
inland is subject to official approval.      

42. The Balaia Hotel comprised a diversified 
array of commercial establishments, 
restaurants and bars, a disco, seating 
rooms, reading rooms and game rooms, 
an outdoors swimming pool, mini-golf, 
playground and tennis courts. 
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troia
The plan of building a city fully dedicated to leisure in the Troia 
Peninsula was first put forward, in 1962, by Soltroia - “Sociedade 
Imobiliária de Urbanização e Turismo” (“Urbanization and Tourism 
Real Estate Society”), an enterprise led by the influential banker and 
Brazilian Finances Minister of that time, Walter Salles. To shape this 
idea, Keil do Amaral would be invited to define the “Urban Foundations 
for the creation of a Tourist Centre in Troia” (“Bases Urbanísticas para 
a criação de um Centro de Turismo em Troia”), a first plan that was 
officially approved, thanks to the architect’s influence with the Public 
Works Minister, as early as 1964. Differences between Soltroia’s 
interest in monetizing its investment and Keil do Amaral’s concerns 
with an ethical professional conduct led to the architect’s withdrawal 
from the process when asked to introduce higher construction rates 
to the proposed urbanization. A new plan of urban development for 
the peninsula (“Plano de Desenvolvimento Urbanístico da Península 
de Tróia”) was then devised within the technical structures of the own 
Society, signed by João Andressen. This second study, approved in 1965, 
followed the general guidelines of the previous one but considered 
structural changes in the low density and high dispersion urban 
model defended by Keil. Instead, the Andressen Plan introduced more 
concentrated patterns of territorial occupation and higher population 
densities (78.000 inhabitants, against Keil’s 52.000, on a 1600 hectares 
site). It is this reality that the Atelier Conceição Silva would inherit in 
1970, working, now, for Torralta, that had started buying lots from 
Soltroia. The initial commission was for the urbanization of Adoxe tip, 
a 40 hectares area on the northern end of the peninsula, overlooking 
Setúbal and served by ferryboats. In 1973, a general plan was presented 
for the whole 450 hectares acquired, in the meantime, by the company. 
From this last plan nothing was to be built.
Towards Conceição Silva’s conviction that ‘quality tourism is defined 
by what is offered and not by the economical capacity of the so-called 
quality tourist’43, the Troia urbanization would be based on a diversified 
set of tourist residential morphologies and types and a vast array of 
commercial, sports, entertainment and cultural equipments, each of 
them with its unique formal image. Working as signs, these elements 
would help the tourist in his apprehension and recognition of the overall 
urban composition. Architecture was, so, perceived in its communicative 
capacity, besides its identity and representation dimensions.   
Reconnecting with denser urban living patterns, the residential solutions 
considered two distinct morphological types - the “banda” (“row”) and 
the “torre” (“tower”) -, both of apartments. The rows comprising from T0 
to T2 dwelling typologies, organized in four to seven storey buildings, 
and the towers, 104 or 137 apartments44, depending on whether they 
had thirteen or sixteen floors45. The rows defined the structural metric 

43. Francisco Conceição Silva, “Que 
Turismo para Portugal?”, Diário de 
Lisboa, July 7, 1972.

44. The tower apartments varied between 
apartments with two beds, two beds and 
a bunk bed and four beds, and suites with 
two beds and a bunk bed. 

45. In total, the general plan of 1973 
predicted the construction of thirty-
one apartment rows and six towers, of 
which were actually built eight of the four 
storey rows and three of the sixteen floor 
towers. 
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Figure 9. Troia, Setúbal, Adoxe Tip 
Urbanization, 1970-1974 (Aerial View of 
the Peninsula) — source: Atelier Conceição 
Silva Archive.

Figure 10. Troia, Setúbal, Adoxe Tip 
Urbanization, 1970-1974 (Aerial View of 
the Adoxe Tip) — source: Atelier Conceição 
Silva Archive.

Figure 11. Troia, Setúbal, Adoxe Tip 
Urbanization, 1970-1974 (Plan) — source: 
Atelier Conceição Silva Archive.
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Figure 12. Troia, Setúbal, Adoxe Tip 
Urbanization, 1970-1974 (Skyline 
with the Club Hotel to the left and 
Apartment-Hotel Towers) — source: 

Atelier Conceição Silva Archive

Figure 13. Troia, Setúbal, Apartment-
Hotel Entrance Lobby Skylight, 1973 
— source: Atelier Conceição Silva 

Archive
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Figure 14. Troia, Setúbal, General 
Urbanization Plan, 1973 — source: Atelier 
Conceição Silva Archive.
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grid of the Adoxe tip urbanization, arranged in an orthogonal scheme 
around open-air, green, public courtyards and connected to each other 
by an elevated passerelle or promenade. These “streets in the air”46 offered 
the possibility of a newfound community life in tourist developments. 
The towers embodied an identical philosophy. Here, the Balaia Hotel’s 
lobby theme would be exponentially developed into a sixteen storey 
central hall that articulates the distribution to the apartment access 
galleries, concentrating all public life of these apartment-hotel structures, 
a new type of tourist accommodation47. At the top, a crystalline geometric 
skylight transforms this space into a kaleidoscopic void. Treated as 
“nodes” in the layout grid of the plan, that introduce punctual torsions 
in its regular base, these vertical elements are assumed as elements of 
visual ordinance of the territory, shaping the Troia peninsula’s skyline. 
Supporting the collective life of the residential areas and the intensive 
flow of weekend vacationers, a series of equipments would be strategically 
placed throughout the intervention area, contrasting for their horizontal 
development48. Only one hotel was initially considered and built, similar 
in image to the apartment-hotel towers.  

In a way, these three projects reflect the disappearance of the hotel as 
the ultimate tourist infrastructure, in favour of alternative forms and 
concepts of accommodation that imply different urban approaches. 
A programmatic update which mirrors a gradual transformation in 
the tourist role, with the sightseer giving place to the vacationer. More 
importantly, they are the expression of a progressive massification of the 
tourist phenomenon and of its impact in territorial use and organization.  
In less than a hundred years, Patrick Geddes’ Valley Section was in 
need of a structural revision. At a time when the coast is considered an 
exception and tourism has become a rule, tracing the edge might be the 
solution to finding a way out for the present49.

46. In a Smithson’s-inspired approach 
to collective urban dwelling, the Troia 
urbanization proposed the separation of 
traffic and pedestrian circulation. These 
“elevated streets” also allowed for social 
interaction, defining an intermediate entity 
between the collective and private realms. 
A figure also used by James Stirling in 
the Runcorn New Town public housing 
project, of 1967-1976, where a grid of 
collective square courtyards, identical to 
the one adopted in Troia, is at the base 
of the urbanization scheme. Alison and 
Peter Smithson had the opportunity to 
put in practice their “streets in the air” 
concept, advanced in the Golden Lane 
Competition of 1951, in the Robin Hood 
Garden Estate, developed between 1969 
and 1972. It is possible that Francisco 
Conceição Silva had knowledge of these 
projects during his visit to England, in the 
late 1960s, with the purpose of visiting 
Stirling’s work.   

47. A new tourist typology that introduced, 
in Portugal, a new form of investors in a 
revolutionary vacation concept: time-
sharing.

48. Within the Adoxe tip urbanization 
were built the Troiamar, the Bico das Lulas 
and the Galé complexes, with shopping 
centre, supermarket, restaurants, self-
service, cafés, playgrounds and public 
swimming pools. To these infrastructures 
the general plan considered adding: 
two other hotels, a marina, a nautical 
centre, a golf course, a tennis centre, a 
sports pavilion, an equestrian centre, a 
horse racetrack, conference halls and a 
museum.      

49. Playing with Hans Ibelings statement 
that ‘tourism is not an exception, it 
has become a rule’, said in occasion 
of the Cities and Waterfronts (Cidades 
e Frentes de Água) conference held, 
in March 2006, in Coimbra, we end 
with the consideration that, if the coast 
has been, until now, the main realm 
for mass tourism investments and 
leisure has become an integral aspect 
of the contemporary condition, looking 
closer to the architecture and urbanism 
concepts of past investigations on tourist 
coastal developments may present a 
valuable lesson in how to approach 
conventional urban structures in order to 
accommodate this new reality.
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Postwar Leisure and its Discontents:
The Reconstruction of the Parc des Princes in Paris, 1967-72

Robert Lewis

abstract
Between 1967 and 1972, the Vélodrome du Parc des Princes, a historic 
stadium and bicycle racing arena near the Porte d’Auteuil on the 
southwestern fringes of Paris, was completely reconstructed. Architect 
Roger Taillibert re-cast the old Parc, famed for its pink concrete cycling 
track, as an aggressively modern space, from the giant pre-stressed 
concrete voussoirs that supported the grandstands and the roof to the 
way that that the stadium straddled part of the périphérique, the new 
express motorway ringing the French capital. My paper will analyze the 
reconstruction of the Parc des Princes as a revelatory moment in the 
history of leisure and its spaces in postwar France. On one level, the 
refashioned Parc reflected a new willingness, on the part of Parisian 
bureaucrats and national politicians, to finance and endorse spaces 
for spectator sport, which had long been denigrated by many political 
actors as a “parasitic” and unworthy form of leisure. On another 
level, the redesigned and ultra-modern Parc was expressly envisioned 
by Taillibert and his allies at the French soccer federation as a space 
for creating a more comfortable, “democratic” and familial culture of 
sporting spectatorship, in an era when French men and women were 
increasingly deserting the stadium for other leisure pursuits. But 
while the new Parc reflected these developments, and functioned as a 
visible manifestation of the culture of technocratic planning pervasive 
throughout postwar France, I argue that its construction also triggered 
pointed critiques of those leisure practices and that same technocratic 
society, whether articulated by sporting journalists who lamented what 
they saw as the destruction of a particular kind of Parisian identity 
tied to the old Parc, or by the local residents angered by their lack of 
involvement in the planning process and apprehensive about the future 
of their neighborhood.

keywords
Stadium, Paris, Parc des Princes, Technocracy, Urbanism

When the Parc des Princes stadium, situated at the southwest extreme 
of Paris in the affluent 16th arrondissement, re-opened its doors in 
May 1972, after five years of renovation and reconstruction, it was 
immediately lauded for its aggressively modern appearance. L’Equipe, 
the influential daily sports newspaper, praised the “superb, imposing, 
luminous” Parc as an “oval cathedral of grey concrete” that was “pure 
and clear like the sky of the Ile-de-France.”1 The Prefect of Paris, Jean 
Verdier, wrote that the spectator would be awed by the new 50,000-
seat concrete stade, “impressed by the audacity of [its] technique, the 

1. L’Equipe, May 26, 1972.
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concern for the perfection of its lines and by what appears to be a 
veritable challenge to the laws of equilibrium.”2 Verdier regretted that 
the fabled pink cycling track of the old Stade-Vélodrome du Parc des 
Princes had been eliminated in the remodeled version of the stadium, 
which sat perched atop the new highway (or périphérique) around Paris. 
Yet still the Parc survived, “like the Phoenix of legends, in a brilliant and 
incomparable work that carried with her the hopes of the ardent youth 
of France and a new testament to the prestige of Paris.”3 
While the Prefect’s praise for the new stadium was mildly hyperbolic, 
the destruction of the old vélodrome and the reincarnation of the Parc des 
Princes as a modernist, spectator-friendly space was still a significant 
development in the history of leisure and its spaces in postwar Paris. On 
one level, the reconstruction of the Parc des Princes emerged after an 
initial failure to build an Olympic-sized grand stade (or large stadium) in 
the early years of the Fifth Republic, and was a by-product of sweeping 
efforts to improve infrastructure, public transport and housing in 
1960s Paris. Once it was actually constructed, the Parc came to be 
read in light of those latter modernizing developments: it resembled 
other contemporary building projects (notably Roissy-Charles de Gaulle 
airport, completed in 1973) and was interpreted by its defenders as a 
manifestation of French engineering and scientific prowess. On another 
level, the reconstruction of the Parc attested to a new willingness, on 
the part of Parisian bureaucrats and national politicians, to finance and 
endorse spaces for spectator sport, which had long been denigrated 
by many political actors as a “parasitic” and unworthy form of leisure. 
Indeed, the ultra-modern Parc was expressly envisioned by Taillibert and 
his allies at the French soccer federation as a space for creating a more 
comfortable, “democratic” and familial culture of sporting spectatorship, 
in an era when French men and women were increasingly deserting 
the stadium for other leisure pursuits. But if the new Parc reflected 
broader urban developments in Paris and a re-evaluation of the place of 
spectator sport in postwar society, the stadium also triggered pointed and 
persistent critiques of those urban transformations and leisure practices 
themselves, whether articulated by sporting journalists who lamented 
the purported destruction of a particular kind of Parisian identity tied 
to the old Parc, politicians and Parisians angered by what they deemed 
anti-democratic, non-transparent planning and construction processes, 
or other observers who continued to articulate anxieties about mass 
sporting spectatorship in general. 
For the rest of my time here, then, I would like to consider the reconstruction 
of the Parc des Princes as a revelatory barometer of urban modernization in 
Paris in the twentieth century, and as evidence for the increasing centrality 
of spectator sport and mass leisure to that process of urban change. I will 
first situate the reconstruction of the Parc within a much longer history of 
agitation for and against a monumental stadium in Paris, before turning 

2. Archives Municipales de la Ville de 
Paris (hereafter AMP), Perotin 101/77/9 
145. Article draft, Jean Verdier, May 3, 
1972.

3. AMP, Perotin 101/77/9 145. Article 
draft, Jean Verdier, May 3, 1972. 
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to the processes of urban modernization that eventually helped produce 
the new Parc. While I will more or less bypass relating the details of the 
Parc’s physical construction, I will concentrate on the ways in which the 
completed Parc was assessed and critiqued as an urban and sporting space. 
Finally, I will highlight the lasting impact of the Parc’s transformation, and 
suggest that it offers a way to understand both a singular French narrative 
and one that intersects with global transformations in the spaces and 
practices of leisure in the last half-century. 

transforming the parc
Before the transformation of the Parc des Princes in the late 1960s 
and early 1970s, sport and its spaces remained resolutely in private 
hands in the Parisian metropolitan area, and efforts to build a large 
stadium with state support never gained real traction. As early as 1922, 
for instance, the Paris Municipal Council voted convincingly against 
a proposed 10-million franc subsidy for the construction of a new 
100,000-seat stadium at the Parc des Princes, which was at the time a 
rather rudimentary private bicycle-racing arena. While the promoters 
of the grand stade argued that a massive stadium would resurrect 
French national pride and spark a revival of French physical fitness in 
the aftermath of the war, its detractors, who included Socialists and 
conservatives alike, saw the stade Olympique as both an enormous waste 
of resources, and as a space for parasitic mass spectatorship.4 As a result 
of this rejection, the French Olympic Committee turned to the private 
Racing-Club de France to modify its small stadium in the suburb of 
Colombes into a 50,000-place enclosure in time for the Games; the 
new Stade Olympique de Colombes would go on to host most major 
international rugby matches and the finals of the Coupe de France 
soccer competition until the late 1960s.5 
The modification of the stadium at Colombes, however, only stalled the 
agitation for a grand stade. Between 1934 and 1936 alone, the city received 
proposals for at least six different Parisian grands stades in locales ranging 
from the Ile de Puteaux in the west to the Bois de Vincennes in the 
east.6 Supporters of the grand stade ranged from conservative nationalist 
organizations to prominent modernist architects, including Robert 
Mallet-Stevens, Georges-Henri Pingusson, and Le Corbusier. Indeed, 
Le Corbusier defended the large stade as a “civic tool of modern times,” 
equally essential for politics and sporting activity.7 But the push for a 
massive stadium, ineffective in 1922, again failed to convince politicians 
to abandon their traditional reluctance to subsidize sporting spaces 
intended for large-scale spectatorship. As Léo Lagrange, the Socialist 
undersecretary for sports and leisure under the Popular Front, noted in 
1937, his government would “not give a single cent for 50,000 people 
to watch 22 athletes” and would instead concentrate on promoting 
sporting participation across the nation.8 

4. Bulletin Municipal Officiel de Paris, 
March 11, 1922.

5. For a full treatment of this debate, 
see Robert W. Lewis, “The Society of 
the Stadium: Urban Modernity, Sports 
Spectatorship and Mass Politics in 
France, 1893-1975,” Ph.D. diss., University 
of Wisconsin-Madison, 2007, chapter 1.

6. AMP, Tri Briand 247. Letter from 
the Union Nationale pour une France 
plus Grande to the Prefect of the Seine, 
October 15, 1936. See also Joan Tumblety, 
“The Soccer World Cup of 1938,” French 
Historical Studies 31 (1) (2008): 77-116.

7. Le Corbusier, Des Canons, des 
Munitions…. Merci! Des Logis, S.V.P. 
(Boulogne: Editions de l’Architecture 
d’Aujourd’hui, 1938), 98. Robert Mallet-
Stevens, Robert Mallet-Stevens: l’œuvre 
complete (Paris: Editions du Centre 
Pompidou, 2005), 185. 

8. Pascal Ory, La belle illusion: Culture et 
politique sous le signe du Front Populaire, 
1935-1938 (Paris: Plon, 1994), 733.
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Thus the idea of a state-supported grand stade in the Paris area remained 
confined to paper before World War II, doomed by fiscal conservatism 
and recurrent hostility to the idea of the passive “spectator,” particularly 
pronounced on the Left.9 This is not to suggest, however, that spectator 
sport was neglected or unimportant in Paris; it simply was in private 
hands, whether those of Racing-Club (and its Stade de Colombes) 
or, more significantly, in the form of the old Parc des Princes, which 
was controlled by the same media and sporting empire that ran the 
wildly-popular Tour de France bicycle race, the daily sports newspaper 
L’Auto, and the indoor bicycle-racing arena, the Vélodrome d’Hiver (or 
Vél’ d’Hiv’).10 After the war, however, discussions about building a new 
stadium recurred on a much more frequent basis, and increasingly 
implicated the national government and the Prefecture of the Seine, 
which administered Paris. Serious proposals for grand stades in the Bois 
de Vincennes (on the eastern edge of the city) were floated in 1945 and 
again in 1950; they became much more tangible in 1956, when the city of 
Paris agreed in principle to construct a stadium of 100,000 seats.11 This 
was largely a symbolic decision, but gained new life with the advent of 
the Fifth Republic two years later. Although General de Gaulle himself 
was hardly an avid sportsman, his energetic High Commissioner for 
Sport and Youth, famed mountaineer Maurice Herzog, championed the 
grand stade as part of broader initiatives to “reinvigorate” France. In a 
press conference early in his tenure, Herzog listed the stadium as part 
of a campaign for the “demographic, economic and political” renovation 
of the nation, to be accomplished through the mobilization of French 
youth.12 But the stade also fit within the Gaullist concern over France’s 
declining global prominence. Herzog, and others involved in promoting 
the grand stade over the next seven years, noted that France suffered 
in comparison to the 30 nations that already had Olympic-sized stadia, 
some of which were located behind the Iron Curtain in Eastern Europe or 
(even more damagingly for French prestige) in underdeveloped nations 
in Latin America.13 According to Herzog, Paris could no longer afford 
to lag behind other capitals which boasted stades, critical for prestigious 
competitions like the Olympic Games or World Cup.14 
The stadium, in this light, became a tool for augmenting French grandeur 
and the nation’s place on the world stage. Both supporters and detractors 
of the grand stade often returned to the idea of prestige and grandeur, but 
diverged over whether a hypothetical stadium actually would possess 
those desired qualities, and over the desirability of French involvement 
in hosting what sociologist Maurice Roche has termed “mega-events” 
like the Olympic Games. In the Conseil Municipal de Paris in 1964, 
Auguste Marboeuf-Regnault (a member of de Gaulle’s Union Nationale 
pour la République) defended the stadium as evidence for a French 
desire to be at the “head of the Europe of tomorrow” in all domains. The 
capital, he argued, required a proper stadium so that the Parisian public 

9. Municipal governments in the 
provinces, however, funded stadia – 
although on a considerably smaller scale 
than those envisioned for Paris. Ironically, 
these were often the work of the center-
Left or Left, which justified its support 
in terms of boosting participation rather 
than spectatorship. Notable examples 
included Lyon, where mayor Edouard 
Herriot oversaw the construction of 
a stadium (designed by renowned 
architect Tony Garnier) in 1926, and 
in Marseille, where the incumbent 
Socialist administration in completed 
the Stade-Vélodrome in 1937. Despite 
any aspirations on the part of local 
authorities, however, neither stadium 
attracted attention as a “national” 
installation. See Elizabeth Lê-Germain, 
“La politique sportive de la ville de Lyon 
au temps d’Edouard Herriot (1905-
1957)” (Ph.D. diss., Université Claude 
Bernard-Lyon 1, 2001). For Marseille, see 
Daniel Drocourt, “Le Stade-Vélodrome 
de Marseille deuxième stade de France” 
Marseille: Revue Culturelle (184)(1998): 
69-75.

10. For the early years of the Parc, see 
Jacques Goddet, L’Equipée Belle (Paris: 
Robert Lafont, 1991), 49. For the creation 
of L’Auto and the Tour, see Christopher 
Thompson, The Tour de France: A Cultural 
History (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 2006), 18-21.

11. Rosemary Wakeman, “Nostalgic 
Modernism and the Invention of Paris in 
the 20th Century,” French Historical Studies 
27 (1) (2004): 114-144; Bulletin Municipal 
Officiel de Paris, December 28, 1959. 

12. Archives Nationales-Fontainebleau 
(hereafter ANF), 19770709, Article 1. Press 
conference of the Haut-Commissaire 
de la Jeunesse et des Sports (Maurice 
Herzog), December 17, 1958. For efforts 
to mobilize youth in postwar France, see 
Richard Ivan Jobs, Riding the New Wave: 
Youth and the Rejuvenation of France after 
the Second World War (Stanford, Calif.: 
Stanford University Press, 2007).

13. As one example, the Soviet Union 
constructed the Luzhniki stadium 
complex in southwestern Moscow in 
the mid-1950s. See Alexandra Köhring, 
“‘Sporting Moscow’: stadia buildings 
and the challenging of public space in the 
post-war Soviet Union,” Urban History 
37(2) (2010): 253-271.

14. ANF, 19770227, Article 22. Note 
on the Plan for the Construction of a 
Stadium for 100,000 Spectators in Paris, 
Prefect of the Seine, May 2, 1959.
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could attend sporting competitions worthy of international renown.15 
Socialist municipal delegate André Weil-Curiel, in contrast, thought that 
the stade, if constructed, would only demonstrate the kind of grandeur 
found in ancient ruins, as it would surely fall into disuse. Weil-Curiel 
also maintained that France needed arenas for athletes, not spectators 
and spectacular events: those spectators who periodically came to the 
stadium were parasites there to “aid [their] digestion and to smoke a 
cigar.”16  
The grand stade was thus debated in terms of the prestige and priorities 
of the postwar modernizing French state, and the place of spectator sport 
within that nation. The stade’s backers (largely centrists and Gaullists) 
consistently argued that a stadium was necessary to restore France to its 
place at the head of European affairs, while critics (mostly consisting of 
Socialists and Communists) saw a 100,000-seat stadium as a wasteful 
and unnecessary diversion of resources that were needed elsewhere to 
rejuvenate France.17 Yet, intriguingly, the stadium debates in the early 
1960s were initially disconnected from the discussions of the ongoing 
physical renewal of Paris under the early Fifth Republic. As part of 
that process, the state sought to modernize and transform the capital 
city, through organized planning schemes under the direction of Paul 
Delouvrier that attempted to manage the growth of the city and address 
housing shortages while simultaneously improving communications 
and transport.18 Construction on a multi-lane expressway ringing the 
city (the périphérique) began in 1960, while efforts to improve public 
transport connections between the city center and its suburbs eventually 
produced the first stages of the Réseau Express Régional (RER) in 
1969.19 The grand stade, however, remained separate from all of these 
discussions, just as the proposed stadium itself was relegated to forest 
land at the periphery of the city.20  
As urban renewal in Paris proceeded at a furious clip, plans for a grand 
stade collapsed in February 1965, due to persistent opposition by the 
Ministry of Finances over the cost of the project and some concerns over 
potential environmental damage to the Bois de Vincennes.21 Yet stadium 
advocates found a way to revive hopes for a new (or greatly-improved) 
Parisian stade by pursuing the reconstruction of the Parc des Princes 
as an alternative to the grand stade plan, in ways directly connected to 
ongoing urban modernization. The old Parc, in fact, was menaced by 
the proposed path of the périphérique, which directly cut through part 
of it. As construction on the motorway drew closer to the Parc in late 
1966, the city – which had quietly refused to renew the private lease 
on the stadium in late 1963, opting instead for more direct municipal 
oversight – decided eventually to not merely rebuild the stade on the 
same location over the highway, but to radically redesign the Parc as a 
facility for soccer and rugby between 1967 and 1972.22

The decision to reconstruct the Parc, then, emerged out of the 
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intersection of the failure of the Gaullist grand stade and the somewhat 
unrelated transformation of Parisian infrastructure symbolized by 
the périphérique. But it also reflected a growing accommodation to 
the possibility of official governmental involvement in spectator sport 
(in Paris at least) that had been partially masked during the debates 
over building an entirely new stadium. As indicated above, Parisian 
municipal participation in commercial sport had been negligible since 
the 1920s; in contrast, other French cities subsidized their professional 
soccer clubs in a variety of ways. By the early 1960s, however, as French 
soccer was mired in a state of serious crisis and plagued by declining 
attendance, the traditional opponents of the grand stade on the Left in 
Paris began to shed their long-time hostility to subsidizing spectator 
sport.23 When Paris effectively municipalized the Parc in 1963, in 
fact, the Communists lobbied for the Parc to fall under direct city 
control, so that the city could channel receipts from spectator sports 
into amateur athletics.24 This was not a whole-hearted endorsement of 
professional sport, to be sure, but functioned as an acknowledgement 
that mass spectator sporting events might have a beneficial purpose; 
it foreshadowed the way that Paris would begin subsidizing the soccer 
club that would take up residence at the new Parc des Princes, Paris 
Saint-Germain (PSG), by the late 1970s.25 
In approving a stadium design in 1967 that eliminated the historic pink 
cycling track from the old vélodrome, the Conseil Municipal also tacitly 
condemned track cycling to a pre-war Parisian past, and endorsed soccer 
and rugby as popular, modern spectator activities that merited official 
support and encouragement.26 In this sense, Parisian politicians were 
completing a process set in motion during the late 1950s that led to 
the destruction of a pair of iconic old Parisian sporting enclosures: the 
Stade-Vélodrome Buffalo, site of sporting events and celebrated political 
rallies in the 1930s, was demolished between 1955 and 1957, while the 
Vélodrome d’Hiver, the indoor bicycle racing stadium that hosted the 
wildly-popular Six Days races and that functioned as the tragic site for 
the round-up of Parisian Jews in 1942, was torn down in May 1959. 
Given the declining numbers of spectators for track cycling events, city 
officials could convincingly suggest that the old Parc was increasingly 
associated with another era, an nostalgic epoch that no longer seemed 
an appropriate self-reference for modern Paris. 
The process that was set officially in motion in 1967 with the decision 
to rebuild the Parc took five years to bring to completion. When it 
was inaugurated in 1972, the new Parc – designed by architect Roger 
Taillibert and built by the Bouygues construction group, which would 
soon come to dominate the French construction industry – was a highly-
innovative 50,000-seat enclosure that employed crossed prestressed 
concrete for nearly the entirety of the stadium, particularly for the 50 
bents (portiques), the prefabricated vertical forms that formed the “ribs” 
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of the stade, standing (in some places) up to 48 meters high.27 The roof 
of the Parc, for its part, completely covered the grandstands, without any 
visible supports that would block the view of the spectators, all of whom 
– in an unprecedented development – were seated. Moreover, Taillibert’s 
stadium was perched over the périphérique, which plunged through a 
tunnel under its northeastern flank. Finally, the stadium was conceived 
for both the spectators within its confines and those watching matches 
on television; the architect integrated lighting and areas for television 
cameras into the roof of the stade, and eschewed any kind of unsightly 
fencing to separate spectators from the pitch.28 
The new Parc, while it was certainly less substantial than any proposed 
grand stade in the 1960s, nonetheless earned praise for the image of 
a modernized Paris and (by extension) France that it promoted. The 
Prefect of Paris, Jean Verdier, exulted that the Parc was an “incontestable 
success,” on both technical and aesthetic fronts.29 Furthermore, the 
stadium was presented to the public as a feat of French engineering and 
technological prowess worthy of emulation: Verdier boasted that the stade 
was a “prestigious prototype” that set the standard for architects on both 
sides of the Cold War divide. It attracted Soviet, Canadian, American, 
and Brazilian observers, among others, during its construction, and its 
innovative concrete design influenced new stadia built in the 1970s, 
including Taillibert’s own Stade Olympique in Montreal.30 In this 
sense, the Parc staked a claim for France’s importance on the world 
stage through a “technocratic” mastery of engineering, in an analogous 
fashion to contemporary French projects like the Concorde supersonic 
aircraft and the construction of new nuclear energy reactors.31

But if the stadium functioned as a powerful symbol of the 
transformations in Paris and France itself in the late 1960s and 1970s, 
it was criticized precisely because it seemed to embody problematic 
aspects of that modernization. The Parc was assailed as a representation 
of anti-democratic, opaque processes that ultimately benefited powerful 
private interests, much in the same way that Parisians protested the 
reconstruction of the Maine-Montparnasse district of the city and the 
proposed expressway on the right bank of the Seine at more or less 
the same moment, developments that would eventually fueled the 
movement that sought a “Free Paris” with an independent mayor.32 In 
the more immediate context of the Parc’s completion in 1972, the Left 
challenged the idea that the stadium represented modern progress, 
by castigating the stade as the work of a “dominating and blindly 
self-assured technocracy.”33 L’Aurore’s André Guérin argued that the 
Parc’s cost overruns (it ended up at 87 million francs, nearly double 
the original budget of 45.5 million) were the result of “secret studies” 
conducted by “technicians more gifted at calculating the resistance of 
materials than in the practical and functional aspects that ought to be 
their first preoccupations.”34 Communist delegate André Sibaud went 
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further, accusing the Prefecture of Paris of colluding with Bouygues to 
secure the latter a more favorable contract; Sibaud maintained that true 
authority over the stadium remained not with the politicians, but with 
“technocrats, engineers, and architects.”35 The sense that “technocracy” 
was anti-democratic found an echo in the (largely conservative) voters of 
the 16th arrondissement and in neighboring Boulogne-Billancourt, who 
complained bitterly that their concerns about parking and other issues 
had been ignored in the building of the stadium, which they deeply 
resented in the first place.36  
Thus the stadium was defended, in terms of its place in the urban 
landscape, as a triumph of modern engineering and a transformed 
Paris, and critiqued as a product of anti-democratic, non-transparent 
urbanizing processes. As a sporting space, the Parc des Princes showcased 
the growing acceptability of governmental involvement in sport in Paris 
(despite the debates over the construction process), but also reflected 
uncertainties and unfulfilled aspirations about sporting spectatorship 
itself. Taillibert’s stadium ostensibly aimed to use modern construction 
techniques to  “democratize” the way Parisians experienced their leisure 
time, in an era when television and mass automobile ownership had 
opened up a multitude of other possibilities that competed with the 
stade. The all-seater stadium, which Taillibert defended as a “social 
choice” because it consciously did not distinguish between the seated 
and standing-room sections found in all other European arenas, was 
clearly intended as a more egalitarian kind of leisure space. By removing 
the fencing (grilles) which separated spectators from the pitch at other 
European stadia, too, Taillibert hoped to present the stadium as a more 
attractive place for familial leisure and, perhaps less explicitly, as a more 
commercially-exploitable space that was ultimately used for sporting 
events and rock concerts in the ensuing decades.37 Overall, the Parc 
was certainly envisioned as a means to broaden spectatorship beyond 
the (mostly male) clientele who braved the standing-room conditions 
of the old Parc or Colombes, either through the internal improvements 
to the stadium or the ways in which the stadium facilitated “virtual” 
spectatorship via television. 
To a limited extent, the new Parc lived up to some of its promise as a space 
for sport and entertainment. Municipal authorities turned down requests 
from various organizations that wanted to use the stade for political 
demonstrations and rallies, and more or less reserved it as a space for 
sport and the occasional rock concert. In sporting terms, the Parc quickly 
supplanted the old stadium at Colombes as the pre-eminent stadium in 
France, and hosted Coupe de France soccer finals and Five Nations rugby 
matches. While not the grand stade of Herzog’s aspirations, the new Parc 
nonetheless allowed Paris to host smaller-scale international sporting 
events, such as the European Cup final in 1974 and the European Soccer 
Championships in 1984. And in his attempt to reconstruct the stadium 
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community through an all-seater design, Taillibert certainly provided 
a template for future stadia: in the wake of the Hillsborough stadium 
disaster in Sheffield, England in 1989, where 96 people were crushed 
or trampled to death inside a standing-room-only section of the old 
stadium, the ensuing government report mandated that stadia for teams 
in the Football League and the Scottish Premier Division become all-
seater facilities by the beginning of 1994-95.38 
As an attempt to re-invent leisure space, however, the Parc was neither 
uncontested nor represented a complete transformation of established 
leisure practices. Cycling enthusiasts, of course, lamented the 
destruction of the old vélodrome track and the sporting tradition that it 
represented; the French cycling federation (FFC), for one, characterized 
the vélodrome’s demolition as “catastrophic.”39 As a space for soccer and 
rugby spectatorship, too, the Parc fell short of Taillibert’s transformational 
aspirations. Ignoring the architect’s attention to the needs of television, 
French soccer authorities resisted greater TV exposure for their sport 
up until the mid-1980s, fearing the corrosive effect of live broadcasts 
on game-day attendance.40 And had television actually been allowed to 
transmit matches, that coverage would have revealed that the spectator 
experience at the Parc in the 1970s was characterized by relative 
indifference. Despite the arrival of a new resident club, Paris Saint-
Germain, in 1974, regular matches at the Parc were very often sparsely 
attended throughout the next decade. When large crowds flocked to the 
Parc, they often were predominantly comprised of supporters of visiting 
teams like Bastia or Reims. Thus, the Parc suffered from a lack of what 
John Bale has called the “topophilic” attachment of local spectators to 
that particular place.41 
Moreover, spectator identity at the Parc des Princes – like spectatorship 
in other European stadia in the early 1970s – was also associated with 
the potential for a new kind of violence that surpassed previous acts of 
spectator misbehavior. The notorious European Cup final between Leeds 
and Bayern Munich in 1974, when irate Leeds fans destroyed seats in 
the stadium, invaded the pitch and smashed windows outside the stade 
in protest over the final result, was a prominent example of a new kind 
of disorderly spectatorship – hooliganism – that scandalized observers 
in France, who clearly were not paying attention to contemporary 
developments in Great Britain.42 Even Joao Havelange, the president 
of the international soccer federation (FIFA), actually complained that 
Taillibert’s modern stadium had facilitated the violence; the seats (for 
Havelange) merely gave the English supporters something to throw on 
the pitch, and the lack of a fence separating spectators and players allowed 
for a pitch invasion.43 While it is doubtful that any stadium could have 
curtailed the pugilistic instincts of the hooligans from Leeds, Taillibert’s 
hopes for a new kind of well-behaved, “democratic” crowd (however 
unrealistic they might have been) clearly fell short, as evidenced by any 
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number of incidents from 1974 onward that have showcased repeated 
problems with spectator misbehavior at the Parc (and for that matter in 
stadia worldwide), even as heightened surveillance and closed-circuit 
television have combined to reduce incidents of the most egregious 
kinds of stadium violence.44   

conclusion
The reconstruction of the Parc des Princes, then, attested to the contested 
place of both urban modernizing practices and spectator sport in postwar 
Paris. The Parc both resulted from and symbolized urban modernization 
during the so-called Trente Glorieuses, or “Thirty Glorious” years of 
economic growth after the Second World War; after its completion, it 
was readily interpreted as a symbol of French planning prowess and 
engineering acumen. Its construction, too, heralded a shift in official 
governmental attitudes toward sport that acknowledged the prominence 
of mass spectator sport and its spaces, and that increasingly considered 
them worthy of some degree of support. By the same token, however, a 
powerful undercurrent of anxiety still surrounded the stadium, both for 
its place as a result of specific urbanizing developments (namely the fears 
about political decision-making and transparency) and its implications 
for sport, either on the part of those who lamented what it represented 
or who bemoaned the demeanor of sporting spectators in general.
Ultimately, the Parc was influential not only in its own right, but also 
prefigured the construction of another massive sporting edifice in 
Paris twenty-six years later. There were distinct differences, of course, 
between the Parc and the new Stade de France, built in time for the 
1998 soccer World Cup. Unlike the Parc, the Stade was specifically 
designed to revitalize an ailing working-class suburb, Saint-Denis, on 
the northern border of Paris, as part of a large-scale urban development 
project on a former “brownfield” site (a former tar-processing plant 
for Gaz de France).45 The construction of the Stade, too, also reflected 
the devolution of urban planning authority in the Ile-de-France, as 
both Paris itself (granted an unprecedented degree of autonomy with 
an independent elected mayor after 1977) and the surrounding local 
municipalities, namely Saint-Denis, played crucial roles in the planning 
and development of the new stadium.46 Yet the Stade also served as 
evidence of the continuation and amplification of trends present already 
in the construction of the Parc des Princes, from the growing consensus 
over the utility of spectator sporting events (and their ability to project 
a positive “modern” urban identity) to aspirations for transforming the 
stadium crowd through a new kind of “polyvalent” stadium space. And 
like the Parc, too, the Stade elicited critiques of arbitrary “technocratic” 
planning, cozy relationships between private commercial and financial 
actors and the state, and the ultimately unsatisfying spectator collective 
generated within the stadium itself. 
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As a final point of conclusion, the reconstruction of the Parc des Princes 
not only offers a revelatory window onto developments in Paris and 
France, but also connects them to broader global transformations. It 
was not coincidental that Tailibert’s stadium drew attention around the 
world; throughout the postwar period, in fact, stadium construction 
articulated aspirations of national grandeur and technological progress 
from Bucharest to Buenos Aires. The Parc, in fact, had a very direct 
counterpart: the new Olympic Stadium in Munich was completed at 
almost exactly the same moment in 1972. That stadium featured a glass 
and acrylic roof designed to symbolize the “transparency” of a rebuilt 
postwar West Germany and its figurative distance from the Nazi regime 
that hosted the Berlin Olympics in 1936.47 In the ensuing years, the 
stadium has (if possible) become even more ubiquitous as a globalized 
space, valued in similar ways worldwide, from its place within urban 
renewal to its role in anchoring sporting “mega-events” like the Olympics 
or World Cup (to say nothing of its relationship to global capital flows 
that now characterize international sport).48 The transformed Parc, 
while embedded in distinctively Parisian debates both about urban 
restructuring and spectator sport in the 1960s, and the anxieties and 
tensions that they produced, thus manifested the overarching set of 
values that were coming to be placed on stadia as modern urban spaces 
and sites of sporting festivity after the Second World War. 
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abstract
The first basis of this paper is to introduce the work of the Danish 
architect Arne Jacobsen within the framework of a new practice that 
Modern Architecture, upcoming welfare state and democratization of 
leisure brought to the fore in Nordic countries. 
After the Stockholm exhibition in 1930 and the Swedish exhibition 
Fritiden, Modern Leisure, Ystad in 1936, the increasing social importance 
of leisure in the construction of the Nordic welfare states reflects itself 
within the architectural competitions and public commissions.  During 
the pre-war period, the proposals introduce the functionalist discourse 
and the new conception of architecture was translated artistically into 
democratic leisure programs. As an example, Bellevue area, north of 
Copenhagen, was one of the paradigmatic recreation centres close to the 
beach. Arne Jacobsen’s proposal shows his talent for situating elegant 
buildings in the Danish horizontal landscape. “Bellavista” housing 
complex, summer theatre, bath establishment, kayak club, restaurant, 
riding school, petrol station and a also an unbuilt proposal for a tower 
with a revolving restaurant on top; were part of the general suburban 
scheme along Strandvejen road to create and extend open spaces to the 
outdoor life.
Post-war Modern Architecture was characterized by an effort to combine 
new technology, aesthetics and creative leisure programs to enhance a 
qualified culture of leisure. Against pre-war vacation resorts, hotels and 
restaurants located in suburban areas, new inspired leisure activities 
were allocated in the city or as integrated part of urban centres to 
introduce different ways to spend spare time, in parallel to the vacation 
act.  Within the work of Arne Jacobsen leisure projects are seen as 
opportunities for research into the clear accordance between form and 
structure, geometry and nature to deep on new structures for leisure as 
new practice of civic freedom. Outstanding case studies are projects as 
theatres, libraries, hotels, etc. but are especially relevant the Landskrona 
sports hall, Lyngby swimming pool, Hannover foyer, restaurant and art 
museum.
This paper puts forward the contribution of the Arne Jacobsen in the 
development of a Modern Leisure and welfare state to achieve creative 
and innovative structures for leisure in accordance with truthful 
architecture and Nordic Landscape.
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introduction
Welfare state brings along formidable political experiences, important 
economic opportunities and fertile social and cultural changes that 
enrich both the material and the immaterial heritage of Nordic 
countries. Modern Architecture was considered as a vehicle for the 
development of the Nordic model, so architects were not oblivious to 
that yearn for social and economic revolution, and some works act at 
once as economic engines in the transition towards a economy growth 
and as symbolic impulse in social rights. As a result, a long series of 
architectural projects trace a Nordic landscape where artistic sensibility 
and quality intertwine.
Nordic welfare states conceive leisure as a part of the social policies. 
Leisure planning should be concerned with how the provision of 
facilities in recreation, sport, arts, education and tourism can better serve 
life’s interests to the development of self-identity and self-realisation. 
But the creation of a culture of leisure is also enhanced by the physical 
experience of the environments, buildings and places that have been 
the backdrop of life. The combination of leisure demands with technical 
and economic requirements into a realistic urban scheme or building 
programme, which can be reflected in an artistic design, calls for an 
enormous measure of experience. 
This paper stems from a deep interest in Danish architect Arne 
Jacobsen’s, 1902-71, professional career and his main contribution to 
modern structures for outdoor and indoor leisure in Denmark. Jacobsen 
held a plea for an approach between architecture and the everyday 
practices of leisure. His projects reveal a boldness, which springs from 
an ever-surer touch in mastering the interplay of leisure programs, 
structure and form. Jacobsen was confronted with a new conception 
of architecture and modern leisure, coming from the avant-garde art 
and social changes; and the effort to adapt it to the Nordic tradition, 
in a balance between function, technology and art which was gradually 
improved from functionalism of the 1930s, the functional tradition of 
the 1940s until modern movement of the 1950s and 1960s. 
Hence, the role of architecture and urban planning converge through 
the development of democratic leisure programs in the work of 
Arne Jacobsen. His proposals emerged from an attempt to explore 
architectural principles and modern urban ideals that were incorporated 
into his projects for leisure urban developments and buildings in a 
progressive research into a clear accordance between architectural form 
and building structure. 
Methodologically, the overall argument will be pursued mainly through 
analysis of case studies. Jacobsen’s proposals for leisure centres held 
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over a period of thirty years, from 1937 to 1967. During a pre-war period, 
Jacobsen contributed to design outdoor leisure centres and he played an 
important role in the democratization of beach, park and garden use 
in Denmark. Among the examples of this period that are especially 
significant two beach recreation centres: Bellevue coastal baths, located 
along Strandvejen road in Klampenborg, and Dragør South Beach 
bathing resort. (Figure 1) During post-war period, Jacobsen proposals were 
addressed to create indoor leisure centres and buildings for collective 
use attending new social policies and demands. (Figure 2) Jacobsen, in 
collaboration with his engineer M. Folmer Andersen, proposed visionary 
and creative structures for leisure such as Landskrona sports hall, Lyngby 
swimming pool or Hannover restaurant. Each case study focuses on 
Jacobsen’s ability to create an overall proposal in sympathy with the urban 
environment, the requirements of the leisure program and modern 
conception of architecture. In both periods, Arne Jacobsen was challenged 
with similar leisure programs such as restaurants, summerhouses, 
hotels, theatres, sport halls or museums, thus, a retrospective of his 
work notes how the technical deficiencies and limitations of his early 
works were further developed and refined through post-war architectural 
concepts, technical advances and structural design. As a result, Arne 
Jacobsen’s latest leisure projects solidly cast ideas in artistically modern 
and mature architectural forms. 

Figure 1. Outdoor leisure: Arne Jacobsen, Bellevue coastal baths and kiosk, 1930-32.
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The paper is divided into three parts. The first part introduces Jacobsen 
pre-war proposals and early Modern Architecture concepts and their 
evolution through outdoor leisure projects. The second part introduces 
Jacobsen post-war leisure proposals through main case studies. The 
final part concludes with a synthesis and ideas for future research into 
the relevance of his contribution to a culture of leisure.

pre-war leisure projects and functionalism
In the beginning of the thirties the main goals of the government became 
social wealth and health linked with the importance of equilibrium 
between work and leisure time. From 1920, Danish workers had forty-
eight hours weekly working hours and three day’s holidays without 
pay, and in 1931 they obtained six day’s holidays with pay. Although 
the Danish parliament did not legislate two weeks of paid vacation a 
year for all workers until 1938, the working classes had been taking 
holidays, particularly beach vacations, since the turn of the century. 
Paid vacation was considered a right of citizenship, which unleashed a 
debate around the cultural politics of leisure and aims to prepare ground 
for the Vacations Act. Politics considered outdoor life and contact with 
nature as one strategy for realizing its social vision. Dansk Folkeferie1 

1. Dansk Folkeferie, Danish public Holiday, 
is a Danish travel agency that was 
established as a cooperative in 1938. This 
was in connection with the first social 
democratic Prime Minister of Denmark, 
Thorvald Stauning, who introduced the 
first Holidays Act for all employees. In 
1979, Dansk Folkeferie was transformed 
into an independent business foundation 
that aims to create opportunities for 
happy holidays to all Danes. 

Figure 2. Indoor activities: Arne Jacobsen, Baltic vacation resort, swimming pool, 
Fehmarn, Germany, 1965.
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encouraged public interest in Danish nature and provided information 
on affordable ways of enjoying it. Main open spaces to spend free 
time were beach and parks. Leisure programs included architectural 
proposals for seashore bath establishments, music and forest pavilions, 
kiosks and first affordable summerhouses or weekend houses.
A democratic society, which has conferred equal privileges on everybody, 
only an appropriate education and explanation of architectural form 

Figure 3. Arne Jacobsen, Bellevue Area that includes the following projects: Bellevue 
Coastal Baths, riding school hall, Bellavista housing complex, restaurant, theatre 
and tower with revolving restaurant.
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evolution will speed up the process of assimilation and make possible 
the simultaneous creation of modern means and respective forms. 
Consequently, during the formation of the Nordic welfare states, exhibitions 
were highly instrumental in the process of making audiences active 
participants. In the field of architecture and its specific connection with 
leisure, two exhibitions may herald a change of conceptions: Stockholm 
exhibition in 1930 and Modern Leisure exhibition in Ystad 1936. Gregor 
Paulsson who was a radical reformer and a forceful advocator of the new 
architecture and sociological aesthetics organized both events.
Stockholm exhibition became an ideal venue for promoting a new way 
of living and the principal sounding board for the new conception of 
architecture and modernity.2 In Scandinavia, early modern architecture 
was known as funkis or functionalism.3 The ideology of functionalism 
emphasized practicality, appropriateness and expectations of a better 
world realized with the help of modern technology and rational planning. 
Geometry and industrial production had in collective housing and 
activities at its core of the aesthetic and plastic revolution that reconciled 
architecture with the establishment of the welfare state. Economy, 
technology, as well as functional and social needs were stressed over 
aesthetics or formalism. Nordic architects were seeking a balance 
between form and use, as well as between construction and function.
On the other hand, Modern Leisure exhibition in 1936 was launched to 
promote an ideal leisure and active spare time in order to display a new 
social reality. Several pavilions were allocated in a park offering illustrations 
and photos of a diversified and evocative leisure and activities for outdoor 
and indoor public spaces. The social and political aim of the exhibition 
was clear: “If the people are unable to fill up their leisure hours in such a 
way that they derive health and pleasure for it, then the community should 
help them by advice and action, in order to give them the possibility of 
spending it in a richer, finer and more profitable manner”.4 
Both exhibitions influenced and impacted in the field of Danish 
Architecture and leisure programs. “White Modernism” or “Nordic 
Functionalism”, a new conception of architecture introduced in the 
Stockholm exhibition, was translated artistically into leisure buildings 
without attending entirely new materials and construction. First 
generation of modern architects built pioneer works that represented 
also a new artistic revolution in Denmark. New aesthetics announced 
by the five points of Le Corbusier, and influenced by the introduction of 
reinforced concrete, was characterized by a whitewashed brick surfaces, 
pure forms, flat roofs and horizontal steel windows bands.
Arne Jacobsen introduced the new style in his works gradually starting 
with the “House of the future”, his own house built in 1929 and Max 
Rothenborg’s house, and later on, with the Thorvald Petersen’s single-
family house completed in 1933. Houses and leisure buildings designed 
by Jacobsen were characterized by the connection of the interiors to 

2. Erik Gunnar Asplund, Wolter Gahn, 
Sven Markelius, Gregor Paulsson, Eskil 
Sundahl and Uno Åhrén summarized 
in their Acceptera Manifesto in 1931 
that technology helped to create better 
conditions for raising the quality of life, 
so “what we’re working on is to organize 
and improve the world’s economy and 
stabilize individual’s living conditions. 
Yes this is the only means to a richer 
life. If we’re still far from this goal we 
must work all the harder to perfect the 
means.”

3. Strictly speaking the term Functionalism 
covers only the late twenties and thirties, 
from about 1929 to 1935.

4. Modern Leisure: A Swedish 
Exhibition, June-19-August 23 (English 
brochure), Stockholm, 1936. In “The 
Exhibition Modern Leisure as a site of 
Governmentality” by Ylva Habel.
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nature and open-air spaces: the gardens and public areas around the 
buildings were designed to form a unity which embraced an urban 
planning approach and was clearly exemplified in a suburban area 
facing the Øresund.
The Bellevue area, north of Copenhagen, was one of the paradigmatic 
outdoor recreation centres close to the beach. (Figure 3) Jacobsen’s 
proposal shows his talent for situating elegant buildings in the landscape, 
under the guidelines of a new urban planning and the considerations of 
the committee for the “preservation of rural Denmark”, which carried 
out the responsibility to maintain the horizontal Danish landscape. 
The general suburban scheme included beach bathing establishment 
with lifeguard towers, 1930-32, annex for Bellevue Strandhotel, the 
“Bellavista” housing complex, 1931-34, Axel Mattsson riding school 
in 1934, summer theatre and restaurant, 1935-37, service station 
in 1936, kiosk and kayak club in 1938. (Figure 4) His proposals show 
Jacobsen’s ability to create something new in harmony with the time 
and carefully fitted to the surroundings. Elementary geometry and 
radiant volumes, functionality and transparency extend the outdoor life 
to reflect an aesthetic and egalitarian expression of a social utopia and 
democratization of the leisure. 

Figure 4. Arne Jacobsen, 
poster for the Bellevue 
Revue that includes his 
proposal for Bellevue 
summer theatre, 1936.
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Arne Jacobsen also proposed the construction of Dragør South Beach 
bathing resort, where he built a lifeguard-tower of 22,00m height. The 
high building-facility introduced a landmark that Jacobsen re-proposed 
in Bellevue area as a tower with revolving restaurant on the top offering 
views facing to the Øresund. But the proposal was not finally built 
because it was considered as a counterpoint with the horizontality of the 
Danish Landscape. Despite it, public opinion supported the proposal. 
Meanwhile, Jacobsen also participated and won several competitions 
concerning leisure activities and sports facilities, such as a proposal 
for stadium in Gentofte, a grandstand at Charlottenlund trotting 
track, changing facilities and athletic hall for YMCA. He got private 
commissions like Junkers Hall with badminton hall for Johs. Brobjerg, 
tennis hall for H.I.K or changing facilities at Gentofte stadium and 
YMCA. Finally, Jacobsen and Flemming Lassen were awarded with a 
second prize in the competition for Kastrup Airport, a starting point to 
increase tourism activities abroad.

post-war leisure projects and modern architecture
During the first decades after the war, Arne Jacobsen projects continued 
to be a determining contribution to the development of Danish welfare 
state, and so on, leisure, tourism and economic growth.
From 1952, Danish workers had one week more of paid vacation a year. 
Progressively, the number of weekly working hours was reduced from 
forty-eight to forty-five in 1959 until forty-two and half hours in 1968. 
Leisure policies started to introduce long-term vacation activities and new 
ways to spare free time during a short time after work. Politics starting 
to promote and build facilities in order to provide citizens access to 
indoor and cultural activities without needing to travel, and at the same 
time attract visitors to consolidate urban centres instead of suburban 
centres. Leisure proposals try to explore building types that address new 
social needs taking into consideration aspects such as culture, sport, 
education and social interaction. Museums, theatres, cinemas, libraries, 
sports halls, swimming pools and restaurants were protagonists of 
the leisure landscape as much as they are of the urban one. As public 
institutions that established indoor and collective activities, they have 
a decisive role in the development of a qualified culture of leisure of 
Danish society; and as a buildings that are located in strategic sites of 
the urban centre, they attract and citizens that determine the vitality and 
economic vigour of the cities.  
Post-war cultural and political context influenced the perception of 
architecture. Modern architecture was not only connected to reach the 
social goals of the welfare state, but also seen as the symbol of a more 
democratic and better society for everyone. New leisure programs, 
materials, techniques and aesthetics that Modern architecture both 
utilized and promoted were accepted and perceived as beneficial to the 
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large masses of people. A new universal aesthetics based on simplicity, 
austerity of form and economy was implemented in urban planning 
and public buildings as a new democratic environment.
Arne Jacobsen conceals leisure programs, form and structure in an 
unambiguous manner during his post-war period, 1945-67. In his works, 
the new materials: steel, glass and reinforced concrete, acquire their 
maximum expression through their structural possibilities. At first, the 
architect was overwhelmed by the technical perfection and the innovative 
pulse of the technical advances, but his close collaboration with the 
structural engineer M. Folmer Andersen allow him to understand and 
introduce them in his work.  Artistic sensitivity and structural intuition 
was complemented with technical knowledge. The engineer technically 
solved architectural ideas and it improved the initial plastic possibilities 
and architectural form to create unexpected structures for leisure.

structures for leisure: case studies
High-rise structures. SAS Hotel, Copenhagen, 1955-60
The progressive incorporation of ideas from engineering to architectural 
heritage provides a typological variation based on towers, bars and 
boxes. The tower as a typological solution was also an architectural idea 
that characterized some of the Arne Jacobsen’s works. In Denmark, the 
erection of a multi-storey building was still regarded as an event and a 
hotel as an exclusive collective entity of tourism equipment. 
Royal Hotel was built for the city’s guests and to promote travel and 
tourism. Scandinavian Airlines System’s, SAS, planned to build a high-
rise hotel with air terminal. Thus, Copenhagen became an air traffic and 
tourist centre. Arne Jacobsen designed SAS Hotel with the large firm 
Kampsax that was responsible for the structural design as well as the civil 
engineering works and economic control Jacobsen introduced a modern 
framed construction and simple modular panning with the principle of 
the curtain-wall that he developed in later works. Curtain-wall provides 
buildings with an anonymous non-style exterior expressing unity of 
function.5 Danish tradition for simple order, care with proportions and 
detailing also helped to produce such high quality building. (Figure 5)
The conception of a vertical building was an introduction in vertical 
structures and static principles that he developed together with Folmer 
Andersen. The introduction of a four concrete rigid cores, which house 
the stairways and elevators, defines the structural transparency of Novo 
Headquarters in Bagsværd, 1957-69, where the façade is solved with 
curtain-wall. But, in comparison with Essen Town Hall, 1962, the 
structural cores provide order and rhythm to façade with their presence. 
The design of the structure was conceived as a spatial order and is one of 
the main aspects. Later on, he incorporated some of these ideas to design 
a Hotel and shopping centre in Eldon Square, Newcastle in 1967.

5. Jacobsen was influenced by the 
work of Mies van der Rohe and the 
American architects Skidmore & Owings 
and Merrill. Mies had a concept of 
architecture as something to be found 
in logical well-analyzed buildings with a 
static quality, looking for simple solutions 
and great knowledge in systems of 
construction, geometrical forms and 
rules of proportions.
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Inhabited structures. Lyngby swimming pool, 1964
Post-war period witnessed a prosperous of swimming pools or public 
baths in natural environments that were addressed to the population, 
eager to pursue well being and also in permanent search of experiences, 
understood as a new form of leisure consumption. Leisure turned 
swimming pools into centres for social interaction. As public baths, 
the indoor space ensure the social or communal nature of the space of 
water and it was at the same time a sign of the extension of the cult of 
the body in welfare societies.
Arne Jacobsen and Folmer Andersen reached the validity of their ideas 
with the proposal for the swimming pool in Lyngby, where structure 
itself lends form to the building. Leisure program include water space 
and a terrace for restaurant and sunbathing, all of them were common 
activities of beach baths, but now were overlapped in a building. The 
single-storey building which like a base slab provides the foundation 
of the structure of the swimming hall comprises all the functions 
associated with the use of the swimming pool. The hall is roofed by six 
large Vierendeel girders each consisting of seven prefabricated concrete 
units fastened to each other by tensioned cables. The roof proper 
consists of crossbeams that are likewise composed by prefabricated 
concrete units and form open sun terraces, protected by windscreens. 
Between these crossbeams, windows are arranged so that the life in the 
hall can be viewed from the roof terraces. Some of the latter can be used 
as a restaurant. (Figure 6)

Figure 5. Arne Jacobsen, Hotel SAS under construction and cross section, Copenhagen, 1955-60.
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The project was never built but some of the ideas were partially developed 
in the swimming pool for the Baltic vacation centre in Fehmarn. (Figure 7) 
Germany witnessed the importance of public baths with private or public 
promoters that created a new architectural type, the sea baths, the city of waters 
around a spring, with hotels, parks and leisure areas that created small cities 
in privileged landscapes, detached from the urban and social environment.

Weightless Structures. Landskrona sports hall, Sweden and Belvedere 
tower with restaurant, Hannover, Germany, 1964
The geometric definition of the previous mentioned structures 
introduces the issue of compatibility and coherence between enclosure 
and structure. Jacobsen and Folmer Andersen invested large amounts 
of time, and strength of will in the production of creative and innovative 
proposals to ensure a full accordance of leisure program, form and 
building structure. Danish architect was continually confronted with 
new leisure projects in urban and natural environments such as 
Landskrona sports hall and a restaurant at Herrenhausen, Hannover. In 
both works, the compact buildings and moderate use of materials and 
colours harmonize with the surroundings and the powerful nature of 
the Nordic landscape and German gardens.
At the beginning, Landskrona sports hall was conceived as a part of the 
urban centre located in a central area, called Kaserplan, surrounded by 
Slottspark, a fortified park, and two military barracks. In 1956 a Nordic 
competition encouraged architects to development a building complex 
with a town hall, library and sports hall. Competition outcome was 
first prize to the architects Arne Jacobsen and Hans Dissing, but only 
the sports hall was built in a different place some years later. Both the 
competition proposal and final project were innovative structures for 
leisure. The sports hall finally built was designed as a horizontal roof, 
raised four meters above the floor level, and solved with a steel lattice work 
structure and ten steel columns. Sports area was depressed three meters 
below ground with stepped sides to accommodate seats for spectators and 
ensure a clear transparency between hall and landscape. (Figure 8)

Figure 6. Arne Jacobsen, Hans Dissing and M. Folmer Andersen. Model of Lyngby swimming pool and cross section, 
Denmark, 1964.
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Plastic and technical possibilities of the steel structure were also 
introduced in their proposal for a belvedere and restaurant at 
Herrenhausen, Hannover. Leisure program that was intended to build 
combined a restaurant for 350 guests, a summer restaurant for 500 
guests and a belvedere terrace for 600 people. Jacobsen briefly described 
structure, as “a large slab will serve as the foundation for restaurant 
and belvedere terrace, which are designed as two large shells, supported 
by twin columns”6. The lower shell is suspended six meters above the 
platforms and the top shell is rising to height of twenty-one meters. 
Each shell measure thirty-five by forty meters and were planned to be 
built as three-dimensional steel lattice-work, covered with a thin skin of 
polystone plastics, a synthetic material. (Figure 9)   

6. Poul Erik Skriver, “Struktur og form i 
Arne Jacobsen arbejder”, Arkitektur 5 
(1964): 184-9.

Figure 7. Arne Jacobsen, Baltic vacation center, Fehmarn, West Germany, 1965-1972, built by Dissing+Weitling.

Figure 8. Arne Jacobsen. Landskrona sports hall, cross section, Sweden, 1957-65.
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Structuralism. Prefabricated and industrialized summerhouses
Finally, Arne Jacobsen was involved in prefabrication and industrialized 
building during his last years, 1965-1971. The advance of industrialisation 
changed the role of the architect who had to be associated with other 
specialists involved in building. Industrialized building extended 
its control over housing and public building without architects’ 
intervention. The construction process was controlled by house-types in 
standard ranges and entrepreneurs and contractors undertook building 
projects. As a result, the building was solved technically perfect but 
visual refinement and architectural form were omitted. 
Arne Jacobsen introduced the new buildings methods in his public 
buildings and leisure projects where the presence of the architect 
still remained, but his main and last contribution was in single-family 
houses to cope with mass production and the deterioration of the urban 
environment. “Kubeflex” and “Kvadraflex” were both modular systems of 
room elements for prefabricated houses based on the concept of flexible 
architecture. (Figure 10) Møllethuset was a commission of the contractors A. 
Jespersen & Søn to develop concrete components for prefabricated houses. 
The systems were never put into production but they opened a debate 
about new typologies of leisure dwelling and industrialized building.

conclusion
Arne Jacobsen, as an exponent of Post-war Architecture, was able to 
embrace technique and aesthetic, function and formal language, 
construction and design through moderation and simplicity. Danish 
architect developed a professional career with a large number of leisure 
projects in a synthesis of Nordic tradition and the principles of Modern 
Architecture. His structures for leisure contributed and promoted the 
silent elegance of bareness and the subordination to the essential leisure 
demands of politics and society.

Figure 9. Arne Jacobsen, Otto Weitling and M. Folmer Andersen. Model and cross section of belvedere and restaurant 
proposal at Herrenhausen, Hannover, Germany, 1964.
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This paper puts forward a very clear case of Nordic contribution to a 
culture of leisure and illustrates the huge variety of possible indoor 
and outdoor solutions in the work of Arne Jacobsen. Jacobsen almost 
never spoke of technology or mentioned distinguishing quantities 
like weight tolerance and degree of effectiveness in structures. But he 
certainly possessed a highly developed sense for such aesthetic and 
visual characteristics. In collaboration with his structural engineer, 
creative expression reaches its climax when architectural form satisfies 
completely the practical and technical requirements and interprets them 
in a design of intrinsic harmony. 
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Tourist Spaces in the Postwar Socialist City: 
East Berlin’s T.V. Tower and Information Center

Michelle Standley

abstract 
In this paper I focus on the 1,198-foot tall T.V. Tower, or Fernsehturm 
and its Information Center inaugurated by the Communist party leader 
Walter Ulbricht on October 7, 1969 in the center of the former capital 
of the German Democratic Republic (GDR), East Berlin. Relying on the 
records left by GDR authorities, including T.V. Tower and Information 
Center planners, I argue that in the postwar era a transnational discourse 
of tourism architecture, interior design, and display technology emerged. 
Such a discourse was partly a result of the 1958 Brussels World’s Fair 
and to a lesser extent the 1967 Montreal World’s Fair. GDR tourist 
authorities, my paper suggests, adopted what they describe as “world 
standards” in leisure space architecture primarily to appeal to foreign 
visitors from capitalist countries.
This case study has at least two important implications for the main 
themes of this conference. First, it challenges the normative view of 
disintegrating public spaces and individuating leisure practices, as the 
common experience of postwar cities in Europe. Car ownership and 
leisure centered in the home, for instance, emerged a full decade and 
a half later than in capitalist countries, leaving city planners in socialist 
countries to pursue a different course and to focus on other issues. 
Second, by turning to tourism, this study also shifts attention away 
from viewing leisure spaces, East or West, as constructed merely with 
a fragmenting domestic citizenry in mind. Foreign tourists presented a 
new type of temporary, albeit roving, collectivity, with attendant challenges 
and opportunities for civic and business leaders and planners. Looking 
to attract visitors, on the one hand, and to persuade them of a particular 
propagandistic message about the tourist destination, on the other, 
authorities on both sides of the Iron Curtain looked to structures such 
as towers and well-designed urban spaces and leisure center interiors to 
address this powerful new actor in the postwar world: the tourist. 

keywords
Tourism, Cold War, Berlin, World’s Fairs

The 350-meter T.V. Tower in the center of the former German Democratic 
Republic (GDR) capital of East Berlin is one of unified Berlin’s most 
recognizable symbols and popular tourist attractions. Its silhouette, 
essentially a long concrete spear puncturing a globe of stainless steal and 
glass, appears on the cover of guidebooks, in television commercials, 
and on postcards. The tower can be purchased in gift shops and online 
as a USB stick, salt and pepper shakers, candles, and even as a felt baby’s 
rattle. In 2006, Deutsche Telekom transformed the tower’s sphere into a 
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soccer ball as part of the World Cup festivities. To make it look like a ball, 
workers affixed to the tower pentagons in Deutsche Telekom’s trademark 
pink. In the middle of one of the stainless steel hexagons appeared a 
giant Deutsche Telekom ‘T.’ This reinvention of the tower as a soccer 
ball and Deutsche Telekom billboard broadcast in a dramatic fashion 
the tower’s history from its origins as a symbol of socialist modernity in 
the capital of the socialist East Germany into its present function as a 
capitalist commodity and symbol of the new unified Germany. 
In this paper, I provide a brief overview of the origins of the tower and of 
its information center, which is located at its base. My aim in focusing 
on the history of the tower and information center is to highlight the 
ways in which socialist states carved out spaces of leisure in their urban 
centers aimed not only at their own citizens but also at foreign visitors, 
or tourists. Relying on the records left by GDR authorities, including 
T.V. Tower and Information Center planners, I argue that in the postwar 
era a transnational discourse of tourism architecture, interior design, 
and display technology emerged. Such a discourse was partly a result of 
the 1958 Brussels World’s Fair and to a lesser extent the 1967 Montreal 
World’s Fair. GDR tourist authorities, my paper suggests, adopted what 
they describe as “world standards” in leisure space architecture primarily 
to appeal to visitors to the capital.

Communist party leader Walter Ulbricht inaugurated East Berlin’s 
T.V. Tower, in the heart of the city’s newly renovated downtown area, 
Alexanderplatz, days before the GDR’s twentieth anniversary on 7 
October 1969.1 During the T.V. Tower’s first years of operation Berlin-
Information, the organization responsible for promoting the city in the 
GDR and abroad and for overseeing tourism in the capital, had staff on 
hand to assist tourists, give out information and sell souvenirs from 
a humble cart located in front of the tower.2  In 1972, when builders 
completed the second and final phase of the tower’s construction, the 
Information Center finally opened its doors to the public. The center was 
comprised of several rooms: the main entrance, which held such pieces 
as a three-dimensional map of the new downtown, display windows and 
mounted books; a movie theater; two discussion rooms; and finally a 
second level dedicated to temporary exhibitions.
If this brief description creates an image of the Information Center 
as strikingly similar to those ‘info points’ and visitor centers found at 
tourist attractions and in city centers throughout Europe, there was 
a good reason. Information Center planners consciously sought to 
create a typical, ‘modern’ information center and to achieve, what it 
defined as, ‘world standards’ in display and design technology. This 
drive to appear ‘modern’ and to meet ‘world standards’ raises several 
questions. Why did party and state authorities in the GDR decide to 
construct an information center, and specifically one that was ‘modern’ 

1. Peter Müller, Symbol mit Aussicht, 
Der Berliner Fernsehturm (Berlin: Verlag 
Bauwesen, 2000), 125.

2. ‘Vermerk ueber die Begehung des 
Gelaendes des Fernseh- und UKW-Turms 
zur Gewaehrleistung von Ordnung und 
Sauberkeit am 31.3.1971,’ LAB, C Rep. 123, 
Zg. 1707, Bd. 28 (April 1, 1971). 
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and met ‘world standards?’ What was, according to Information Center 
planners, the latest in display and information technology and how did 
they imagine what ‘modern’ should look like? 
Information Center planners drew on numerous strands of inspiration. 
Yet, no source was more important than international expositions or 
world’s fairs. The Information Center at East Berlin’s T.V. Tower, I argue, 
was a modest version of the new type of national pavilions that appeared 
at the world’s fairs held after the Second World War. From uniformed 
hostesses dressed to look like airline stewardesses, to interactive audio-
visual technology, and an on-site, original film about everyday life in 
their city to the T.V. Tower itself, the Information Center employed 
many of the same technologies and methods of exhibition display as 
those seen at the world’s fairs. Like the national pavilions at the world’s 
fairs, the Information Center also sought to convince visitors that the 
GDR was advanced in terms of technology, science, and industry, as well 
as in terms of the quality of life that it offered its citizens.

Figure 1. The T.V. Tower and 
the new downtown, symbols 
of socialist modernity. — 
source: Waltraud Volk, 
Berlin Hauptstadt der DDR. 
Historische Straßen and Plätze 
Heute (Berlin[East], GDR: 
VEB Verlag für Bauwesen, 
1977), 232.
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the t.v. tower and east berlin’s new downtown
The construction of the T.V. Tower and its Information Center fit into 
a broader scheme to rejuvenate and rebuild the GDR capital, to make 
concrete—quite literally—the promised socialist utopia. At the Fifth 
Party Day of the SED in 1958, party leaders announced plans to restore 
and build up the city’s downtown area surrounding Alexanderplatz. 
‘Action Alex,’ party leaders hoped, would have a ‘purifying effect’ and 
would finally lead Berlin into the future.3 The city was indeed in urgent 
need of reconstruction. Throughout most of the 1950s the old inner city 
was largely empty, the rubble having long since been removed.4 
Plans for the key structures were underway by the early 1960s. Most 
structures were complete within about ten years: House of Teachers 
[Haus der Lehrers] (1964), House of the Electronic Industry [Haus 
der Electroindustrie] (1969), the T.V. Tower (1969), the World Time 
Clock [Weltzeituhr] (1969), and the Fountain of National Friendship 
[Brunnen der Völkerfreundschaft] (1970), the Downtown Department 
Store [Warenhaus Centrum] (1970), House of Travel [Haus des Reisens] 
(1971), Hotel City Berlin [Hotel Stadt Berlin] (1971),5 and House of 
Berlin Publishers [Haus des Berliner Verlags] (1973).6 The structures’ 
names and intended functions (travel, shopping, reading) suggest that 
in the mid-1960s, when architects designed them, SED state and party 
authorities hoped that the new downtown would convey to citizens of 
the GDR and to outsiders that the GDR was on the path to a consumer-
oriented, prosperous future.  
The aesthetics of the new downtown also communicated this message. 
Although the various structures had different architects, they all 
embodied mid-century functionalist aesthetics and building techniques, 
complete with pre-fabricated concrete slabs, steel frames, and minimal 
adornment or color. The superlatives attached to the department store 
in official promotional material (‘the largest department store in the 
GDR’), the hotel (‘the largest hotel in the GDR’), and the tower (‘the 
highest building in the GDR’) suggest that they were meant to showcase 
the GDR’s technological progress and advanced state of development.7 
The structures’ few decorative elements captured the zeitgeist of late 
1960s and early 1970s. The sculptures and mosaics suggested that the 
GDR was building a socialist utopia, a society that was technologically 
and scientifically advanced, internationalist, and a participant in the 
age of travel and general mobility. The seventeen-story House of Travel, 
for instance, featured a bas-relief sculpture entitled, ‘Man overcomes 
space and time’ the center of which featured an astronaut surrounded 
by swirling celestial winds, birds in flight, planets, and a sun. Likewise, 
designers topped the World Time Clock with a metal sculpture of an 
atom, linking the GDR with science.  The fact that the clock itself 
showed times in different cities around the world, as well as the name 
of Alexanderplatz’s main fountain, the Fountain of National Friendship, 
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also underscored the GDR’s commitment to the international 
community of workers. 
The T.V. Tower was the crown jewel of the new Alexanderplatz. It is a 
shiny, stainless steel sphere, with a candy cane-striped antenna that was 
visible throughout much of East and West Berlin. The tower fulfilled 
a logistical and symbolic need. SED party leaders wanted to create an 
architectural landmark that would attest to the GDR’s technological and 
economic progress and fulfill the party’s desire for a prestige object.8 In 
the words of the GDR authors of Fernsehturm Berlin, ‘It [the T.V. Tower] 
bears witness to the German Democratic Republic on the threshold 
of its third decade, and of its high scientific-technological state of 
development.’9 
T.V. Tower architects, Fritz Dieter and Werner Ahrendt, could have 
consulted with Soviet architects who had recently completed work on 
Moscow’s soaring Ostankino tower. Instead of looking east to Moscow 
for inspiration, Dieter and Ahrendt turned their gaze west. Dieter and 
Ahrendt consulted such FRG design and architecture journals as Der 
Baumeister and Domus.10 They also cited Buckminster Fuller’s geodesic 
dome at the Montreal World’s Fair as a source of inspiration. The T.V. 
Tower’s dome, with its crosshatch pattern, clearly echoes the honeycombed 
glass and spherical shape of Fuller’s U.S. pavilion at Montreal. 

mass tourism as challenge and opportunity
Increased prosperity, improvements in transportation, and 
encouragement from state and market authorities encouraged a 
postwar boom in tourism. By the 1960s rates of leisure travel exploded 
worldwide. The boom did not hit East Berlin until the early 1970s, 
however. First, beginning in the late 1960s more East Germans were 
traveling to visit their capital. Thanks to the introduction of the five-
day workweek in September 1967, GDR citizens had more time to 
undertake day-trips and weekend excursions. In addition to domestic 
travelers, foreign travelers from socialist and capitalist countries began 
to pour into the capital. Second, from the eastern direction, beginning 
in 1972 visitors from Poland, Hungary, and Czechoslovakia could enter 
the GDR without visas. This was part of a long-term plan to cultivate ties 
between socialist neighbors and to provide travel opportunities for their 
respective citizenry. Third, from the western direction, the GDR signed 
a series of treaties with the FRG that made it possible for West Berliners 
and West Germans to enter with visas.11 West Berliners and citizens of 
the Federal Republic made up the largest number of visitors to the GDR 
from outside the Socialist Bloc. Between 1973 and 1980 an average of 
just over 3 million West Berliners visited the GDR annually. Though 
rates fluctuated, an average of about 2.5 million citizens from the FRG 
also visited the GDR annually between 1973 and 1980.12

The tourism boom presented East Berlin’s tourist authorities with 
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numerous challenges and opportunities. The increased presence of 
West Berliners and West Germans created new causes for concern. SED 
(Socialist Unity Party) state authorities worried that leaders in West 
Berlin and the FRG would use the eased travel restrictions to sabotage 
the GDR’s efforts to build a stable socialist society. ‘Class enemies’ in 
the West, GDR tourism authorities argued, used tourism to infiltrate 
the GDR and to disseminate false information to GDR citizens.13 SED 
authorities also worried that increased contacts between citizens of the 
two Germanys would lead to more opportunities for GDR citizens to 
flee to the FRG. In addition to these worries, the SED state authorities 
were also presumably anxious that East Berlin might not stand up to 
direct comparisons between the GDR and the FRG.  
Many of these new foreign visitors descended on the T.V. Tower, turning 
the tower and Alexanderplatz into one of East Berlin’s most important 
spaces of urban leisure. The site was a place to gather information about 
the city and its activities and a place at which one could experience 
the spectacle of socialist modernity. According to Berlin-Information 
estimates, during its first year roughly 1,500,000 guests visited. Berlin-
Information officials expected an additional 100,000 the following year. 
With the successful construction of the tower, party and state leaders 
had managed to create an enduring city icon for Berlin and to attract 
thousands of visitors yearly. The popularity of the tower, combined with 
the increased rates of tourism, gave the communist party state even 
more incentive to rely on the center to convey the impression that the 
GDR was on the path to building a socialist utopia. 
Part of the Information Center’s task was to help put a positive ‘spin’ on 
a perhaps less than positive comparison between socialist and capitalist 
society, between the GDR and the FRG. Party and state authorities thus 
looked to the center to communicate to this new and varied audience 
of domestic and foreign visitors, that the GDR was a legitimate state, 
that the GDR’s vision of socialist modernity was superior to capitalist 
modernity, and that the GDR had overcome the National Socialist past, 
inheriting only the positive aspects of the German national past. To 
communicate this message, center planners had to find a language of 
display and design that their domestic and varied foreign audience alike 
would understand and respect. In other words, to convince visitors that 
the GDR was modern, it was not enough to say it in audio presentations 
and explanatory texts. The center had to show it by employing the latest 
innovations in exhibition display and design technology. 
Just as the T.V. Tower architects wanted to meet ‘world standards’ in 
their design and building materials, Berlin-Information planners were 
also preoccupied with ensuring that center’s materials and techniques 
of display met ‘world standards.’ As one official noted, visitors wanted 
not only insight into Berlin’s development but they also wanted the 
information delivered with ‘contemporary techniques’ and ‘modern 
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means’ with such things as uniformed hostesses, electronic and acoustic 
devices, illumination, panoramas, self-service, and efficient, rational use 
of the visitor’s time; all were methods derived from the world’s fairs and 
international trade fair circuit. 

Figure 2. Visitors strolling in the shadow of the T.V. Tower and new skyscrapers. — 
source: http://www.panoramio.com/photo/32946146
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The world’s fairs were closed to the GDR as a forum for international 
competition, as the GDR did not have diplomatic ties with most capitalist 
countries until the FRG abandoned the Hallstein Doctrine in the early 
1970s. This did not stop the GDR from participating passively, as 
observers, who could learn from and adopt the techniques of exhibition 
design to their own needs and apply them to on-site promotion aimed 
at tourists and other visitors from home and abroad. By creating a sort 
of world’s fair national pavilion in miniature at the T.V. Tower, the GDR 
could thereby implicitly communicate the message that the GDR was 
a legitimate participant in the international competition. As will be 
shown below, center planners consciously sought to incorporate the 
latest in exhibition design and technology, albeit tailored to the GDR’s 
own specific needs. 
Berlin-Information officials clearly kept up with tourism promotion and 
exhibition practices in both the Socialist Block and on the international 
trade fair and exhibition circuit. In discussing plans for improving their 
exhibits at home and abroad, for example, Berlin-Information officials 
noted that they sent exchange delegations of employees to study other 
socialist countries’ programs. They also mentioned that they gave 
employees the opportunity to visit trade fairs and exhibitions ‘to learn 
about the global standards [Weltniveau] in techniques and methods of 
promotion and exhibition.’ In this way, Berlin-Information employees 
gathered ‘such sources of information about what was happening in the 
world [Weltstand] in this area as well as information about international 
tourism literature.’14 Because they were responsible for representing 
the GDR capital at domestic and foreign trade fairs, Berlin-Information 
would naturally apply the techniques they honed and acquired through 
such experience in their planning for the Information Center. This 
makes it all the more likely that the well-regarded and internationally 
influential postwar world’s fairs in Brussels and Montreal would have 
had a significant impact on Berlin-Information’s ideas about how to 
construct and run the Information Center.

the medium is the message
Standing outside the T.V. Tower’s Information Center, visitors were 
likely struck by its contemporary architectural style. From the bright 
white walls and large glass windows, to its roof that resembled soaring 
and descending wings, the center’s aesthetics were postwar modernist 
with a touch of space age flair. The geometric pattern of the groomed 
lawn and planters, which lined the pathway to the main entrance, added 
to the center’s orderly and polished appearance. Berlin-Information 
hostesses, looking like typical airline stewardesses from the late 1960s 
and early 1970s, were there to greet tourists at the center’s entrance. 
The overwhelming message of the center was that Berlin was the capital 
of a legitimate state, the GDR. The phrase ‘Berlin is the capital of the GDR’ 
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appeared on nearly all of the city’s official souvenirs, from matchbooks, 
to teddy bears, to mugs, and coins. Indeed the phrase appeared in all 
of the GDR tourism promotional materials, in guidebooks, brochures, 
and in several places in the center. An illuminated version hung against 
a wall, with the note that it came from the first paragraph of the GDR’s 
1968 constitution. It also flashed on the screen as part of the title of 
Good Day in Berlin, the Capital of the GDR. 
In addition to simply stating, ‘Berlin is the capital of the GDR,’ center 
planners reinforced this message by stressing that the GDR was in an 
advanced state of modernity, that socialist modernity was superior to 
that of capitalist modernity, and that the GDR, in contrast to the FRG, 
had overcome the horrors and guilt associated with the German national 
past. Center planners employed several methods to communicate these 
themes. First, they sought to build a center that employed what they 
defined as ‘world standards’ in display and exhibition design. Second, 
they employed a team of well-trained, carefully selected hostesses to 
engage visitors in discussions about the GDR. Third, they constructed 
a narrative with the audio and visual materials that explicitly supported 
the center’s overall theme that the GDR was a legitimate, modern state 
worthy of emulation and respect. 
In the late 1960s, during the early planning phases, Berlin-Information 
officials settled on the specific theme, ‘Berlin: Yesterday, Today, and 
Tomorrow.’ The permanent display, the noted, would be about ‘the 
political position of the capital, its economic and social development and 
structure, about its modern amenities and its outlook.’ In other words, 
the Information Center would provide a general overview of socialist 
society as embodied by the capital, while at the same time drawing 
attention to its growth and modernity. The title alone—beginning with 
the past (‘yesterday’) and ending with the future (‘tomorrow’)—gives 
one a sense of the historical narrative that center planners wanted to 
construct. The GDR, they suggested, was moving out of the ashes of 
the German national past toward an ever brighter, socialist future. That 
center planners wanted the center to embody the spirit of the future 
is also underscored by the fact that words like ‘modern,’ ‘growth,’ 
‘development,’ and ‘dynamism’ appear frequently in the planning notes 
for the center.  
Berlin-Information officials were evidently familiar with important 
developments in museum and exhibition design, specifically with the 
postwar focus on interactive displays. In his 1968 study of exposition 
and exhibit design, Clasen noted that the trend was toward dynamic 
elements, including ‘projections, shows, live models, tableaux vivants 
and mirror effects.’ In 1970 American curator Allon Schoener similarly 
pronounced that ‘The now is to provide more information than a precise 
set of facts stated in a logical order . . . a museum exhibition offers a 
mass of images and sounds.’15 This turn toward interactive display was 
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in abundant evidence at Brussels and Montreal. At Brussels the Belgians 
consciously stressed interaction in their Civil Engineering Building and 
the U.S. pavilion likewise included such interactive elements as a voting 
booth. However, it was the Czechoslovak pavilion in Montreal that truly 
raised the bar with its ‘Kinoautomat,’ which featured a film that allowed 
visitors to decide the ending by pressing a button.16 The postwar shift 
toward employing various, interactive media, was in part also a response 
to the work of psychologists in the 1960s, whose research on knowledge 
acquisition inspired curators to stress interaction.17 
In keeping with the newfound interest in interactive display techniques, 
center planners integrated various forms of interactive media that 
communicated to visitors through active and passive means. On the 
more active side, the center included a self-service acoustic guide and 
mounted books, which visitors could flip through. On the passive side, 
the center featured photographs with captions and a short film. The 
alteration between passive and active forms of communication had 
an additional advantage. It was also a rhetorical strategy, designed to 
communicate to visitors in the most efficient, effective way possible.
Information Center planning notes suggest that Berlin-Information 
officials paid careful attention to the center’s overall strategy of persuasion. 
Visitors, one report noted, wanted to be persuaded in a ‘purposeful’ and 
‘tasteful’ way. The Information Center thus needed to create a ‘closed 
system’ of persuasion, a system that was ‘arranged according to political, 
aesthetic and psychological vantage points.’18 The planning notes do not 
specify exactly what officials meant by these vague terms. However, 
Berlin-Information officials noted that they thought that visitors would 
want to obtain information themselves, using automated ‘information 
sources’ and other forms of self-service. Such methods of display would 
also allow visitors to move quickly through the center. Visitors, Berlin-
Information officials argued, would want to learn about life in the city 
‘in the shortest time possible.’ The center would therefore have to be 
planned to help visitors make ‘the most rational use of time.’  By paying 
attention to such concerns as maximizing time, incorporating for self-
service elements, and employing various media—like audio equipment, 
photography and film—center planners could provide additional 
evidence that the GDR was on par with the ‘most advanced’ countries. 
Center planners thus also incorporated the latest innovations in audio 
equipment. After the war museum curators and exhibit designers in 
the United States and in Europe began to introduce more electronic 
equipment and audio elements. The now ubiquitous personal headset 
guides, for instance, made their debut at some museums during 
the 1970s. However, before the age of roving headsets, museums 
and exhibitions used various versions of the telephone to transmit 
information in several languages. As early as the 1889 Expo in Paris, 
the U.S. pavilion included headsets of some sort. At the 1915 world 
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exposition in San Francisco visitors to the five-acre model of the Panama 
Canal, located inside the U.S. pavilion, listened to telephone handsets 
while being zipped along a moving platform.19 The ‘Germany’ exhibition 
at the 1936 Berlin Olympics also featured a type of ‘television phone.’20 
At Brussels the U.S. pavilion introduced an IBM computer that could 
answer questions about history in ten languages. The Soviet pavilion 
at Montreal also included telephones, as photographs show visitors 
holding against their ears telephones that were connected to a display.21 
In short, if center planners wanted to convince visitors that the GDR 
was modern and capable of at least keeping up with technological 
developments, they almost certainly had to include some sort of audio 
equipment or telephone headsets. Plans for the center therefore 
included an acoustic guide, which could be listened to through a 
‘telephone system,’ that would accompany the three-dimensional model 
of the freshly reconstructed downtown. As an American scholar of 
museum design noted as early as 1965, ‘visual communication can be 
simultaneously reinforced by the spoken word.’22 Thus, as a rhetorical 
strategy, the acoustic information offered center planners an additional 
medium through which to capture the visitors’ attention and convey 
information about the city and about the GDR.
Plans for the center also included visual elements such as a panoramic 
map, large-scale photography, and an original film. Panoramas and 
three-dimensional models have a long association with world’s fairs 
and with exhibitions. The 1867 Paris exposition included a working 
model of the Suez Canal. The 1889 Paris exposition featured at least 
seven major panoramas as well as numerous models. As mentioned 
above the 1915 San Francisco exposition featured a five-acre model of 
the Panama Canal. Two famous panoramas, Democracity (a diorama of 
a ‘city of the future’) and Futurama (another future city) were part of the 
influential 1939-1940 New York World’s Fair.23 Though not an official 
fair, the much-admired 1962 Seattle World’s Fair, entitled, ‘Man’s Life 
in the Space Age,’ had on hand a large panorama of Seattle, built on 
a scale of 1 to 100.24 At the 1958 World’s Fair in Brussels, the Belgian’s 
Civil Engineering Building also included a large-scale map of Belgium.25 
The U.S. pavilion included two urban planning exhibits, one of which 
featured a 300 square foot model of Philadelphia ‘with an automatically 
generated ‘flip over’ feature that replaced a blighted ghetto with a 
planned, modernized city center.’26 
With this in mind, it is hardly surprising that Berlin-Information 
officials took pride in their own three-dimensional model. Indeed it 
must have looked impressively large as it was built on a scale of 1 to 500 
and measured approximately twenty-six by twelve feet. As noted above 
visitors could experience a ‘virtual tour’ of the new Berlin by taking 
advantage of the self-service, telephone headsets with summaries of the 
German narration available in twelve languages.
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The center also relied on photographic elements and film. As Clasen 
notes in his commentary on Montreal, on-site, original films had 
become so popular that it would have taken 183 days to view all of the 
films on display at the fair.27 The film featured at the center was very 
much in keeping with the films shown by the U.S. military in Korea and 
West Germany and by the U.S. state department at various international 
trade fairs. Films like The New America, Glimpses of the U.S.A., and 
America the Beautiful introduced audience members to the ‘American 
way of life.’28 The Soviets also employed such films and their pavilion at 
Montreal showed ‘films about the citizens of the various regions of the 
country.’29 In addition, the Soviets projected onto a wall moving images 
of power stations and factories.30 The Czechoslovak pavilion at Montreal 
was nonetheless the most innovative by far. The aforementioned 
Kinoautomat, as well as the Diopolyecran and Polyvision apparently 
dazzled visitors to Montreal. The Diopolyecran featured a mosaic of 
cubes with internal light projectors and changing images, whereas 
Polyvision was a panorama on modern life projected onto revolving 
spheres.31

Good Day in Berlin showed six times daily in a room that seated over 100 
visitors. A superficial glance at the planning notes for the film might 
suggest that Berlin-Information officials wanted to emulate the classic 
travel narrative arc of following a visitor on a trip to the city. The opening 
and closing images showed ‘modern planes,’ as the director notes 
specified, arriving and then leaving Schönefeld airport. However, this 
was the DEFA director, Ralf Schnabel, paying lip service to the tourism 
genre. For instead of showing the city through the eyes of a tourist—by 
emphasizing the city’s important sites and places to shop or dine—the 
film, similar to those films shown at international trade fairs and at 
Montreal, focused on introducing different aspects of socialist society. 
Moreover, most visitors to East Berlin arrived by train, bus, and car. The 
use of airplanes in the film therefore reflected the modern image that 
Berlin-Information planners wanted to project.
Another way in which center planners sought to meet visitors’ 
expectations about modern exhibitions was by having on hand a staff 
of attractive uniformed guides, known as hostesses. On site hostesses, 
at tourist facilities and exhibitions, became standard fair in the early 
1950s. The world’s fair hosts, at Brussels and Montreal, also employed 
hundreds of trained and uniformed hostesses.32 At both fairs hostesses 
wore tailored suits with coordinated hats and gloves. In addition to the 
host cities’ hostesses, individual national pavilions also staffed their 
sites with guides. At the controversial and short-lived ‘Unfinished 
Work’ exhibit, the pavilion sponsored by the United States kept on hand 
a staff of guides prepared to explain and defend U.S. race relations, a 
particularly hot topic at the time as Little Rock, Arkansas was on the 
front page of nearly every major newspaper around the world.
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At the T.V. Tower and Information Center, hostesses manned the 
elevators that led to the observation deck and café and were also present 
on the deck and at the entrance on the ground floor. Hostesses added 
an additional visual link between the tower and the aesthetics of mass 
travel and the space age, as conceived in the GDR during the 1960s and 
1970s. Wearing stylish outfits that included coordinated jackets, vests, 
miniskirts, together with small hats and pumps, the hostesses resembled 
airline stewardesses.  Greeting guests at the entrance, operating the 
elevators into the sky and then serving cold beverages at the café, the 
hostesses led guests into the future. As stewardesses of the space age, 
the hostesses suited the overall schema of the new Alexanderplatz. 
They complimented the bas-relief sculpture, ‘Man overcomes space 
and time’ that appeared on the newly constructed House of Travel. In 
addition to bringing a (pretty) human face to socialism the hostesses 
also contributed to creating a certain atmosphere at the T.V. Tower and 
Information Center. Associated with travel, the service industry and with 
world’s fairs, the mere presence of the mini-skirted guides suggested 
that the GDR was in dialogue with the modern world. 

conclusion
This case study challenges the normative view of disintegrating public 
spaces and individuating leisure practices, as the common experience 
of postwar cities in Europe. Car ownership and leisure centered in 
the home, for instance, emerged a full decade and a half later than in 
capitalist countries, leaving city planners in socialist countries to pursue 
a different course and to focus on other issues. By turning to tourism, 
this study also shifts attention away from viewing leisure spaces, East or 
West, as constructed merely with a fragmenting domestic citizenry in 
mind. Foreign tourists presented a new type of temporary, albeit roving, 
collectivity, with attendant challenges and opportunities for civic and 
business leaders and planners. Looking to attract visitors, on the one 
hand, and to persuade them of a particular propagandistic message 
about the tourist destination, on the other, authorities on both sides of 
the Iron Curtain looked to structures such as towers and well-designed 
urban spaces and leisure center interiors to address this powerful new 
actor in the postwar world: the tourist. 
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State Building Programmes as Instruments for Social and Cultural 
Development in Rural Areas - The Establishment of Village Community Halls in Post-War Germany
Using the Example of the Federal State of Hesse

Stefan Hebenstreit

abstract:
Using the example of the federal state of Hesse, the paper gives an 
overview of a state building programme for village community halls in 
post-war Germany. Down to the present day the Hessian programme 
remains unparalleled with regard to the historical relevance, the 
programme?s scope and its target course in rural areas. Issues which 
are looked at include the political goals; the planning, political and the 
practical, architectural implementation of the programme; as well as 
usage by villagers and, in conclusion, the accomplishment of increasing 
villages’ cultural and social value.

keywords
Social and cultural policy, Community centres, Rural development 

“To make ‘life in the country…worth living’, the Hessian government 
began a programme ‘the social upgrade of villages’ in 1952/53, by 
erecting village community halls (without tying into previous traditions). 
Due to their complex social and sociopolitical programmes, the halls 
were ideologically demonized at first, and disqualified by a comparison 
to ‘cultural palaces’ in socialist States. Later, the halls’ duties changed 
multiple times, before finally settling as standard village facilities for club 
and family celebratory needs, the building of which is often used to raise 
a memorial by mayors and district administrators from all parties”.1

Nowadays, in the rural and suburban area of the German Federal State 
of Hesse, most villages or rural-characterized districts of small towns 
have a so-called ‘Dorfgemeinschaftshaus’ (DGH). These multipurpose 
halls or community centers are run by the municipality and function as 
a social and cultural homestead for the local population. The buildings 
are used in particular by cultural associations (music ensembles, choral 
societies, folklore groups) and sport clubs (gymnastics clubs, ping-pong 
clubs, school sports) for regular events and festivals, but also by private 
residents for family celebrations. The idea of these facilities can be traced 
back to before the Second World War. Comparable establishments existed 
few and far between in several German Federal States or in Switzerland. 
But it was not until during the post-war period that the establishment of 
village community halls was advanced on a large scale by policymakers 
– with the objective of counteracting the social and cultural antagonism 
between urban and rural areas.
To the present day, the project building the DGHs in the Federal State 
of Hesse is unparalleled with regard to its quantity and its function as a 
role model. The basis of the building project was a political programme 
by the social-democratic Hessian federal state government for the ‘social 

1. Dieter Kramer, “Kulturhäuser, 
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Historische und kulturpolitische 
Streiflichter,” in Kultur aktiv – in alten 
Gebäuden, ed. Richard Grübling (West 
Berlin, Elefanten-Press, 1979), 11.
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buildup of villages’ (‘Soziale Aufrüstung des Dorfes’).2 Hesse was often 
considered to be a social-democratic model state in post-war Germany, 
because since the end of the war, the federal state had a social-democratic 
government until 1999, with discontinuity of one legislative period 
1987-91. Accordingly, the state development in post-war Hesse was 
characterised by multifarious social democratic reform politics.3 From a 
power political point of view the Hessian federal state association of the 
Social Democratic Party of Germany (SPD) did a skilful project-related 
coalition policy finding recognition in the bourgeois segment and even 
the farming population.4 Against this background the DGH building 
programme was developed as part of an extensive rural development 
policy. Even today, the building programme can be considered a prime 
example for social and cultural politics for rural areas. Comparable 
community halls now exist in other federal states. However, the 
programme in Hesse remains unparalleled with regard to the historical 
relevance, the program’s scope and its target course in rural areas.5

This contribution aims to give an overview of the historical development 
of village community halls in the post-war era. Issues to be looked at 
include the underlying building programme, including the political goals; 
the planning, political and the practical, architectural implementation 
of the program; as well as the accomplishment of increasing villages’ 
cultural and social value. One thing that was problematic is that there 
are hardly any social-scientific studies on this topic. In 1983, Beckmann 
criticized that the village community halls and the building programme 
on which they were based, had not been researched in a systematic 
manner according to scientific criteria.6 Even today, the majority of 
sources come from official publications by the state government, reports 
or behavior guidelines for communities. In the text at hand, individual 
inquiries on a communal level, interviews with contemporaries from 
communal politics and local clubs are also included.

the political intention: social upgrading of villages
“Life in the country must be worth living”. This popular quote, from 
the then Hessian Premier Georg August Zinn (1901-1976), sums up 
the programme’s basic intentions that lead to the construction of village 
community halls. According to Minister of State Heinrich Fischer, the 
federal state government was of the opinion that “social establishments 
should be created or improved in villages, if the one-sided flux of people 
from the country to the cities is to be overcome, agriculture is to remain 
competitive, and if the difference between city and country is to be 
eradicated.”7

The motivation for this policy was the rural depopulation that began 
at the end of the Second World War, increasing continuously. The 
cause of this rural depopulation was on the one hand the search for 
jobs. This is especially true for displaced persons from the German 
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Eastern regions, who at first settled in the countryside after the war, 
but then moved to urban areas.8 However, the political decision 
makers also saw the lack of establishments for culture and assistance 
as a decisive reason for the depopulation. “Is it not self-evident 
that the people who work and must live in rural communities 
should also demand the right to hygienic, social, cultural, welfare 
and work-assisting establishments?”, asked Fischer at the time.9 
In order to combat the disadvantages of the country as opposed to the 
city, the social-democratic federal state government initiated in Hesse 
the programme for “social upgrading of villages”.  On April 3, 1952, 
during a comprehensive and moving debate in the state parliament, the 
SPD introduced the following motion:10

“The state government should decide:
‘The government is to make 1.5 million Deutschmarks in the household 
budget 1952/53, for the purpose of the social upgrading of villages. These 
financial means are to be put towards supporting the efforts by the self-
government to improve social and cultural establishments for rural 
populations, especially:
1. The establishment of village community halls with modern cooling 
facilities, wash houses and drying rooms, fruit presses, bathing facilities 
and communal areas for cultural activities. [...]”

The motion – which also included supporting an increase 
in family care, as well as individual cultural support for 
villages – was unanimously accepted by the state government. 
Politicians from the opposition supported the programme’s intention. 
Optimal advertising by the state government for the programme lead 
to great interest from many communities. These were prompted to 
take the initiative and submit an application for a building-cost subsidy. 
After all, the state government saw itself in the role of the concept and 
money giver, offering financial support and practical help for building 
projects in villages, which were to be carried out within the framework 
of unified directives.11

implementing the programme: conditions for state 
funding
According to these directives, only local authorities could be builders, 
owners and carrier of the DGH. Necessary work for the construction 
of the building had to be carried out by the villagers themselves; that 
means that the local authority had to ensure that enough volunteers 
would participate. This condition was a move by the state government 
to save money and to increase the sense of community in the village its 
identification with the DGH.12 After the start of the building project, the 
responsible State Minister Fischer emphatically declared this intention: 
“I receive enthusiastic agreement when I declare that the village 
community halls are the castles of freedom; they are to be a starting 
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point for social and cultural progress within a community. Old traditions 
and customs should be revived, and they should give testament to the 
unbreakable will to live that is within us all”.13

Additional conditions had to be met: Generally, the community had 
to provide – and if necessary procure – a suitable, centrally located, 
developed construction site of at least 1200 m² in size. The local authority 
was also responsible for the necessary building materials, as long as it 
came from communal property. Furthermore, the local authority had to 
make a reasonable financial contribution, depending on its finances, but 
without endangering communal services.14 A necessary condition for a 
local authority to receive the aid was a check by a supervising authority. 
The aim of this check was to ensure that the communities had the 
necessary financial means – including for follow-up costs and operating 
costs. Additionally, a check was made as to whether “acceptance took 
place at the correct time, with regard to other and necessary communal 
tasks”.15 This means: The construction of water pipes and school 
buildings took precedence. In other words: “As always, culture and 
leisure can be afforded when something is left over.”16 
If the financial means were available, then the need was tested. 
According to noted wished of the future users, the local authority had to 
create a usage plan. A building project could only receive funding when 
a necessary level of use could be expected. Enormous interest by local 
authorities and a large number of applications resulting from this were 
often responsible for waiting times of several years. That is why many 
local authorities decided to create a village community hall without being 
accepted into the programme – without receiving subsidies. These cases 
are not recorded in any statistic. According to official estimates however, 
it can be assumed that in Hesse, almost 100 DGH were built without 
subsidies.17

the prototype buildings of the early days: architectural 
realisation and configuration
One of the principles of the programme was: “Building construction 
must be durable, economical and without luxury.”18 If possible (taking 
cost into account) interested local companies are used to provide goods 
and services. This recommendation was aimed at the promotion of the 
sector in rural areas.19 With regard to the selection of architects, this led 
to an information request from the opposition party CDU (Christian 
Democratic Union) in the federal state parliament, which suspected 
manipulation.20 The starting point of the controversy was the legitimate 
historical and current concern as to whether to appoint experienced 
architects working at the national level or less experienced but resident 
architects who would be familiar with the local situation.
The architectural design of the first DGHs can be described with the 
adjectives “simple” and “fit for purpose” and the nouns “clarity”, “unity” 
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and “consistency”. Although many DGH designs are similar, there 
was no particular typification because each community had different 
prerequisites and requirements. The ground plan and equipment were 
based on the particular amenities. According to the 1953 guidelines, 
the following standard facilities were to be built in: 1. Common area 
with library, sewing room, radio; 2. Laundry with drying facilities and 
mangle; 3. Bathrooms with tubs and showers; 4 Health centre with 
standard facilities; 5. Kindergarten with playground. The building had 
to be planned so as to permit subsequent extension or expansion.21 A 
case example illustrates the architectural implementation: in the village 
of Mittelbuchen, which at the time had 1650 residents, a DGH with 
a floor area of 19.0 x 11.24 m was completed in 1953. The individual 
facilities were distributed between basement, ground and attic floors. 
There were also living quarters provided for the community nurse and 
caretaker as well as a youth room. The kindergarten had a surface area 
of 14.0 x 7.0 m.22

Only if an exceptional need existed, additional community facilities 
(solarium, bakery, wine press, kitchen, refrigeration facility, sack-
patching machine, slaughter house, smokehouse) could be integrated 
into the financial package. In turn, this meant that where such facilities 
are already provided on a commercial basis, these should not be 
subjected to public-sector competition. In this way the social democratic 
state government countered the initial criticisms, that the DGHs were 
‘the entering wedge to kolkhozes’.23 Competitive situations were to 
be avoided with respect to existing hospitality providers. Therefore, 
ballrooms and bars were excluded from the funding and primarily even 
the serving of drinks in the DGH was banned, because some restaurant 
proprietors had feared the competition to their businesses. But it became 
apparent that the availability of such taprooms was a condition for the 
acceptance by local clubs.24

change in the resumption of the construction 
programme
The building programme was a success story for the Social Democrats. 
Due to strong community demand, the programme was further 
updated and the long-term funding amounts increased. While at the 
beginning of 1952, DM 1.5 million was initially allocated; by 1963 it was 
DM 5.0 million. The number of construction projects funded annually 
fluctuated from 11 (1958) to 53 (1966), but remained fairly constant 
overall. It follows that the state’s share of the financing of the respective 
construction costs decreased continuously. By the summer of 1967, after 
a 15-year research period, there were 335 village community halls.25

Alongside the construction of DGHs, from 1959 onwards, the 
construction of multi-purpose facilities (particularly for sports use) in 
rural areas (preferably in communities with 800 to 3000 inhabitants) 
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was also promoted. Then there was the construction of ‘Bürgerhäuser’ 
(town houses, community centres) in larger towns (over 3,000 
inhabitants) and urban areas.26 Work facilitation and sanitary facilities 
were omitted from these townhouses and at the same time they were 
also being gradually excluded from public offers in the DGH, due to 
their function being overtaken by technical modernisation. In 1973 
they were removed from the support package altogether. By the end 
of the 1960s the village was no longer the self-evident, agriculturally 
dominated counterpoint to the city that it had been in the immediate 
post-war period – something that was also the consequence of changes 
in leisure behaviour. In consequence, the construction programme 
was also amended.27 Thus in its conception it “is no longer governed 
by the objective of compensating for the disadvantages of the country 
relative to city life.”28 Additionally the stronger emphasis on supporting 
communities in central location was seen as something that should be 
encouraged. The role of dedicated support for small rural communities 
gave way to a concentration on problem cases (villages in the uplands or 
near the inner German border).29

At this time, increasingly from 1971, the state governments also urged 
the conversion of abandoned small schools into DGHs as a substitute 
for new building projects.30 In the following years, the trend was to build 
multi-functional cultural and communication centres like urban town 
houses in miniature. “The simple version of the community centre with 
its spinning room romanticism is likely to become extinct,” wrote the 
German national newspaper Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung.31 The 
political basis for the changes was the state development plan of 1970.32 
At this time the first evidence of a termination of the construction 
programme started to emerge. A goal agreed in 1970, to construct a 
total of 1200 halls by 1985, was achieved in 1980.33 Ultimately, the broad 
support for community programmes went through a one-off construction 
funding of halls under the heading of the ‘village renewal programme’ in 
1988. Even today, in some places, new DGHs continue to be built.

village community hall usage: changes and continuities
The equipment of the DGH was determined at the beginning of a practical 
goal-setting process, which is why the uses tend to be predominantly 
practical in nature. A major consideration was to provide working and 
sanitary facilities to improve the living condition of rural populations. 
The extent to which the DGH contributed to enriching village life in 
the cultural and social sense has not been examined closely. This is 
surely to be considered in terms of the individual cases due to the local 
conditions (e.g. presence of guest houses and alternative venues such as 
village square, milk collecting points, etc.) varying from one location to 
the next. The importance of the DGH as a cultural and social meeting 
place and communication centre obviously increased in those locations 
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where commercial catering businesses were missing or had closed 
down. On the one hand, the DGHs facilitated long-standing patterns of 
communication and information-exchanging behaviours at a new place, 
but also modified it by introducing new media (TV rooms).
Users continue to consist of both individuals and organisations. While 
in the early days they tended to be used as places of daily work (washing, 
slaughtering, pressing, etc.) later the pattern of social use for family 
celebrations increased. Sports and cultural clubs used and still do use 
the DGH for regular events (table tennis training, choir practice, etc.) but 
also for parties and club anniversaries. Even the hiring of the DGH for 
commercial purposes is permissible. The municipality can charge a fee 
to private or public users, at least in terms of covering the maintenance 
costs.34 The fixing of fees is at the discretion of the local government and 
depends on the event type (commercial / private / club), event duration 
and the extent to which the premises is used. Voluntary organisations 
usually benefit from a fee waiver.
A timely notification of the intended use was and continues to be a 
prerequisite for this. Spontaneous use is rarely possible. As a rule, a 
limited group of users emerged in the villages, which can function as a 
barrier for newcomers wishing to use the facility. In general terms, the 
issues of space allocation have rarely been studied empirically.

the contribution of the village community halls: 
social and cultural renewal of the villages?
It is difficult to measure the extent to which the state-sponsored 
construction of the DGH contributed in the period discussed above to 
a rebalancing between country and city life. The performance of the 
building programme in terms of technical progress is obvious, especially 
when one considers the situation in comparison to what it was in the 
villages before the war. With regard to technical and sanitary facilities, 
the DGHs have improved living conditions in many locations.
It can be even more difficult to establish the social and cultural effects. As 
regards the socio-cultural field, villages tend to lag behind metropolitan 
areas in terms of their cultural infrastructure. It is quite conceivable 
that this imbalance could have been mitigated as a consequence of the 
construction programme. We have to ask ourselves what the cultural 
life in rural areas would look like if the DGH building program had not 
very extensively increased this infrastructural supply. Without doubt, 
one can speak of a cultural and social enrichment of the individual 
villages that has been achieved through the provision of equipment. 
Overall, it is only possible to analyse the socio-cultural and political 
functions of DGH-programme in conjunction with other measures of 
economic, transport, agriculture and education policy as well as housing 
and regional development. The incorporation of small villages during 
the municipal territorial reform, the closure of primary schools and a 
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separation between the village centre and the newly appearing dormitory 
estates as a consequence of a lopsided community development policy, 
strongly threatened local identity and the community spirit of the 
villagers. While on the one hand the social democratic policy of progress 
has generated a lot of positives for rural areas, on the other hand it has 
also, as a consequence of technocratic, rational planning policies, gone 
hand in hand with a general erosion of local culture and society. The 
construction of DGHs itself not automatically contributed to the social 
upgrading of the villages. But the concomitant public offers can be seen 
as ultimately compensating for what has been undermined by negative 
developments.
Anyway, the nearly universal coverage achieved by the DGH programme 
in Hesse, has resulted in it becoming an important aspect of the rural 
socio-cultural sphere. Meanwhile, given that small villages often have 
only the DGH as public meeting point, the importance of its contribution 
to rural social and cultural life should not be underestimated. Moreover, 
DGHs also may have a symbolic function for the villagers by the central 
role the public buildings play in symbolising a human community.
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Gemeinschaftseinrichtung and Gemeindebau 
The Common Spaces in Viennese Social Housing

Michael Klein

abstract 
The role leisure takes on is crucial for social order. This time off work 
is not only important for recreation and joy but also for living together, 
for governing population and for its aspects of identity-production. In 
doing so, leisure is not fixed or given; and: leisure it is not ‘free’, but 
often ‘applied’ and considered to be purposive. The division of leisure 
and non-leisure, its demarcations and their purposes are negotiated and 
set anew - they are constantly shifting and, as today’s mode of production 
seems to suggest, they are about to dissolve.
This text approaches the relationship of leisure and its context from the 
perspective of common spaces, so-called Gemeinschaftseinrichtungen, an 
elementary component in social housing in Vienna. As intermediates, 
they bring together aspects of the individual and the common, of labour 
and leisure, of work, of living and of ‘free-time’ activity, of everyday-
life. It retraces the changes in the conception and the role of leisure 
by discussing central cases and moments of these common spaces 
in social housing and in two ‘visionary’ and theoretical architectural 
projects: in the early days of Red Vienna with its focus on class, the 
years of reconstruction, of modernization and of prosperity after WWII 
and its emphasis on family and society up to today’s attention to the 
individual self. 

keywords
Vienna, Housing History, Commons, Leisure

From its very beginning, so-called Gemeinschaftseinrichtungen – 
communal, shared spaces accompanied the programs of social 
housing in Vienna. This continuity of the municipal housing program 
encompasses a broad range of programs and activities; the common 
spaces do not only concern leisure but other aspects of life as well: these 
are spaces of education and sports, of entertainment and hygiene; for 
household activity and for hobby; for organizing and for meeting. We 
could regard them as intermediates – on a crossing between the single 
dwelling unit, the workplace and the urban ‘extra’-program (such as a 
stadium or a park). Some of these common spaces might be comparable 
to the ‘extra-program’ – such as a very small library, but they are much 
more mundane. Unlike the sensational stadium, most of the common 
spaces are recurring: they are not the exception or the event within 
the city (‘the national library’, ‘the city event venue’) but rather series, 
distributed over the city (‘one small library’, ‘the club-room’). They do 
however relate to these extra-programs, as well as they relate to dwelling 
and to labour. 
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I will focus on some moments or conditions of such facilities that is 
spaces and their particular temporal programming. Doing so should 
avoid regarding leisure  - or more specifically, that what we call leisure 
- as static or stable. Instead, the meaning of leisure is considered 
to be variable, changing and related to its respective context. The 
understanding and the role of leisure and how it relates to non-leisure 
and other context will be my focus.
Most common, leisure is regarded to be work’s opposite: the time spent 
off work; in doing so, basically it is conceptualized through work, as 
the non-work and in this turn, in its relation to work. What has been 
called leisure society is, we can state, above all a working society. Leisure 
is not what it seems to be at first sight. It is not free-time as its German 
equivalent suggests: Frei – zeit. Free time is rarely free: leisure, most 
often is to serve for an end, it has a function; therefore it is, we could say, 
coded. This is accomplished by a multiplicity of practices and discursive 
processes amongst which mere naming, the planned and suggested use 
of space, the programming and architecture are just a few. The goal 
should not be to de-code, but rather to retrace the role of leisure and 
its relationship to labour and government. I will do so by referring to 
the use and programming of some few examples of common spaces 
within social housing schemes in Vienna over time; following that, two 
architectural projects from the late 1960s and early 70s should allow to 
open up for aspects of leisure in today’s societies. 
Because of their intermediate position, the common spaces cannot be 
regarded separated from their context; for our concern, that is the aspect 
of housing alongside which they have been erected on the one hand and 
the changes in the mode of production on the other. The order and the 
classification I use here when referring to these common spaces does 
not follow the one that seems obvious - the division of labour and leisure 
- but instead that of public and private. To approach with a different 
category avoids overemphasizing the separating (of labour and leisure); 
we do not have to assign space to either of these categories immediately. 
Apart from that, it allows for the transition between leisure and work as 
the contemporary mode of production suggests; it allows eluding the 
positing of a clear separation so that something is not necessarily leisure 
or labour but possibly productive in leisure and labour: Intertwined, 
leisure-lookalike labour or dissolved remains unanswered; yet still we 
have to ask how the demarcation is established and negotiated. 

i.
When on February 14th 1934, the last troops of the socialist Schutzbund 
had been overwhelmed and the Karl-Marx-Hof, the edified symbol of 
the Austromarxist undertaking, was under control of the paramilitary 
forces of the Fascists, the project of Red Vienna had been forced to an 
end. The Gemeindehöfe, bearing names of personified socialist grandeur 
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were renamed; the building programme was reduced and restructured, 
the criteria of allocation was changed fundamentally. The programs of 
the common spaces were changed: what had been clubs and libraries, 
soon became ‘emergency churches’2 so as to re –catholicise labour class 
and later, party-clubs of the Nazis. 

ii. 
Some 11 years before, in 1923, the Social Democratic government of the 
SDAP (Sozial-Demokratische Arbeiterpartei) launched its large-scale 
housing programme. It was a reaction to Vienna’s notoriety of miserable 
living conditions, an attempt to ameliorate the situation of the labour 
class on the one hand and the plan for the development of a socialist 
society on the other. Following a series of fiscal and legal changes, 
real estate had become unprofitable for the private. Land had become 
available at low costs, distributed all over the city. The measures Red 
Vienna took, was to build housing within the existing: scattered island in 
a sea of the liberal city - an archipelago3 of new socialist forms of living. 
These islands varied in architectural form, concept and size, ranging 
from small implementations aligning with the existing city patterns to 
the so-called superblock, a city within the city, formally in opposition to 
the rejected bourgeois city. In about ten years, the municipality of Red 
Vienna built over 63.000 flats.
Building against while remaining within4 was not only the spatial strategy 
pursued; similarly it can be considered as Red Vienna’s political concept: 
to build up a socialist society within capitalist structure by reform. In 
1918’s atmosphere of upheaval, the bourgeoisie rather endorsed to 
reform as to hold off radical turnover. This brought about the SDAP’s 
achievements in labour struggle: social insurances, labour regulations 
and limitation of labour time. The latter meant the introduction of the 
eight-hours day and of paid vacations – that is leisure for the masses. 
The dwelling units erected were small5; still - or even because, since it 
raised the total number of flats - they ameliorated the conditions. Unlike 
other social democratic building programs such as in Frankfurt, however, 
Red Vienna did not purpose maximising the private unit, but rather to 
socialize dwelling by sharing facilities. Already the announcement of 
the housing program in 1923 mentions the indispensable role of the 
common spaces; yet even years before, when envisioning ‘building’ the 
coming socialist society, Otto Bauer - a key theorist of Austromarxism 
– not only referred to housing as a fundamental citizen’s right. He 
emphasized the ‘central kitchen and laundries, (…) play- and classrooms 
for children, common dining rooms, reading and game rooms’. Indeed, 
the ‘central kitchen house’ should be a one-time exception: The Heimhof 
with its 352 small units, a central kitchen and a dining room (that in 
between mealtimes served as a café), baths and a common roof terrace 
was a unique undertaking in ‘living differently’: It was rejected by 

2. cf. Wolfgang Maderthaner, “Von der 
Zeit um 1860 bis zum Jahr 1945,” in Wien 
- Geschichte einer Stadt Bd.3, ed. Peter 
Csendes and Ferdinand Opll (Vienna: 
Böhlau Verlag Wien, 2006), 476.

3. The aspect of the archipelago in Red 
Vienna was brought up by Ungers’ 
research on the superblock; see e.g. 
Pier Vittorio Aureli, the Possibility of an 
Absolute Architecture (Cambridge, MA 
and London: MIT Press, 2011), 200 ff.

4. Eve Blau, The architecture of Red Vienna, 
1919-1934 (Cambridge, Massachusetts: 
MIT Press, 1999), 176.

5. In the years before 1927, about 75% 
of the erected flats consisted out of 
anteroom, kitchen and one room with an 
average area size of 38sqm.
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both, conservatives (‘threat of dissolving familialism’) and working-
class (‘denying individuality’) 6. The remaining facilities however were 
largely realized. Yet some programs can hardly be assigned to leisure 
but pursued the opposite, such as the big, common laundries of the 
Sandleitenhof. The relocation of domestic work to the public is the 
clear distinction from leisure: by the spatial, technical and symbolic 
transformation to industrial laundries, the (female) homemaker is 
established as an (industrial) worker; reproduction labour is ‘becoming’ 
visible as part of the mode of production.7 Beyond that, facilities such as 
shower bathes, saunas and swimming pools, gyms, theatres, libraries, 
workers clubs, reading and meeting rooms, workshops, schools, 
playgrounds, kindergartens, children day-cares, clinics, shopping 
facilities and more enriched the life of the Gemeindebau and even 
beyond of the whole neighbourhood. The large courts, formed by the 
modern housing schemes built according to the principle of ‘Light, Air, 
Sunshine’ provided as well parks and yards to the public - open areas for 
meeting, for playing and for recreation.
What all these facilities, that almost entirely can be assigned to hygienic, 
cultural and educational programs, share, is the forming of der neue Mensch 
(the new man). In leisure the proletarian masses were to be educated so 
as to hineinwachsen - to grow into the coming  socialist society8.
The aspect of time - of labour and leisure time – had been at the core 
of labour movement from its very beginnings. In the Grundrisse, Marx 
explains the social division of time as central of all ‘historic’ forms of 
social life; it is the struggle of the relation of ‘necessary labour time’, the 
‘surplus labour time’ that the capitalist absorbs and ‘disposable time’ - 
the ‘room for the development of the individual’s full productive forces, 
hence those of society also.’9 For the labour movement, this time off 
work is considered as well as time for emancipation. Its goal is the ces-
sation of disposable times to have an ‘antithetical existence’ or that ‘[t]
he measure of wealth is then not any longer, in any way, labour time, 
but rather disposable time.’10 For the pragmatic socialists of Red Vienna 
pursuing an approach of reform - that is gradual amelioration - the chal-
lenge was not to stop and remain with the wealth created; for the ideal 
of a socialist project, it was necessary not to consider welfare as sole 
amenities, but rather as achievements in an ongoing struggle. The chal-
lenge for the party was to overcome the ‘tension between the masses’ 
struggle for the daily interest and the purposefully socialists, to whom 
working class’ struggle for the daily interest is not an end in itself, but 
only a stage - a means of its struggle - towards a socialist society”11, as 
Otto Bauer put it. The reformism of Red Vienna therefore entailed the 
pedagogical framework. The library, the workers’ club, the theatre, as 
well as physical training became the moral programming of leisure in 
the forming of new man. Leisure then is ‘work’ on a new society; to edu-
cate the masses so as to emancipate the masses.

6. cf. Helmut Weihsmann, Das Rote Wien: 
Sozialdemokratische Architektur und 
Kommunalpolitik 1919 - 1934 (Promedia, 
Wien, 2001), 321.

7. Even if these transformations cannot 
be regarded uncritically as they were part 
of an extensive control apparatus, with 
e.g. only women being allowed to access 
the laundries. 

8. cf. Helmut Gruber, Red Vienna: 
experiment in working-class culture, 
1919-1934 (New York, Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1991), 80 ff.

9. Karl Marx, GrundrisseFoundations of 
the Critique of Political Economy, trans. 
Nicolaus Martin (New York: Vintage 
Books, 1973), 708.

10. Ibid.

11. Otto Bauer, “Integraler Sozialismus,” 
in ‘Linkssozialismus: Texte zur Theorie 
und Praxis zwischen Stalinismus und 
Sozialreformismus’, ed. Michael Franzke 
and Uwe Rempe, Politisch-philosophische 
Studientexte der Leipziger Gesellschaft für 
Politik und Zeitgeschichte e.V. (Berlin, 
1998), 284.
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iii. 
Some day in the early 1950s: a few people sitting in a room. The ceiling 
is rather high, the floor made out of linoleum. Simple tables and chairs, 
all wooden, in clear unadorned form and design are distributed over 
the room; sunlight is shining through the big glazed windows with 
heavy synthetic curtains: a sober and decent yet modern appearance. 
A second picture besides, with no people in it; possibly it is the same 
room, but the curtains are closed now and the chairs are arranged in 
file – in anticipation of a theatre, the movies or an event. A third picture: 
a small library; children curiously crowding around the new books. The 
interior design, basic wooden bookshelves, is clear and kept simple 
without neglecting the vocabulary of the times. Even prior, on the front-
page of this 3-pages leaflet: the entrance situation of a modern, pavilion-
lookalike building with two men scaling the few stair that let arise the 
porch; over them a thin concrete canopy with neon letters: volksheim. 
What we see is the brochure that informs about the first ‘community 
centre’ in the ‘Per Albin Hansson Siedlung’12, the first major construction 
after the municipality’s decision in 1945 to resume social housing. 
Wartime destruction, demographic change, the effects of the former 
housing scarcity and a strong belief in ‘plannability’ served as the central 
motives to do so. Yet despite of mayor Körner’s slogan “Reconstruction 
means making it better”13 and an ideal of a modern, decongested city, 
the literal rebuilding of the old city was the often-pursued reality. These 
disadvantageous developments notwithstanding, modernity, efficiency 
and optimization formed the approach by means of which to build a new 
society: housing as social engineering. Indeed, the objective of quantity 
did not allow for much common space apart from bare necessity; yet 
this necessity was considered to be a social one.
Built at the fringes of the city, the Per-Albin-Hansson was largely 
supported by Sweden, a state of central importance for Austrian social 
democracy; not only had it held neutral stance and distinguished 
through its relief operations during WWII; but its welfare system and 
the economic prosperity made Sweden become the redistributive ideal 
of the post-war social democratic state, the Folkhemmet or, in German, 
Volksheim (the people’s home). Its Prime Minister Per Albin Hansson, 
‘this son of a mason, who became the builder of new Sweden’14, who 
coined the term Folkhemmet, gave name to the settlement. The planning 
of both Volksheim and settlement was conducted by a team of architects 
led by Franz Schuster, who had been involved in settlement constructions 
from early days in the interwar period on.
Apart from the urgent topics of post-war reconstruction, the planning 
discourse dealt particularly with the aspects of the individual in the 
urban society and the way of living together. The ‘vast, unmanageable 
city’ had brought the ‘massification’ of society, the ‘disintegration of 
companionship, of the settlement, even of the family’; ‘mass production 

12. Stadtbauamt, ed., ‘Volksheim Per Albin 
Hansson-Siedlung’ (Stadtbauamtsdirektion 
der Stadt Wien, 1954).

13. At the ‘Enquete for the Reconstruction 
of the City of Vienna’ see as well: Theodor 
Körner, “Ziel und Aufgabe: ‘Aufbauen’ 
heißt ‘Bessermachen’,” Der Aufbau 1 
(1946), 6.

14. As Bruno Kreisky, the later Austrian 
Prime Minister wrote about Per Albin 
Hansson in a documentary of the Per-Albin-
Hansson settlement.  Bruno Kreisky, “Per 
Albin Hansson und die Schwedenhilfe,” in 
Die Per-Albin-Hansson-Siedlung in Wien, 
vol. 9, Der Aufbau (Vienna: Stadtbauamt 
der Stadt Wien, 1951), 5 ff.
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had deleted individual taste’ and above all, all that had ended in the 
‘atomization of society’ as the central journal der Aufbau (Reconstruction) 
repeatedly stated15. Never again, so the mutual consent, the atrocities of 
the anterior years in fascism – the terror the masses were capable of - 
should happen.16 Social housing and particularly community centres, 
the Volksheim - the ‘salon of the man in the streets’ - were tasked with 
‘the build-up and the maintenance of society’ and the ‘valuable activity’ of 
the individual: at planing-benches, at sewing machines, in the showing 
kitchen; by lectures, films, theatres and the library; two clubrooms 
provided the facility for a ‘homely, comfortable gathering’. The early post-
war period is driven by the impressive will to (re-)construct modernity 
and democracy altogether; its means, however, were not necessarily 
fully modern nor democratic. Housing had become a tool for family 
planning and for governing the population. The Volksheim purports a 
specific concept of leisure: individual activity - production in the scarce 
post-war economy - and the build-up of a new free society, so as to form 
the unpredictable masses into an assiduous population.

iv.
Economic prosperity and general wealth brought change to housing 
production. Still pursuing quantitative concerns, the municipality took 
up prefabrication in the 1960s. ‘From social housing towards social 
urban planning’17 was the slogan by which the maxim of modernist 
planning was proclaimed. The functional separation, the decongested, 
sun exposed and ventilated structures brought as well change to the 
common spaces. With the linear schemes, however, the semi-public 
common space of the courtyard was gone. Even if the modern city offered 
much more open space, it was used less - be it because of the oversupply 
of open space, or the lack of differentiation, or the little neighbourship 
and the anonymity that critics brought up. The decision, not to adhere to 
Roland Rainer’s proposed plan with 3-4-storey buildings, but rather, to 
rise up to 10 floors for reasons of economic efficiency, did not raise the 
use of open space, nor did the need for commuting. Yet there were other 
reasons for this ‘interiorization’ into the private sphere18: The increasing 
motorisation - a higher mobility offered the possibility to spend time 
outside the city; technological advance - the spread of television and the 
equipment with new domestic appliances, that made some of the shared 
infrastructure unnecessary (e.g. since the early years of reconstruction, 
each flat offered hot water and bathrooms). Yet even more important 
was the continuous growth of the single dwelling unit: between 1952 
and 1969 the average size of the new flat had increased from 47sqm19 
to 75sqm20 offering each dweller more space and the majority of them 
had an ‘additional room outside’ - a balcony, a terrace or a loggia. With 
growth, a major purpose had become maximizing the individual unit. 
The nuclear family had become the focus group of the building programs 

15. see e.g. Rudolf J. Böck, “Das Nach-
barschaftsheim als Volksbildungszentrum,” 
Der Aufbau 11 (1953). or Stadtbauamt, “Volk-
sheim Per Albin Hansson-Siedlung.” as well 
as the focus on community-building in Edu-
ard Sekler, “The Greater London Plan,” Der 
Aufbau 4 (1947). 

16. It did, in fact, not mean the de-
nazification of the municipality of Vienna.

17. Kurt Heller, “Der soziale Wohnungsbau 
der Gemeinde Wien nach dem zweiten 
Weltkriegen,” in Der soziale Wohnungsbau 
der Stadt Wien, Der Aufbau 39 (Vienna: 
Stadtbaudirektion der Stadt Wien, 1960), 
37.

18. Similar accounts for another ‘common’ 
space the so-called Beisl, the bar or the inn 
that since the times of the overcrowded 
flats of the Gründerzeit

19. Own calcuation from: “Das Wohnbau-
programm 1952,” Der Aufbau 10 (1953).

20. Peter Marchart, Wohnbau in Wien 
1923 - 1983, ed. Österreichischens Institut 
für Bauforschung, Wien (Wien: Compress 
Verlag Wien, 1984).
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of Reconstruction and the Wirtschaftswunder (economic miracle); and 
the times’ concept of leisure was closely related. The interiorization, the 
turn towards the private of leisure and the decline of formerly common 
activities and their spaces thus cannot be regarded isolated from the 
development of housing.

v. 
Indeed, the communal provision of leisure institutions has been expanded; 
the infrastructure of adult education, the so-called Volkshochschule and 
the municipal libraries was further developed. In the conception of the 
municipality, however, their relative impact was obviously decreasing. 
Entertainment and more spectacular leisure activities had outstripped 
them. Shared common space related to housing schemes did not vanish, 
but their role had changed again.
Up on a rooftop terrace, 70 metres above ground, a collective swimming 
pool and view over the City. This is Vienna’s edified ‘greatest happiness 
principle’ Alt Erlaa. Planned and built over the 1970s and 80s by the 
team Glück, Requat & Reinthaller, Hlaweniczka the three blocks are 
the exception in mass housing for the highest dweller’s satisfaction21 
and the amount of communal spaces: 7 rooftop pools, 7 indoor pools, 
20 saunas and solaria, 3 indoor tennis courts, 7 play areas, 2 courts, 
a youth centre, a library, a shopping mall and 32 club-rooms for the 
3200 dwelling units. While Alt-Erlaa is far from being representational 
with this equipment of common spaces, it illustrates the change in the 
conception and role of the spaces provided for leisure. Over the years, 
the general wealth has risen and large parts of the labour class have 
achieved middle class living standards. Here, ‘disposable time’ has 
long ceased to be considered for emancipation; housing programs and 
common facilities are no longer considered to be an achievement in a 
‘struggle forwards’; facility is an amenity and leisure an end in itself 
that is necessary for the reproduction of labour power; self-fulfilment in 
physical training. As Adorno and Eisler write: ‘In the late industrial age 
there is nothing else for the masses but to amuse and to recover, as part 
of the necessity to reproduce labour power spent in alienated labour’22. 
The ‘other side of labour’, the everyday-life spaces of consumption that 
is the spaces of living and of leisure are centrally involved in the mode 
of production; both are inscribed in the production process. The former, 
the dwelling unit is the space for the reproduction of the nuclear family 
as the elementary component of society; the latter, the spaces of leisure, 
pursue the reproduction of workforce by distraction, by amusement; 
both together, they account for the reproduction of society. 

vi.
The late 1960s’changes in mindset brought the critique of the 
technocratic and monofunctional conception of factual modern 

21. According to a survey from 1999/2000 
for a short summary see: http://www.
wien.gv.at/stadtentwicklung/grundlagen/
stadtforschung/verhaltensforschung/
wohnzufriedenheit/ausstattung.html.

22. Theodor W. Adorno and Eisler 
Hanns, “Komposition für den Film,” 
in Gesammelte Schriften Band 15, by 
Theodor W. Adorno (Frankfurt am Main: 
Suhrkamp Verlag, 2003), 11.
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planning, of the leftovers of an only superficially democratic society, of 
the monotony created in planning and everyday-life as such. In Vienna, 
it unfolded within the niches of the historic city: In 1967, out of a window 
in the first floor in the Apollogasse in the 7th district, a bubble inflated. 
Two persons were sitting in the transparent bubble - the Ballon für zwei 
(balloon for two): Stoff Superhuber and Maria Ebner, while becoming 
engaged - in this first work of Haus-Rucker-Co.
Two is not yet ‘common’. And an engagement is far from it.  The 
exteriorisation of the intimate space, however, its transparency, and 
the literal bubble in which this other world unfolds - almost flying away 
if not the steel construction would hold it back - disturbs the existing 
distribution: the distribution of public and private; of what is intimate; 
of the ‘sensible’ ‘in what is common to the community based on what 
they do and on the time and space in which this activity is performed… 
it defines what is visible or not in a common space’23. Here the intimate 
sphere becomes part of the common space. What Haus-Rucker-Co show 
is an ironic seesaw of privacy (‘You can arrange the balloon at home’) 
and public (the action on the street). Far from a dissent, the ‘space of 
love’ creates a momentary condition of otherness that we are ‘all in urgent 
need of’24. Yet the disturbing aspect was a momentary one. ‘Commerce 
and promotion, commercials and the spectacle, pleasure and irony – all 
of which must not be suppressed any longer’, Günther Feuerstein, their 
early academic promoter, wrote; and further ‘the inflatable spaces and 
capsules, such as the ‘Balloon for Two’ are simple, jolly, amusing spaces – 
for a coming society of leisure and recreation, of play and unconcern.’25 
Unintentionally, Feuerstein anticipated what came after: the otherness and 
the formal and aesthetic freedom were embraced and taken up by an ever-
commercializing leisure-sector. Here, leisure has become an equivalent 
of consumption. The second aspect of the artistic critique of the 1960s, 
the criticism of monotonous life and its promise of a ‘gain of freedom’ 
has merged with today’s mode of production: the economic equivalent 
of self-realization and individual responsibility is entrepreneurism and 
freelance. The upcoming challenge and changes in the production of 
housing concern the spatial merging of living and working. 

The architecture and the programs of common spaces in the municipal 
housing schemes in Vienna have developed with the role of leisure, with 
the understanding of government and the mode of production. They have 
changed from the forming of ‘new man’ over to the building of a ‘new 
society’, to ‘amusement and distraction’ and today’s ‘self-realization’. 
The introduction referred to leisure as ‘coded’ with code as a certain way 
to structure social concerns (such as work or leisure). The sequence of 
steps in common spaces and the related role of leisure shows that ‘codes’ 
can be rewritten; it shows as well the ‘decoding’ of leisure in an advancing 
capitalist society. If Red Vienna’s conception of leisure, the ‘practice of 

23. Jacques Rancière, The politics of 
aesthetics: the distribution of the sensible, 
trans. Gabriel Rockhill (London ; New 
York: Continuum International Publishing 
Group, 2006), 57.

24. From the text accompanying the 
performance; see: Architekturzentrum 
Architekturzentrum Wien and Johannes 
Porsch, The Austrian Phenomenon: 
Architektur Avantgarde 1956-1973 
(Birkhäuser, 2010), 350; 756.

25. Günther Feuerstein, “Mutationen,” in 
Neue Architektur in Österreich (Vienna: R. 
Borhmann-Verlag, 1969), 66.
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leisure’ was largely moral, one of hygiene and of education of the ‘new 
man’, this has been gradually released. It gave way to a concept of leisure 
that has commercialized, with leisure activities becoming more and 
more commodified and embedded in the general equivalence of money. 
For Red Vienna, the beneficiary was the labour class. Conceptually, 
identity was above all created through the workplace – symbolically 
extended to the household. Its concept of leisure was that of 
emancipatory work through culture and health; a grand gesture, 
that reappears also in the architectural rhetoric. With Post-War 
reconstruction and the ‘massification of fascism’ in mind, the focus on 
‘class’ and ‘workers’ collectives’ had given way to recreate ‘society as a 
whole’ as to fight the ‘atomization of society’. The municipality did so 
by launching ‘community centres’ on the one hand and by fostering the 
nuclear family as the cornerstone of society on the other. Accordingly, 
the programmes addressed what and whom government wanted to 
establish: the proletariat in Red Vienna, society and family after WWII. 
Over the following years, leisure turned to the private sphere. Indeed, 
the focus on the general wealth as part of the Keynesian economics, the 
prosperity, and the amelioration of living condition itself has brought 
this interiorization. Up until then, leisure in the common shared space 
was part of a disciplinary system – an educational apparatus. 
With responsibility given gradually over to the individual, new 
constellations emerge. Entrepreneurism and the freelance bring about 
new spatial arrangements, as the division of labour and leisure shifts; the 
use of spaces formerly attached to leisure however does not turn labour 
into leisure. ‘Labour cannot become play’, Marx once stated; regarding 
the current mode of production to state it does would amount to 
misrepresentation even if the border has long become porous. Our times’ 
common spaces – in housing and beyond - have to provide the double 
capacity of leisure and work. The ‘realizing self’ constantly re-negotiates 
the border of leisure and work; it can do so – it is forced to do so. 

vii.  - a design postscript 
In the years following 1968, the Italian group Archizoom Associati 
developed the architectural meta-project No-Stop City - a vast, endless 
extension of the urban sphere. Yet No-Stop City is not only the endless 
expansion of the idea of the capitalist city to the outside periphery: ‘the 
urban’ extends in all directions to the outside, the new and unknown 
as well as it extends to the inner fields, to a total ubiquity of urbanity: 
a programmed, isotropic system26, dissolving any possibility of an 
outside. No-Stop-City is based on the superimposition of the factory, the 
supermarket and the residential parking. Here production, distribution 
and consumption coincide, the various functions are homogenized in 
their priority; contradiction has been ruled out, and the city is becoming 
a de-politicized vast void filled with ‘things’. 

26. Archizoom Associati, “No-Stop City,” 
in Architecture theory since 1968, ed. 
K. Michael Hays (Cambridge, MA and 
London: MIT Press, 1998), 56. 
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What Archizoom initially intended with No-Stop-City was not the re-
formist utopian vision. Following Engels’ conception, its was designed 
as a ‘working class critique of the metropolis’ instead of an impossible 
proposal for a ‘working class metropolis’27. Instead of the ‘better’ city, 
No-Stop City is the ‘present’ city; instead of a proposal, it is analysis: it is 
the mere ‘representation of itself’. It is the analysis of today’s (still) mode 
of production in an exaggerated, thus readable way. The common space 
here has extended and has become ubiquitous while it has merged with 
the space of production. 
In the superimposition of factory, residential parking and supermarket, 
any border in the succession between public and private is dissolved; 
here production and consumption, work, recreation and leisure have 
merged subsumed under ‘productivity’. The ‘social division of time’ 
then, does simply not exist any more. 

27. Andrea Branzi, No-stop city: Archizoom 
associati (Orléans: HYX, 2006), 157.
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Centrum on the Periphery: 
Sweden’s Welfare State, Public Space, and Immigration in the 1970s

Jennifer S. Mack

abstract
This paper approaches questions of citizenship and public space in the 
urban landscapes of the Swedish Million Program, which created one 
million dwelling units across the country from 1965 to 1974. Critically, 
this Social Democratic initiative included common spaces, explicitly 
intended to engineer ideal citizens for the modern Swedish welfare 
state. Of particular note was the town center (centrum) with its “service” 
functions, such as workers’ education centers, shopping, social clubs, 
and other leisure facilities. Here, I examine these spaces in relation 
to how Swedish public life was reshaped during the 1970s, when 
economic crises disrupted the promises of the state and demographic 
changes broadened notions of citizenship. As politicians and architects 
increasingly described Million Program areas as failures and ethnic 
Swedes abandoned them, immigrants arrived and began to renegotiate 
both their physical and social forms.
In this paper, I focus specifically on the centrum of the Million Program 
neighborhood of Ronna, located in a distant suburb of Stockholm that 
has become home to a large Middle Eastern Christian population. 
Emphasizing the centrum, I focus on how immigrants claimed spaces 
that were designed for a Sweden assumed to be ethnically monolithic. 
Initially, this precipitated local level conflicts over the right to public 
space. I then investigate how the centrum’s modular structure allowed 
for immigrants to occupy and redefine its spaces, and that these actually 
conformed to the architectural and political intentions for them. In 
Ronna Centrum, a Syriac Orthodox church stands on the site of what 
was once a Swedish church, and hairdressers from Syria use storefronts 
designated for salons in the original plans. I therefore contend that 
the centrum actually functions almost exactly as designed, albeit with a 
different constituency of users, even as it simultaneously offers evidence 
of expanded definitions of both Swedish citizenship and public space.

keywords
Town center, Public space, Immigration, Service, Neighbourhood unit

Trumpets will be blown on Thursday, when the long-awaited and 
ceremonious opening of Ronna centrum will occur. An eagerly awaited 
trumpet blast because the business centre is the last thing that will join 
the image of a neighbourhood that is nearly complete. People have 
already moved in there and have had, for more than a year, a hard time 
getting their shopping done. But now all of these difficulties are over…
Ronna will finally be finished!1 1. Länstidningen, 30 November 1965: 8.
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On the second of December 1965, the new shopping and citizen service 
centre known as Ronna centrum opened in the small industrial town 
of Södertälje on the outskirts of Stockholm. A full-page advertisement 
ran in the local paper, Länstidningen, two days before, including a site 
plan with the locations and names of its new businesses and services: 

recreational facilities and meeting spaces for organizations and clubs, a 
health care centre, a bakery, a post office, a dry cleaner, a fishmonger, a 
florist, two hair salons, and two grocery stores (Figure 1).
The unveiling of this centrum (town centre) also marked the inauguration 
of Ronna at large, the new town recently constructed around it. This 
was one of the earliest phases of Södertälje’s participation in a national 
housing initiative – the Million Program – developed by the Social 
Democrats, the political party that controlled Sweden for most of the 
20th century. Simply stated, the Program produced one million dwelling 
units in the ten years between 1965 and 1974, making a tremendous 
impact on a society that numbered fewer than eight million citizens at 
the time. In Södertälje, where a booming industrial economy demanded 
housing for workers, the Million Program had a tremendous impact: 
spreading the town from its historic waterfront into satellites in the 
surrounding forests and farms. 
This national program was an outgrowth of efforts beginning in the 
1930s, when the Social Democratic platform had rested heavily on 
creating dwellings for the citizens of the burgeoning welfare state. When 
Stockholm Mayor Harry Sandberg proclaimed that “Good housing 
nurtures good citizens and happy communities” in 1932, this was taken 
quite literally. The postwar Swedish housing stock had been considered 
to be among the worst in Europe – dilapidated, overcrowded, and dirty. 
A comprehensive approach only became possible, however, in the stable 
times of the aftermath of the World Wars and with the greater Swedish 
economic prosperity that followed. 

Figure 1. Advertisement for the inauguration of Ronna centrum as published 
in Länstidningen, November 30, 1965, including a plan of the shops and social 
services. 
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With this, a sense of national belonging, revolving around membership 
in the welfare state, had emerged. To follow Charles Taylor (2004), the 
public sphere had expanded from a mere “moral order” – regulations 
defined by politicians and implemented by bureaucrats - to a “modern 
social imaginary” – whereby citizens understood themselves to belong 
to a newly retooled Swedish nation. Million Program boosters and 
designers explicitly used the built environment in this pursuit, linking 
people previously divided along socioeconomic and regional lines. Forms 
of “spatial governmentality” (Merry 2001) seeped into the collective 
consciousness through everyday activities, especially around leisure.
As the physical armature of the expanded Swedish public sphere, the 
Million Program explicitly blurred distinctions between public and 
private space through new collective spaces. Citizens were to live in new, 
cohesive “neighbourhood units”2 in multi-family apartment buildings 
that reorganized notions of the boundaries of the domestic and the 
communal. For example, rather than occupying a private, single-
family house, residents would identify themselves with the trapphus, or 
stairwell, that they shared with others in an apartment building. Behind 
their uniform doors, they lived in units standardized through careful 
scientific research, from door dimensions to the size of the kitchen 
sink. Together, residents would wash their clothes in a meticulously 
proportioned, common laundry room fit with the latest machinery and 
would be responsible for cleaning the space afterward.3

A blurring of the boundaries between public and private space was also 
designed at the scale of the neighbourhood. In most Million Program 
areas, a key element of the new 
neighbourhood unit was its centrum 
with so-called “service” functions: 
pedagogical centres, shopping, social 
clubs, and other leisure facilities. 
Ronna centrum followed suit, 
incorporating the latest ideas about 
how food should be presented and 
sold in new markets with self-service, 
offering new quick-trim salons to the 
industrial workers intended to inhabit 
the area, and including an ABF 

2. The notion of the “neighbourhood 
unit” relies on a five-minute walking 
distance from a town centre as the key 
determinant of plan size. It is most 
commonly associated with the American 
city planner Clarence Perry (1872-1944), 
who used it, for example, in the 1920 
regional plan for New York. It may also 
be conceptually linked to several other 
planning theories, however, including 
Ebenezer Howard’s Garden City.

3. In 1955, an entire report, 368 pages 
in length, was produced by the 
government research group known as 
the Collective Housing Committee, was 
devoted to the subject of laundry: “Tvatt. 
Bostadskollektiva kommitténs betänkande 
III,” Statens offentliga utredningar (SOU). 
Stockholm: Socialdepartementet, 1955:8.

Figure 2. Perspective drawing for the ABF 
(Arbetarnas bildningsförbund, Worker’s 
Educational Association), one of the forms 
of social “service” included in the original 
plans for Ronna centrum, 1966. 
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(Arbetarnas Bildningsförbund, or Worker’s Educational Association) 
centre (Figure 2). These leisure facilities, in other words, were not for 
mere relaxation, but would offer lessons in modern citizenship and 
opportunities for contact between people who did not live in the same 
buildings.
In the early 1970s, however, the economic miracle of the postwar period 
came to an unexpected stop, with a major impact on Södertälje. The 
town’s extreme dependence on the fortunes of industry that had made it 
a vital organ of Swedish industrial progress now left it on life support. Its 
Million Program areas, once the showpieces for a new progressive society, 
seemed to empty overnight, and the rise of “unrented apartments” was 
covered obsessively in the local media. The municipality was blamed for 
poor foresight, and its urban planners and architects were among the 
primary targets. As new towns became ghost towns, who would live on 
Södertälje’s urban periphery? The answer quickly came.
In the spring of 1967, 205 Syriac Christians, classified as “stateless” 
refugees, arrived by plane from Lebanon to Sweden through a quota 
program established by The Swedish Ministry of the Interior. The group 
consisted primarily of young people who had previously emigrated from 
Turkey, due both to a difficult economic climate and the harassment they 
experienced as a result of their minority religious status. After arrival, 
they were separated into small groups and transferred to various cities 
around Sweden, and some had made their way to Södertälje. 
In the mid-1970s, the conflicts in Cyprus, the end of the German 
guest worker program, and beyond were the “push factors” that drove 
numerous Syriac Christians to follow the first group to Sweden. With 
Södertälje’s “pull factors” – its close proximity to Stockholm and a large 
stock of available housing – it quickly became a magnet for Syriacs, who 
filled the void left in the vacant housing estates. By the late 1970s, the 
Assyrian group had concentrated in Million Program neighbourhoods, 
especially Ronna. 
In this paper, I examine the centrum as a nexus of both conflict and 
innovation during the 1970s: a place where a planned public space 
intended for one public sphere changed as its constituents did. When 
economic crises disrupted the promises of the state and demographic 
changes broadened notions of citizenship, politicians and architects 
increasingly described Million Program areas as failures and ethnic 
Swedes abandoned them In the aftermath, Syriacs arrived and began 
to renegotiate both their physical and social forms. At the same time, 
as I will outline, these alterations were primarily social: the centrum’s 
modular structure allowed immigrants to redefine its spaces, yet these 
uses actually conformed to the architectural and political intentions for 
them. While the Million Program quickly became the definition of failed 
Swedish social and spatial planning – a reputation that it maintains 
today – Syriac alterations indicate that its initial designs may actually 
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have been more successful than has typically been argued.

the centrum: town square of the people’s home
In the early days of the welfare state, new planned neighbourhoods were 
outfitted with only minimal commercial and community structures. 
The first major Swedish urban design to plan a town from the ground 
up and incorporate a centrum was for Årsta, designed by Uno Åhrén 
in the 1940s and completed in 1953.4 A centrum was planned for Sven 
Markelius’s famous Vällingby neighbourhood in 1954, and it then 
became a regular feature of new town urban designs during the two 
decades that followed. 
In 1955, the government-sponsored Collective Housing Committee 
produced a report entitled, “Samlingslokaler” (community centres), 
based on an initial provision for research made in 1948. The authors 
acknowledged that industrialization and increased workers’ rights 
had given rise to shorter workdays and increased free time. It was 
recommended that this time should be regulated through the provision 
of appropriate activities in spaces outside the home.
By the 1960s, the centrum design expressed Social Democratic beliefs 
in the direct correlation between productive practices of citizenship and 
urban planning, emphasizing new relationships between public and 
private space beyond the apartment block. Like Ronna’s, these “rational” 
new town centres would bring together residents who did not share a 
stairwell and but who lived in the same neighbourhood unit. They were 
to be centrally located places where residents could happen upon one 
another while shopping and have a quick chat, or engage in a planned 
meeting or event. 
The Swedish modern social imaginary took shape in a blurred space 
between public and private, encapsulated in the town centre. As Hans-
Erland Heineman wrote in 1975: 

In pre-war Sweden the two were strictly separated – the public street and 
the private home were two different worlds. In Sweden today, almost all 
community functions are…characterised by fluid boundaries between 
public and private, the general and the individual: indoor environments 
of this kind include the office landscape, the nursing landscape, the 
educational landscape, the hypermarket, and the ‘house of culture,’ while 
outdoors the unfenced villa or row house area, and the new shopping 
centres and service facilities are tending in the same direction….These 
attitudes are to be seen...as a general protest against the propensity of 
the affluent society to think in terms of belongings and possessions, 
rather than services, contacts, and personality development. (12)

Repeated across the Swedish urban landscape, the heavily programmed 
centrum would accentuate equality between citizens and create a physical 
and social space of identification and gathering for each neighbourhood. 
For this reason, urban designer and architect Fritz Voigt’s plans for the 

4. For more on Årsta and its centrum, see 
Åke F. Holm, “Årsta centrumanläggning 
- Idén och dess förverkligande,” Enskede 
Hembygdsförening, småskrifter. 1993:22-
29; Gunnar Åsvärn and Bertil Mathsson, 
Fritid i förort, sociologisk undersökning 
i Årsta 1954-1956, 94. Stockholm: 
Stadskollegiets utlåtanden och memorial, 
1958; Olle Rydberg, Från Årsta till Farsta. 
Stockholm: Natur och Kultur, 1979; 
and Per Skoglund, Årsta: bilder från en 
stockholmsförort. Stockholm: Kommittén 
för stockholmsforskning, 1993.
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new neighbourhood of Ronna included housing, but also a centrum.
As the caption on an image (Figure 3) published in a 1960s edition of 
the community magazine Ditt Södertälje [Your Södertälje] stated, “As the 
heart and the lifeblood in the middle of a new housing area, a centrum 
is often situated in order to serve the inhabitants’ cultural and material 

needs.” The article explained that the typical centrum contained spaces 
for community organizations, a workers’ education centre, church, post 
office, hair salon, flower shop, a state of the art, self-service grocery 
store, as well as a health clinic and library. The plan for Ronna centrum 
was an almost exact replica of the published diagram (Figure 4).

Figure 3. Diagram from Ditt Södertälje, illustrating the typical town centre plan 
for Million Program neighbourhoods. Ronna centrum became a near copy of this 
plan.

Figure 4. Situation plan of Ronna 
centrum, August 19, 1966. Stamped 
by Fritz Voigt Arkitektkontor AB.
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service space for citizens
If the welfare state appeared to be politically and economically secure 
by the 1960s, this permitted debates around the centrum to focus 
increasingly on the notion of “service” (employing the English-language 
word): functions required to run household not possible within 
the dwelling space itself. This gave the centrum – ostensibly a mere 
recreational and commercial space – a specific didactic purpose within 
the structure of the large society. Here, leisure would be pedagogical.
On April 14, 1967, the “Service Committee,” a group to research 
boendeservice (residential service), was established by the Swedish 
national government. They released a series of reports during the late 
1960s and early 1970s.5 In the first of these, published in 1968, the 
Committee describes how the need for service arose out of the radical 
change in household demographics. In 1920, almost one-third of 
Swedish households were composed of five or more people; by 1968, 
only one out of seven nuclear families had three or more children, 
and “Multigenerational families, which include both relatives and 
employees, have almost completely disappeared” (1968:8). 
In the report, boendeservice was comprised of 1. childcare, 2. services 
for the elderly, ill, and disabled, 3. recreation and culture, 4. food 
(mathållning), 5. household maintenance (bostadsvård), and 6. laundry 
and clothing care (tvätt och klädvård), and 7. goods distribution and 
expedition services (varudistribution och expeditiva tjänster). Almost all 
of these services were traditionally imagined as women’s (unpaid) labor, 
emphasizing that these were part of larger efforts to bring women into 
the paid workforce. Traffic planning would also be a critical element for 
service design. The third element was specifically defined as being “in 
the form of organized activities for all age and interest groups assumed 
to be in the housing area (bostadsområdet)” (1968:9). As Ingemar 
Johansson describes it:

The development was accompanied by a housing debate and housing 
research whose central concept was service - people’s need for commercial 
and social services. It is significant that the cohousing concept was 
transformed to service buildings - from community to the delivery of 
services (1980 (1978, 1979):109).

Ingegerd Ågren writes that the “welfare society” was transformed into a 
“service society” by the 1970s, a change from the pre-WWII period: 

Since the 30’s, the concept of ‘service’ has gradually altered, having 
been broadened from services fairly closely linked to the dwelling, such 
as the care and minding of children, and services related to the upkeep 
of the dwelling and to catering, which were organised and paid for by 
the tenants and were often linked with the idea of ‘collective’ multi-
family houses, to cover a much wider system, in which the community 
is actively committed, by legislation, planning, financial support, and 
administration, to extend all-round assistance to the inhabitants, and 

5. The series Boendeservice 1-7 was 
published in Statens offentliga utredningar. 
See SOU 1968:38, SOU 1970:68, SOU 
1971:25, SOU 1971:26, SOU 1971:27, SOU 
1971:28, and SOU 1973:24. See also the 
brochures produced by HSBs Riksförbund, 
“Service i bostadsområden,” Stockholm: 
1966, and by Hyresgästföreningen i 
Storstockholm, “Boendemiljön. Ett 
miljöpolitiskt handlingsprogram för och 
av hyresgästföreningen i Storstockholm,” 
Stockholm: 1968.
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provide the necessary conditions for a sense of community, social 
contacts, recreation, and activities that will develop personality. As a 
result, the concept of ‘service’ is now to an increasing extent integrated in 
the overall community environment. (1975:130).

As David Popenoe notes, however, the “hierachical network” of new 
service-based developments during the Million Program led to the 
creation of “distinct neighbourhoods” (1977:37), especially because of 
the separation of pedestrians from automobiles. This produced small 
urban islands from which residents sometimes had difficulty exiting. 
The emphasis on service reemphasized the direct relationship between 
public space and citizenship in the welfare state. The provision of 
retail space, together with social functions, recalls the idea that Million 
Program housing was not “social housing” for the needy; rather it was 
part of an effort to address various forms of class and gender inequality. 
As Mats Franzén and Eva Sandstedt point out, the Service Committee’s 
report from 1970 places emphasizes this relationship between ideology 
and space:

The service concept widens between reports one and two, which were 
published in 1968...and in 1970. In 1968, residential service is defined as a 
set of functions....The 1970 report is not satisfied with this list, but instead 
insists that service also affects the social environment, and therefore 
‘service must also be addressed from an ideological points of departure.’ 
This perspective is that housing services contribute to ‘community and 
equity within and between generations and between people with different 
interest orientations and in different social and economic situations’ and 
that it ‘increases opportunities for individuals to influence the shape of 
the shared environment.’ (1981:34-35)

This analysis also suggests an ideological shift during the critical years 
during which the Swedish economic stagnation was becoming apparent 
by 1970. This impending period of austerity may have inadvertently 
produced an ideological return to the spirit of the 1955 report on 
assembly spaces, in which communal activities were stressed and the 
newly recreational citizen was to be educated through appropriate 
leisure activities.
As ideas about urban design shifted during the Million Program, 
some changes to the centrum and its assembly spaces were made to 
accommodate expanding notions of service. In a 1965 edition of the 
Swedish journal Arkitektur, Allan Westerman notes that the increasing 
size of retail stores led to changes to the centrum’s shape, and that it was 
mainly governmental authorities and organizations such as sports clubs 
and church groups from whom suggestions for services were garnered, 
since future residents were not yet on site:

The concentration of functions was regarded as providing a better sense 
of orientation and to facilitate the integrated design of the entire urban 
area, a design that, through the architectonic environment’s qualities, 
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could affect a person in a positive way, enrich her everyday existence, and 
create a feeling of belonging to a group. (1965: 267) 

Whereas the boom years of the 1960s had remade the town centre 
to comprise primarily commercial functions and reduce the social 
significance of public space, the impending problematics of the 1970s 
had already suggested that communal solidarity in the centrum – the 
town square of the Million Program – would again be vital.

a crisis at the centre
Even during the course of the ten years of the Million Program, however, 
most of the new towns began to lose some of their initial sheen, with 
criticisms focusing on the standardization and simplified planning 
required to develop them at such a high speed. Its signature façades – 
grey concrete with green trim – signalled more a climate of melancholy 
and less an image of “homes of the future” after only a few years in the 
Swedish sun and snow (Figure 5). Furthermore, the amenities meant to 
surround them remained unfinished: playgrounds were unbuilt, and 
bus lines did not run. As new Million Program neighbourhoods were 
being constructed in the 1970s, people with means to live elsewhere 
rejected those that had been built earlier.
Furthermore, from the time of the global oil crisis in 1973, it became clear 
that Sweden was uncomfortably dependent on international economics 
and could not realistically determine its own fate. This had a particularly 
devastating effect on industry-dependent Södertälje, and accelerated the 
processes of Million Program abandonment as Finnish labourers who 
had come as guest workers returned to their home country. This left a 
large number of “outhyrda,” or “unrented” Million Program apartments 
(which was preferred to the term “tomma” or “empty”), a topic of 
frequently discussion in the media during the 1970s. When Syriacs 

Figure 5. Ronna housing, 2010. This 
building has had few alterations since the 
time of its original construction in the 
1960s. — image credit: photo by author. 
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began to move in, the area therefore had abundant available units.
The town centre was no less a victim of these socioeconomic shifts, and 
ideas about rationalized service based on extensive government research 
were questioned. Residents were meant to regard Ronna centrum as a 
“hypermodern shopping centre,” but ultimately found it generic and 
impersonal. Ronna centrum followed the template diagram, and the 
ideologies, to the letter. Like them, it appeared to have failed by the early 
1970s, especially as the Swedish state decommissioned neighbourhood-
level services. For instance, rather than neighbourhood libraries, only 
one in a central location would now be offered, and community youth 
centres were forced through budgetary cuts to reduce their hours.6 This 
left the newly constructed leisure facilities empty. There was no public 
in these public spaces.

rumbles with the raggare
As the Million Program transformed from beacon of progress to civic 
embarrassment, the small Syriac population of Södertälje suddenly 
expanded, owing to the conflicts in Cyprus and the closure of the 
German guest worker program. They populated what would otherwise 
have been a modernist ghost town, slowly becoming Ronna’s majority 
ethnic group. They numbered approximately 10,000 to 12,000 
people by the early 1980s. During this decade, Syriacs - particularly in 
the form of the förening [social club] - began to establish themselves 
institutionally within the communal structures that existed in Ronna at 
the neighbourhood level.
An increasing sense that public life in Södertälje’s downtown was not 
open for everyone included increasing threats of violence. For instance, 
the Syriacs had attracted the attention of the so-called raggare,7 the 
nativist youth gangs who rode around Sweden in large American cars 
from the 1950s until the 1980s. A conflict now known as “Sweden’s 
first race riots”8 – between groups of raggare and Syriacs – took place 
in downtown Södertälje at the Bristol Hotel in June 1977. It is said to 
have begun when one raggare yelled, “Look, there are svartskallar [a 
racial epithet for immigrants, literally “black heads”] sitting in there!” 
and motioned to Syriacs eating in the hotel. The raggare entered that 
dining room, which had only one exit. A major fight ensued, with 
fourteen people hospitalized in the aftermath but just one arrest made. 
At the time, headlines in the local paper ranged from “Raggare fight 
in Södertälje echoed in the United Nations”9 to “Stop Hatred toward 
Foreigners!”10 These conflicts continued.
The much discussed so-called “terror night” in August of 1980 led to the 
burning of several Syriac businesses in raggare arsons.11 Public protests 
took place, both in support of the raggare’s agenda and against it. The 
raggare also claimed that Syriacs had been seen walking around Södertälje 
wearing t-shirts bearing the text, “Vi ska ta över stan!” [We’re going to 

6. In the 1980s, political will shifted 
back to the närhetsprincip (proximity 
principle), and having service close at 
hand was again valued. At this time, 
the municipal governance structure was 
also significantly altered, and, in 1988, 
small neighbourhood adminstrative 
bodies were created to represent each 
kommundel (neighbourhood). The 
kommundel of Ronna oversaw its own 
governance until 1998, when these bodies 
were closed down and recentralization 
took place. This reflected yet another 
shift in ideology behind the distribution 
of services to citizens and affected the 
relative power that the neighbourhood 
had to make changes to the structures of 
everyday life happening within it.

7. This word can be translated as “toughs” 
and corresponds roughly to the British 
“Teddy Boys” of the same period.

8. A documentary on the events of this 
night, called “Bråket på Bristol - Sveriges 
första raskravaller,” was produced 
for Swedish Radio in 2008 by Siri 
Ambjörnsson and Emma Janke.

9. Länstidningen, February 1, 1978. The 
fact that a UN convention was taking 
place close by meant that delegates 
learned about the raggare conflict, and 
that more news media were available to 
cover it.

10. Länstidningen, December 8, 1977.

11. Länstidningen coverage began 
appearing in the August 23, 1980 issue, 
with articles such as “Rasismens terror-
natt” (Rasism’s terror night), “-Det var 
sån här terror vi flydde från” (It was this 
kind of terror we fled from), and “-Det här 
gjorde vi bra, säger raggarna” (“We did a 
good job with this, say the raggare).
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take over the town!”].12 When a reporter for Swedish Radio interviewed 
two raggare and a police officer about this rumour, each admitted that he 
had never seen such a t-shirt himself. One raggare said, however, “But 
I’ve heard about it from so many people that it must be true.” 
This t-shirt was compared to the frequent Syriac practice of wearing 
of suits on weekdays and purchasing vegetables in large quantities, 
both of which were seen as evidence of an abuse of the social welfare 
state and its system of benefits rather than mere cultural variations. In 
other words, Syriac spatial practices exhibited conspicuous difference; 
they were said to be flouting the rules of decorum of Social Democracy 
and “traditional” cultural norms that focused on social conformity and 
modesty. In a supposed effort to curb these complaints, and the violence, 
the local police advised Syriacs not to appear in large groups in public.13

Indeed, when asked by officials to make themselves invisible, one 
obvious solution, in addition to modifying practices downtown, was 
to retreat into the Million Program neighbourhoods that Swedes and 
Finns had already abandoned. Here, Syriacs developed a parallel urban 
experience in spaces that had fallen off the map of Swedish national 
geography. Here, they could be public and invisible at the same time. 
The Assyriska förening (social club), connecting the group to Ancient 
Assyria, began renting a lokal, or clubhouse, within Ronna centrum 
in 1977. The group used the space for social gatherings, card playing, 
and discussions about history and politics during the day; community 
celebrations, such as weddings and the celebration of the Assyrian New 
Year on April 1, took place at night. In other words, Syriacs utilized the 
spatial structure of Ronna, established with Social Democratic ideals, 
for their own nationalist purposes. 
Despite this effort, the raggare’s rental of a space directly across from 
the Assyriska förening increased tensions exponentially, leading to 
daily fistfights there over several months. This battle over the centrum 
was framed in nationalist terms by both groups; the raggare claimed 
to represent keeping “Sweden Swedish,” while the Syriacs sought to 
maintain their förening. As one man in his 50s, Jonatan, told me: 

They knew that we [the Syriacs] were most organized in Ronna, and these 
raggare got permission to operate a clubhouse in Ronna, parallel with our 
clubhouse. They wanted to drive the people out, and drive them insane. 
They hate all foreigners. Anyone who is anything other than Swedish, they 
hate them. How could they give them permission to operate a clubhouse 
so close to where the people are gathered?

After many fights, with several ending in hospitalizations, the raggare 
eventually withdrew. The Assyriska förening, on the other hand, 
remained in Ronna centrum, taking over a larger space when a Finnish 
group moved downtown in 1980, and remaining there until the 
1990s. Yet this was only the first of many Syriac businesses and social 
organizations to operate from centrum.

13. The threat of the raggare was pervasive 
and was discussed publicly in many 
forums. For example, in May of 1980, a 
high school student, Yildiz Töker, wrote in 
to a local magazine with an essay about 
his experience of being an immigrant in 
Södertälje. It largely expressed his pride 
in Södertälje’s globalized reputation and 
population, but it also accounted his 
fears and dismay about the raggare and 
their increasing power over public space. 
He wrote, “On Friday and Saturday 
nights, immigrant women almost don’t 
dare to go out because they’re afraid that 
they’ll be attacked by the raggare.” Bahro 
Suryoyo.

12. In interviews with Assyrians, I heard 
about alternative versions of this, 
including “Södertälje tillhör assyrierna!” 
(Södertälje belongs to the Assyrians) 
and “Vi tar Södertälje!” (We’re taking 
Södertälje!).
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re-centring
Although the centrum and its “service” space – the cherished public 
program for community spaces of the Million Program appeared to be 
architectonically rigid, the Syriacs metamorphosed these public spaces to 
reflect their own needs, little by little. Even so, the centrum’s initial design 
has prevailed (Figures 6 and 7). While apartments were added on upper levels 
in the 1990s, the square’s structure remains virtually the same as it was 
in 1965. For instance, new signs and colour schemes, symbols, markers, 
and physical displays altered the surfaces of these spaces, even when the 
structural walls and window placements remained largely the same.
More than that, Syriac programming appears to conform to the original 
designs in surprising ways. Rather than a library, a post office, and 
the Swedish supermarket chain Konsum, Ronna centrum houses five 
cultural clubs for Syriacs, Assyrians, Iraqis, and others. A grocery store, 
Ronna Livs, sells almost entirely Middle Eastern products (Figure 8). 
St. Olov’s, the Swedish church in Voigt’s original design, has become 
the Syriac Orthodox Church St. Gabriel’s, with only its new altar space 
reconfiguring the building’s footprint (Figure 9). Hairdressers are located 
in the same salon spaces of the original design where barbers would use 
modern razors to buzz cut contemporary youths; today, they specialize 
in the complicated hairstyles that women are expected to commission 
for the numerous formal occasions of the Assyrian/Syriac community 
such as weddings and baptisms. Here, according to my informants, “the 
hairdresser who just came from Syria” has some tricks up his sleeve to 
make you look “like you just came from Damascus.”
In other words, even as most of the original physical form of Ronna 
centrum has been maintained, the early Syriac territorial claims that 

Figure 6. Ronna centrum logo at entrance, 2010. — image credit: photo by author.
Figure 7. Courtyard at interior of Ronna centrum, 2010. — image credit: photo by author.
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took place through the rental of existing spaces and the fights to defend 
them have reconfigured the space over time, but mostly in social terms. 
In what Henri Lefebvre might call a spatial practice, or a “dialectical 
interaction…that produces [space] … as slowly and surely as it masters 
and appropriates it,” each Syriac urban intervention has contributed to 
a long-term spatial effect. 
Thus, Ronna centrum has demonstrated its efficiency in being flexibly 
“generic.” Even as it was designed to reinforce – through the new 
modern social imaginary of the welfare state – ideals of public behaviour, 
the absence of the imagined universal [Swedish] subject necessitated 
reconsideration of the spaces. Both socially and spatially, this permitted 
the seepage of a particularized Syriac identity into the territory. New 
signs, new speeds for haircuts, new forms of religious practice have 
shifted its symbolic role, even as its walls and pavements remained as 
they were upon the centrum’s inauguration in 1965.

conclusion
The borderline engagements of cultural difference may as often be 
consensual as conflictual; they may confound our definitions of tradition 
and modernity; realign the customary boundaries between the private 
and the public, high and low; and challenge normative expectations of 
development and progress. - Homi Bhabha14

More than 40 years have passed since the Social Democratic Million 
Program carved a new urban identity into Södertälje’s landscape, and 
since the Syriacs’ arrival there. Rather than the waterfront that defined 
Södertälje before 1965, these new towns originally constructed for the 
training of Swedish citizens now form its primary urban image. Today, 

14. Homi Bhabha. 1994. The Location 
of Culture. New York: Routledge: 3, my 
emphasis.

Figure 8. Olive bar, baklava station, and butcher at Ronna Livs, 2011. This grocery store occupies the position of a store 
also known as Ronna Livs, which opened in 1965. — image credit: photo by Danielle Barsoum.
Figure 9. St. Gabriel’s Syriac Orthodox church, interior view, 2010. The church is located on the site of St. Olov’s, the 
Swedish church planned for Ronna centrum. — image credit: photo by author.
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living in a Million Program neighbourhood is nearly synonymous with 
having a “foreign background.”15 In Södertälje, the city with the third 
largest proportion of immigrants in Sweden, the Million Program areas 
are no exception. When the town is described in the media as “Little 
Baghdad,” “Syriatälje,” “Mosul-on-Stockholm,”16 or “Mesopotälje,”17 its 
Million Program new towns are Södertälje for outsiders, and the town 
centres are only perilously public.
Indeed, the contemporary Swedish media, along with anti-immigration 
parties, damningly referred to Ronna as a “segregated” space; its centrum 
is a hornet’s nest, its physical infrastructure openly criminalized by gangs 
and a place where “cultural associations” are actually illegal gambling 
parlours. Abetting this perspective are high profile incidents like the 
2005 Ronna riots, sparked when a Finnish girl was allegedly harassed 
by Syriac teenage boys in the centrum, and the murder of beloved Syriac 
soccer player Eddie Moussa in Oasis, a club in Ronna centrum, in July 
2010. When the centrum’s plans are represented today, it is no longer to 
herald an optimistic new society, but to clarify the scene of a crime.
Contemporary city planners and architects have been charged to address 
these complaints. For instance, a recent EU-supported redevelopment 
project in Södertälje’s municipal planning department defined Ronna 
as a “deprived area.” It specifically suggested that Ronna centrum 
should be demolished or rebuilt, and included proposals for public art 
projects, galleries, and architect-designed houses meant specifically to 
appeal to ethnic Swedes in order to combat ethnic “segregation,” which 
is regarded as a problem a priori. The neighbourhood’s particularized 
public has become the city’s major target of reform.
In contrast, in a 2006 article from the Swedish paper Aftonbladet entitled 
“Ronna: Sweden’s Chinatown,” journalist Nisha Besara accentuates 
Ronna’s family-friendly atmosphere: “In Ronna, there are countless, 
neat lengths of row houses. Fantastic, huge, pompous villas. And a host 
of pleasant three-story buildings. A concrete town centre and shady 
jogging trails. A suburban feeling and domestic idyll, all in one. In 
Sweden’s only Chinatown.”18 For Besara, Ronna is a space of liberation, 
containing the marketplaces and community centres of “Sweden’s only 
Chinatown.” This complicates other portrayals: while Ronna is not 
simply Besara’s bucolic suburbia, neither is it the dystopia imagined by 
politicians, planners, and other journalists.
So what has happened as a space created for a new universal citizen 
is joined by others whose identities are predicated on difference? 
Here, sanctioned forms of Social Democratic leisure are occurring 
almost exactly as their Million Program designers originally intended; 
neighbours meet in Ronna centrum, do their shopping at Ronna Livs, 
go to hairdressers located exactly where they were in 1965, and attend a 
Syriac Orthodox church where a Swedish church once existed. This is a 
community within a community, just as Fritz Voigt designed it to be. 

15. Until 2003, this was defined as having 
immigrated or having one parent born 
outside Sweden. After 2003, the legal 
definition was either having immigrated 
personally or having two parents born 
outside Sweden, according to Statistics 
Sweden.

16. Claire Soares. July 16, 2007. 
“Welcome to Mosul-on Stockholm,” The 
Independent.

17. Merit Wager. June 25, 2007. “En dag i 
Mesopotälje” [One Day in Mesopotälje], 
Svenska Dagbladet. Wager and the Syriac 
journalist Nuri Kino both claim to have 
coined the name “Mesopotälje.”

18. Nisha Besara, “Ronna – Sveriges 
Chinatown,” Aftonbladet, February 14, 
2006. Accessed on January 8, 2012.
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The only major difference between Ronna centrum’s plan and the reality is 
that the space - once considered one unmarked, classless territory among 
many and belonging to all Swedish citizens - has become the particularized 
domain of a minority ethnic and religious group since the 1970s, even as 
its physical appearance has not been radically altered. Ronna centrum’s 
modular structure, so prized as a beacon of functionalism and the space 
of “service” so integral to the development of standardized Swedish 
citizens has evolved to include particularized, minoritized programs. This 
intersection has resulted in a hybrid space, where ideologies of citizenship 
in a Scandinavian state and a Middle Eastern diaspora have intermingled.
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Measuring Italian Welfare: The Debate on the Spatial Quantification 
of Social Services and Amenities in Postwar Italy

Cristina Renzoni

abstract
The contribution aims to investigate the role played by the discourse on 
leisure in the debate on the spatial quantification of social services and 
amenities that took place in Italy between the 1950s and the 1960s. In 
this debate – it will be argued – issues related to leisure remained mostly 
implicit and partly hidden behind the prevailing rhetoric of needs and 
rights. Nevertheless, leisure represented an important aspect of the 
approach to urban facilities and the focus of many interventions on 
collective infrastructure. The quantification of planning standards was 
the result of an intense process of negotiation that incessantly revolved 
around the re-elaboration of a limited number of reference points. The 
debate was animated by public officers and ministerial technicians, 
institutional study centres (especially the ones within the national housing 
programs), politicians, experts’ organizations, individual architects or 
sociologists, citizen’s associations (such as gender associations, sports 
associations, local committees) and various stake-holders. Through an 
analysis of some of the documents produced during those years, it is 
possible to follow different ways to shape the question of public services 
and leisure facilities in an interesting moment of collective construction 
of new demands of welfare.

keywords 
Italy, Welfare, Public Facilities, Planning Standards

introduction
The standardization and the normalization of public needs have a long 
history: during most of the XXth century planning and architecture 
played relevant roles in shaping the city, translating social demands 
in operative concepts and physical spaces (Fischler 1998; Secchi 
2005; Mattsson and Wallenstein 2010). In different seasons – and 
with different priorities – European cities collected a wide quantity of 
‘urban objects’ such as social housing settlements, schools, hospitals, 
civic centres, public libraries, green areas and sports facilities. Such 
buildings and open spaces represent today the spatial legacy of different 
interpretations of the role played by the public powers in guaranteeing 
those rights of citizenships that were recognized as unavoidable – or, 
more precisely, in fixing a minimum acceptable standard of living 
(Fischler 2000).
Since the Second World War – but its roots lay firmly in the inter-war 
period and before – European countries carried on a widespread ‘Welfare 
State Project’ that, in a global perspective, could be seen as ‘an attempt to 
devise a specific European answer to Cold War politics and to emerging 
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post colonial realities’ (Gosseye, Heynen 2010, 557). If we assume that 
the building process of the welfare state is a strongly ‘European project’ – 
although admittedly in an unsystematic way and with many differences 
from one state-nation to another – we can conclude that its urban legacy 
represents nowadays a key-issue to interpret the European city and to 
propose new visions for its future. As for the historiography on material 
culture (Braudel 1979), we can look, in a broader sense, at those objects 
such as the stratification of ‘material and positive welfare’ (Lanzani, 
Pasqui 2011, 32; Officina Welfare Space 2011) that played a fundamental 
role in the making of cities both in an operative and symbolic way 
(Wagenaar 1993, 2004; Ryckewaert 2011; Secchi 2011) and effectively 
contributed to their transformation in spatial assets, urban hierarchies 
and everyday practices.
This contribution aims at proposing some notes for a genealogy 
of the debate on social services and public facilities in the post-war 
Italian context. It will focus on the spatial quantification of ‘planning 
standards’ as issued by law in 1968 with a legislative decree. These 
were meant as a measuring (and regulation) of those provisions that 
‘the public’ had to ensure by means of planning instruments. The law 
set a minimum quantity of services (18 sqm per inhabitant) that had 
to include car parking, schools, common facilities (such as health care 
facilities, religious centres, libraries and cultural centres, and other 
social services), green open spaces and sports facilities. The decree 
on planning standards was the conclusion of an intense, decade-long 
debate that brought about a revision of such concepts as ‘needs’, ‘rights’ 
or ‘citizenship’ and was influenced by the new ways of life that emerged 
strongly during the economic-boom (1958-1963). Together with social 
housing interventions, this quantification and its effects represent the 
most tangible urban effect of Italian welfare state policies in post-war 
years.
After a short illustration of the Italian planning standards as fixed 
by law in 1968, the paper will focus on two of the several ‘lines’ that 
brought to its elaboration: on the one hand the ‘normalization’ process 
on neighbourhoods within the national social housing programs 
from 1949 on; on the other hand the emerging of a wider attention 
for collective recreational areas and urban facilities between the end of 
1950s and the first half of 1960s. These debates tended to approach the 
issue of leisure in a specific way, focusing on the technical aspects of 
the problem and its urban dimension. Leisure, as it emerged from the 
discussion on planning standards and on the spatial quantification of 
social services and facilities, was essentially intended in two ways: first, 
as a practice integrated in the hourly cycle of daily life (everyday leisure), 
and second, as a practice related to the spaces surrounding the house 
(leisure of proximity).1

1. The paper is part of a wider on-going 
research on Italian planning between 
1950s and 1970s. It is based on different 
kinds of sources and archives. The first 
source of information is represented 
by official documents and drafts within 
the Archives of the Italian Ministry of 
Public Works. A second range of sources 
is provided by different planning and 
design manuals and specialized hand-
books that were published in post-war 
years: these set a wide range of priorities 
and relevance of the different kind of 
infrastructures that were recognized 
as unavoidable; furthermore they can 
tell us something about different kinds 
of approaches to planning and urban 
design. A third source of information is 
provided by oral sources; from April 2011 
I conducted several interviews with some 
of the leading roles of those experiences: 
architects, planners, civil servants, stake-
holders that participated in different ways 
and at different times in the elaboration of 
the ‘planning standards’ decree. In some 
cases I was able to consult some of their 
private papers. I interviewed Vezio De 
Lucia, Mario Ghio and Vittoria Calzolari, 
Carlo Odorisio, Edoardo Salzano: they 
will appear some now and then in this 
paper. Vezio De Lucia, planner, was 
general secretary of the Commission on 
planning standards within the Ministry 
of Public Works, where he was employed 
since 1967 (Interviewed in Rome, 19 April 
and 24 May 2011). Mario Ghio (1916-
2011), architect, was external consultant 
of the Ministry and he elaborated the 
first drafts of the planning standards 
decree; he was author with Vittoria 
Calzolari, architect, his wife, of Verde 
per la città (Green for the city, 1961): the 
first Italian contribution to the minimum 
provision of green open spaces and 
leisure facilities (interviewed in Rome, 
28 June 2011). Carlo Odorisio, engineer, 
was the representative of Associazione 
Nazionale Costruttori Edili (ANCE), the 
most important Italian Association of 
builders and developers, involved in the 
elaboration of the ‘planning standards’ 
within the Ministry and the Superior 
Council of Public Works (Interviewed in 
Rome, 6 June 2011). Edoardo Salzano, 
planner, was the coordinator of the survey 
on planning standards within the Studies 
Centre of Italian Housing Programme 
Gestione Case Lavoratori (Ges.Ca.L. – 
Management of  Houses for Workers) 
in 1963-64 (interviewed in Venice, 4 May 
2011).
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numbers
‘At that time, it was an unexplored topic […]: the majority of the Italian 
cities did not have a town plan (piano regolatore generale), sometimes 
they had a building programme (programma di fabbricazione) and they 
did not know – practically – how to elaborate those plans. […]it was a 
long ‘arm wrestling’: on the one side they were trying to exasperate those 
numbers, on the other side we were trying to hold down them. Each one 
with their own arguments’.2

This is Carlo Odorisio speaking, an engineer and one of the two 
representatives of the Associazione Nazionale Costruttori Edili (ANCE), 
the most important Italian Association of Builders and Developers, 
during the elaboration and discussion on the 1968 decree on planning 
standards within Italian Ministry and Superior Council of Public Works. 
In the exasperated context of those years about land ownership and 
building right, ‘they’ and ‘we’ – in Odorisio’s words – were ministerial 
experts, on the one side, on behalf of ‘the common’ and ‘the public’; 
and builders, on the other, on behalf of ‘economic progress’ and ‘private 
intervention’. What numbers is Odorisio referring to?
On 31 August 1967 Italian Parliament approved the so-called ‘Bridge-
Law’ on town planning (law nr. 765/1967), a partial reform of the 1942 
planning law that was still in force. The law was the outcome of a long 
iter that had involved the political parties, experts and public opinion 
since the beginning of the decade and was mostly focused on land use 
regulation (Piccinato 2010)3. The text voted in 1967 requested some 
specification on maximum density, on minimum distances between 
buildings and on minimum provision of public services and facilities: 
such specification were to be integrated by an interministerial decree 
after 6 months.
In December 1967 a special Commission for planning standards was 
created within the Ministry of public works: it had the responsibility 
of establishing densities and proportions between public spaces and 
residential or industrial areas, as requested by the new planning law. 
The Commission was composed of high level civil servants within the 
Ministry of Public Works (among them, the general director of town 
planning, Michele Martuscelli, Fabrizio Giovenale, Vincenzo di Gioia, 
Marcello Vittorini, and Vezio De Lucia, then employed as general 
secretary of the Commission), external experts (Mario Ghio), parliament 
representatives (among them the communist planner Alberto Todros), 
and technicians of some of Italy’s biggest cities (Milan, Turin, Bologna, 
Rome and Genoa). After analyses by the Study Centres of the Ministry 
and the Superior Council of Public Works, the decree was finally issued 
in 8 months, on April 1968.4

The planning standards decree set a list of minimum quantity of public 
services and facilities per inhabitant: they were measured and expressed 
in areas (square-meters) and were fixed in 18 sqm per inhabitant. This 

2. Interview with Carlo Odorisio, Rome, 6 
June 2011 [translations by the author].

3. The so called season of centre-
left alliance among the Democratic 
Catholic Party, the Socialist and Social 
Democratic Parties (with the Italian 
Communist party at the opposition), 
began in 1962 and faded between 1972 
and 1974 in correspondence with the 
international oil crisis of 1973. It was a 
long and ambitious interlude of more 
or less ten years between the prevailing 
Democratic Catholic governments. At 
its beginning, in 1962, the planning 
reform was among the question at 
stake, along with nationalization of 
electricity, education reform (with obliged 
education until 14 years old, instead of 
the previous threshold of the age of 10) 
and the institution of a national economic 
planning system.

4. Inter-Ministerial (Ministry of Public 
Works and Ministry of the Interior) 
Decree nr. 1444, 2 April 1968.
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quantity was articulated as follows: 4,50 sqm for education, 2 sqm 
for ‘centres of public interest’ (religious, cultural, social, health, and 
administrative facilities), 2,5 sqm for public parking, and 9 sqm for 
green open spaces and sports facilities. The decree did not express any 
explicit judgment on the priority between these standards.
During the 8 months that preceded the 1968 decree, several drafts were 
elaborated, quite dissimilar from one another, and oscillating between 
different sets of numbers. In December 1967 the global quantity shifted 
between 18,75 and 50 sqm per inhabitant, according to density (high 
density, medium density, unbuilt areas) and to the presence of natural 
and cultural values. In a progressive simplification, the decree lost 
its initial articulation: planning standards, initially imagined as the 
result of multiple matrixes, became a synthetic and straightforward 
list of numbers. In the subsequent drafts, numbers settled in the lower 
quantity and shifted between 16 and 20 sqm/inhabitant. At the end of 
March, the spatial quantification was finally fixed at 18 – along with the 
classification of different zones (called ‘territorial homogeneous areas’, 
such as historical centres, built-up areas, expansion areas, etc.) and 
other parameters regarding distances.5

Green public spaces and sports facilities (9 sqm per inhabitant) 
represented a specific category in this spatial quantification of needs: 
however, it is not possible to state the same for other kind of spaces 
that could be related to leisure practices. Facilities such as cinemas and 
theatres, cultural centres and public libraries, were unified under one 
ambiguous category: ‘centres of public interest’ (2 sqm per inhabitant), 
together with churches, hospitals and administrative facilities. Such a 
categorization can tell us something about the kind of urban rights that 
planning standards tried to identify: first of all a sort of ‘right to density’. 
In a period marked by the chaotic – and sometimes illegal – growth 
of Italian cities, planning standards focused on the relation between 
public land use and number of inhabitants, or, more precisely, between 
public land use and private dwellings (fixed at 25 sqm per capita). Even 
if the prevailing perspective on town planning remained addressed to 
the ‘expanding city’ – through the additions of new neighbourhoods or 
industrial areas –  two aspects came to the foreground. The first one 
was the introduction of different parameters according to the ‘territorial 
homogeneous area’ where planning standards were calculated (historical 
centres, built-up areas, expansion areas, industrial or agricultural areas, 
etc.), which made for a kind of ‘sensible zoning’. The second one had 
to do with the target of the decree: the adaptation to urban standards 
concerned all planning instruments, be they new town plans or already 
approved ones. This attention to the existing city cleared the way for the 
subsequent season of plans and revisions, whereby planning standards 
widely modified the morphology and functioning of the Italian cities.
Mostly criticized, especially from the 1980s and from a dichotomic 

5. Planning standards were subjected to 
different parameters in according with 
the ‘territorial homogeneous area’ where 
they were calculated: historical centres (A 
zone), built areas (B), expansion areas 
(C),  industrial areas (D), agricultural 
areas (E), and equipments of general 
interest (F).  Inter-Ministerial Decree nr. 
1444, 2 April 1968.
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perspective of quality/quantity, the decree on planning standards 
represented the institutionalisation of a long debate on norms, references 
and models. This debate was animated by planners, politicians, public 
servants and stakeholders belonging to different contexts. Where did 
those numbers come from? 
The quantification of standards was the result of an intense process 
of negotiation that incessantly revolved around the re-elaboration of 
a limited number of reference points. For examples decision makers 
reserved great attention for some relevant planning experiences carried 
out in those years such as the City Plan of Rome, or the Inter-municipal 
plans for Turin and Milan: these were meant to be comparative 
instruments for real numbers beyond abstraction6. This paper will 
follow in particular two different lines of intellectual elaboration that 
contributed to shaping planning standards. The first one is represented 
by the experiences stratified by national housing programs on the 
construction of neighbourhoods, both in theoretical and operative 
terms: a rich contribution that has been since the late 1940s an 
alternative instrument to the tradition of planning manuals (Gabellini 
2001). The second one is represented 
by the contribution given by some 
professionals in raising the awareness 
about new urban needs in a changing 
society. In particular the focus will 
concern a book on public green, sports 
equipments and leisure facilities 
published in 1961 by architects Mario 
Ghio and Vittoria Calzolari: this book 
was the reference point for the whole 
1960s debate on social services and 
amenities, and it provided the starting 
point for the relevant role played by 
Ghio as external researcher between 
1967 and 1968 on the Ministerial 
Commission for planning standards.

6. Above all the General City Plan of 
Rome, 1962. The City Plan of Rome was 
elaborated by ‘The Five’s Commission’ 
(Commissione dei cinque): Luigi 
Piccinato, Piero Maria Lugli, Mario 
Fiorentino, Vincenzo Passarelli, and 
Michele Valori. It represents one of the 
‘exemplary plans’ of Italian planning 
in the second half of twentieth century 
(Piccinato 2010, 245). We can find minor 
references to the Inter-municipal Plans 
for Turin and for Milan - P.I.M..

Figure 1. Prototypes: from flat to house. In the 
conclusion of the ‘catalogue’ of prototypical 
flats, one of these was chosen as an example 
for a wider explanation including the design 
of the façade and a more general view of the 
whole building with a perspective sketch. — 
Source: Ina-Casa 1949, 17; 42-3.
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By following these two ‘lines’ of intellectual elaborations on the notion 
of urban standards, it will be possible to uncover the implicit discourses 
on public needs and ways of life that were often hidden behind a debate 
that might seem focused on little more than land use issues.

neighbourhoods
An important contribution to the discourse on urban needs (and 
consequently, citizenship rights) came from national housing 
programmes and from the store of knowledge stratified by experts 
involved as external professionals and internal technicians in their 
Study Centres. In 1949 the Italian Government issued the National 
Plan for the Improvement of Workers’ Employment by means of case 
per lavoratori (Houses for Workers). Usually known as the ‘Fanfani Plan’ 
– from the name of the Minister of Work, Amintore Fanfani7 – or as 
‘INA-Casa Plan’8, the plan was articulated in two seven-year programs 
of social housing interventions (1949-1956, 1956-1963)9. At the end of 
the two seven-year plans for social housing (1949-1963), the national 
housing stock passed under control of the Gestione Case Lavoratori 

7. Amintore Fanfani, economist, was one 
of the key-man of the Democratic Catholic 
Party (Democrazia Cristiana) from the 
end of WWII until the late 1980s.

8. INA is the acronym of the National 
Insurance Agency (Istituto Nazionale 
Assicuazioni) that was appointed as the 
operative coordinator of the housing 
program interventions.

9. The Fanfani Plan was issued by 
Parliament on 2 February 1949 (law nr. 
43/1949). It represented effectively the 
Italian Reconstruction Plan after WWII. 
The absence of a national spatial planning 
in post-war Italy was replaced by other 
sectorial plans (Renzoni 2010): social 
housing national programmes were 
among them. ‘In 1949, immediately after 
the law on Ina-Casa Plan was approved, it 
was clear that the interventions promoted 
by the new agency would have played an 
unavoidable role in the planning activities 
(Bonelli 1956, 295). The literature on 
post-war Housing Programs in Italy is 
abundant; see, for an introduction, Di 
Biagi 2001; Olmo 1993; about the current 
legacy of those neighbourhoods see 
Laboratorio Città Pubblica 2009.
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(Ges.Ca.L., Management of Workers’ Houses), the Government Agency 
for Social Housing Program created in 1963 as a replacement for Ina-
Casa (Ges.Ca.L. remained in force until 1973). The discourse on social 
services and urban (neighbourhood) facilities shaped in these contexts, 
with some relevant differences, strongly influenced the subsequent 
elaborations.

Doorsteps and Everyday Life
Between 1949 and 1957 the Comitato di Attuazione del Piano Case 
Lavoratori (Committee for Housing Plan Implementation) and the 
Gestione INA-Casa (INA-Casa Management) published four little hand-
books (between 40-60 pages each), that were meant as brief manuals 
for planning and design addressed to professionals involved in public 
housing interventions (Comitato di Attuazione del Piano Case Lavoratori 
and Gestione INA-CASA 1949; 1950; 1956; 1957). On the cover of the 
first two, the words ‘suggestions’, ‘norms’ (nr. 1 and nr. 2), ‘schemes’ (nr. 
1) and ‘examples’ (nr. 2) prefigured the inside contents10. In the Premise 
of first volume (Comitato di Attuazione del Piano Case Lavoratori 
and Gestione INA-CASA 1949, 5) we can read that the selection 

10. The titles of the third and the forth 
ones, published at the end of the 
first seven-year program (1956 and 
1957), responded to the requirement 
of an evaluation of the results and of a 
‘normalization’ and universality of the 
outcomes: the key words became ‘guide’ 
(nr. 3) and ‘norms’ (nr. 4). See Comitato 
di Attuazione del Piano Case Lavoratori 
and Gestione INA-CASA 1949; 1950; 
1956; 1957.
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of ‘recommended layouts’ should be considered as a collection of 
‘authoritative references’, but ‘absolutely not imperative’. The emphasis 
laid on the functional and technical aspects of the building process and 
the ‘suggestions’ were articulated in a catalogue of prototypes, explained 
in design solutions at the scale of single flats (Figure 1). 
The urban design of the new interventions remained exposed in a generic 
way. We can find some considerations on density (recommended around 
no more than 500 inhabitants per hectare); on sunlight and airing, 
by setting distances from one block to another; on accessibility and 
connection to local networks (sewage system, electricity, etc.). The house 
was the core of the interventions and what remained beyond the doorstep 
was left to the awareness, experience and sensibility of the designers 
involved11. The vagueness of the planning suggestions became more 
and more defined in the subsequent guide-lines manuals, nr. 2 and nr. 
3 (Comitato di Attuazione del Piano Case Lavoratori and Gestione INA-
CASA 1950; 1956). In the hand-book nr. 2 (1950) we cannot find rules 
and numbers, but 28 examples of neighbourhood designs from Italy 
and abroad and 21 ‘recommendations for urban design’ that dealt mostly 
with general performances that the neighbourhood had to ensure. A 

few solutions elaborated by the Ina-Casa Study 
Centre provided a limited range of design 
models (Figure 2). Workers’ neighbourhoods 
had to “guarantee the wellness of the family, 
[and had to] build an environment where it 
could live serenely” (Comitato di Attuazione 
del Piano Case Lavoratori and Gestione INA-
CASA 1950, 5).

11. The guide contained implicit 
suggestions about shared open spaces, 
referring to them as courtyards, or as 
private gardens (it was recommended 
that these should not ‘compromise 
the spaciousness of collective 
areas’). Furthermore the hand-book 
recommended to the architect the 
respect and valorisation (for ‘hygienic and 
psychological reasons’) of the ‘character’ 
of the context, referring to panoramic 
views, existing green open areas, 
‘especially if they have tall old trees’. In 
conclusion the booklet emphasized the 
importance of ‘creating an environment’, 
using walls, lodges and balconies for 
the variation of the façade’s volumes, 
lawns, bushes and trees, avoiding spaces 
that were too wide and repetitions 
because ‘they generate  monotony and 
depression’. ‘That’s what could make 
a neighbourhood well recognizable, 
attractive, varied and cosy; in one word 
agreeable for its inhabitants’  (Comitato 
di Attuazione del Piano Case Lavoratori 
and Gestione INA-CASA 1949, 12).

Figure 2. Examples: from houses to neighbourhood. 
Ina-Casa Study Centre: proposed solutions. — Source: 
Ina-Casa 1950, 47-9.
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In the subsequent guide-lines manual (nr. 3, 1956) we can find a first 
definition of ‘proportioning’ (proporzionamento), as it was called, meant 
as a spatial quantification –– of public services and spaces, partly 
recalling the modern tradition of the neighbourhood unit. In particular 
for the building of the centro sociale (a multifunctional community 
centre), a complex matrix was provided, listing the different kinds 
of building and spaces, and the maximum distances from houses, 
according to the number of inhabitants to be served. It was not only a 
list of quantities, as its aim was to implement the qualitative aspects of 
the standards: the matrix was also complemented by suggestions about 
management, location, dimensions, and by a selection of the principal 
‘spatial materials’ that were needed (rooms, open spaces related to the 
building, performance to be granted, etc.).
In Ina-Casa elaborations, the general discourse on neighbourhood, with 
its services and open spaces, remained therefore based up on a prevailing 
measure: the ‘doorstep’ or the ‘proximity’ to the house. And it was the 
spatial quantification of an everyday dimension, basically shaped on the 
family unit and on a stereotyped interpretation of the daily roles of each 
member. This double dimension (both in time and space) was very well 
explained in 1952 by Adalberto Libera, architect, general coordinator 
of the Ina-Casa Design Office12, in a contribution to ‘the scale of the 
residential neighbourhood’. On this occasion Libera introduced an in-
between scale between the house and the neighbourhood: the unità 
d’abitazione (dwelling unit), describing it as ‘a cell of the urban organism 
[…] [that] answers to precise practical and functional needs related to 
the everyday life of families’. These needs were articulated as follows: 
‘[the need] to have on the “doorstep” a garage and a bus stop for the 
man who goes to work; [the need] to have on the “doorstep” the shop 
for women’s everyday purchases; [the need] to have nearby a nursery, 
a social worker, and open spaces and playgrounds for children’ (Libera 
1952; Beretta Anguissola 1964). Mobility infrastructures and public 
transports for men, household chores and daily housekeeping and 
family care facilities for women, and finally leisure and open spaces for 
children. On a family-based interpretation of needs and consequently 
of neighbourhood organization, spare time mostly regarded children, 
and leisure was intended as an everyday matter, part of a wider project 
of education and childcare.
Between the end of the 1950s and the beginning of the 1960s the 
theoretic and operative elaboration on neighbourhoods progressed with 
the accumulation of experiences through best (and worst) practices, and 
with a more and more well-defined elaboration of minimum quantities 
within the main frame of the ‘well-equipped’ house, neighbourhood, 
and city.

12. In those years Adalberto Libera 
was involved in the design of Ina-Casa 
Tuscolano neighbourhood in Rome, 
where he experimented the unità 
d’abitazione orizzontale (horizontal 
dwelling unit) (Sotgia 2010). 
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Equipping the City
A more accomplished contribution to a planning standards definition 
was given in 1964 by the Study Centre of Ges.Ca.L.. It was time for 
a general assessment and the deficit affecting not only the amount of 
built dwellings, but also services and collective infrastructures strongly 
emerged. If for INA-casa the prevailing goal had been to build dwellings 
within autonomous neighbourhoods, for Ges.Ca.L. the dimension of the 
problem shifted to the city. This was partly related to the scale of Ges.
Ca.L. interventions (on average they were bigger than INA-Casa ones), 
but it was also related to the emanation of a new law (nr. 167/1962) 
that gave more instruments to local authorities for land acquisition, 
while obliging them to set city plans on a whole urban scale for public 
housing interventions. In some ways this second generation of housing 
programs replaced a widespread lack of territorial governance.
Within these premises the shift to standardization and normalization 
that characterized the action of Ges.Ca.L. becomes clearer. Ges.Ca.L. was 
not concerned with design: it mostly dealt with quantities and costs and 
the documents elaborated by the agency were strongly related to land 
use regulation. There was little room for considerations about models: 
exempla worked not as design prototypes, but as quantities that could 
be compared or units that were tested previously. Nor was there room 
for aesthetics and qualitative values: there was a priority and it was the 
achievement of quantity. The irregular growth of Italian cities without 
any minimum provision of equipments, except for those inherited 
from the past, was no more acceptable for the new Italian society. It 
was the end of the economic boom (1958-63) and the representations of 
individual and collective needs were rapidly widening the gap with the 
societal and spatial models of the 1950s. Furthermore, civil society was 
beginning to show a wish to participate in decisions regarding cities. 
These were seen as unavoidable places where to assert citizenship rights: 
and such an awareness went hand in hand with the rise of widespread 
criticism targeting the social housing neighbourhoods of Italian periferie 
(suburbs) with their missing infrastructures and lack of integration.
The organization of the new Ges.Ca.L. offices reflected these prevailing 
issues. The new coordinator of the Study Centre, the architect Federico 
Gorio13,  planned the initial work through four surveys: Historical 
Centres (assigned to Mario Manieri-Elia), Prefabricated constructions 
(Elio Piroddi), Building Standards (Arnaldo Bruschi), and Planning 
Standards (Edoardo Salzano)14. In Spring 1964 Ges.Ca.L. published 
Primo contributo alla ricerca sugli ‘standards urbanistici’ (First Contribution 
to the survey on planning standards) (Centro Studi della Gestione Case 
Lavoratori 1964, 12-3). It was the first comprehensive work on a topic 
that, until then, had been mostly approached in an empirical way. 
The meritorious survey conducted by Ges.Ca.L. consisted, firstly, in the 
collection and classification in ‘functional categories’ of the different 

13. Federico Gorio, professor of 
Architecture and Town Planning at 
University ‘La Sapienza’ of Rome was 
coordinator of the Ges.Ca.L. Study Centre 
between 1963 and 1965. He was involved 
with a leading role in the previous 
experiences of Ina-Casa with other relevant 
professionals, among them Ludovico 
Quaroni, Mario Ridolfi, Giancarlo De 
Carlo, and Mario Fiorentino. Some of 
the young architects and engineers he 
chose for Ges.Ca.L. work-team were his 
university assistants.

14. ‘Federico Gorio, the professor who 
tutored me during the university years 
– the one who taught me town planning 
– one day called me and told me he had 
been appointed coordinator of the Study 
Centre of the former Ina-Casa […]. He 
asked me if I would deal with the survey 
on planning standards. At that time I was 
unemployed and of course I immediately 
said yes. I remember I accepted this 
work on planning standards without 
understanding what it was exactly about.’ 
Interview with Edoardo Salzano, Venice, 4 
May 2011 [translation by the author].
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collective infrastructures and social services: it moved from a vast and 
comparative overview on the existing legislation, literature, plans and 
manuals. Secondly, the work marked a shift from ‘proportioning’ to 
‘measuring’, whereby the former was the achievement of an optimum 
(starting from given models and conditions), and the latter was the 
scientific calculation by means of fixed units15. In the shift from Ina-
Casa to Ges.Ca.L., it is possible to follow a transition from a model-based 
approach to a rule-based one (Choay 1980): from prototypes and exempla 
to be articulated according to different contexts, to orders and norms to 
be applied to the whole country. It is interesting to note that this change, 
that could be interpreted as a banalization of the issues at stake (as in 
some ways it certainly was), represented the rise of a wider attention 
to cities, beyond the mainly dwelling-oriented discourse. Furthermore, 
it is possible to argue that the new discourse – although admittedly 
focused only on numbers and planning instruments – implicitly moved 
the focus of attention from house-dwellers to city-inhabitants, and from 
services addressed to different family-members, to categories of needs 
questioned by citizens. In this ‘regulatory shifting’, Ges.Ca.L. anticipated 
the elaboration, 4 years later, of the planning standards decree.

‘verde per la città’ (green for the city)
Ges.Ca.L.’s vast taxonomy included a list of 46 urban facilities: ‘facilities 
for culture and spiritual life’ (churches, libraries, museums and archives, 
cultural and civic centres), educational facilities (from nurseries to 
universities), health care facilities (from chemist’s shops to public 
consulting rooms and hospitals), sports facilities and leisure services 
(indoor and outdoor playgrounds, green open areas and public parks), 
‘entertainment facilities’ (cinemas, theatres, stadiums, hippodromes, 
etc.), ‘commercial facilities’ (markets, supermarkets, shopping malls), 
‘services for community life’ (multifunctional community centres, 
association headquarters, civic centres, etc.), and, finally, ‘collective 
domestic services’ (such as public laundries, etc.). The final version of the 
1968 planning standards decree simplified the Ges.Ca.L. classification: 
it removed commercial activities and collective domestic services, and it 
unified facilities for culture and spiritual life, for entertainment and for 
community life under an unique category (‘centres of public interest’) 
together with health care equipments. The wide attention given by Ges.
Ca.L. to culture, sports, entertainment and leisure facilities is interesting. 
In particular, if we look at the references behind the analysis of these 
categories, we learn that ‘the principal source is the research conducted 
by prof. Mario Ghio and arch. Vittoria Calzolari, “Verde per la città” 
[Green for the city], that could be considered the more accurate and 
complete text on this topic’ (Centro Studi della Gestione Case Lavoratori 
1964, 37)16.

15. The volume was made up pf a text 
book and a separate collection of 12 
folding tables and maps. These did not 
represent houses, or neighbourhoods 
(which marked a big difference from 
Ina-Casa manuals): instead, they 
provided statistical information on such 
issues as ‘Global population of Italian 
Municipalities’, ‘Ratio of industrial 
workers to global population of Italian 
Provinces’, or ‘Index of Crowding in 
Housing in Italian Municipalities’.

16. It is specified further that in the table 
are reported – ‘as orientative suggestions 
– the spatial quantification recommended 
by some consulted texts’ (Centro Studi 
della Gestione Case Lavoratori 1964, 40).
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Verde per la città (Green for the city) was a book published in 1961 by Mario 
Ghio and Vittoria Calzolari, two architects – husband and wife – based in 
Rome. The subtitle went: ‘Function, dimension, cost, implementation 
of urban parks, sports facilities, playgrounds, libraries and other leisure 
services’ (Ghio and Calzolari 1961). The book was an articulated and 
comprehensive survey, commissioned since 1959 by the Istituto per il 
Credito Sportivo (ICS), the Italian bank established in Rome in 1957 
in view of the 1960 Olympics to be held in Rome and specialized in 
financing initiatives in the field of sports. Even if sports and green areas 
seemed to be the focus of the book, its core was represented by leisure, 
considered as an essential right of each citizen17. 
The first part of the book was articulated in three surveys: the situation 
of green areas and leisure facilities in Italy, the situation of planning 
standards in force abroad, and a collection of ‘best practices’ of planning 
in 4 European cities (Amsterdam, Zurich, Stockholm, and Ulm). 
The second part developed suggestions on ‘how to size and organize 
green areas in Italy’ (minimum standards for Italy and playgrounds 
characteristics), and on ‘costs and applications’, with a final survey on 
the city of Rome. The volume is rich in foreign examples and references, 
analysed through plans, pictures, sketches and layouts: it made a 
comparison possible with different realities, widening the horizon of 
the Italian debate on this topic.
The approach used by Ghio and Calzolari in the definition of spatial 
dimensions of leisure needs was an in-between approach, whereby 
the numeric quantification was paired up with an imaginative one. 
The approach could be described as a synthesis between models and 
rules, where urban design was given the leading role among layouts, 
prototypes, norms, and percentages. The scales of the discourse were 
multiple, passing through the single neighbourhood unit, the dimension 
of the entire city, and the detailed consideration of street furniture and 
their costs. In the extremely articulated range 22-24 sqm per inhabitant 
(suggested as the optimal measure for minimum standards in Italy), we 
can find indications and suggestions about the layouts of parks (with 
the percentages of water surfaces and green hills), the composition and 
location of playgrounds and public libraries. It is important to notice 
the role assigned to public libraries, seen as a sort of access to the park, 
an interface between the built environment and the public green areas 
(Figure 3). 
Open green areas and leisure facilities were considered as a part of an 
organic system, that privileged integration with scholastic, educational 
and cultural facilities: the general approach was to create a spatial 
network of proximity with the correspondent schools (according to age). 
The first chapter of Verde per la città started with a reflection on leisure 
and new ways of life, comparing heterogeneous statistical data about 
entertainment expenses per capita since 1950, about depression and 

17. The book opened with three brief 
forewords to readers. The first one stated 
that: ‘This book is about public green 
spaces, to be set aside for play, sports, 
reading, and for relaxing during spare 
time from work and study. In Italy they are 
necessary both inside and outside cities: 
inside in order to break up the oppressive 
urban fabric and in order to provide every 
neighbourhood and every school with 
spacious, modern facilities; outside, 
in order to create tourist sites both for 
the holiday season and the week-end, 
protecting woods and forests, river banks, 
lakes and seaside from concrete’ (Ghio 
and Calzolari 1961, 5). The third foreword 
stated: ‘The aim of the present research 
is not the knowledge of how many 
playgrounds, public parks and libraries 
there are in European cities today. The 
many surveys conducted in this sense, 
have allowed the identification of how 
many parks, playgrounds and libraries are 
to be considered necessary for the future 
in the cities of industrialized countries, 
and why. This is a research in the field of 
‘minimum planning standards’ and their 
implementation’ (Ghio and Calzolari 
1961, 8-9).
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suicides, juvenile delinquency and Italian urbanization processes. Even 
if the family unit was not taken anymore as the reference point for the 
discussion, leisure and time dedicated to recreational activities were again 
intended as a sort of educational program for children and teen-agers. A 
child-based interpretation prevailed in the selection of pictures, driven 
by the comparison between leisure facilities in Italy and abroad: on the 
one hand ‘freedom and adventure’ for children in a Danish park, and on 
the other hand, children ‘getting bored on a bench in a public garden 
in Rome’ (Figure 4); on the one hand happy children in a well-equipped 
Swiss playground, on the other a child playing in the street (Figure 5).

Figure 3. Research of minimum standards for Italy: public facilities for neighbourhoods of 5000, 10,000, and 20,000 
inhabitants. — Source: Ghio and Calzolari 1961, 155.

Figure 4. ‘Adventure’ in a public park in Copenhagen and two public gardens in Rome: ‘getting bored on a bench’, and 
‘an amend for a child who walked on the grass’. — Source: Ghio and Calzolari 1961, 170-1.
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Initial drafts of the planning standards decree which was elaborated 
during the first months of work at the Ministry of Public Works were 
strongly influenced by Verde per la città and its authors. In fact, both 
Ghio and Calzolari played relevant roles in the Italian quantification on 
public services and amenities, but their contribution remained almost 
unexplored. Vittoria Calzolari had participated in the debate on social 
services in the Italian Women Association (UDI – Unione Donne 
Italiane) since the beginning of the 1960s, contributing positively 
in shaping the civil demand for social services; Mario Ghio was the 
external expert who constantly collaborated continuatively with the 
Ministerial Internal Commission on Planning Standards. As Vezio De 
Lucia, the young architect appointed in 1967 secretary of the Committee 
on Planning Standards, recalls:

‘In my opinion, the real brain of the formalization of planning standards 
decree was Mario Ghio […]. For months he continued to work on this topic 
night and day. He dragged me to his house in the evenings, at nights, and 
even on Sundays: he produced endless amounts of material’18.

Beyond social housing and neighbourhood discourse, increasing 
attention was emerging in those years for green open spaces and leisure 
facilities, and Verde per la città was an unquestioned point of reference 
for a wide professional sector19. ‘Verde per la città, was a really beautiful 
book: it made the Italian debate less provincial’20.

18. Interviews with Vezio De Lucia, Rome, 
19 April and 24 May 2011 [translation by 
the author].

19. In 1964 the architecture and planning 
magazine Casabella-Continuità published 
a monographic issue titled ‘Fabbisogno 
del verde in Italia’ (need of green in 
Italy). In the introduction Francesco 
Tentori wrote: ‘This issue […] originates 
from the purpose to deal with one of 
the most urgent problem – but almost 
unrecognised (especially by architects) 
– of the present Italian condition: green 
areas for cities and Italian territories. 
The issue was widely discussed  […] with 
some among the few Italian “specialists” 
on this topic: Mario Ghio (author, with 
Vittoria Calzolari, di “Verde per la città”, 
unique Italian contribution – up to the 
present – to this fundamental matter), 
Italo Insolera, Vieri Quilici, Corrado 
Beguinot, Antonio Cederna […]’ (Tentori 
1964, 2). In this Casabella issue Mario 
Ghio wrote a brief essay titled ‘Green as 
social involvement’ (Ghio 1964).

20. Interviews with Vezio De Lucia, Rome, 
19 April and 24 May 2011 [translation by 
the author].

Figure 5. Neighbourhood unit in Switzerland: ‘Climbing trees is possible in city, too’; ‘Rome. New neighbourhood: 
playing is hard’. — Source: Ghio and Calzolari 1961, 85-6.
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shifting targets
‘[…] what are the human needs of modern urban society? […] What should 
cities be like nowadays to stop people feeling almost imprisoned there […]? 
What should everything be like that we build, from cultural institutions to 
leisure facilities, so that man can pursue in an easy and well-balanced 
manner all those activities necessary for the harmonic growth of a human 
being in the present era?’ (Triennale di Milano 1964a, 7)

The debates on planning standards took place in years when the structure 
of Italian society was changing with a general overlapping of tradition 
and innovation, ways of life and scales of values, collective and individual 
needs. The XIII Triennial of Milan captured a fundamental aspect of this 
important change and dedicated the 1964 exhibition to ‘Tempo libero / 
Loisir / Leisure’. On the 12 June 1964, in his introductory discourse at 
the opening of the Triennale, its president, Dino Gentili, insisted on the 
crucial character of the issue chosen three years before. The curators of 
the exhibition were the architect Vittorio Gregotti and the semiologist 
Umberto Eco21. Harsh criticism was made of mass consumerism and 
of leisure, seen as a repetition of practices formed by medias and 
capitalism. The exhibition interpreted leisure as an individual matter 
affecting all of society: there was no explicit mention of urban facilities 
as a universalistic ‘right to the city’ (Lefebvre 1968). 
The Milan Triennale was held in June, a few months after the publication 
of Ges.Ca.L.’s planning standards; Verde per la città had been published 
three years before, in 1961; the tradition of the 1950s’ Ina-Casa 
contribution in defining the issue of public services was still strong. 
These were different initiatives, addressed to different targets and with 
different purposes, but taken together they show an increasing interest 
in the interpretation of spare time and daily life and an attention to the 
multiple ways to inhabiting the city and using its public spaces.
Admittedly the 1968 planning standards decree represented a 
banalization and a merely numeric interpretation of a complex topic. 
Nevertheless, it represented a strong public statement about the 
paramount importance of providing minimum spatial quantities of social 
services and amenities, in a country where the chaotic and sometimes 
illegal construction of the cities had until then prevailed. As this paper 
has tried to argue, the Italian decree on planning standards was the 
outcome of a long debate that especially on the threshold and in the first 
half of the 1960s moved from the ‘doorsteps’ to an urban dimension. 
This implied shifting the target of planning standards in their different 
elaboration: from family units and neighbourhood communities, to the 
universality of citizens and individuals.

21. Between 1961 and 1962 the Triennale 
Study Centre – composed, among the 
others, by the architects Giancarlo De 
Carlo and Marco Zanuso, the economist 
Franco Momigliano and the sociologist 
Alessandro Pizzorno – elaborated a both 
theoretical and operative  contribution 
(Triennale di Milano 1964b).
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Leisure as the Extended Field of Labour

Andreas Rumpfhuber
A Cybernetic Incubator for Spare Time & the Emergence of Life-Long Learning 
A Paradigmatic Example of an Architecture of Immaterial Labour: Fun Palace (1962-66) 

abstract1

My presentation focuses on the Fun Palace project. Fun Palace is a piece 
of cybernetic workers architecture for a leisure society, designed and 
conceived by the agit-pop theatre maker Joan Littlewood, the architect 
Cedric Price, and the cybernetician Gordon Pask between 1962 and 
1966, but never got built.
I read the project as a subjectification machine that, according to 
cybernetic premises, activates the visitors for spare time. In its 
programmatic conception, it expounds the problem of a new leisure 
society after the Second World War and the expedient use of the 
(spare) time that increasingly is won through the “soaring automation 
of production” (Price, Littlewood). In doing so I will be discussing 
Fun Palace from an angle of an discourse on Immaterial Labour 
(Lazzarato,Hardt, Bologna). 
In my presentation I will be focusing (1) on the re-structuring of 
workprocesses along cybernetic lines in post-war Europe and its 
accompanying utopia of the end of labour. Specifically I will focus on 
specific English practice of cybernetics that is closely linked to managerial 
discourses and pedagogy. (2) I will be analysing the architecture and its 
programmatic bias on life long learning.
I argue that Fun Palace (as one of many other examples) – linked to 
a prevailing cybernetic discourse in Post War years – forms a reactive 
manifestation of an architecture of immaterial labour. It mirrors the 
mechanisms of a cybernetic hypothesis and produces spaces for work 
as leisure. Its supporting structure is the cybernetics’ systems boundary. 
Within its borders, countless machines – based on feedback loops – 
organize the building. Indeed Fun Palace is a cybernetic machine for 
leisure time, a revolutionary apparatus that produces spare-time as 
learning, an architecture that prepares people temporarily for a new life.

keywords
cybernetics, architecture, life long learning, leisure, peoples palace

the world’s first mighty space mobile 
Although Fun Palace never got built, it is widely acknowledged to be the 
paradigmatic project engaging with the concept of ‘leisure’ that emerged 
in the post war years, in a new dimension, problematising as it does not 
only the conventional idea of representational architecture, but the very 
concept of leisure itself. Commonly referred to as the people’s palace, it 
was a space of spectacle conceived as anti-architecture (Price). Similar to 
other such spaces of spectacle - the pleasure garden of Vauxhall Gardens 
(1660-1859) for example,2 with its (originally) open access for all, its 

1. This text is based on a chapter of my 
PhD Thesis ‘Architecture of Immaterial 
Labour’ and introduces new material 
of the Austrian Science Fund funded 
research project on the ‘Architecture of 
Cybernetics of Organization’ (P 22447-
G21)

2. Joan Littlewood referred to Vauxhall 
Gardens as the model of Fun Palace. 
Cf. John Ezard and Michael Billington, 
‘Joan Littlewood,’ The Guardian (London, 
23 2002), sec. Culture, http://www.
guardian.co.uk/news/2002/sep/23/
guardianobituaries.arts.
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plethora of curious shows, its music and hot air balloons, its lighting 
up at night by 15.000 glass lamps hung in the trees, its re-enactment 
of the Battle of Waterloo in 1827 - Fun Palace planned to be packed 
with attractions. A promotional folder proclaims its intent to have been 
a space offering ‘the occasion to enjoy, 24 hours a day, space, light, 
movement, air, sun, water, in a new dimension.’ For one’s delight there 
would have been, amongst other things, ‘Adult toys[…]Science Gadgetry, 
News Service, Tele-communication, Hideaways, Dance Floors[…]Rallies, 
Battles of flowers, Concerts, Learning Machines, Observation Desks, 
Nurseries[…]Instant Cinema, Fireworks[…]Genius Chat, Gossip Revues, 
Laboratories[…]Ateliers.’3 
Yet the spectacle of Fun Palace was not conceived merely for the sake of 
the joy and fun of its visitors: it had a pedagogic intent. In keeping with 
the spirit of its initiator, the agitprop theatre maker Joan Littlewood, the 
intrinsic aim of the program of Fun Palace was to make the spectacle 
relevant to contemporary circumstances. People should not be simply 
immersed and lulled; they should become emancipated, proactive, 
autonomously interacting not only with the props and the different 
spaces provided in Fun Palace, but also with each other: self-organizing 
the space and its activities and – most of all –learning from each other. 

3. Promotional folder (1964), Cedric 
Price Archive – Canadian Centre for 
Architecture. http://www.cca.qc.ca/en/
collection/283-cedric-price-fun-palace

Figure 1. Fun Palace — image credit: Cedric Price Archive – Canadian Centre for Architecture
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Thus, contrary to Vauxhall Gardens, which provided a top-down idea of 
leisure, education and entertainment of the people, Fun Palace aimed to 
establish a space allowing for the bottom-up, participatory organization 
of its users as well as of the space itself. The aim was to foster self-willed 
learning and to encourage people to get together with others in their 
spare time. With its pedagodic program, Fun Palace ultimately sought 
the emancipation of its users.
The architecture of Fun Palace was framed by a huge scaffold that would 
constantly adapt to the ever-evolving spectacle. ‘Virtually every part of the 
structure was to be variable, with the overall structural frame being the 
fixed element.’4  One could argue that Fun Palace was designed as a self-
organizing system, able to reconfigure itself in real time in relation to its 
own emerging situation. The built structure was conceived to resonate 
every single activity possibly emerging within the building, allowing for 
ideally endless configurations of the space. As Andrew Pickering puts it:

The heart of anti-architecture lay in its inner dynamics and its processes 
of transformation in response to emergent, not given, functions – none 
of which existed (or, at least, were thematized) in the modern tradition.5

4. Stanley Mathews, From Agit-Prop to 
Free Space, The Architecture of Cedric 
Price (Black Dog Publishing, London 
2007), 81.

5. Andrew Pickering, The Cybernetic Brain: 
Sketches of Another Future (University Of 
Chicago Press, 2010) 370.

Figure 2. Joan Littlewood presents the First Giant Space Mobile in the World: Promotional folder. Printed in 1964 to be 
shown at a local authorities conference in the Lea Valley region, East London) — image credit : Cedric Price Archive – 
Canadian Centre for Architecture, http://www.cca.qc.ca/en/collection/283-cedric-price-fun-palace
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Indeed, as described in a promotional folder of 1964, the architecture 
resembles a giant space mobile: a building that is no longer a house. 
An infinite traffic junction, if you will; a boundless hub. As space for 
activity, it is space for traffic. One can reach it by land, by water, by 
foot, by tube, by car…It is a limitless thing without borders and with 
no distinct representational form. This thing is space for all and its 
program is learning and playing. Its object: self-determination, a kind 
of do-what-you-want-autonomy. The goal: join in, and synchronize with 
a new society and its atmosphere of leisure-time. 
To the architectural theoretician Mark Wigley, the load-bearing structure 
has almost disappeared and the building only exists due to zones of activity 
and zones of a distinct atmospheric intensity. Fun Palace is a building 
that avoids being a building: “[A] new network architecture emerges, a 
delicate ghostlike trace that operates more as landscape than building.”6 
According to Wigley, the vast open scaffold is the most elaborate version 
of a networked incubator for leisure time associated with participatory 
democracy, individual creativity and self-actualization. 
In the lines to follow I will explore the concept of leisure in Fun Palace 
out of which the contemporary concept of life-long learning emerges. I 
will do this by examining the design that continuously evolved between 
1962 and 19667 as a field simultaneously mirroring, producing, 
and condensing societal discourses, economic situations, political 
aspirations and prevailing ideas of intervention. I will argue that with 
Fun Palace one can trace with precision aspects of an emergent re-
organization of society at large that is directly related to the transition 
from a Fordist mode of production towards the Post-fordist notion of 
immaterial labour. 

immaterial labour
The concept of immaterial labour has been used to describe the post-
fordist blurrings and changes in the 1960s.8 On the one hand, 
immaterial labour describes alterations in the work processes of big 
corporations in the manufacturing and service industry. Since the 
Second World War, workers have increasingly required information 
processing and communication technologies skills, qualifications 
implying the need to use and operate automats, digital machines and 
computers. On the other hand, the concept of immaterial labour entails 
work processes – artistic, creative, domestic – that, until recently, have 
not been associated with labour but have rather been understood to be 
privileges of the bourgeoisie, and not registered as work at all. Thus the 
concept of immaterial labour both recognizes and challenges conditions 
and modes that, since the Second World War, have been a significant 
feature of daily life in Western Industrial societies.
By the end of 1950s,9 parallel to technological advancements related 
to cybernetics, a general disengagement from formerly fixed spaces 

6. Mark Wigley, ‘The Architectural Brain,’ 
in Network Practices: New Strategies in 
Architecture and Design, ed. Anthony 
Burke and Therese Tierney, 1st ed. 
(Princeton Architectural Press, 2007) 42, 
my emphasis.

7. I follow here Stanley Mathews who 
dates the beginning with a meeting 
of Joan Littlewood and Cedric Price in 
1962. Others – like Mark Wigley – have 
stated the beginning of the project to 
have been in 1961. The definite end of the 
design process of Fun Palace was with 
the passing of the Lea Valley Bill by the 
English parliament in December 1966. 

8. Cf. for example: Maurizio Lazzarato, 
‘Immaterial Labour,’ in Radical Thought 
in Italy: A Potential Politics, ed. Paolo 
Virno and Michael Hardt, 1st ed. (Univ 
Of Minnesota Press, 2006), 133-147; 
Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri, Empire 
(Harvard University Press, 2001); Paolo 
Virno, A Grammar of the Multitude: For 
an Analysis of Contemporary Forms of Life, 
First US edition. (Semiotext(e), 2004).

9. Cf. Andreas Rumpfhuber, ‘Space 
of Information Flow – The Schnelle 
Brothers’ Office Landscape ‘Buch und 
Ton’, in Experiments, Architecture between 
Science and the Arts (Berlin: Jovis, 2011), 
200-225.
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of production can be observed. The modern dictum of spatial and 
temporal simultaneity and concurrence of work processes, as well as 
the functionally distinct, well-defined attribution of the production-
space, disintegrates with the post-fordist organizations of labour and 
is enhanced with information-machines. In other words: the early 
1960s see the formerly clearly confined fordist factory spilling out 
into the city and becoming, as the Italian Philosopher Mario Tronti 
would have described it, the factory of society.10 With the emergence of 
a Post-fordist production mode, the confined factory or the office are 
no longer exclusive places of surplus-value production for capitalism. 
With the growing dominance of immaterial labour the whole city, with 
its housing and dwelling, its universities and leisure-parks, becomes an 
inclusive production space. 
Fun Palace explicates both spatially and conceptually aspects of this 
transition from a fordist labour-paradigm towards a post-fordist 
mode of production: (1) from a space ordered by a disciplinary form 
of hierarchy to a generic space containing a networked society with 
a flat hierarchy in its organization; from the passive Organizational 
Man in the office towards the creative and active entrepreneurial self 
[Unternehmerisches Selbst]11; (2) from a clearly marked space towards 
a global infrastructure; (3) from a concept of leisure that is spatially and 
temporally disconnected from the production space and labour time, 
towards a life in which every minute needs to be used in a productive 
manner. Away from the ideological belief in learning as an emancipatory 
activity of the labour class; towards the immanent production mode of 
post-fordist production. 

economic and societal framing
In order to understand the radical transition in England from a 
Fordist labour-paradigm and its confined factory towards a distributed, 
non-hierarchic Post-fordist mode of production and its effect on the 
architectural practice taking shape in the 1960s, one needs to take into 
account the economic situation and societal prerequisites that emerged 
after the Second World War.
Whereas Germany, France, Austria and many other Western European 
countries experienced a booming economy straight after the war, 
Britain’s post-war economic growth lagged behind. Britain had granted 
independence to former colonies, without which it no longer had any 
supply of cheap raw materials or protected markets for finished goods. 
From 1951 to 1964, industrial production grew three times faster in 
France than in Britain, and four times faster in Germany. During the 
same period, Britain’s share of the world market shrank from 25,5 
per cent to 13,9 per cent.12 Heavy industry migrated from Britain to 
the European, American, and Asian continents while the remaining 
industries struggled for survival in the face of stiff foreign competition.13 

10. I refer here to the German translation: 
Mario Tronti, ‘Arbeiter und Kapital’, Verlag 
Neue Kritik (Frankfurt am Main: 1974). 
Italian Original: 1966; the text ‘factory and 
society’ was first published in: Quaderni 
Rossi, 2/1962, pp. 17–40. 

11. The entrepreneural self has been 
defined by the German sociologist Ulrich 
Bröckling. See: Ulrich Bröckling, Das 
unternehmerische Selbst: Soziologie einer 
Subjektivierungsform, Originalausgabe. 
(Suhrkamp Verlag, 2007).

12. Andrew Gamble, Britain in Decline: 
Economic Policy, Political Strategy and the 
British State, 4th ed. (Palgrave Macmillan, 
1994), 5.

13. Sean Glynn and John Irwin, Modern 
Britain: An Economic and Social History 
(Routledge Chapman & Hall, 1995), 257.
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This situation led to the decrease of work hours per week. In 1945 a 
labourer in Britain still worked 48 hours a week, by 1965 this had 
reduced to 42 hours and with the envisioned workplace automation that 
slowly got implemented in the 1960s the prediction was that a labourer 
would only be working some 30 hours a week by the year 2000. The 
public discourse had it that this would ultimately lead to a predominantly 
leisure based economy. In return, leisure became a major issue in the 
sometimes moralizing public discourse and a key element of the 1959 
Labour Party platform, aiming towards the productive use of the newly 
won time through the reorganization of educational projects. 
Yet another (societal?) prerequisite plays out in the conception of the 
mighty space mobile. The thought model of cybernetics highly influenced 
the general public discourses on the future of society, including 
the production processes of goods, on two levels: the invention of 
digital machines, automats and computers that could actually be 
made productive in diverse work-processes and the discourse of full-
automation that notably fostered the emergence of the utopian notion of 
the End of Labour – in its pragmatic form: the leisure society. 

towards network emancipation: 
the promise of cybernetics
Within this economic situation, with the increasing focus on the 
educational system within British discourse and with the popular 
promise of cybernetics of the End of Labour, the idea to produce the 
Fun Palace emerged. As Stanley Mathews and Marie Louise Lobsinger14 
have meticulously described, Joan Littlewood and the young architect 
Cedric Price first met at a party in 1962. In this brief meeting Price 
became acquainted with Littlewood’s idea of a people’s theatre; soon 
afterwards he began to scribble down his own ideas about the project. 
In 1963 Gordon Pask joined the design team. He was a cybernetician 
who specialized in learning machines interested in communication 
under adaptively controlled conditions who would – together with the 
so-called Committee for the Fun Palace Cybernetic Theatre – add yet 
another thread to the idea of Fun Palace: 

With the expertise of an unusual interdisciplinary committee now in place, 
the goals of the project were refocused: no longer merely the provision of 
a barrier-free venue for experimental theatre, the technological mandate 
moved beyond the real of mechanical mobility into the more ephemeral 
mobility offered by new information media and mass communication. 
The discrete disciplinary interests of the three protagonists – cybernetics, 
transient architecture, participatory theatre and communications – merged 
in the objectives of the Fun Palace project: to facilitate the emergence of 
an ephemeral subjectivity through the theatricality of communication.15

Yet contrary to Stanley Mathews and Marie Louise Lobsinger, I do not 
see the design-process of Fun Palace as the timely succession of different 

14. Stanley Mathews, From Agit-Prop to 
Free Space: The Architecture of Cedric Price, 
1st ed. (Black Dog Pub Ltd, 2006); Marie 
Louise Lobsinger, ‘Cybernetic Theory 
and the Architecture of Performance. 
Cendric Price’s Fun Palace’ in Anxious 
Modernisms: Experimentation in Postwar 
Architectural Culture: Experimentations in 
Postwar Architectural Culture, ed. Sarah 
Williams Goldhagen, Rejean Legault, 
and Ra(c)Jean Legault, illustrated edition. 
(MIT Press, 2001), 119-139.

15. Lobsinger, ‘Cybernetic Theory and the 
Architecture of Performance. Cendric 
Price’s Fun Palace,’ 121–22.
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ideas that ultimately would evolve in a linear way. It is not simply the 
politically sound vision in the agitprop tradition of Joan Littlewood 
that then gets enhanced by the genius architect Cedric Price and his 
structural engineer Frank Newby and that finally gets twisted into an 
abstract machine of an cybernetic control mechanism by Gordon Pask. 
From the very beginning the radically political theatre practice and the 
architecture practice, as well as many other contemporary domains of 
society were influenced by the popular and highly influential promise 
of cybernetics. Cybernetics signified a new model of governance that 
promised emancipation from anachronistic despotic regimes and that 
would ultimately lead to a networked society: restructuring a former 

Figure 3. Fun Palace – Cybernetic Diagram — image credit: Cedric Price Archive – 
Canadian Centre for Architecture
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hierarchically organized society into a flat and networked organization 
including machines and humans. 
In the cybernetically organized Weltbild, informatics machines and 
automata take over the work and send the human race off to an 
everlasting, carefree existence. The cybernetic model of control is 
based on circular feedback loops and cannot be reduced to a central 
(supervising) power seeing as the functions within a cybernetic 
organisation are not being represented by one person, but by a team of 
experts and its automats. The chain of command is precise and clearly 
assigned, but due to the formation of the organization as a network, 
the power is no longer traceable to an origin. It is of importance that 
cybernetics was a thought model that could be applied to “living creatures, 
as well to machines and apparatuses, to economic as well as to psychic 
processes, to sociological as well as to aesthetic phenomena.”16 It thus 
presupposed the compatibility of the information-exchange of human 
beings and machines through digitality.  In doing so the human being, 
as well as machines and automats, are modelled as autonomous, self-
directing individuals, whose behaviour (within the cybernetic system) is 
understood as coded and thus as being able to be re-programmed. 

versus container: anti-architecture
Fun Palace was a cybernetic machine for leisure time, a revolutionary 
apparatus that produced spare-time as learning, an architecture that 
prepared people temporarily for a new life: it was not a passive space 
in which spare time just could happen. Its explicit design goal was to 
usher people into a new life: activating and enlightening them. Cedric 
Price and Joan Littlewood’s intention was that Fun Palace be a space in 
which people would be awakened from their apathy. It represents an 
experiment to imagine a new life: 

“Automation is coming. More and more machines do our work for us. 
There is going to be yet more time left over, yet more human energy 
unconsumed. The problem which faces us is far more that of the 
›increased leisure‹ to which our politicians and educators so innocently 
refer. This is to underestimate the future. The fact is that as machines take 
over more of the drudgery, work and leisure are increasingly irrelevant 
concepts. The distinction between them breaks down. We need, and we 
have a right, to enjoy the totality of our lives. We must start discovering 
now how to do so.”17

The variety of activities in the building is not pre-determined, mirroring 
its cybernetic concept. Like a cybernetic apparatus, the immense structure 
of the palace needs to permanently adapt to new and unprecedented 
ideas and technologies. It needs to suit permanent change and renewal, 
as well as destruction. To Stanley Mathews the architecture of Fun Palace 
is like the hardware of a computer that can be programmed in any new 
and conceivable way: 

16. Claus Pias, ‘Zeit der Kybernetik. Eine 
Einstimmung’ in Cybernetics - Kybernetik 
2: The Macy-Conferences 1946-1953, ed. 
Pias, Claus, 1st ed. (diaphanes, 2004), 14, 
my translation into English.

17. Fun Palace brochure, Cedric Price 
Archive, quoted in: Stanley Mathews, 
From Agit-Prop to Free Space, The 
Architecture of Cedric Price (Black Dog 
Publishing, London 2007), 70.
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“A ‘virtual architecture’ like the Fun Palace had no singular programme, 
but could be reprogrammed to perform an endless variety of functions. 
By providing methodologies for coping with indeterminate systems 
evolving in time, cybernetics and game theory established the 
groundwork for information and computer technologies as well as for 
virtual architecture.”18

Thus Fun Palace’s programme is like software that controls the figuration 
of all temporary processes within the palace by algorithmic functions 
and logic interfaces. For Mathews, Fun Palace’s architecture is like an 
operative space-time matrix. It represents its immanent cybernetic 
conception. A set of autonomous, self-organizing enclosures that are 
constantly connected with each other are hooked into the structure as 
zones of activity that are able to adapt and take on every single identity, 
depending on their use, creating an architecture that produces, in the 
words of Cedric Price, an “extremely definitive range of requirements 
and aims in the determination of means of access, site, structural 
system, materials, servicing and component design of the whole.”19

Price intends an architecture that is never completed, a building that is 
never a building: without a specific form, without a specific programme 
and without a fixed layout. It is a becoming anti-architecture (Price) or, 
in the words, of Rem Koolhaas: “Price wanted to deflate architecture to 
the point where it became indistinguishable from the ordinary”.20 

knowledge will be piped through juke boxes21

Koolhaas makes an important, yet often ignored, account of the 
cybernetically inspired architecture. Taking the cybernetic framing into 
account, Joan Littlewood’s theatre-idea alters to become a cybernetic 
apparatus that is able to code and re-programme humans at will by 
immersing the users or guests in a theatrical environment that no 
longer divides the space in a stage and an auditorium. In the line of 
Berthold Brecht’s epic theatre, or dialectic theatre, it tries to produce a 
critical and reflexive audience, applying Karl Marx’s most well known 
Feuerbach theses: “Philosophers have hitherto only interpreted the 
world in various ways; the point is to change it.”22 Yet at the same 
time it explicitly does not create a conflict between entertainment and 
learning: on the contrary, it dissolves differences by creating the world as 
endless theatre (by reproducing the world: the reality outside within its 
interior). As Gordon Pask phrased it: “a theatre in which guests would 
actually need to play themselves. Studded with communication systems 
and programmable control systems to efficiently script a dramatic 
performance, the architecture itself fostered an open-ended theatre.”
Fun Palace facilitated this open-ended theatre as a learning space in 
which the English labourers could prepare themselves for the knowledge 
society and its accompanying scientific culture. At the same time, in its 
(conceptual) endlessness, the space ideally spans the whole world; is 

18. Stanley Mathews, From Agit-Prop to 
Free Space, The Architecture of Cedric 
Price (Black Dog Publishing, London 
2007), 74.

19. Cedric Price, Fun Palace, in: Cedric 
Price, catalogue accompanying the Cedric 
Price exhibition at the AA, London, June 
1984, 9-16, here: page 20, first published 
in Link, June-July 1965 

20. Rem Koolhaas, ‘Introduction Re: CP,’ 
in: Hans Ulrich Obrist, ed., RE:CP (Basel, 
Boston, Berlin: Birkhäuser – Publishers 
for Architecture, 2003), 6-9, here: page 6.

21. Brian Lewis, ‘Fun Palace: Counterblast 
to boredom,’ New Society, 15, 1965.

22. http://de.wikisource.org/wiki/Thesen_über_
Feuerbach; English: http://en.wikisource.
org/wiki/Theses_on_Feuerbach.
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no longer distinguishable as a theatre, or even a building. It is precisely 
anti-architecture, that became indistinguishable not only from the 
ordinary. What it actually did was to blur and diffuse its boundaries, 
and thus actually dissolving architecture’s traditional function to 
mark a difference. Its vast interior is equipped with smart learning 
machines that would allow for collaborative interaction, assisting and 
programming the users to learn – amongst others things – cooperative 
behaviour and the ability to observe a situation and draw conclusions 
from it. Closed-circuit TVs and surveillance systems created a situation 
in which participants could “experience the emotional thrill and power” 
of watching themselves participate.23

In conclusion: one needs to understand Fun Palace not as the 
paradigmatic space for leisure, but actually – in the line of its cybernetic 
conception – as the extended field of the factory. In the late 1950s and early 
1960s the factory started to dissolve through a massive restructuring of 
the production process and the introduction of automation, spilling out 
into the city and into society at large, creating what Mario Tronti called 
the factory of society. Since Fun Palace tried to problematize the top-down 
concept of leisure, since it actually aimed at emancipating the labourers, 
it is certainly not a conventional leisure architecture but on the contrary 
truly a space for a contemporary mode of production in which – for the 
first time – a concept of learning as producing, of continuously needing 
to learn, emerged. In this sense Antonio Negri and Michael Hardt are 
right when they state: THE WORLD IS LABOUR.

23. Lobsinger, ‘Cybernetic Theory and 
the Architecture of Performance. Cendric 
Price’s Fun Palace,’132.
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Jacques Polieri: Postwar Theatrical Space

Juan Ignacio Prieto López

abstract
Between the First and Second World War the definition of the new type 
of theater building was one of the main tasks of the European Avant-
garde. In its design and theoretical formulation poets, playwrights, 
theater directors, architects, painters, actors, engineers … from different 
countries and art movements participated. Despite the collaboration of 
the leading members of the Avant-garde like Marinetti, Moholy-Nagy, 
Kiesler, El Lissitzky, Gropius,… none of these proposals were built because 
of their radical and utopian characteristics. It was a young French theater 
director, Jacques Polieri, who became the main compiler and prompter 
of these proposals in Post-War Europe in two issues of the French journal 
Aujourd´hui. The first of them was published in May 1958, under the 
title “Cinquante ans de recherches dans le spectacle” and collected the 
most important experiences in theory, scenography, techniques and 
theater architecture between World War I and World War II. In those 
years Jacques Polieri worked with different architects like Claude Parent, 
Enzo Venturelli or André Wogenscky, in several projects for theater 
buildings, whose main feature was the mobility of all their elements and 
components, trying to get a dynamic experience during the performance. 
These proposals were published in the second issue of Architecture 
d´Aujourd´hui entitled “Scénographie Nouvelle” in October 1963.

keywords
Polieri, Theater, Avant-garde, Kinetic, Post-War, Total

jacques polieri’s kinetic stage
Jacques Polieri’s kinetic stage began defining itself at the beginning of 
his career as an actor and director in the 50s. This stage, in which he 
staged works by Eugene Ionesco and Jean Tardieu, is characterized by 
the supremacy of abstraction, of the sensory over the intelligible, going 
beyond his discursive language condition to generate a formal, rhythmic 
and dynamic language. Light, projections, variable rhythmic sounds, 

Figure 1. Jacques Polieri, 
Munich, 1972 — source: 
Jacques Polieri et al., 
Jacques Polieri. Créateur 
d´une scénographie mod-
erne (Paris: Bibliothèque 
Nationale de France, 
2002), 2. 
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non figurative shapes, and the stage representation of texts modified by 
Polieri started the path to a dynamic stage, which however, encountered 
a fundamental obstacle in the theatrical spaces available. A large 
majority of these spaces still followed the “Italian style” configurations, 
which would lead him to a search for an alternative to the traditional 
stage house (Figure 1).

I was against working with recognized layouts such as the Italian style, 
but I had to do it for the simple reason that there were no others. The 
staging was determined: the concept of changing the seating, of moving 
the angle of vision revealed itself to be catastrophic. Everything that had 
been reorganized with such care, collapsed.
It was necessary to start again, rethinking all the auditorium spaces 
and carrying out important changes in all the spaces in the auditorium.
[Jacques Polieri, “De la mécanique à l´electronique”]1

The large majority of stage design between 1953 and 1956 were carried 
out by Georges  Annenkov2, a direct contributor to this process of 
abstraction and dynamic conversion, whose influence would be decisive 
in this process3. The relationship between Polieri and Annenkov would 
establish the basis for his subsequent dynamic theater stage. Polieri would 
continue the experiences started by Annenkov with regards to dynamic 
stages, reinforced by his idea of integrating a unified light-image-sound 
system which generated a dynamic unit in theatrical representation. 
Jacques Polieri would also almost literally take up Annenkov’s manifesto, 
even maintaining it’s name, the “Kaleidoscopic Theater”, stating:

The theater of the future will be a theater of introspection and abstraction, 
using the complete range of the show in every way: An orchestration of 
light, sound, shape, colors and life.[…] One of the essential principles of the 
Kaleidoscopic Theater is movement. All the elements of the show are mobile. 
[Jacques Polieri, “Le Théatre Kaleidoscopique”, Revue Théatrale 30, 1955.]4

Aside from technical and economic difficulties, Annenkov put Polieri 
in direct contact with the cutting edge of theatrical experimentation, its 
theories and its productions, which had been largely silenced during 
the period of totalitarianism in Central Europe and its outcome in the 
Second World War.5 From that moment on, Polieri not only compiled 
works of theatrical innovation of the 20s and 30s, but also became its 
main driver and distributor in postwar Europe, resuming its experiences 
and its frustrations, and he did it through two fundamental publications 
in the magazine Aujourd´hui. The first of them, published in May 1958 
in the special edition 17 of Aujourd´hui under the title of “50 ans de 
recherches dans le spectacle” was a collection of these experiences, which 
Polieri used with a twofold objective: Lay claim to and make known the 
stage activity of this period and lay the foundations for a future postwar 
theatrical action. As a well-informed witness of the circumstances which 
would allow the Avant-garde to implement its activity, Polieri sought 
to renew the interdisciplinary union of artists in the theatrical space 

1. Jacques Polieri et al., Jacques Polieri. 
Créateur d´une scénographie moderne 
(Paris: Bibliothèque Nationale de France, 
2002), 8-11.

2. Yuri Pavlovich Annénkov (1889-1974) 
was an multidisciplinary Russian artist 
who participated in the renewal of the 
theatrical stage of the Avant-garde after 
the October Revolution. His theoretical 
work, developed under the pseudonym 
B. Termiyazey, defended an abstract 
and dynamic art conforming with what 
he called “Kaleidoscopic Theater”, in 
which light, color, and rhythm became 
the protagonists of the action in works 
such as “The First Distiller” or “Gas”.  In 
1924 he left Russia and after visiting Italy 
and Germany he settled down in Paris 
where he continued his artistic work and 
collaboration in theatrical productions.

3. Frank Popper, Arte, acción y 
participación. El artista y la creatividad 
de hoy (Madrid: Ediciones Akal, 1989), 
63-85.

4. Arnold Aronson, “Theatres of the 
future”, Theatre Journal, vol. 33, no. 4 
(December, 1981), 489-503.

5. Michael Corvin, Jacques Polieri. 
Créateur d´une scénographie moderne 
(Paris: Bibliothèque Nationale de France, 
2002), 13-50.
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domain, restoring the impetus that had converted the research of those 
years into the authentic Gesamtkunstwerk.  

Painters, architects, writers, scenographers, actors, poets, directors, 
until now they are unaware of the importance that an interdisciplinary 
approach could have for a common work!6

From then on Polieri focuses on the experiences of the cutting edge 
theater of the 20s and 30s, when the appearance of cinema, the 
development of the machine and new proposals regarding shape and  
form put forward through the activity of different groups of the European 
Avant-garde, had pushed theatrical directors to look for a break from the 
rigid framework of the “Italian style” theater, in order to create a space 
capable of bringing together the news scenery media and creating a space 
and representation corresponding to the first era of the machine. All of 
the principles, elements and sections of the theatrical stage underwent 
a critical process of reconsideration. The projects which were carried 
out within the different artistic movements of the European Avant-
garde, brought together directors, scenographers, painters, architects, 
engineers, playwrights and actors, would mark the course of Polieri’s 
future, such as “Total Theater” by Walter Gropius and Erwin Piscator, 
“Endless Theater” by Frederick Kiesler,  “Teatro Meyerhold” by Vsevolod 
Meyerhold, Barkhin and Vakhtangov,  “Teatr Symultaniczny” by Szymon 
Syrkus, Sygmunt Tonecki and Andrej Pronászko or  “Kinetic Constructiv 
System” by László Moholy-Nagy, among others. All these proposals, in 
spite of the variety of spatial, technical and typological solutions, shared 
principles such as the placement of the stage and auditorium in a 
single space, the integration of the machine and the latest advances in 
technology, the construction of a dynamic architectonic space and the 
search for a complete sensory experience.7 (Figure 2)

The first half of this century coincides with a period of renovation; It calls 
not only dramaturgy but also the entire theatrical building, and more 
specifically, the scenographic structure and its spatiality. The different 
stages try to break away from the classic perspective, proposing a 
simultaneous space, susceptible to animation and variability.
The advantage of the different types of auditoriums proposed are: attempts 
to disrupt the perspective, simultaneous stages and auditoriums, ring-
shaped theaters and mobile theaters. At the vanishing point, it is opposed 
by a diffracting and captivating image.
[Jacques Polieri, “L´espace scènique nouveau”]8

Immersed in this process of recuperation and restoration of the Avant-
garde of the 20s, Polieri tries to create the framework for a second, 
postwar vanguard. With this in mind, he, along with the great French 
architect-artist of that moment, Le Corbusier, organized and directed 
the “Festivals de l’Art d’Avant-garde”. Three editions of this festival would 
be held between 1956 and 1960 in Nantes and Paris, conceived as 
multidisciplinary exhibitions of the European artistic Avant-garde.

6. Jacques Polieri et al, ”Scenographie 
Nouvelle”, Aujour d´hui, no. 42-43 
(October, 1963), 2-3.

7. In the different European Avant-garde 
movements during the 20s and 30s, 
many different spatial layouts for the 
theater were proposed, which led to the 
design of a new typology, in which a new 
relationship between the stage and the 
auditorium was sought. This then led 
to the use of unique spaces with circular 
layouts which housed the spectators 
and actors without any division between 
them.

8. Ángel García González et al., Escritos 
de Arte de Vanguardia 1900/1945 (Madrid: 
Ed. Turner, 1999), 267-270.
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These years constituted the period of the strongest ties between Jacques 
Polieri and architecture and they created a fertile period in which his 
architectonic proposals for scenographic spaces were carried out. 
The second publication in architecture in Architecture d´aujourd´hui 
“Scénographie  Nouvelle”, published in November 1963, tells of this 
prolific period of research and shows his fundamental architectonic 
productions, relating them to those of the Avant-garde period between 
the world wars.

jacques polieri’s kinetic stage
In the definition of his new stage space, Polieri starts by considering the laws 
of optics, physics and esthetics which were the determining factors of this new 
stage space, in the same way that happened in different historical periods.

The art of decorating the stage in the Greek ones, of drawing and con-
sidering the decoration from the perspective of Renaissance artists, of 
conceiving the theater plans of 19th century decorators, the scenography 
designed nowadays with the invention of new forms and its integration 
into the stage. […] The laws of optics, physics and esthetics define these 
spaces. [Jacques Polieri, “L´espace scènique nouveau”]9

In the case of a director such as Polieri, concerned with the individual 
9. Ángel García González et al., Escritos 
de Arte de Vanguardia 1900/1945 (Madrid: 
Ed. Turner, 1999), 267-270.

Figure 2. Walter Gropius, Totaltheater, 1927, Modell. Zuschauerraum — Image 
credit: Bauhaus Archiv. 6242/1-2 
Figure 3. Nicholas Schöffer, Spatio-Lumino-Chronodynamism — source: Nicolas 
Schöffer et. al., “Définition de la cybernétique”, Olats (http://www.olats.org/
schoffer/defcyber.htm)
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spectators’ perception of the representation, this became a challenge that 
could only be met through a new architectonic and scenic conception: 
Polieri’s kinetic theater.10

The perception undergoes some diffraction due to the different 
positions of the spectators. Changing from one observation point to 
another serves to highlight the notion of kinetic art and lead to the 
reconsideration of the construction and organization of the stage image. 
These practical observations are at the root of a series of extremely 
diverse and complementary investigations which would lead to new 
relationships between the message emitted (the show) and the recipient 
of the show (the spectator).

The simplest visibility relationships are those of circular theaters; in 
fact, each spectator spatially attends the same show, from whatever 
perspective, the actor on the other hand, has a variable angle of vision. In 
the Italian style auditoriums, each group of spectators enjoys a different 
image according to where they are seated, to the left, the right or in the 
front of the orchestra, in the right, left or center balcony. 
[Jacques Polieri, “L´espace scènique nouveau”]11

Cinematographic techniques proved very interesting to Polieri for his 
capacity to mobilize the mind of the spectator, bringing him closer 
and then taking him away from the action, changing the perspective, 
the situation, the space. However, this medium was not capable of 
immersing the passive spectator in the action, given that his body 
remained both apart and passive.   

The cinematographic image is characterized by a spatial variability and 
complexity due to movement, the modification of the angle and the 
distance from the spectator, equivalent to a permanent change in his 
position […]. Therefore the projection technique requires the generation of 
new scenographic forms. [Jacques Polieri, “L´espace scènique nouveau”]12

The movement of the cinematographic image would become the target 
of Polieri’s theater; A dynamic stage space, that managed to include the 
public in the dynamic of the show, generating a new relationship between 
space and spectator. The desire to construct a multiple, dynamic vision 
of the representation, unique to every spectator, led Polieri to “mobilize” 
the spectators, placing them on mobile platforms which will allow a 
unity to be created between the dynamic show and moving spectators. 
In this way, a different kind of show, unique to every spectator, would 
be created. 

The future will generate a rupture through new techniques and esthetics. 
The projected image exceeds the framework of the Italian style stage and 
appears to want to invade the actual auditorium to continue propagating 
itself as if it were absorbed by the rectangle. […]  Following an analogical 
process, the development of illumination, acoustic, and  stage machinery 
techniques, and at the same time adding esthetics and modern show 
theories, transforms stage art completely.  

10. At that moment I came to irrevocably 
imagine a different show, visible in its 
entirety, but which will develop in a different 
way for every point of view. Overall, a 
single and unique show, but different for 
each spectator. Observer X would see the 
action develop from point A to point Z, 
while B would follow the development 
of action [in a contrary direction]. The 
circuits would be different, continuous 
and structured, or they could eventually 
be of a chaotic or opportunistic nature. 
This cyclical narrative combination seems 
quite complex.... but it is above all logical. 
It results in a way of transforming, through 
the permutation of the order of the points 
of observation, the genesis of the visual 
reading of the action. Jacques Polieri, “De 
la mécanique à l´electronique”. Source: 
Jacques Polieri et al., Jacques Polieri. 
Créateur d´une scénographie moderne 
(Paris: Bibliothèque Nationale de France, 
2002), 8-11.

11. Jacques Polieri et al, ”Scenographie 
Nouvelle”, Aujour d´hui, no. 42-43 
(October, 1963), 2-3.

12. Jacques Polieri et al, ”Scenographie 
Nouvelle”, Aujour d´hui, no. 42-43 
(October, 1963), 2-3.
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The plastic arts, freed from the spatial limitations put in place during the 
Renaissance, will renew stage decoration and will contribute to proving 
the Italian style stage obsolete, underscoring its insufficiency and its 
inefficiency. Spatial Art, scenography is the organization and orchestration 
of the show. [Jacques Polieri, “L´espace scènique nouveau”]13

The search for a new kinetic spacial experience ties Polieri to the Avant-
garde of Kinetic Art, based on the creation of dynamic effects through 
three-dimensional mobile elements or the support of new technologies. 
This was greatly developed after World War II thanks to the work of 
authors such as Alexander Calder, Marcel Duchamp, Jean Tinguely or 
George Rickey and originated in the “Realistic Manifesto” written by 
Gabo and Pevsner in 1920.

We declare a new element in the plastic arts: kinetic rhythms, essentials 
forms of our perception of the real world.
[Naum GABO + Antoine PEVSNER, “Realistic Manifesto”, 1920]14

The most influential figure in Polieri’s work was Nicolas Schöffer, an 
author who linked kinetic art to the latest technologies provided through 
scientific progress, in what was called Spatiodynamisme.15

The objective of Spatiodynamisme is the constructive and dynamic 
integration of space in the work of art. In fact a small fraction of space 
contains some very powerful energetic possibilities.[…]
Spatiodynamisme proposes charting the esthetics and the techniques of 
this new, mainly synthetic, evolutionary stage, in a theoretical plane but at 
the same time creating new works, specifically to provide starting points 
for this evolution and conducting a coordination with scientific evolution.  
Indeed, scientific progress in the formal viewpoint gives us a multitude of 
solutions. [Nicolas Schöffer, “Le Spatiodynamisme”, 1954]16

These principles would lead Schöffer to become a pioneer in Cybernetic 
Art, sculptures in which material, movement, light, color and sound 
are integrated, jointly working with and reacting to variations in 
the environment. Works such as CYSP 1, whose evolution led to 
Luminodynamism in 1957 or Chronodynamism in 1959 and even came 
to define SpatioDynamic Architecture in works such as the “Tour Spatio-
Dynamique et Cibernétique” in 1955 or the “Théâtre Spatio-Dynamique” 
in 1957. (Figure 3)

One of the privileged recreations areas will be the “Théâtre Spatio-
Dynamique”. A piece of architecture with a determined, fixed location, but 
in which a dynamic, and completely permanent show will be developed. 
[…] This theater is made up of an ovoid shell with a diameter of 100 to 250 
meters. The public is located in the interior of the shell and in the middle 
of it, in a hyperbolic circular device which turns around a cylindrical shaft. 
[Nicolas Schöffer, “Définition de la cybernétique”]17 (Figure 4)

The interior of the theater conforms with a spatially dynamic interior, 
in which a varied functional program, movement, projections, dynamic 
light effects, “stereomobile” sound effects and a mutual building-

13. Jacques Polieri et al, ”Scenographie 
Nouvelle”, Aujour d´hui, no. 42-43 
(October, 1963), 2-3.

14. Ángel García González et al, Escritos 
de Arte de Vanguardia 1900/1945 (Madrid: 
Ed. Turner, 1999), 267-270.

15. Nicolas Schöffer (1912-1992) was 
born in Kalocsa, although he lived in 
France from 1936 on. Throughout his 
life he developed a multidisciplinary 
artistic trajectory, always within the 
framework of dynamism and kinetic art. 
After carrying out artistic studies between 
Budapest and Paris, the work of Schöffer 
penetrated the research of movement 
and its effects through what he called 
“spatial-dynamism”. He was a pioneer in 
the field of Cybernetic Art and Video Art, 
looking for representation of the fourth 
dimension.

16. Nicolas Schöffer, “Qu´est-ce que le 
spatiodynamisme?” in Les visionnaires 
de l´architecture, ed. Robert Laffont and 
Revues et Publications, (Paris: Robert 
Laffont, 1965), 11-34.

17. Nicolas Schöffer et al, “Définition de 
la cybernétique”, Olats, http://www.olats.
org/schoffer/defcyber.htm
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representation-spectator interaction is united through the movement 
generated by authentic Spatial Dynamic Architecture.

jacques polieri’s kinetic theaters
For the revolution of the stage space, Polieri needed to apply the same 
principle which had served him at the beginning of his modification of 
the traditional stage, that of movement. Thus, a process was begun in 
which, through the shaping of models and his timely transition from 
constructed spaces to those in which movement would be the principle 
of research, Polieri began his modifications of the traditional stage. 
Polieri’s intention was to transfer ”the mobility and the three-dimensional 
virtuality of the emission and reception of the acoustic and visual data” to a 
spatial form, through kinetics.18

Polieri directly continued his path started by the Avant-garde and 
considered to which theatrical typology to subscribe his investigation 
aimed at the construction of a Kinetic Theater. Polieri chose the 
typologies in existence at the time of carrying out his research, which 
were the three classic forms [théâtre a l´italienne, théâtre a l´elizabethaine, 
théâtre en rond], to which he added the two devised by the Avant-garde in 
the 20s and 30s, the total theater [théâtre total] and the circular theater 
[théâtre spherique ou circulaire], upon which to base his investigation. The 
application of his theory of movement became the “Théâtre Mobile à 
Scénes Annulaires” and the “Théâtre du Mouvement Total”.

théâtre mobile à scènes annulaires
Jacques Polieri’s scenographic conception.19

The concept proposed in 1955 by Polieri for the creation of a Mobile 
Ring-Shaped Theater inherited aspects of Avant-garde proposals such as 
“Teatro Nunique” by Pierre Albert-Birot, Oskar Strand’s “Rundtheater”, 
the “Simultaneous Theater” of Zygmunt Tonecki, Andrzej Pronaszko y 
Szymon Syrkus and the Russian Nikolay Okhoplov’s experiences with 
the circular theater in the 20s and 30s, which at the time had arisen in 
response the Apollinaire’s poem “The Breasts of Tiresias” in 1916.20

The different architects’ proposals make for a varied reading related to this 
poem, however the common thread found in all of them is the emphasis 
placed on the mechanism to generate various actions simultaneously 
and break the mono-focal, directional vision of traditional theater, in 
such a way that the spectator must direct his gaze, thus participating in 
the perception of the show in an active and individual way, immersed in 
a unique space for the show and the public.
Polieri added to this conception of movement through the use of a 
double rotation: inclined stands for the audience and a perimeter stage 
which can rotate jointly or independently; in the same direction or in a 
different direction; at the same speed or at different speeds. According 

18. Franck Ancel, “Scénographie et/
ou conquête technologique” in Polieri, 
créateur d´une scénografphie moderne 
(Paris: Bibliothèque Nationale de France, 
2002), 52-53.

19. Jacques Polieri et al, ”Scenographie 
Nouvelle”, Aujour d´hui, no. 42-43 
(October, 1963), 182-187.

20. A circular theater with two stages
One in the middle,the other like a ring
Circles the audience allowing
The complete unfolding of our modern art.
Source: Guillaume Apollinaire, “The 
Breast of Tiresias”, 1916.
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to Polieri this movement of the spectators, in spite of its passivity, makes 
the audience become part of the production.
A new relationship between esthetics and kinetics was created, along 
with a new status for the spectator who was used to the figurative 
representation where he plays a passive role, static in the action. In 
Polieri’s new representation, his own perception formed part of the 
construction of the action through the use of kinetics and constructed 
using abstract objects, disfigured by movement and light.
This schematic proposal carried out by Polieri would then come to be 
placed in the hands of many diverse architects who would carry out 
the different architectonic proposal capable of defining and evolving 
Polieri’s proposal. (Figure 5)

Study Nº1 was carried out by André Wogensky in 195621. Wogenscky 
branched out from Polieri’s conception and adapting it to his principles, 
proposed two essential developments: The excentric location of the 

21. André Wogenscky (1916-2004) 
opened his own studio after having 
collaborated with the Le Corbusier 
studio. He had collaborated with projects 
of Unites d´habitation de Nantes-Reze, 
Briey and Marseille, where the project 
was exhibited. He obtained the Grand 
Prix National de  l’Architecture in 1989 for 
his profession career.

Figure 4. Nicholas Schöffer, Théâtre Spatio-Dynamique, 1957 — source: Nicolas 
Schöffer et. al., “Définition de la cybernétique”, Olats (http://www.olats.org/
schoffer/defcyber.htm)
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mobile platforms and a sculptured, asymmetric and varied exterior. 
Both of these attempt to take maximum advantage of Polieri’s kinetic 
configuration, generating different stage depths and bringing theatrical 
productions closer to the rhythm of cinema.

The rotation and decentralized location of the central platform in relation 
to the ring-shaped stage gives the impression of traveling: the spectator 
advances, flinches, pivots and in this way participates physically in the 
show.22 (Figure 6)

Study Nº2  was carried out by the architect Guillaume Gillet in 195823. 
The project increased the definition of the ideas and attempted to create 
a more realistic and “constructable” outline, but at the same was less 
ambitious than Wogenscky’s version. Gillet proposed a slightly eccentric 
stage, surrounded by a helical space which however, cannot be perceived 
from within the room which has a circular perimeter. Added to this, the 
stage could not rotate, leaving the movement limited to the rotation of 
the audience’s platform. (Figure 7)

Study Nº324 by Jacques Polieri, André Bloc and Claude Parent, 
constitutes the first proposal built according to the approaches used in 
the “Kaleidoscopic Theater” and it’s dynamic theater stage25. Produced 
for the third edition of the Festival de l’Art d’Avant-garde, held in Paris in 
1960, it is made up of a platform with a 30 meter diameter, installed in 
the American Pavilion in Porte de Versailles. Continuing like Gillet’s 
proposal, the exterior circumference, which was initially conceived of 

22. Frank Ancel et al., Jacques Polieri. 
Créateur d´une scénographie moderne 
(Paris: Bibliothèque Nationale de France, 
2002), 13-50.

23. Guillaume Gillet (1912-1987) was 
a French architect and urbanist with 
a prominent professional career, 
fundamentally linked with religious and 
penitentiary architecture. He received 
the Premier Grand Prix de Rome in 
1946 and was president of the Académie 
d´Architecture between 1970 y 1973 and 
of the Académie des Beaux-Arts in 1983.

24. Jacques Polieri et al., Jacques Polieri. 
Créateur d´une scénographie moderne 
(Paris: Bibliothèque Nationale de France, 
2002), 63-69; Richard Klein, “Restoring 
the 20th Century” in The Challenge of 
Change: Dealing with the Legacy of the 
Modern Movement (Rotterdam: Delft 
University Press, 2008), 262-263.

25. Claude Parent (1923- …) worked with 
the other architect Ionel Schein and both 
of them were interested in architecture 
which evolved starting from a Le 
Corbusier reference point to the dynamic 
postwar Avant-garde of Shöffer, whom 
they met in 1952. In this period, Claude 
Parent met André Bloc /1895-1966/, 
founder of  “Space Group” and editor of 
the magazines L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui 
and Art d’Aujourd’hui, with whom a great 
friendship and professional collaboration 
began , which is embodied in Bloc’s own 
house, the “Maison expérimentale” which 
was finished in 1961 in  Cap d’Antibes.

Figure 5. Jacques Polieri, Théâtre Mobile à Scènes Annulaires, 1955 — source: Jacques Polieri et al., Jacques Polieri. 
Créateur d´une scénographie moderne (Paris: Bibliothèque Nationale de France, 2002), 60-61.
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as mobile, remains in a fixed position, while the interior, eccentric, 
platform moves at different speeds and in different directions. The 
circular interior, with a capacity of 300 spectators, is located in such 
a way that the perimeter of the stage varies between 5 and 10 meters 
in width, contributing to the concept of dynamism and variation in 
theatrical space and stage.
Regarding the fixed stage, sculptures by artists such as Pevsner, Colin, 
Brancusi, Jacobsen and Adam are located on the fixed stage and they 
integrate themselves with the movement, rotating to the sounds of 
music composed by Edgar Varése, while the light acts as an element of 
focal attention while poems by Pierre Volboudt are recited, giving rise 
to the show called “Rythmes et Images”, in this way bringing Polieri’s 
dream to life. Space, light, color, music and movement come together to 
create a multidirectional dynamic show. (Figure 8)

From then on, Polieri turned to other investigations, until in 1968 study 
Nº4 was carried out with André Wogenscky as part of the project for the 
“Maison de la Culture de Grenoble”, which was constructed for the X 
Winter Olympic Games:

When I started the Maison de la Culture project, we imagined a type of 
building with the capacity to include a theater, exhibition areas, a library, 
an art shop, a cafeteria ... It was mainly the Minister for Culture in 1960, 
André Malraux’s, idea. He defended the idea that during a break, the 

Figure 6. André Wogenscky, Study Nº1, Théâtre Mobile à Scènes Annulaires, 
1956 — source: Jacques Polieri et al, ”Scenographie Nouvelle”, Aujour d´hui 
42-43, October, 1963, 182. 

Figure 7. Guillaume Gillet, Study Nº2, 
Théâtre Mobile à Scènes Annulaires, 
1958 — source: Jacques Polieri et al, 
”Scenographie Nouvelle”, Aujour 
d´hui 42-43, October, 1963, 183.
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audience should be able to visit an exhibition that otherwise they wouldn’t 
visit. [André Wogenscky, “Raisons profondes de la forme”]26

The project began with the premise of the generation of versatile and 
flexible spaces, which could be adapted for different events, due to which 
Wogenscky included three auditoriums: one with capacity for 1309 seats 
on the lower floor, another on the upper floor where Polieri constructed 
the space which both had begun to define in 1956 and another with 
325 seats for cinematic projections. The revolving theater of 525 seats 
followed the ideas of André Bloc and Claude Parent’s project for the 
Paris Festival in 1960. The project placed the audience on an inclined 
and revolving elliptic platform, surrounded by another revolving 
platform which housed the stage. In the center of the circular space, 
there was a cabin which housed the multimedia controls, designed by 
Alain Richard. (Figure 9)

théâtre du mouvement total
Jacques Polieri’s Scenographic Conception.
From 1957 on, Polieri decided to start an ambitious and innovative 
parallel investigation. In his previous productions, movement had 
been restrained to a single plane, generated through the use of the 
independent or joint rotation of ring-shaped platforms. Polieri took 
on the challenge of expanding this movement to encompass all three 
dimensions, offering a multidirectional field of vision, in what he would 
call “Théâtre du Mouvement Total”.

Later, the obstinate continuation of my conceptualization were built: 
Non-symmetrical auditoriums, mobile auditoriums, ring-shaped mobile 

26. Richard Klein, “Restoring the 20th 
Century” in The Challenge of Change: 
Dealing with the Legacy of the Modern 
Movement (Rotterdam: Delft University 
Press, 2008), 262-263.

Figure 8. André Bloc + Claude Parent, Study 
Nº2, Théâtre Mobile à Scènes Annulaires, 
1956 — source: Jacques Polieri et al, 
”Scenographie Nouvelle”, Aujour d´hui 42-
43, October, 1963, 182. 

Figure 9. André Wogenscky, Maison de la Culture de Grenoble, 1968” — 
source: Jacques Polieri et al., Jacques Polieri. Créateur d´une scénographie 
moderne (Paris: Bibliothèque Nationale de France, 2002), 63. 
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auditoriums..... They won’t have been more than the progressive 
improvements of the original idea. The “Total Movement Theater” is, in 
terms of scenography, perhaps the most complete illustration, or at the 
very least the closest approximation of the possible formulas that had 
been the sustenance, the origin of the response.   
One way or the other, it deals with a cycle of creations which have their role 
as the continuation of my work, in an ongoing cycle, in its implementation, 
always connected with the world of mechanics...
[Jacques Polieri, “De la mécanique à l´electronique”]27

With this initial approach, Polieri sought to build the definitive structure 
that would fulfill the aspirations of his “Kaleidoscopic Theater” and 
influenced by the dynamic space theater of Shöffer and works by 
Alexander Calder.
Starting with these references, he would generate diverse moving 
platforms, suspended from a central mast which while hanging from 
the ceiling and undergoing a rotational movement, would house the 
services and communications. The complete project would generate a 
multimedia show in simultaneous action which would appeal to all the 
spectators’ senses.

I imagined the mobile limbs in movement and I saw the ends of the 
limbs, colored and transformed into small convex rooms which would 
move in the three dimensions, vertically and horizontally surrounded 
throughout the 360º for a three-dimensional representation.28

This volume would house 1000 spectators in a joint kinetic 
representation, whose aim would be to relocate “the three-dimensional 
mobility and the virtuality of the emission and the reception of the acoustic 
and visual data” spatially through kinetics.29 The total concept is made 
up of an authentic accumulation of references to the Avant-garde 
theater of the 20s [Total Theater, by Gropius; Endless Theater, by Kieler; 
Kugeltheater, by Weinninger,....] along with further references to Kinetic 
Art [Moholy-Nagy, Calder, Schöffer, Pevsner,…]. 

The conception of the Total Movement Theater is the continuation of 
my projects of mobile theaters with ring-shaped stages. I conceived the 
first few scenographic sketches of the auditorium in 1957. (…) The same 
scenographic drawings have been proposed to different architects. If it 
can be determined that the technical or plastic solutions adapted are 
different, the standard scenography will be kept.30 (Figure 10)

Study Nº131 of the Total Movement Theater was carried out by Enzo 
Venturelli in 1958, following the schematic guidelines provided by 
Polieri32. The interior spherical skin, of 70 meters in diameter, was made 
up of mobile panels on metallic structures that allowed the housing 
of horizontal surfaces for the representation, along with projecting 
platforms and spaces dedicated to service and installation, in this way 
defining the structure and the outer skin, which is also spherical.
In the center of the sphere there was a metallic pillar 8 meters in 

27. Jacques Polieri et al., Jacques Polieri. 
Créateur d´une scénographie moderne 
(Paris: Bibliothèque Nationale de France, 
2002), 8-11.

28. Chris Salter, ENTANGLED. Technology 
and the transformation of performance 
(Cambridge: Massachussets Institute of 
Technology, 2010), 52-55.

29. Franck Ancel, “Scénographie et/
ou conquête technologique” in Polieri, 
créateur d´une scénografphie moderne 
(Paris: Bibliothèque Nationale de France, 
2002), 52-53.

30. Jacques Polieri et al, ”Scenographie 
Nouvelle”, Aujour d´hui, no. 42-43 
(October, 1963), 182-187.

31. Jacques Polieri et al, ”Scenographie 
Nouvelle”, Aujour d´hui, no. 42-43 
(October, 1963), 182-187.

32. Enzo Venturelli (1910-1996) was 
an Italian architect who developed the 
majority of his work in the 50s and 60s, 
among which the “Acquario-Rettilario del 
giardino zoológico di Torinno” of 1957-
1960 and his “Manifesto dell´architettura 
nucleare” and “Urbanistica spaziale” of 
1960 are prominent.
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diameter, with a circular base, which held the vertical communications 
inside. This pillar would rotate independently of the sphere, using 
mechanisms located in the lower and upper parts of the sphere. On this 
central pillar the platforms for the public, which had an independent 
movement above and beyond that of the pillar, were mounted.  The 
central control panel, which managed all the multimedia stage devices, 
was located in the upper area of the pillar. (Figure 11)

In 1962 Polieri commissioned Pierre and Etienne Vago to conduct 
Study Nº2 of the Total Movement Theater33. The project resumed the 
model presented by Enzo Venturelli and began with the elimination of 
the central mast. Instead, platforms on telescopic masts were provided, 
which could move in all spatial directions. Platforms for performances 
or other necessary scenographic elements could also emerge from the 
interior skin34.

The spectators are moving in the interior of the sphere and a mobile 
show is developed on the inner faces of the space.
[Jacques Polieri, “Dove va l´avanguardia in Francia”]35

The interior sphere is supported by a cylindrical metal pillar which 
provides rotation through the machinery in the lower areas. On ground-
level, access to the theater is available, a process which will take place 
through this cylinder, given that the platforms descend to collect the 
spectators at the entrance in the base of the sphere.
This version of the project was rather more complete in terms of function 
and formalization, in that it consisted of an overlapping of movements 
which make it deserving of the name Théâtre du Mouvement Total: rotation 
and elevation of the seats, three-dimensional movement of the platforms, 
the rotation of the interior sphere, three-dimensional movement of the 
stage platforms, sets of projections on the interior skin, roving lights in the 

33. Chris Salter, ENTANGLED. Technology 
and the transformation of performance 
(Cambridge: Massachussets Institute of 
Technology, 2010), 52-55; Jacques Polieri 
et al, ”Scenographie Nouvelle”, Aujour 
d´hui, no. 42-43 (October, 1963), 182-187.

34. Pierre Vago (1910-2002) was an 
architect of Hungarian origin, but he 
developed the majority of his work 
in France, along with becoming the 
editor of the magazine L´Architecture 
d´Aujourd´hui and a member of RIBA, 
BDA, AIA and a founding member and 
honorary president of the UIA.

35. Arnold Aronson, “Theatres of the 
future”, Theatre Journal, vol. 33, no. 4 
(December, 1981), 501.

Figure 10. Jacques Polieri, Théâtre du Mouvement Total, 1957 — source: Jacques Polieri et al., Jacques Polieri. Créateur 
d´une scénographie moderne (Paris: Bibliothèque Nationale de France, 2002), 64-65.
Figure 11. Enzo Venturelli, Study Nº1, Théâtre du Mouvement Total, 1958 — source: Jacques Polieri et al, ”Scenographie 
Nouvelle”, Aujour d´hui 42-43, October, 1963, 188-189.
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entire space, sounds,.... a true multimedia machine capable of producing 
the total kinetic experience, the “Kaleidoscopic Theater”. (Figure 12)

Study Nº3, of 1962, provided what would become the place where 
Polieri, Parent and Bloc would carry out the “Théâtre Transformable 
Automatique” in Dakar, Senegal. It dealt with a project divided into two 
volumes, united by the communication system and services, which in 
its entirety boasted a physical size similar to that of a meteorite, which 
gave rise to its name “coquille spectacle”. The interior, which had a 
completely versatile arrangement, constitutes a midpoint between the 
Mobile Ring-Shaped Stage Theater and the Theater of Total Movement, 
made up of a single interior volume in which a central platform, capable 
of three-dimensional movement, for spectators, although neither the 
mechanical nor structural facets were defined. (Figure 13)

Study Nº4 is a simplified version of the Vago brothers’ Study  Nº2, 
which was constructed for the Osaka World Exhibition (Japan) in 1970, 
in collaboration with MITSUI, a Japanese industrial group. The action 
started with the projection of a film on a small screen, defining a space 
with reduced dimensions, which once the small screen was removed, 
gave way to a complete vision of theatrical space. At that moment, 
the three platforms upon which the spectators were located, began to 

Figure 12. Pierre Vago + Eti-
enne Vago, Study Nº2, Théâtre 
du Mouvement Total, 1962 — 
source: Jacques Polieri et al., 
Jacques Polieri. Créateur d´une 
scénographie moderne (Paris: Bib-
liothèque Nationale de France, 
2002), 65. 
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move vertically through the use of a hydraulic device. The platforms 
moved in time with the projections and the music while Polieri’s work, 
“Spectacles: 50 ans de Recherches” was performed.
The completion of this project provided a retrospective look back on 
mechanical scenography on the part of Polieri, given that in 1970 
investigation relating to mechanical movement devices in architectonic 
spaces had been substituted with the virtualization of movement. (Figure 14)

from mechanical to electronic
Soon electronics was going to take over (from mechanics) and offer me a 
more fluid means of direction, expression, and creation...
[Jacques Polieri, “De la mécanique à l´electronique”]36

Jacques Polieri’s architectonic-stage research in the late 50s, early 60s, 
was based on the use of mechanics to achieve movement, supported 
by electronics for the complementary multimedia effects which would 
contribute to the creation of this dynamic Kaleidoscopic Space. However, 
from the beginning of the 60s, Polieri started a parallel investigation 
into the new generation electronic media, which would lead to a 
dematerialization of physical movement, giving way to a non-corporeal, 
virtualized movement, on a similar path to that followed by  Schöffer 
with his sculptures in that period.

The spectators of the future in their Plexiglas structure... surrounded by 
sound, light, colors, shapes, shadows...the rails of the “train performance” 
converge, cross and run parallel for a period, then they separate from 
each other in a perpetual renewal of fireworks and a non-stop party.
[Jacques Polieri, “Le Théâtre Kaleidoscope”, 1955]37

36. Frank Popper, Arte, acción y 
participación. El artista y la creatividad 
de hoy (Madrid: Ediciones Akal, 1989), 
63-85.

37. Arnold Aronson, “Theatres of the 
future”, Theatre Journal, vol. 33, no. 4 
(December, 1981), 501.

Figure 13. André Bloc + Claude Parent, Study Nº3, Théâtre du Mouvement Total, 
1962 — source: Jacques Polieri et al, ”Scenographie Nouvelle”, Aujour d´hui 42-43, 
October, 1963, 185.
Figure 14. MITSUI + Jacques Polieri, Study Nº4, Théâtre du Mouvement Total, 
1962 — source: Jacques Polieri et al., Jacques Polieri. Créateur d´une scénographie 
moderne (Paris: Bibliothèque Nationale de France, 2002), 66-67. 
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His scenography progressively became a universal ethereal machine, 
at the same time as his work became an absolute virtual movement, 
capable of being carried with neither a specific location nor scale, 
without actors, without a director, ...38

The entirety of my work oscillates between theoretical projects and 
concrete productions, in a permanent adjustment between the real and 
the imaginary. […] It aims for a media adaption of  planetary, or even 
cosmological dimensions. They act on the interacting activities and the 
virtualities which are not yet fully under control: time and space, utopias 
and interchangeable realities. 
[Jacques Polieri, “De la mécanique à l´electronique”]39

The virtuality and the transmission of modern information were added 
to this kaleidoscopic movement theater, giving rise to a new theatrical 
typology of the future, the Gyroscopic Theater, which Polieri wouldn’t 
develop as a space, but rather bring about the general principles which 
would allow the development of the Salles a Mouvements Complexes, 
leaving the path open to future creators. It dealt with the addition of 
three-dimensional rotational movements and the transfer of planes and 
elements of different mass and physicality, which, following a series of 
rules inspired by the universal laws of gravity, generate a new field of 
investigation for kinetic theater. The future of stage space isn’t developed 
in adherence to the rules and laws of earthly movement. Instead it 
responds to the new virtual media, whose laws and limits haven’t been 
conceived, those of dynamic virtualization.

38. In the 1972 Munich Olympic Games, 
Polieri produced “Rue des Loisirs”, based 
on a series of works entitled “Jeux de 
Communications”, which consisted of 
screens which emitted large scale images 
which made up a virtual street, along 
with a geodesic dome which housed the 
video control panel, an evolution of the 
previously proposed, “Rond-point des 
Champs Elysées” in Paris in 1968. This 
production was the first of a series of 
experimentations carried out between 
1978 and 1980 in which he uses tele-
computing and the management of 
cinematographic and electronic images, 
which in 1980-1983, became multimedia 
shows based in Paris, which include 
intercontinental video transmission 
between Cannes, New York and Tokyo.

39. Frank Popper, Arte, acción y 
participación. El artista y la creatividad 
de hoy (Madrid: Ediciones Akal, 1989), 
63-85.

Figure 15. Jacques Polieri, Salle 
Gyroscopique Satellisée, 1967 
— source: Jacques Polieri et 
al., Jacques Polieri. Créateur 
d´une scénographie moderne 
(Paris: Bibliothèque Nationale 
de France, 2002), 68-69. 
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The structure of the auditoriums is tightly linked with the spatial concept. 
The perpetual questioning of the form of the stage, is in reality, the search 
for a different space. It’s what we will try here, to not define a volume, a 
new auditorium, but instead propose the laws which in contrary, will be 
the subsistence of new mobile forms.[…]
The action will be developed great distances from each other, being 
equally visible thanks to teletechniques. The inclination, the rotation, the 
orbits and movement of planetary systems, without a doubt, constitute 
the actual geometric structure of future scenography.
[Jacques Polieri, “Salles a Mouvements Complexes”]40

The Salle gyroscopique satellisée41, conceived by Polieri in 1967, entails 
an architectonic approach to this virtualization of architectonic processes 
which implies a change in paradigm: from the Kaleidoscopic to the 
Gyroscopic, coming to define an element of pure movement: a series of 
elements, linked one within the other, where a movement in one sets 
off a reaction in another and so on successively causing a chain reaction. 
Thus it deals with a utopian project of total movement made up of the 
“pure geometrical” shapes: the sphere, the cube, the icosahedron, the 
pyramid and the cone.
This project is conceived of as a spatial stage device, which situated in 
space, would generate kinetic rhythms which would be the show in and 
of themselves: the interaction of the Universe with the movement of the 
device. It consists of a theoretical project in which Polieri doesn’t define 
the exact functioning, but it is understood that the public, the actors etc 
are not essential, resulting in a show that could be tele-transmitted or 
could simply form a monument to Universal movement. No machinery 
is described either which leads us to believe that the device moves freely, 
describing a rotational movement in orbit around Earth.
The “Gyroscopic Theater” combines virtual electronics with kinetic 
performance spaces as misplaced objects, placed in this virtual universal 
environment which would allow the generation of these new optical, 
physical and esthetic conditions, capable of leading to the new stage 
architecture of the electronic era. (Figure 15)

40. Jacques Polieri et al, ”Scenographie 
Nouvelle”, Aujour d´hui, no. 42-43 
(October, 1963), 190-191.

41. Jacques Polieri et al., Jacques Polieri. 
Créateur d´une scénographie moderne 
(Paris: Bibliothèque Nationale de France, 
2002), 63-69.
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Die Schule als offenes Haus: School Building and Leisure Time in 
Switzerland in the 1950s  and 1960s

Marco Di Nallo

abstract
From the post-war period onwards school buildings constituted a great 
training ground for the formation, practice and comparison of Swiss 
architecture. Since the end of the 1950s, after the achievement of square 
classrooms, bilateral lighting, cross ventilation and movable furniture, 
one of the main points of discussion was the integration between school 
and leisure time: pedagogues, sociologists and architects militated all in 
favour of the principle of school as an open house.
The use of school premises by the community at large, for sports events, 
meetings, theatre, hobbies – already frequent in rural localities and in 
other countries – involved social, economical and pedagogical issues. 
The reduction of working hours and the consequent extension of free 
time increased the need of community centres, which were considered 
one of the best ways to prevent the dual peril of modern urban society: the 
isolation of individuals or their annihilation in the anonymous mass.
Due to the lack of space in the cities and to the increase of land prices, 
the creation of leisure facilities for different age ranges was not possible. 
Starting from these premises the foundation Pro Juventute, together 
with the municipality of Zurich, created the concept of a ‘Recreation 
Centre for People of All Ages’. Beyond some independent community 
centres, the idea of recreation facilities integrated in schools began to 
catch on. The school building, while retaining its proper functions, 
could offer ample premises for community purposes and could thus 
become the school not only of the child but also of the whole man. 
Architectural form and urban location of the school conceived as a 
living and active neighbourhood centre should be rethought in new 
ways. Supplementary recreation facilities had not to encroach on school 
functions and vice versa.
Aim of the present paper is to explain how the idea of an open school 
influenced during the 1950s and the 1960s the design of school buildings 
and to show how leisure activities and consequently recreation centres 
are conceived mainly as pedagogical issues.

keywords
school, community centre, recreation centre, pedagogy, playgrounds

introduction
The school, as a public, secular and compulsory institution, is the 
product of our modern democracies established in Nineteenth century. 
Before the industrial society, knowledge was handed down only through 
the different activities of daily life or by the cloth. School building is 
therefore a typically modern and democratic architecture1.

1. For a general overview on school 
architecture see: Anne-Marie Chatelet 
and Marc le Coeur, Architecture Scolaire 
(Paris: Service d’histoire de l’éducation, 
INRP, 2004).
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During the Twentieth century, school architecture did not only respond 
to the requirements of migration, mobility and the evolution of the art of 
building but, in a country like Switzerland that was spared vicissitudes 
of two world wars and characterized by many cultural differences, it 
contrived to express the construction stages and the reconstruction 
of a national architectural identity.  Especially after the Second World 
War, consequently to the demographic growth, school buildings were a 
driving force behind the evolution of Swiss modern architecture, mainly 
thanks to competitions, which in Switzerland are the only way to public 
achievement.
As Bruno Reichlin pointed out in an essay about school buildings, there 
are two beliefs deep-rooted in the Helvetian self-awareness. The first 
one is that Switzerland is a land of education scholars, starting with 
Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi, right down to the 
leading Swiss figures in modern pedagogy, such as Adolphe Ferrière, 
co-founder with Pierre Bovet of the Bureau International d’Education 
in 1925. The second conviction states that the mission of education 
is - even before instruction - to train the moral man. ‘The moral man 
is the main goal of education’ and ‘Aesthetic education is a necessary 
premise to moral education’ writes Alfred Roth in the last part of his 
book dedicated to the new school2. A mission that would be entrusted to 
schools, and the school building would be its most tangible sign3.
The word school derives from Greek σχολη, which originally means ‘leisure, 
spare time’, or rather a time, free from cares and troubles, spent for 
learning, thinking, training the body and the mind: a purpose very close 
to the holistic ideology of Menschenbildung, of unity of life and education 
preached by Pestalozzi and at the base of modern Swiss pedagogy.
During the 1950s and the 1960s, with the reduction of working time 
and the consequent extension of free time, the strong Swiss vocation for 
pedagogy and Pestalozzi’s theories found further positive feedbacks in 
the idea of leisure as a time for forming and moulding one’s personality, 
influencing the idea and the design of schools as cultural, educational 
and community centres.

the school within the neighbourhood and town area
In 1930s the debate on school building was closely linked to that on city 
growth and on design of new neighbourhoods. School was no longer 
an independent object, set in the urban context according to a planning 
principle which enhances its institutional and monumental value as it 
was in the second half of Nineteenth century; it became instead strictly 
related to the neighbourhood. Modern schools were preferably built on 
large green areas, and their external spaces were designed taking into 
account the relationship between the building and the district they had 
to serve, planning playgrounds, accesses and paths4. The school was not 
only the place for education, but it became a focal point for the whole 

2. Alfred Roth, The New School, Das Neue 
Schulhaus, La Nouvelle Ecole (Zurich: 
Girsberger, 1950), 213-215.

3. Bruno Reichlin, “La Provincia 
Pedagogica / The Pedagogic Province”, 
in Enigma Helvetia. Arti, riti e miti 
della Svizzera Moderna, ed. P. Bellasi 
et al.(Milano, Silvana editoriale, 2008), 
229-244.

4. Patrick Mestelan, “La construction 
scolaire des années vingt et trente. 
L’adéquation rationnelle aux nouveaux 
programmes”, in Architecture de la raison, 
La Suisse des années vingt et trente, ed. I. 
Charollais and B. Marchand (Lausanne: 
Presses polytechniques et universitaires 
romandes, 1991), 91-123.
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neighbourhood, also thanks to school premises at community disposal, 
such as the sports hall and field or the library. Even Le Corbusier in 
his Charte d’Athènes wrote: ‘Les nouvelles surfaces vertes doivent servir 
à des buts nettement définis: contenir les jardin d’enfants, les écoles, 
les centres de jeunesse ou tous les bâtiments d’usage communautaire, 
attachés intimement à l’habitation’5.
In Switzerland analytical researches on the nature of school site within 
urban areas and on the length and layout of the way to school were supported 
especially by the foundation in 1943 of the Schweizerische Vereinigung für 
Landesplanung VLP (Swiss Association for National Planning). Without 
these important preliminary measures taken during the 1940s a new 
orientation of school architecture would scarcely have been possible under 
the prevailing economic pressure, and the school building programme 
would not have become an integral part of town planning6.

5. ‘The new green areas must be used 
for clearly defined goals: to contain 
kindergarden, schools, youth centres 
or all the communal facilities, closely 
linked to dwelling’ [my translation]. Le 
Corbusier, La Charte d’Athenes (Paris: 
Plon, 1943), point 37.

6. see This Oberhänsli, Vom „Eselstall“ zum 
Pavillonschulhaus: Volksschulhausbauten 
anhand ausgewählter Luzerner Beispiele 
zwischen 1850 und 1950 (Lucerne: 
Kommissionsverlag Raeber Bücher AG, 
1996), 165.

Figure 1. Town plan of Zurich showing existing and projected schools, published in 1947; Alfred Roth, 
“Schulbauprobleme der Stadt Zürich”, Das Werk, 34, no. 11 (1947), 343-349.
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A central figure in the Swiss school building discussion of that period 
and fundamental for the following developments, was Albert Heinrich 
Steiner, who serves the city of Zurich as the Zurich director of urban 
planning from 1943 until 1957. Steiner situated the school in the larger 
context of urban planning and characterised the notion of types of 
school building according to age along the principle of ‘little houses 
for little children - big houses for big children’. Under his aegis, a total 
of 65 schools, gymnasia and nursery schools were built, planned or 
commissioned, including 25 large new buildings7 (Figure 1).

7. see Werner Oechslin, Albert Heinrich 
Steiner: Architekt - Städtebauer - 
Lehrer (Zurich: Gta Verlag, 2001); and 
Ruedi Weidmann, “Albert H. Steiner, 
Zürcher Stadtbaumeister 1943-1957”, 
in Das städtische Bauamt 1907-1957, ed. 
Daniel Kurz at al. (Zurich, Baudirektion 
Kanton Zürich, Hochbauamt, Kantonale 
Denkmalpflege, 2000), 81-120.

Figure 2. Albert Heinrich Steiner, Development plan for Zurich-Affoltern, 1950 
(Baugeschichtliches Archiv Zürich); schools are sorrounded by large green areas.
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Planning well in advance and reserving generous sites of land for schools 
made possible to design expansive school facilities and sport fields in all 
the newly constructed areas of the post-war period. School buildings 
were conceived amidst larger green areas, connected to greenswards 
free of traffic that extended like fingers into populated areas (Figure 2).
School, with its auditorium and gymnasium made available to private or 
public associations, became a  new neighbourhood centre, sometimes 
linked together with the church, the meeting hall or the shopping 
centre. Every new district had its own centre, with commercial and 
public buildings, among which the school. As Steiner told in 1950 on 
the occasion of a lecture in Stuttgart ‚Es kommt also der Planung der 
Schule im Zusammenhang mit Quartierzentren eine ganz besondere 
Bedeutung zu‘8.
The most part of these new Quartierzentren were not new settlements, 
such as in England or in the Netherlands, but more often they resulted 
from preserving and arranging the former Dorfkern, the core of the 
old village.  Every centre had its own character in order to give to local 
community the possibility to identify itself with its own neighbourhood. 
This program can be seen as an effort to conciliate the principles of 
modern planning and the Swiss village tradition.

the new school in the service of community
Between the two World Wars school building debate and a few projects were 
of primary importance to the development and the diffusion of modern 
culture in Switzerland. However the crucial impulse for modern school 
buildings - not only in Switzerland - came in 1950, after the publication of 
Alfred Roth’s successful trilingual book ‘Das neue Schulhaus - The New 
school - La nouvelle école’9. Periodically re-edited and revised, it represented 
for the following decades an indispensable manual for architects, school 
and political authorities and competition boards.
Alfred Roth and the other protagonists of Swiss modern architecture 
believe in education as an instrument of human and social progress: 
they conceive the school not only as a place where children learn to live 
in society or are trained to the professional activity, but as a place which 
contributes to their creative ability and moral education.
In 1953, three years after the first edition of the book ‘Das neue 
Schulhaus’, Alfred Roth curated the homonymous exhibition at the 
Zurich Kunstgewerbemuseum10 (Figure 3). The highly regarded exhibition 
made the findings of the high modernism the widely held standard for 
Swiss school construction. The Swiss schools shown at the exhibition 
did indeed fulfil all the architectural requirements for hygiene, use of 
light and care in construction that could be asked to a modern school. 
Moreover the exhibition was connected with the Fifth International 
Congress for School Construction and Open-Air Education, organized 
by the foundation Pro Juventute, a knowledgeable, well-financed, 

8. Albert Heinrich Steiner, “Zürich plant 
und baut Schulen”, typescript, p. 7, 
Schulbautagung Stuttgart 1950, ETH 
Zurich, gta Archives, bequest Albert 
Heinrich Steiner.

9. Alfred Roth (1903-1998) was not only 
one of the main Swiss modern architect, 
but also the most important editor on 
architecture and on school building 
in particular. His diverse connections 
abroad - he taught at Washington 
University in St. Louis between 1949 and 
1953 and was president of the school 
building comitee of the International 
Architect’s Union UIA - made Roth the 
leading connoisseur of the international 
school building discussion. In 1943 he 
was appointed editor-in-chief of the 
leading Swiss architectural magazine Das 
Werk, and June 1943 saw the journal’s 
first issue on school buildings, which was 
to be succeeded by many more during 
the Roth era. Roth himself built different 
schools in Berkeley, Zurich and Skopje. 
See: Stanislaus von Moos, Alfred Roth: 
Architect of Continuity (Zurich: Waser, 
1995). The book Das neue Schulhaus 
- The New school - La nouvelle école 
was edited four times, in 1950, 1957, 
1961, 1966. Whereas the first edition 
presented 21 examples (including seven 
in Switzerland), the last one contains no 
less than 36 (with nine Swiss examples). 
Theoretical chapters which precedes the 
examples are only partially re-examined 
and brought up to date.

10. The exhibition resumed matters still 
raised in 1932 with the exhibition ‘Der 
Neue Schulbau’, always set up at the 
Zurich Kunstgewerbemuseum. This 
exhibition, which could be considered the 
outstanding event in the school-building 
debate between the two wars, was 
conceived by an interdisciplinary group 
headed by architects and art historians 
who were also active in the Swiss CIAM 
group: Max Ernst Haefeli, Werner Max 
Moser, Emil Roth, Rudolf Steiger, Georg 
Schmidt and Sigfried Giedion. The 
educationalist Willi Schohaus and the 
hygenist Willi von Gonzenbach were 
also involved. The enacted propaganda 
aimed to set the traditional massive 
school constructions of the Nineteeth, 
the so called Schulkaserne, against the 
modern pavilion schools, proportioned 
to children, with square classrooms, 
bilateral lighting, cross ventilation. See: 
Bruno Maurer, “Befreites lernen – Le 
débat suisse sur l’architecture scolaire 
(1930-1950)”, in L’école de plein air. Une 
expérience pédagogique et architecturale 
dans l’Europe du XXe siècle, ed. A.M. 
Chatelet et al (Paris: Edition Recherches, 
2003), 190-210; Bruno Maurer, «’Die 
Revolution hat nicht stattgefunden in 
der Erziehung’ - Werner M. Moser und 
die ‘Erziehung zur Architektur’», in 
Haefeli Moser Steiger, Die Architekten der 
Schweizer Moderne, ed. S. Hildebrand et 
al. (Zurich: Gta Verlag, 2007), 116-141.
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private organization dedicated to all aspects of the welfare of youth11. 
School construction was treated as an interdisciplinary problem and 
not only architects were involved in the congress but even pedagogues, 
hygienists and doctors.
One of the speeches of the congress’ seventh day was entitled ‘Das 
Schulhaus als kulturelles Zentrum’ and was delivered by Gustav 
Mugglin, member of Pro Juventute. The hearth of the matter was the 
relationship between school buildings and free time: Mugglin suggested 
that the school should be a Freizeitanimator, stressing the educational 
value of leisure time and the idea of the school as neutrales Zentrum 
for people of all ages and with different political or religious ideals12. A 
paper by Gustav Mugglin entitled ‘Das Schulhaus als “offenes Haus”’ 
comes out also in the catalogue of the exhibition curated by Roth13. Its 
content would have been recovered and developed especially at the end 
of the 1950s, when the idea of the school as an open house will become 
a sort of propagandistic slogan. Mugglin provided to his cause not only 
theoretical reasons, but also accurate recommendations on design, 
listing which public facilities a new school should hold and how they 

11. The congress was held from 27th 
August to 6th September always at the 
Zurich Kunstgewerbemuseum. Congress 
documents and proceedings are partially 
held in gta Archives, bequest Alfred 
Roth.

12. Gustav Mugglin, Das Schulhaus 
als kulturelles Zentrum, typescript of 
the congress’ speech. Eth Zurich, Gta 
Archives, Bequest Alfred Roth.

13. Gustav Mugglin, “Das Schulhaus 
als ‘offenes Haus’”, in Das neue 
Schulhaus (catalogue of the exhibition, 
Kunstgewerbemuseum Zurich, 29. 
August bis 11. Oktober 1953), 62-65.

Figure 3. Das Neue Schulhaus exhibition, Zurich Kunstgewerbemuseum, 1953 (gta Archiv, bequest Alfred Roth). 
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should be designed, such as craft workshops, the community house, the 
public library, the space for exhibitions, the music room and the gym 
hall. He suggested even smart architectural solutions that would have 
permitted a versatile use of some spaces: for example two classrooms 
separated by a folding wall could formed a big meeting room; the 
entrance hall and the staircase could have formed a spacious screening 
room, or together with other distribution spaces could have been used 
for exhibitions. According to Mugglin school premises should not be 
used only by clubs or associations, but they should be open to everybody 
and promote the sense of community.
Although at the beginning of the 1950s and on the occasions of Roth’s 
exhibition, the Swiss school-building debate was well-advanced, in 
international comparison, programmatic matters like leisure activities 
for pupils, lunches and event halls were not yet really widespread in 
Switzerland: encouraging a community spirit at the school and making 
the school a kind of small civic centre was a very clear tendency in 
England and in the United States14.
‘Also in our country it must be given an increased attention’ to the 
problem, recommended Alfred Roth on the pages of the review Das 

14. See: Cecile George Stillman, 
“Tendenzen des englischen Schulbaus”, 
Das Werk, 34, no. 4 (1947), 112-118; Alfred 
Roth, “ Bemerkungen zum modernen 
Schulbau in den Vereinigten Staaten”, Das 
Werk, 37, no. 10 (1950), 294-298; Alfred 
Roth, “Neues vom englischen Schulbau”, 
Das Werk, 39, no. 52 (1952), 74-76.

Figure 4. ‘Aktuelle Schulhausfrage’, leading article 
published on Das Werk, 41, no. 3 (1954), 73. 

Figure 5. Project for a small school near Zurich by Jacques 
Schader, general perspective of the lay-out: instead of 
being distributed by a corridor system, rooms are grouped 
together around the central community hall.
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Werk15. On the issue of March 1954, dedicated to the ‘Present-Day 
Problems of School Construction’, beyond technical questions, such as 
bilateral lighting, cross ventilation, movable furniture, the attention is 
turned to the communal use of school building16. To illustrate his leading 
article, Alfred Roth, at that time chief editor, chose a very significant 
project: the competition project for a small school near Zurich by 
Jacques Schader (Figure 4). On the perspective section of the project the 
attention is turned to the central hall, crowded of people watching a 
show, more than to classrooms: recovering the Scandinavian model 
of aula-school, this central space was conceived as multipurpose space, 
used as entrance hall, play hall, assembly hall and for stage and film 
shows, becoming not only spatially the centre of the building but even 
meeting point for the community17 (Figure 5). Although the project was 
judged as inadequate for the nature of a primary school, it had a great 
influence in the following years and its kind of layout became prevalent 
especially at the end of the decade18.

15. Alfred Roth, “Aktuelle Schulhausfrage”, 
Das Werk, 41, no. 3 (1954), 73.

16. Ibidem.

17. Jacques Schader, “Projekt für ein 
Kleinschulhaus bei Zürich”, in Bauen + 
Wohnen, no. 2 (April 1953), 80-81.

18. The influence of Schader’s projekt is 
well understandable looking, for example, 
at the evolution of the Geisendorf school 
project (1952-56) by George Brera 
and Paul Waltenspühl. Between the 
competition project and the built project, 
Brera and Waltenspühl added on the core 
of the building a space very similar to the 
one of Schader’ projekt; the character 
is very near, the only difference is that 
in Geisendorf school it is outdoor. see 
“Groupe scolaire dans le Parc Geisendorf 
à Genève”, Das Werk, 39, no. 10 (1952), 
326; “École primaire du Parc Geisendorf 
à Genève”, Das Werk, 44, no. 3 (1957), 
268-271.

Figure 6. Walter H. Schaad, Emil Jauch, Matt school in Hergiswil, Lucerne, 1952-54; 
groundfloor plan and cross-section.  
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As the project of Schader demonstrates, times were not yet ready to a 
more mixed and free use. However during the 1950s every competition 
disclosed new progress in terms of school premises. Increasingly 
attention was paid to the design of communal facilities always trying 
to guarantee a right division between public and private and between 
teaching and leisure activities: most often the auditorium, the 
gymnasium and the workshops were placed on two different levels, 
such as in the Matt primary school in Hergiswil (1952-54) by Walter 
H. Schaad and Emil Jauch (Figure 6), or in a separate wing or in an 
independent building, such as in the Letzi secondary school in Zurich 
(1955-56) by Ernst Gisel19 (Figure 7-8).

from playgrounds to recreation centres: pro juventute 
as catalyst of  freizeitgestaltung
Free time was long since a subject of public interest:  spare time became 
a social and political problem at first with the reduction of working hours 
for children and then with the introduction of the eight hours working 
day. The Foundation Pro Juventute soon devoted itself to the problem 
of spare time for young generations, become more and more urgent in 
modern urban societies, and during the 1950s it played a prominent 
role on this topic.
In 1953 another topic of the Zurich congress and exhibition was that of 
playgrounds. On the third day of the congress Alfred Trachsel, architect 

19. “Schulhaus ‘Matt’ in Hergiswil am 
See”, Das Werk, 42, no. 3 (1955), 69-
76; “Schulhaus Matt in Hergiswil am 
See”, Schweizerische Bauzeitung, 73, 
no. 5 (1955), 59-62. “Sekundarschule 
‘Letzigraben’ in Zürich”, Das Werk, 41, 
no. 3 (1954), 90; “ Sekundarschulhaus 
Letzi in Zürich-Albisrieden”, Das Werk, 
45, no. 5 (1958), 151-159.

Figure 7. Ernst Gisel, Letzi school, Zurich, 1955-56; groundfloor plan: in the centre, 
the music room; right, the special rooms wing with two gymnastic halls.  
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at the Zurich building department, delivered a speech on Modern 
Playgrounds, and his playground Sonnengarten, built in 1952 by himself 
and by other volunteers in the Triemli estate in Zurich, was displayed at 
the exhibition20. From this occasion on a working party (composed by 
Alfred Trachsel, the Pro Juventute secretary-general Alfred Ledermann, 
the editor Edwin Arnet and the local education director Gottlieb Lehner) 
banded together in Zurich with the objective of creating adventure-
playgrounds for the city21.
The matter of playgrounds, which could be wrongly considered 
secondary to the problem of leisure, is instead of primary importance 
for the evolution of the concept of recreation centre for people of all 
ages22.
In 1954, thanks to the sponsoring by Pro Juventute, the first municipal 
Robinson-playground was opened in Zurich-Wipkingen, situated on the 
Limmat river, apart from traffic and noise. This playground embodied a 
new concept in use of leisure time, aimed at awaking the creative talent 
in children and adolescents, by substituting passive-play apparatus 
with active working materials such as wood, clay, paper and tools. It 
was soon evident to playground supervisors that the regular users of 
the Wipkingen playground were not only children, but also parents and 
young adults. This revealed directly and naturally that among all ages 
there was an unfilled need for leisure-time facilities of a creative nature23 
(Figure 9). In 1957 Pro Juventute, cooperating with other organizations 
sponsoring more conventional recreation centres, equipped the 
Wipkingen playground also with playrooms, club rooms, workshops 

20. Alfred Trachsel was one of the 
main character of the Swiss debate on 
playgrounds and recreation centres; Since 
the end of the 1940s he began to take an 
interest and to be involved in playgrounds 
for children, encouraged especially from 
the Scandinavian model. In 1952 he 
personally designed and built a children 
playground for the housing association 
in Zurich-Triemli, where he lived with 
his family. On Sonnengarten playground 
see: Alfred Trachsel, “Kinderspielplatz 
Bergwiesen der Baugenossenschaft 
Sonnengarten im Triemli, Zürich”, 
Schweizerische Bauzeitung, 70, no. 37 
(1952), 536-538.

21. See: Alfred Trachsel, “Kinderspielplätze”, 
Das Wohnen, 29, no. 1 (1954), 8-11.

22. Also Sigfried Giedion on his essay 
“The Humanization of Urban Life”, 
wrote in 1951, remarked the importance 
of playgrounds within the city, holding 
as a model those designed by Aldo 
Van Eyck in Amsterdam. ‘The careful 
design of their layout has transformed 
useless pieces of waste ground into 
active urban elements’, Sigfried Giedion, 
“The Humanization of Urban Life”, in 
Architecture You and Me, ed. S. Giedion 
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard 
University Press, 1958), 122-130.

23. See: Alfred Ledermann and Alfred Trachsel, 
Spielplatz und Gemeinschaftszentrum 
(Teufen: Niggli, 1959). See also: Eugene 
D. Sternberg and Barbara E. Sternberg, 
Community Centers and Student Unions 
(New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1971).

Figure 8. Ernst Gisel, Letzi school, Zurich, 1955-56. Model 
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and libraries, turning it in the first recreation-centre for all age groups 
born in Switzerland24 (Figure 10). From this experiment onwards, a new 
program was developed in order to create a network of recreation centres 
throughout the city25.

24. See: Hans Troesch, “Robinson-
Spielplatz Wipkingen in Zürich”, Das 
Werk, 46, no. 7 (1959), 234-235.

25. See: Alfred Trachsel, “Vom Spielplatz 
zum Freizeitzentrum”, Das Werk, 46, no. 
7 (1959), 229-233.

Figure 9. Cover of the book by Alfred Ledermann and Alfred Trachsel on playgrounds 
and recreation centres. 

Figure 10. Hans Troesch, Robinson-playground Wipkingen in Zurich, 1954-57; 
toddler’s pool and plan.
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Since then, there was a systematic joint effort of voluntary and municipal 
agencies in Zurich to provide recreation-centres for every district in the 
city; between 1956 and 1958 other recreation centres were opened in 
Zurich-Buchegg, Leimbach, Riesbach, Wollishofen26 (Figure 11). The 
management and maintenance of recreation centres was assigned to 
the foundation Pro Juventute, which conducted also training courses 
for supervisors27. Two-third of the yearly expenses were covered by 
financial contribution of the city of Zurich; Pro Juventute, benefactors 
and voluntary assistants also contributed with considerable means.

the problem of leisure time and its organization
At the end of the 1950s the problem of leisure time became more and 
more preeminent and the debate on the five-days week was very lively. 
In 1958 Swiss citizens approved the reduction of working time from 
48 to 44 hours: with the reduction of the working week from six to five 
days, already adopted after the Second World War to economize energy, 
also Switzerland went toward the formula of the ‘three eights’: eight 
hours of work, eight hours of sleep, eight hours of leisure28.
In that period also a new kind of business, based on leisure began to 
catch on: most often on newspapers came out advertisements about 
weekend trips - ‘Friday, departure from Zurich at 6.00 pm, all inclusive, 
to Vienna, Rome or other attractive places. Return on Sunday, scheduled 
time of arrival 0.00’ - and behind shop windows there was always the 
last find as regards hobbies. ‘”The know-how to give sense to our life” - 
was sold - in a box complete with all instruction book’ wrote polemically 

26. “Freizeitzentrum Buchegg in Zürich”, 
Das Werk, 46, no. 7 (1959), 236-240.

27. The staff of recreation centres were 
composed of leaders trained and selected 
by Pro Juventute, and of voluntary 
collaborators living in the neighborhood, 
which increased considerably the 
efficiency and capacity of the centre: A 
timetable of activities was published 
periodically, in order to indicate opening 
hours and special courses with a limited 
number of participant. Alfred Trachsel, 
Recreation-centres of Zurich (Zurich: Pro 
Juventute, 1971).

28. See: Paul Kaufman, Vierzigstundenwoche 
in der Schweiz? ein anschaulich-
theoret. Beitrag zur Geschichte und zur 
Problematik der Arbeitszeitverkürzung in 
der Schweiz (Zurich: Polygraph Verlag, 
1960). For an overview on the evolution 
of working time in Switzerland see the 
‘Historisches Lexicon der Schweiz’, 
http://www.hls-dhs-dss.ch/index.php, 
under the heading ‚Arbeitszeit‘.

Figure 11. Hans Litz, Fritz Schwarz, recreation centre Buchegg; plan: 1. children’s 
village; 2. playground; 3. workshops; 4. theatre; 5. community hall; 6. wc; 7. 
playground for little children; 8. park; 9. gymnastic equipment; 10. ‘traffic school’.
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Gustav Mugglin on the pages of the monthly magazine of  Pro 
Juventute29 (Figure 12). What was for the merchant a way to earn money, 
was for the pedagogue, the sociologist and the politician the worry that 
leisure could became a vacuum: ‘A vacuum is the prelude to danger’30. 
According to them the new spare time should serve the culture in a wide 
sense, contributing to  the spiritual education and to the training of the 
body and the mind.

Through the press and the radio, every political, religious and sports 
associations took part on the Freizeitgestaltung debate, not least architects 
and urban planners, who had to envisage the provision of playgrounds 
and leisure centres within the city: ‘Anlagen für Spiel, Freizeitgestaltung 
und Erholung sind im gesunden Stadtorganismus so nötig wie Straßen, 
Parkplätze und Garagen, wie Stadien und Unterhaltungsstätten’, 
recommended Alfred Trachsel on the review Das Werk31. The recreation 
centre, often combined with other public buildings, substituted the old 
village well, where people usually went to talk, to watch and to be seen.
The former experiences in Zurich showed that it would be desirable 
to set up rather a great number of smaller recreation centres in each 
residential district than only a big one. Aim of the city of Zurich was to 
provide a leisure-centre within one kilometre radius, in order that every 
citizen could reach the centre within a fifteen minutes walking (Figure 
13). Differently from the much more extensive youth and community 
centres that have been realized in America and Germany, in Swiss 
recreation centres, as in so much else, ‘the determining factor is the 
idea of decentralization, with a view to investing these centres with an 
intimate family character’ as told by Albert Heinrich Steiner on the 
occasion of a series of lecture held at the University College of London 
in 196032. It is thanks to the far-seeing planning of Albert Heinrich 
Steiner and its generous green areas that in Zurich the program for a 
network of recreation centres could be easily developed: it was just the 
great availability of free areas, often nearby a school building, which 
allowed indeed to plan a good/an efficient distribution of recreation 

29. Gustav Mugglin, “Freizeit?”, Pro 
Juventute, Schweizerische Monatschrift für 
Jugendhilfe, 42, no. 1/2 (1961), 4-11.

30. Hans Fischli, booklet of the Thirteenth 
Triennial of Milan dedicated to leisure. 
Triennale Archives, documents on the 
Thirteenth Triennial of Milan, 1964.

31. ‘In healthy urban context, areas for 
play, leisure and rest are necessary as 
much as streets, parking, garage, as 
stadiums and entertainment places’ 
[my translation]. Alfred Trachsel, “Vom 
Spielplatz zum Freizeitzentrum”, Das 
Werk, 46, no. 7 (1959), 229.

32. Albert Heinrich Steiner, “Civic 
Architecture - Swiss Conditions and 
Buildings”, typescript, first of two lectures 
held the University College of London on 
9th and 10th March 1960, Eth Zurich, 
gta Archives, bequest Albert Heinrich 
Steiner.

Figure 12. Satirical drawing illustrating a trader selling ‘leisure’; published on Pro 
Juventute, Schweizerische Monatschrift für Jugendhilfe, 42, no. 1/2 (1961).
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centres within the city. According to Steiner ‘The delight taken by young 
and old alike in such centres proves that the modest architectural scale 
of these centres is admirably suited to the mentality of the people’33.
Although Swiss architects too devoted a good deal of attention to 
extensive complexes, large-scale concentrations of any kind were often 
deliberately avoided. The federal structure of the state in Switzerland 
became perceptible also in the small scale on which things were 
organized.

33. Ibidem.

Figure 13. Town plan of Zurich showing existing and projected recreation centres, 
1970; Alfred Trachsel, Recreation-centres of Zurich (Zurich: Pro Juventute, 1971).
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school as a recreation centre
Behind the idea of the recreation centre for all stages of age there were not 
only social and pedagogical reasons, but also urban and economic issues34. 
Due to the increasing lack of space in urban areas and consequently to 
the increase of land prices, creating leisure facilities for different age 
ranges or different activities was not possible. Also for these reasons a 
policy decision was made to combine leisure-time centres with other 
facilities such as parks, swimming pools, sports grounds, playgrounds, 
and theatres. Many school areas already included a large part of these 
facilities which could be used likewise for school and for leisure activities. 
The potential addition of few facilities would have turned the school into 
an ideal recreation centre, leading also to a valuable dividend in the form 
of a much closer contact between schools and parents.
On March 1960, the Swiss review Das Werk dedicated an entire issue to 
the topic “School and Leisure Time”, militating in favour of the principle 
of school as an open house, already presented by Gustav Mugglin in 
1953: a school conceived not only for children education, but also as 
a recreation centre, for sports events, meetings, theatre, hobbies35 
(Figure 14). Consequently architectural form and urban location of the 
school conceived as a living and active neighbourhood centre should be 
rethought in new ways.
Although school buildings were part of the community centre long 
since, the use of their premises by the community at large still met 
opposition at that time. In 1960 the regulation of the city of Zurich still 
forbade the use of school rooms and playgrounds for activities different 
from teaching; even outside school time only the municipality had the 
power, after the advice of the school headship, to allow its use under 
determinate conditions of safety36.
The debate dealt both with functional and ethical issues: not only leisure 
activities had not to encroach on school functions and vice versa, they 
also should not to have a bad influence on younger generations. For 
instance, the use of the gym hall for parties casted doubts not only 
upon supervisory control, cleaning, and ventilation, which should be 
supplemented due to smoking, but also upon the fact that during these 
events alcohol was consumed within a school. Moreover, another risk 
which concerned especially education scholars, was the fact that the 
more municipality and institutions cared about children’s play time the 
higher was the chance that parents could escape their educational task. 
This worry was another reason in favour to the idea of the school as a 
place available for children and adults at the same time.
According to these functional and pedagogical needs, new design 
solutions were conceived to combine leisure and educational activities, 
designing both extensions of existing schools and completely new 
school buildings equipped with recreational facilities for the entire 
community. A particular declination of the former case was the study 

34. Gustav Mugglin, “Zeitgemässe 
Freizeiteinrichtungen - eine Aufgabe für 
Stadt und Land”, Das Werk, 47, no. 3 
(1960), 78.

35. Das Werk, 47, no. 3 (1960).

36. Adolf Wasserfallen, “Die Schule als 
Zentrum des Stadquartiers”, Das Werk, 
47, no. 3 (1960) 73-76.
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for a standard type of recreation centre, designed by the Zurich building 
department together with architect Benedikt Huber, at that time chief 
editor of the review Das Werk. The project, published on Werk in 1960, 
was conceived as an independent pavilion so that rooms dedicated to 
leisure could be used also during school hours, without encroaching 
on school activities.  The building was organized on a square layout 
composed by an L-shaped volume, articulated by three squared units, 
and a semi-open courtyard on the corner as a sort of amphitheatre. On 
the basement were located workshops and service areas; on the first 
floor the three different units were designed for a small clubroom with 
a kitchenette, a bigger clubroom with a stage and at last an open library 
and the supervisor’s office37 (Figure 15-16).
The project, due to its compactness, could be easily located within 
school areas, however for unclear reasons it was never translated to 
reality. The first recreation centre conceived as extension of an existing 
school building was the Falletsche school in Zurich-Leimbach, designed 
by Oskar Bitterli (Figure 17). In 1958, a percentage of funds for the second 
construction step was set aside for recreation facilities38. To the primary 
school wing, already built in 1952, was added a secondary school 
building composed by eight classrooms and a separate wing for leisure 
activities opened to the community at large. The recreation centre, built 
in 1963, was linked to the main building by a roofed recreation hall and 
directly linked to the gym hall (Figure 18). The centre was managed, as all 

37. Das Werk, 47, no. 3 (1960) 74, fig. 2-6.

38. Tredicesima Triennale di Milano. 
Tempo libero: esposizione internazionale 
delle arti decorative e industriali moderne 
e dell’architettura moderna. Palazzo 
dell’Arte al Parco, Milano, 12 giugno-27 
settembre 1964, (Milano: Arti Grafiche 
Crespi, 1964), 120.

Figure 14. Cover of the number 
of Das Werk dedicated to 
school and leisure; Das Werk, 
47, no. 3 (1960).
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the others, by Pro Juventute. An independent entrance allowed a proper 
separation between educational and leisure activities. On the ground 
floor were located the double height school auditorium, dimensioned 
for 250 people and equipped with a stage, the foyer and a clubroom with 
kitchenette. A sliding wall divided the auditorium from the foyer, which 
could be used as an extension of the former. On the upper floor there was 
an open library for children and adults. On the basement were located 
wood and metal workshops, used both for teaching and for leisure, and a 
117 mq multipurpose room; at this level the recreation centre was linked 
with the gym hall39 (Figure 19). Even though the Falletsche school did not 
present particular innovation features, from a spatial point of view it 
was the first example in which the concept of open school, supported by 
Pro Juventute and by modern architects since 1953, became real.
School rooms used for leisure activities were often conceived also as 
supplementary to a main recreation centre, such as the Neubühl school 
by Walter Custer, designed as a supplementary centre of the far away 
recreation centre Wollishofen, near the lake: a big workshop for all 
sort of handicraft, a small workshop and some service rooms on the 
basement of the school were used as work spaces for the primary school, 
as teaching room for the internship year, and as leisure workshop for 
the neighbourhood inhabitants in the evening and during the weekend, 
always under the management of Pro Juventute40 (Figure 20).
On the 20th of January 1963 the citizens of Zurich took a vote on 
recreation centres and confirmed the public interest attached to leisure 
by ratifying an overall plan for the creation of more than 20 leisure 

39. “Sekundarschulhaus-Anlage Falletsche” 
in Zürich-Leimbach (II. Etappe), 
Schweizerische Bauzeitung, 81, no. 27 
(1963), 492-493. The school has been 
recently restored and the recreation 
centre wing has been replaced with 
a new building by Rolf Mühlethaler; 
“Metamorphose: Erweiterung Schulanlage 
Falletsche in Zürich-Leimbach von Rolf 
Mühlethaler“, Werk, Bauen + Wohnen, 
94, no. 5 (2007), 28-35.

40. Walter Custer, “Primarschulhaus 
und Kindergarten Neubühl in Zürich-
Wollishofen”, 48, no. 3 (1961), 79-81.

Figure 15. Benedikt Huber and the Zurich building 
department, project for a recreation centre 
completing existing school buildings; site plan, 
cross-section and plan.
Figure 16. Benedikt Huber and the Zurich building 
department, project for a recreation centre 
completing existing school buildings; model.
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Figure 17. Oskar Bitterli, Falletsche school, Zurich-Leimbach, 1951-52 I building step, 1963 II step;  on the left the 
recreation centre wing, on the right the school building.

Figure 18. Oskar Bitterli, Falletsche school, Zurich-Leimbach; site plan.
Figure 19. Oskar Bitterli, Falletsche school, Zurich-Leimbach; plans of the recreation centre wing.
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Figure 20. Walter Custer, Neubühl school, Zurich, 1961; supplementary centre of the far away recreation centre Wollishofen 
near the lake: 1. big workshop for all sort of handicraft; 2. small workshops; 3. arrangements; 4. warehouse.

Figure 21. Alfred Roth, 
preliminary project for the 
second building step of the 
Riedhof school in Zurich-
Höngg, comprising secondary 
school and recreation centre, 
1963; recreation centre plan.
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grounds of which 13 are already in operation. Approximately one-third 
of the realized or planned recreation centres were combined or linked 
to a school buildings41. Since the beginning of the 1960s, beyond the 
extension of existing schools such as in Leimbach, new school buildings 
were more and more often designed as a combination of teaching and 
leisure activities, sometimes with multifunctional spaces, sometimes 
with a complete and larger recreation centre, such as the one designed 
by Alfred Roth for the never built second building step of the famous 
Riedhof school (Figure 21-22), or the primary school and recreation centre 
Loogarten in Zurich Altstetten42 (Figure 23-24).
Another main task of the city of Zurich, strictly linked both with leisure 
and education, was that of swimming pools. In the postwar period the 
demand for public baths usable all the year round, as supplement of the 
17 existing beach baths, open-air swimming pools and free swimming 
areas, became ever urgent also for the acknowledged benefits of 
swimming for the health of young and elderly people43.

41. Alfred Trachsel, “Report on the State 
of the Recreation-Centers of Zurich”, in 
Recreation-centres of Zurich, ed. Alfred 
Trachsel (Zurich: Pro Juventute, 1971) 3-4.

42. Das Werk, 47, no. 3 (1960) 75, fig. 
9-11; Das Werk, 63, no. 7/8 (1976) 474-
478; Alfred Trachsel, Recreation-centres 
of Zurich (Zurich: Pro Juventute, 1971), 
12-13.

43. In 1969 the city of Zurich developed 
a new plan for public indoor swimming 
pools, which counted three type of 
facilities with different capacity and 
pool size: Normalhallenbäder, for 
about 80,000 - 100,000 people, 
Kleinhallenbäder, for 10,000 till 30,000 
people, and Schulschwimmanlage. 
Auszug aus dem Protokoll des Stadtrates 
von Zürich vom 25. September 1969: 
Erstellung des Kleinhallenbades und 
der Turnhalle Bungertwies, Quartier 
Hottingen. Eth Zurich, gta Archives, 
bequest Haefeli Moser Steiger, Schulhaus 
Bungertwies, 100-0319.

Figure 22. Alfred Roth, preliminary project for the Riedhof school in Zurich-Höngg; model, on the right the recreation centre. 
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Once more the determining factor was the concept of decentralization. The 
Kleinhallenbad of middle-size represents a well-made combination between 
a public indoor swimming pool and a school swimming pool, offering both 
the opportunity to every district to have its nearby swimming pool and the 
possibility to the nearest schools to use it during the school hours. During 
the 1960s different school buildings were designed in combination with 
an indoor swimming pool. The first example of this type was the complex 
Bungertwies, commissioned in 1961 and finished in 1973, designed by the 
Swiss trio Haefeli, Moser, Steiger44. The complex, situated on a sloping 
ground, is composed by three volumes: the indoor swimming pool, the 

44. Even though Werner Max Moser - 
together with Alfred Roth - was the main 
character of the Swiss school building 
debate since the 1930s, Bungertwies 
school was his first and last school 
building project to be built. See: Brunhild 
Hammer, Kleinhallenbad und Schulhaus 
Bungertwies Zürich-Hottingen (Zurich: 
Hochbauamt der Stadt Zürich, 1975). 
Sonja Hildebrand et al., Haefeli Moser 
Steiger – Die Architekten der Schweizer 
Moderne (Zurich: Gta Verlag, 2007), 
429-432. 

45. In 1973 it was open 82 hours per 
week, about one-half for free swimming 
and one-half for teaching activities and 
sport associations: during the morning 
it was reserved for schools and in the 
afternoon, after 5:00 p.m. and during the 
weekend it was shared by associations 
and free swimming. “Kleinhallenbad 
und Schulhaus Bungertwies in Zürich-
Hottingen”, Schweizerische Bauzeitung, 
94, no. 48 (1973), 1171-1173. According 
to the first project the complex should 
comprised also a recreation centre which 
was subsequently removed due to a 
funding cut. Nevertheless on the basement 
of the school were located rooms for 
leisure activities, such as workshops for 
every sort of handcraft, an auditorium for 
100 people, and a small library. Moreover 
the central hall was conceived as a 
multipurpose hall, useable for meetings, 
events, and exhibitions; Eth Zurich, gta 
Archives, bequest Haefeli Moser Steiger, 
Schulhaus Bungertwies, 100-0319.

Figure 23. Joachim Naef, Ernst and Gottlieb Studer, Loogarten primary school and recreation centre, 1969-
75; entrance level plan, A. school building; B. gymnasium; C. recreation centre.

Figure 24. Joachim Naef, Ernst and Gottlieb Studer, Loogarten primary school and 
recreation centre, 1969-75; view from the courtyard.
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gym hall partially sunken into the ground, and the school, everyone with 
its own entrance and linked together at the bottom level (Figure 25). The 
swimming pool, with an 8 x 25 meters basin, serves not only the annex 
school, but the entire school district of Zürichberg including 46 classes, 
and is open even to the community district45 (Figure 26).
As already said the idea of a multipurpose use of school buildings was 
not new. Since many decades especially in rural localities school served 
as community centre, but its great importance came not until then, 
when the task of Menschenbildung, in the meaning of Pestalozzi, was 
threatened by the dual peril of modern urban society: the isolation of 
individuals or their annihilation in the anonymous mass.

conclusion
The good balance between individual and collective spheres is a 
constant ambition of the Swiss Confederacy. Beyond the usual rights 
granted by any democratic constitution, as for instance the election of 
representatives in community, region and federation, the individual 
has preserved in Switzerland a greater influence on matters of public 
concern than anywhere else46. This sociopolitical structure affects also 
architecture and planning and their design scale. As we have seen the 
determining factor of Swiss architecture is the idea of decentralization, 
and its intimate family character47. Public buildings such as schools and 
recreation centres are capillary arranged within urban areas.
The concept of decentralization, typical of the legacy of ideas of that period, 
was brought to the limit of utopia in the thought of Walter Förderer. In 

46. ‘The  Swiss is very frequently called 
upon to exercise his vote. He elects 
church officials, judges of the lower 
courts, the primary teacher of his 
children, etc. The “souverain”, as the 
people is called officially, controls directly 
every larger investment of the community 
and canton. In Zurich, for instance, every 
expenditure of public means exceeding 
50,000 francs must be submitted to 
vote’. Sigfried Giedion, “Switzerland or 
the Forming of an Idea”, in Switzerland 
Builds, ed. G. E. Kidder Smith (New York, 
Stockholm: Albert Bonnier, 1950) 11-17.

47. These were its value and its 
limit, as Max Frisch reported in his 
penetrating essay Cum grano salis ‘Die 
schweizerische Architektur hat fast überall 
etwas Niedliches, etwas Putziges, etwas 
Nippzeughaftes, etwas von der Art, als 
möchte die ganze Schweiz (außer wenn sie 
Staumauern baut) ein Kindergarten sein’. 
Max Frisch, “Cum grano salis: eine kleine 
Glosse zur schweizerischen Architektur”, 
Das Werk, 40, no. 10 (1953), 325-329.

Figure 25. Max Ernst Haefeli, Werner Max Moser, Rudolf 
Steiger, Bungertwies complex, 1970-73;  site plan: 1. main 
entrance; 2. swimming pool entrance; 3. school entrance; 4. 
nursery school entrance; 5. service entrance; 6. swimming 
pool; 7. school; 8. nursery school; 9. gym hall with flat roof 
as recreation ground; 10. recreation and gym ground; 11. 
sport field; 12. plazground; 13. playground nursery school; 14. 
Rudolf -Zollinger monument; 15. robinson-playground. 
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an interview entitled ‘Dezentralisation der Schule?’, published on Das 
Werk in 1965, Förderer overreached the idea of offenen Schule, suggesting 
a complete integration and interpenetration of functions and spaces: 
‘Ich meine, daß auch Wohnungen, vielleicht Läden und vor allem 
kleingewerbliche Werkstätten in den Schulkomplex integriert werden 
sollen - oder besser gesagt: daß die Schulräume in Überbauungen 
mit Wohnungen und kleingewerbe dezentralisiert eingefügt werden’; 
and below: ‘die Dezentralisation der Schule, folgerichtig aus den 
Gegebenheiten entwickelt, würde demgegenüber die diversen 
Formalismen überwinden und zur gesunden Entfaltung von wirklichem 
Leben auch in den kommenden Neubauquartieren beitragen’48.
Förderer’s idea is quasi a literal transposition in architecture of the 
philosophy of Pestalozzi, who regarded the influence of the home and 
of family life as the main educational factors, and considered the school 
as their continuation and expansion.

48. ‘I mean that also housing, maybe 
shops and small commercial workshops, 
should be integrated within school 
complex - or rather: that school spaces 
integrated with housing and little stores 
should be decentalized together’ and 
below ‘the decentralization of schools,  
as a consequence of these conditions, 
would overcome the different formalisms 
and would contribute to the healthy 
development of real life also in new 
neighbourhoods under construction’ 
[my translation]. Walter Förderer, 
“Dezentralisation der Schule?”, Das 
Werk, 52, no. 9 (1965), 311-312.

Figure 26. Max Ernst Haefeli, Werner Max Moser, Rudolf Steiger, Bungertwies complex, 
1970-73; swimming pool.
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In the long Swiss pedagocic tradition, even to leisure was assigned an 
educational role: recreation activities too contributed to form the Swiss 
citizen. A lively community life is at the base of the cultural life which 
every democracy should aim to, and modern architects had the firm 
intention to design spaces for leisure which could promote cooperation 
between different associations and adults and young people, even if they 
were not part or did not want to be part of any associations.
In 1964, at the thirteenth Triennial of Milan, dedicated to leisure, Hans Fischli 
was responsible for the Swiss section49. He personally conceived the concept, 
the exhibition, the art works displayed and the drafting of textes. The Swiss 
section was divided into two parts. In the former a small exhibition showed 
the exemplary activities of recreation centres in Zurich and the action of the 
Assessment of the city of Zurich and of Pro Juventute (Figure 27). The latter 
contained a picture and three statues by Fischli himself, inviting the visitors 
to stop and contemplate, according to Alfred Roth’s idea that ‘Aesthetic 
education is a necessary premise to moral education’ and ‘Aesthetic education 
means artistic education through the medium of beautiful things’50.
Completing the exhibition there was a booklet, containing an explanation 
of what Fischli - and more in general every Swiss - meant for leisure. 
‘In the place of dissipated “vegetating” we must demand “experience”. 
It is only experience which fills our life and our time, giving to each 
its true significance. Leisure, too, can become a time, freely chose, for 
serious application’ - and below - ‘The main objective of education is to 
develop the ego towards independence. To instill the capacity for being 
a useful member of society. To awaken in the child the comprehension 
of life’s true significance, thus enabling him to lead a happy existence’51. 
A concept not so far from  Pestalozzi’s principle ‘Life forms and moulds. 
Formative life is not a matter of words, but of deeds’.

49. Tredicesima Triennale di Milano. 
Tempo libero: esposizione internazionale 
delle arti decorative e industriali moderne 
e dell’architettura moderna. Palazzo 
dell’Arte al Parco, Milano, 12 giugno-27 
settembre 1964 (Milano: Arti Grafiche 
Crespi, 1964), 120. Karl Jost, Hans Fischli 
- Architekt, Maler, Bildhauer (Zurich: gta 
verlag, 1992). J. Schilling, Hans Fischli, 
“’Freizeit’ an der XII. Triennale Milano”, 
Schweizerische Bauzeitung, 82, no. 50 
(1964), 881-883.

50. Alfred Roth, The New School, Das 
Neue Schulhaus, La Nouvelle Ecole 
(Zurich: Girsberger, 1950), 213-215.

51. Hans Fischli, booklet of the Thirteenth 
Triennial of Milan dedicated to leisure. 
Triennale Archives, documents on the 
Thirteenth Triennial of Milan, 1964.

Figure 27. Hans Fischli, Triennial of 
Milan, 1964, Swiss section.
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Local Inspiration for the Leisure of Travellers: Early Tourism 
Infrastructure in the Algarve (South Portugal), 1940-1965

Ricardo Agarez

abstract
The Algarve, the quasi-Mediterranean province of Portugal, was the first 
in the country to suffer (and profit from) the consolidation of the welfare 
state model in northern Europe: from the 1960s on, it became an 
important magnet for middle-class families in pursue of the increasingly 
popular sun-and-sea holiday formula, offering affordable prices and the 
exotic element. Geographically and culturally remote, the Algarve’s built 
identity was filtered, stylised and processed through a modernist lens in 
new buildings, throughout the twentieth century; since the late 1930s, 
leisure and tourism architecture participated in this process. Largely 
designed in metropolitan offices, it responded to evolving demands that 
focused on the balance between the preservation of existing features 
and their use in new formulas to accommodate growing numbers of 
travellers. With this common background and using two significant 
cases (a 1930s state roadside inn and a 1950s sun-and-sea hotel), I will 
examine the varied ways in which such balance was sought and such 
formulas were produced, the agents and agendas behind them and, 
ultimately, the implications of the developing European welfare state in 
the built identity of the Algarve.

keywords
Tourism, Architecture, Portugal, Algarve, Hotel, Regionalism

introduction
We do not wish for large-scale tourism. Especially since we prefer one 
thousand times the foreigner to the tourist. We don’t mind seeing the 
foreigner by our side, with no binoculars or camera, thrilled before a 
stretch of sea or a bucolic landscape. [He is] a human being that carries, 
if not ideals, at least unbiased goals and a personal taste. The other [the 
tourist] is a fellow of conventional taste and collective willpower. He will 
go only where he is taken or he is told to go (…) He may be, internationally, 
harmless – and even very useful – but he stains the landscape. That is 
why our landscape dislikes tourists.1

These words, taken from a 1940 official book that celebrated the 
variety of Portuguese landscape, illustrate the hesitant position of the 
ruling regime towards the development of Portugal as an international 
tourism destination in pre-war times. ‘We should not want foreigners 
to visit us en masse’, dictator Salazar wrote in 1938, when he launched 
a programme of public works to mark the double centennial of the 
country’s foundation and independence.2 But Portugal did expect some 
visitors, foreigners if not tourists, and the government did set out then to 
build and operate a network of roadside inns, the Pousadas. It responded 

1. ‘(...) é legítimo não a estimar-mos [a 
indústria turística], em tão larga escala, 
para nós. Sobretudo, porque ao turista 
preferimos, mil vezes, o forasteiro. Este, 
não nos incomoda ver e sentir vibrar a 
nosso lado, sempre que nos encontramos, 
sem binóculo nem máquina fotográfica, 
perante um trecho marítimo ou bucólico 
da nossa paisagem. É que o forasteiro 
(...) é um ser humano que transporta, 
quando não ideais, pelo menos 
objectivos desinteressados e um gosto, 
bom ou mau, mas muito seu. O outro 
é um sujeito de gosto convencional e de 
vontade colectiva. Só irá, em rebanho, 
aonde o levarem ou lhe disserem que 
deve ir. (...) Pode ser, internacionalmente, 
inofensivo – e, até, muito útil – mas 
macula a paisagem. Por isso a nossa 
paisagem não gosta de turistas’. Luís Reis 
Santos et al., Paisagem e Monumentos de 
Portugal (Lisboa: Secção de Propaganda 
e Recepção da Comissão Nacional dos 
Centenários, 1940), 11.

2. [António de Oliveira Salazar], 
“Independência de Portugal (Nota 
Oficiosa da Presidência do Conselho) 
[Março de 1938],” Revista dos Centenários 
1939.
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to increasing pressure from agents who, inspired by foreign experience, 
saw the economic potential of the tourism industry; and to the realisation 
that hospitality was the ‘Achilles Heel’ of tourism in Portugal, and had 
become a ‘national question’.3 Directly associated with the improvement 
of the nationwide road infrastructure, one of the most visible public 
policies of the time, the Pousadas network was also intimately related 
with the regime’s understanding of the landscapes of Portugal. These 
were essential constituents of the national identity formula, mirroring 
in their diversity the richness of the country’s folk traditions, and the 
Pousadas were mechanisms that would allow travellers, national or 
foreign, to enjoy them in a measured manner. To unveil the Portuguese 
landscape while preserving its bucolic character, its integrity and what 
made it attractive to external looks – this was the challenge, circa 1940.
The circumstances altered significantly twenty years later, when Portugal 
was on the threshold of mass-tourism industry and the first steps were 
taken to make this the foremost export of the country. But the challenge 
remained: how to accommodate growing contingents of visitors without 
disrupting existing communities? How would hospitality architecture 
respond to needs that were intrinsically contemporary, while taking 
advantage of specific local features? 
The Algarve, the southernmost region of Portugal, is today its most reputed 
holiday destination. In the first half of the twentieth century, it was little 
known to foreign and Portuguese travellers alike. It remained relatively 
isolated and had a specific cultural heritage derived from its remote 
past as a separate Moorish kingdom. The vernacular building tradition 
of its countryside, its towns and villages, weighed on the perception of 
such specificity, and was systematically contrasted with that of other 
parts of the country and of the continent, being commonly referred to 
as more African than European. The Algarbian built environment had a 
striking face, which combined with lush landscapes, dramatic coastlines 
and mild climate conditions, provided both enticing opportunities for 
tourism and numerous examples of the challenges posed by externally-
driven development on a stabilised, largely rural society. 
This building tradition was an important factor in the equation of 
the Algarve’s tourism infrastructure, as it was in every other field of 
architectural and extra-architectural production that concerned the 
region.4 Looking at two different stages of development (the late 1930s 
and the late 1950s), I will enquire how was such building tradition used 
and to what effect; what was included, highlighted and excluded, and 
why; and to what extent was the Algarve’s built identity imposed upon 
hospitality architecture, immediately before the reverse drive initiated 
(which, from the 1970s on, led to the creation of a new built identity in 
the region, essentially based on tourism). 

3. Joaquim Roque da Fonseca and 
Leitão de Barros, dir., “Hotel Modelo. 
A Iniciativa do Nosso Jornal Apreciada 
pelo Presidente do Centro Português de 
Turismo (A.C.P.),” O Notícias Ilustrado, 
17 September 1933.

4. This paper stems from one of the 
chapters of my PhD dissertation in 
Architectural History and Theory, under 
way at the Bartlett School of Architecture 
with the supervision of Adrian Forty, 
and provisionally entitled ‘Modern 
architecture, building tradition and 
context in southern Portugal’. In it, I 
investigate instances of the negotiation 
and interchange between modernist and 
conservative architectural trends over 
the first half of the twentieth century in 
the Algarve, against a strong regionalist 
background; and I discuss the stances 
of central, regional and local agents, and 
formal and informal designers, within 
such negotiation process. My PhD is 
sponsored by Fundação para a Ciência e 
a Tecnologia, Portugal.
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the pousada, an architectural viewport over almond-
blossom fields
In 1940, the Secretariado da Propaganda Nacional (SPN)5 presented 
Portugal’s coastline in terms that may seem surprising today: 

It might be supposed that the Portuguese, following their Atlantic calling, 
prefer seaside panoramas over bucolic ones (...). This is not so. Apart 
from the few beaches that, between July and October, are crowded (…), 
the finest stretches of coast in the country (many of which are suitable 
building areas) remain as empty as though they were hideous.6

The shores had a near-mythological quality, and were the unifying trait of 
a richly varied inland – but not the first and foremost trait of Portuguese 
landscape. The sea was masculine (both in the protective ruggedness of 
the coastline and in the gender of the word mar), while the landscape 
(paisagem) was feminine and delicate, and could hardly endure the 
‘indiscreet, almost insolent’ gaze of the tourist. In the landscape’s 
diversity, ‘naturalness and lyricism,’ lay the main source of interest for 
visitors, to be handled with caution and moderation. It was a key factor 
for the establishment of tourism in the country, as valuable as Portugal’s 
best monuments, and offering a complete and varied experience that 
included, but was not limited to, the scenic but deserted coastline. In 
1940, the conservative Estado Novo regime seemed reluctant to open 
up the country to mass tourism, and preferred to accommodate the 
essential needs of small numbers of travellers where there were little 
or no structures, while providing the private sector with guidelines and 
examples of good practice in the field.
Such was the brief behind the construction of the first eight Pousadas,7 
launched by the ministry of public works in September 1938 and 
intended to be ready in time for the Exposition of the Portuguese World 
that was to take place in Lisbon in the summer of 1940, to celebrate the 
nation’s double centennial. The government defined the Pousadas as 

Houses of regional architecture [integrated with] the architectural context 
of the regions they represent (…) furnished and decorated with similar 
regionalist concern, so that those who visit them keep in their retina the 
sweet images of the ethnography and architecture of the diverse regions 
of this old Portugal.8

These were the ‘houses’ created to lodge travellers that roamed the 
landscapes praised by the propaganda office using the new roads of Estado 
Novo public works policies. Their stated purpose was to ‘represent’ each 
region’s characteristic architecture and ethnography, and authors have 
related this facet with the work of architect Raul Lino on Portuguese 
regional types, especially popular in the 1930s.9 They were to be placed 
alongside essential road links and/or in points of unquestionable 
panoramic interest. In the case of the Algarve Pousada, the second 
requirement was paramount; the choice, however, fell not on a seaside 
spot but on a hilltop near São Brás de Alportel, 20 km inland, among 

5. The state propaganda office was called 
Secretariado da Propaganda Nacional, 
SPN, from 1933, and Secretariado 
Nacional de Informação, Cultura Popular 
e Turismo, SNI, from 1944.

6. ‘Pode supor-se que os portugueses, 
obedientes à sua vocação atlântica, 
preferem os panoramas marítimos 
aos bucólicos (...). Puro engano. Afora 
essas praias que entre Julho e Outubro 
se pejam (...), os mais belos trechos 
(e muitos habitáveis) da costa do País 
permanecem desertos, como se fossem 
hediondos’. Santos et al., Paisagem e 
Monumentos de Portugal, 8-9.

7. The eight Pousadas initially planned 
were located in Marão, Arrábida, 
Estrela, Vouga, Algarve (São Brás de 
Alportel), Alfeizerão, Elvas and Sines, 
cf. “Pousadas Turísticas,” [Diário de 
Notícias], 7 June 1939. Of these, seven 
were commissioned in September 1938: 
architect Rogério de Azevedo was given 
the units in the north (Marão, Vouga 
and Estrela), architect Veloso Reis 
Camelo those in the centre (Arrábida and 
Alfeizerão) and architect Miguel Jacobetty 
the units in the south (Elvas and São Brás 
de Alportel), cf. Lisbon, IHRU/DGEMN, 
file DSARH-011-0002/01 (“Pousadas. 
Processo Geral”). Jacobetty later 
designed equally the unit in Santiago do 
Cacém (Sines). The Arrábida project was 
never built.

8. ‘Exteriormente serão casas de 
arquitectura regional (...) de forma 
a integrarem-se na tradição e no 
conjunto arquitectónico das zonas que 
representam. Interiormente as Pousadas 
são mobiladas e decoradas com as 
mesmas preocupações regionalistas de 
modo que quem as percorra guardará na 
retina as imagens doces da etnografia e 
arquitectura das várias regiões distintas 
deste velho Portugal’. “As Primeiras 
Pousadas de Turismo Estarão Prontas em 
Agosto,” [Diário de Notícias], 4 May 1940.

9. This link has been established 
primarily through the analysis of Lino’s 
best-seller book Casas Portuguesas and 
his role in the newspaper campaign 
of the Hotel Modelo (Model Hotel), 
both dating back to 1933. See Susana 
Lobo, Pousadas de Portugal. Reflexos da 
Arquitectura Portuguesa do Século XX 
(Coimbra: Imprensa da Universidade de 
Coimbra, 2007). Lobo, who provides an 
overall account of the network, identifies 
the 1920s Spanish counterpart structures 
(‘Albergues de Carretera’) and Francisco 
de Lima’s thesis Pousadas, presented 
in the 1936 national tourism congress, 
as other fundamental references for the 
Portuguese state’s Pousadas programme 
of the 1940s. 
I would suggest that Lino’s influence 
in the Pousadas plan can be traced 
back to 1915, when he presented his 
own thesis on a ‘Portuguese Hotel to 
be built in the south of the country’ 
which he called ‘Solar-Hotel’: this was 
a hospitality prototype with a strong 
didactic intention (to provide the private 
initiative with reference standards of 
service and architecture) and a number 
of similarities with the 1933 Model 
Hotel proposals, which were designed 
under the supervision of Raul Lino and 
exhibited throughout Portugal. See Raul 
Lino, Memória justificativa e descritiva de 
um projecto de Hotel Português para ser 
construído no sul do país (s.l.: s.n., [1915]), 
and José Leitão de Barros, dir., “O Nosso 
Jornal e o Turismo,” O Notícias Ilustrado, 
30 July 1933.
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fields of almond, carob and fig trees. When it finally opened in 1944, 
this setting was presented in cinematic terms: recreating the experience 
of the motorist who overcomes the 350 curves of the mountain range 
separating the Alentejo and the Algarve, Alportel appeared as

The first whitewashed town our eyes envisage when they reach the top of 
the mountain (…). All around, the landscape is more dream-like than real. 
Hills, cliffs, suspended gardens. In the background, behind a tender rift in 
the mountains, the infinite sea (…). [Alportel] signals the frontier between 
well-being and discomfort (…). For the motorist that enters the Algarve 
[the Pousada] resembles an oasis that welcomes him with open arms. 
(…) From a round-shaped balcony, the panorama is breathtaking. (…) 
[Tourist excursions] today offer no more dangers or significant difficulties. 
There are roads and there are Pousadas.10

The Pousada (Figure 1) was to provide a pause in long-distance journeys 
made possible by recent road improvements, be it for a night or for 
a meal; and its location was to allow for the building to function as a 
viewport over a large panorama, one that could represent the best of the 
Algarve landscape. The whole of the central and eastern Algarve was to 
be as if funnelled into this sample of rural landscape, to be apprehended 

10. ‘S. Brás fica de um lado. É mesmo 
o primeiro amontoado branco que os 
nossos olhos abarcam quando chegam 
ao alto da serra (...). em volta, a paisagem 
é mais de sonho que real. Serras, 
penedias, jardins suspensos em jeito 
babilónico. Ao fundo, entre o corte suave 
de duas cordilheiras, o mar infinito (...). 
S. Brás (...) sinaliza a fronteira de entre 
o bem-estar e o desconforto (...). Para o 
automobilista que entra no Algarve (...) a 
Pousada de S. Brás assemelha-se a um 
oásis que o acolhe de braços abertos. (...) 
De uma varanda circular, o panorama é 
deslumbrante. (...) [A digressão turística] 
hoje já não oferece perigos, nem 
dificuldades de monta. Há estradas e há 
pousadas’. Armando de Aguiar and Anne 
Marie Jausse, il., “Digressão Turística 
à volta da Pousada de São Brás,” 
Panorama. Revista Portuguesa de Arte e 
Turismo 1944.

Figure 1. Pousada de São Brás, Alportel, c. 1944 — Image credit: Arquivo Nacional Torre do Tombo (Lisbon)
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from the fixed point of a building that was an observatory, first and 
foremost. The sea was kept in the distant background, and no mention 
was made to the possibility of its enjoyment by guests. This was clearly 
not the main purpose of the Algarve Pousada.
In fact, this preference for the bucolic over the maritime setting was 
criticised within official bureaucracy by Raul Lino, in his capacity as 
ministerial architect-planner. In a 1938 report, Lino denounced the 
rationale behind the Pousadas plan, addressing matters that far exceeded 
regional characterisation. The location of the Algarve Pousada was 
especially targeted. It was too far inland to allow guests to take advantage 
of the then-recent trend of ‘sea-bathing even outside of the appropriate 
season’ and, ‘surprising as the panorama enjoyed from that point may 
be’, still it lacked the ‘vital conditions’ that would make it economically 
viable: being only ‘meant to serve pure tourism’ (i.e. short-stay breaks 
within sightseeing tours, not long-stay holidaying), it was ‘too distant 
from the major centres’ to succeed in this purpose.11 Lino, a conservative 
thinker, seems to have realised that the future of the hospitality industry 
lay on the coastline, and not inland, lyric as its panoramas may have 
been. His critique was disregarded, and his influence in the Pousadas 
was in effect diminished; the plan proceeded unchanged.
What of the architecture chosen to represent the Algarve in this 
national programme? ‘Novelty without exoticism’ were the words Lino 
used to praise architect Miguel Jacobetty’s design, of January 1939; an 
appropriate shorthand for a project that dealt with a concise brief and a 
limited range of composition devices, within the elemental purpose of 
providing unsophisticated room and board in a building devoted to the 
contemplation of the surrounding landscape. Four bedrooms (for up 
to eight guests) took the upper floor of a four-pitch-roofed volume, and 
a large sitting-dining room for 52 people (two bus-loads), partly curved 
and glazed (Figure 2), opened onto a pergola-covered veranda. This, the 
fulcrum of the building, overlooked ‘the best horizons’ and could be 
used, in the summer, as an open-air dining area.12

A selection of details provided the exterior with the regional slant required 
for all the Pousadas: the wood lattice panels sheltering the entrance porch, 
the closely laid pergolas, the single-pitch-roof volume of the garage and 
the generous roof terraces that afforded panoramic views. An elaborate 
chimney top, thoroughly detailed by Jacobetty, featured prominently on 
the entrance elevation, and a double-height ceramic grid protected the 
staircase against the morning sun. This composition was what I would 
call generically Algarbian: a good example of a Lisbon-based take on the 
Algarve regional type, displaying elements that vaguely evoked building 
tradition (the lattice panels, the slanted garage volume) and replicated 
stereotypical features (the chimney top, the ceramic grid, the pergolas). 
Its source of inspiration was the rural house of central Algarve (the sub-
region that includes Alportel), which combined parapet-bound terrace 

11. R. Lino, “Anteprojectos de 
Pousadas para as regiões (...). Parecer 
[assessment],” 22 October 1938, Lisbon, 
IHRU/DGEMN, file DSARH-011-0002/01 
(“Pousadas. Processo Geral”).

12. M. Jacobetty, “Projecto da ‘Pousada 
do Algarve’ em S. Brás de Alportel. 
Memória Descritiva e Justificativa 
[project statement],” 6 April 1939, Lisbon, 
IHRU/DGEMN, file DSARH-011-0036/04 
(“Projecto da ‘Pousada do Algarve’ 
em S. Brás de Alportel. Peças escritas 
originais”). The Pousada was furnished 
with paintings by Carlos Botelho and 
decorated by Vera Leroy and Anne Marie 
Jauss.
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roofs with single-pitch tiled roofs and protruding eaves, in composite 
volumes entirely whitewashed. Such elements were, however, freely and 
inextricably combined with recognisable modernist and conservative 
features (the cylindrical surfaces and the round arches, respectively), with 
multilayered results whose hybridity, I believe, was their strongest point.
The Pousadas were to encapsulate their context, the surrounding 
landscape (with all its meanings), and ultimately the entire region: they 
were to be regional condensers, allowing for passing travellers to sample 
a aestheticised, sublimated version of regional identity. Jacobetty’s was a 
tamed interpretation of the Algarve built identity; it was discreet, domestic 
and familiar as its brief called for – or, as Lino put it, ‘without exoticism’. 
Such ‘exoticism’ was present in many metropolitan interpretations of 
Algarbian building tradition of the 1930s and 1940s, particularly in 
urban contexts: it was based in the idiosyncratic features of Olhão, a 
fishing village whose recent history of economic exchange with North 
Africa may account for a marked extra-European profile. Despite being 

Figure 2. Pousada de São Brás, Alportel, dining room, c. 1944 — Image credit: Arquivo Nacional Torre do Tombo 
(Lisbon)
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almost unique, Olhão’s townscape was a fixture in representations of the 
Algarve since the 1920s, seducing adepts of picturesque urban settings 
and modernists alike.13 With overlapping whitewashed volumes, terrace 
roofs and turrets, it was repeatedly called Portugal’s ‘cubist village’ – a title 
first given in 1922 by António Ferro,14 who in the 1940s was in charge of 
the Pousadas network, as head of the national propaganda office. 
Before this task, Ferro had instituted the Olhão ‘cubist’ house as a 
surrogate for the Algarve as a whole, whenever the region was to be 
represented, home and abroad: in 1937, Olhão was taken to the Paris 
international exposition as the ideal pictorial depiction of the Algarve,15 
and Ferro’s slogan in the Tourism room of the Portuguese pavilion 
advertised: ‘Qu’au Portugal il y a une ville cubiste’.16 In the San Francisco 
and New York pavilions of 1939, Portugal was miniaturised and the 
Algarve scene, once more, was a composition dominated by Olhão-
inspired buildings.17 Lastly, for the 1940 Exposition of the Portuguese 
World in Lisbon, architect Jorge Segurado created for Ferro’s office a 
life-size version of those miniatures: the Algarbian sector of the “Aldeias 

13. Olhão and Fuseta (a nearby fishing 
village) are unique in the Algarve, in what 
regards the repetition of the same house 
type taking over large tracts of urban 
fabric. I have discussed the background 
of the modernist fascination with Olhão 
vernacular in Ricardo Agarez, “Olhão, 
Modern Vernacular and Vernacular 
Modernism,” in First International 
Meeting EAHN - European Architectural 
History Network (Guimarães (Portugal): 
European Architectural History Network 
and Universidade do Minho - Escola de 
Arquitectura, 2010).

14. António Ferro, “Olhão, Terra Cubista,” 
Ilustração Portuguesa, 14 January 1922.

15. In the Portuguese pavilion of the 
“Exposition Internationale des Arts et 
Techniques dans la Vie Moderne” in 
Paris, the visitor was welcomed into the 
hall of honour by pictures depicting nine 
Portuguese provinces; the ‘Algarve’ was a 
fantasised version of Olhão by Francis Smith, 
with almond trees blossoming among 
oversized, immaculately white houses on 
whose terraces women laboured.

16. ‘Only in Portugal you can find a 
cubist town’. Cit. in Margarida Acciaiuoli, 
Exposições do Estado Novo. 1934-1940 
(Lisboa: Livros Horizonte, 1998), 60.

Figure 3. Hotel do Garbe, Armação de Pêra, c. 1964 — Image credit: Arquivo Nacional Torre do Tombo (Lisbon)
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Portuguesas” (Portuguese Villages) ensemble was a metal-frame-and-
plasterboard simulacrum of the much-admired Olhão ‘cubist’ house.18

It would seem that ‘exotic’ Olhão was the official favourite model to 
encapsulate the Algarbian features before national and foreign travellers. 
However, this representation had essentially urban qualities, and would 
not suit the pastoral requirements of a Pousada – a country home that 
guests should feel, had always been there.19 To build a piece of Olhão 
on top of a hill in Alportel would have been a mistake that officers and 
architects were unlikely to fall into, even within a plan driven by political, 
as much as architectural, aims. Both Jacobetty’s homely cottage and 
Segurado’s plastically rich Olhão-like cubes were deemed as deserving 
representatives of the region, to be used when convenient.

the algarve on the verge of mass tourism, a hotel on 
the edge of the sea
In 1959, Lisbon-based architects Jorge Chaves and Frederico Sant’Ana 
were commissioned with the design of a small, thirty-room hotel for an 
exceptional location, on the cliffs overlooking the beach at Armação de 
Pêra (Figure 3). In a preliminary proposal for the Hotel do Garbe, devised 
to probe the response of official authorities, they wrote:

We envisaged a building (…) that would not surprise (…) with its size, 
majesty or exoticism, but rather would have been sensed before it had 
been seen because it is equal in spirit to other built masses that can be 
found, everywhere, in the Algarve, where Man has spontaneously created 
an architecture that is organic, that is alive since it burgeoned out of the 
soil and of the human spirit (…). One only has to comprehend and feel 
the truth there is in Man’s constructions in the Algarve, (…) the wisdom 
that the Algarve’s ‘architect’ demonstrates when he establishes a human 
scale with which to measure his buildings; a character with which to mod-
el them, stemming from his logic use of materials and, most importantly, 
from his concept of dwelling, which he feels in his blood [and] leads him 
to calve flesh of his own flesh in the same inexorable way that a female 
cannot but give birth to anything other than her own child, her same, 
always bettered and more apt to live in her environment.20

The project was received in the Secretariado Nacional de Informação 
(SNI, the tourism department) with such enthusiasm that the developer 
was led to double the number of rooms. SNI defended the project from 
issues raised by the maritime and planning agencies, regarding failure 
to comply with minimum distances from the edge, asking them to 
accept the location ‘in view of [its] true touristic relevance’.21 The officials 
praised ‘the effort to achieve a valid architectural work’ and the adoption 
of a sectioned solution instead of a single volume.22 This support eased 
its approval, in April 1961, by all central and local government bodies, 
and its classification as a ‘Utilidade Turística’23 (touristic utility), a special 
status that entailed significant tax exemptions. 

17. Portugal’s regions were represented 
by a series of cabinet-size models of 
picturesque scenes, created by Jorge 
Matos Chaves, which substituted life-
size replicas and presented traditional 
architecture, monumental and vernacular, 
scaled-down to toy dimensions. See Jorge 
Segurado, “Portugal nas Exposições de 
Nova Iorque e São Francisco,” Revista 
Oficial do Sindicato Nacional dos 
Arquitectos, no. 11 (1939). The ‘Algarve’ 
model displayed the Olhão house type 
surrounded by other conventional Algarve 
attributes (almond-tree, decorated rural 
house, horse-drawn cart).

18. The ensemble is described with 
some detail in Luís Chaves and Horácio 
Novais, phot., Roteiro do Centro Regional. 
Exposição do Mundo Português, ed. 
Secretariado da Propaganda Nacional 
(Lisboa: Edições SPN, 1940).

19. ‘If a guest comes into one of these 
Pousadas and has the impression, not 
that he came into a hotel where he will 
be known by his room number, but that 
he arrived at his country home, where his 
servants await him – then we will have 
achieved our purpose.’ A. Ferro, lecture 
at SPN headquarters (Lisbon), 27 March 
1943, cit. in Lobo, Pousadas de Portugal. 
Reflexos da Arquitectura Portuguesa do 
Século XX, 39. The text of this lecture 
was used repeatedly whenever the media 
wished (or was asked) to advertise the 
Pousadas; e.g., for the Algarve unit, “As 
Pousadas do S.N.I.,” Correio Olhanense. 
Semanário Regionalista, 16 January 1949.

20. ‘Foi nossa principal preocupação 
projectar um edifício (...) que não 
constituísse uma surpresa para quem 
chega a Armação de Pêra, ferindo a 
sensibilidade por ser grande, majestoso 
ou exótico; antes pelo contrário um 
edifício que antes de ser visto, já tenha 
sido pressentido, por ser igual em 
espírito a outras massas construtivas, 
encontradas aqui e ali, um pouco 
por toda a parte, no Algarve, onde 
espontaneamente o Homem fez surgir 
uma arquitectura que é orgânica, que é 
viva, porque brotou do solo e do espírito 
humano (...). Para isso nada mais é 
preciso do que saber compreender e 
sentir aquilo que há de verdadeiro nas 
construções do Homem no Algarve, isto 
é, compreender e respeitar a sabedoria 
que o ‘arquitecto’ do Algarve patenteia 
ao estabelecer uma escala humana 
para dimensionar, um carácter para 
modelar os seus edifícios, que vem da 
lógica da aplicação dos seus materiais 
e principalmente, muito principalmente 
do seu próprio conceito de habitar, que 
ele sente na massa do seu sangue; que 
o leva a parir a carne da sua carne com 
aquela mesma fatalidade com que uma 
fêmea não pode deixar de dar à luz aquilo 
que não seja o seu próprio filho, igual a 
ela, sempre melhor e apto a viver no meio 
ambiente em que ela vive’. Jorge Ferreira 
Chaves and Frederico Sant’Ana, “Hotel 
do Garbe” preliminary design statement, 
5 February 1960, Lisbon, AMFC.

21. Secretariado Nacional de Informação, 
letter 4152/T-3 to Direcção-Geral dos 
Serviços de Urbanização (DGSU), 24 
May 1960, Lisbon, AMFC.

22. Secretariado Nacional de Informação, 
letter 40.230 to Francisco Santos, 17 April 
1961, Lisbon, AMFC.
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Chaves and Sant’Ana’s rationale focused on a few essential points: 
firstly, on the will to respect the ‘natural setting, the jaggy and sinuous 
cliffs’ and to ‘enhance their jaggedness against the blue sky, giving it a 
more clear and pure profile through the use of built masses rendered 
in whitewash’ (Figure 4). Secondly, on a ‘spatial-dynamic concept’ that 
meant exposing the functions organism through the play of volumes, 
exploring the chiaroscuro variations of sequential planes and masses 
that projected ever-changing shadows. And finally, on presenting the 
result as a ‘natural’, sensed object, a combination of their own design 
skills, the requirements imposed by the site and the lessons learned from 
the Algarve building tradition, its geographic and human environment, 
informal agents and unwritten rules.

The Hotel do Garbe designers shared, in the late 1950s, the renewed 
attention to vernacular buildings that involved architects the world 
over.24 They belonged to a group of Portuguese post-war architects that 
was following closely the ‘Inquérito à Arquitectura Popular’ process, 
the survey of folk architecture in Portugal, reputedly a collective effort 
to identify modern architecture with vernacular practice and thereby 
legitimise the former.25 By 1959, Chaves was increasingly integrating 
the lexicon of post-war international modernism with Portuguese 
regional materials, techniques and formal solutions, and developing a 
strong personal vocabulary.26 
This was Chaves’s first large-scale commission in the Algarve, and a 
good opportunity to realise his version of the region’s ‘true’ traditional 
features. A three-pronged, three-floor layout formed a sinuous plan 
that followed the edge line of the cliffs, with an additional fourth wing, 

23. A category established in 1954 and 
detailed in 1956, cf. Presidência da 
República, “Lei n.º 2073,” Diário da 
República I Série, 286, 23 December 
1954 (Lisboa: Imprensa Nacional, 
1954). ———, “Lei n.º 2081,” Diário 
da República I Série, 113, 4 June 1956 
(Lisboa: Imprensa Nacional, 1956).

24. Best known today are the cases 
of Giuseppe Pagano’s work on Italian 
rural architecture featured in the 
magazine Casabella in the 1930s and 
exhibited in 1936, and of Sibyl Moholy-
Nagy’s survey of American vernacular 
tradition published in 1957; on these 
subjects, see respectively Michelangelo 
Sabatino, “Pride in Modesty: Giuseppe 
Pagano’s “Architettura rurale”,” Journal 
of Architectural Education 63, no. 2 
(2010), and Hilde Heynen, “Anonymous 
architecture as counter-image: Sibyl 
Moholy-Nagy’s perspective on American 
vernacular,” The Journal of Architecture 
13, no. 4 (2008).

Figure 4. Hotel do Garbe, Armação de Pêra, c. 1964 — Image credit: Arquivo Manuel Ferreira Chaves (Lisbon)
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half-buried and landscape-roofed, whose bedrooms sat only five metres 
above the beach level; a sequence of platforms deployed common spaces 
(lounge, dining and sitting rooms, dining terraces), reaching out to the 
edge and the seascape. In the upper floors bedrooms, bathrooms were 
externalised in protruding box-like volumes that created deep, hollowed-
out balconies and precisely framed views. The concept, somewhat 
unusual for modern hotel design, had a well-known precedent in André 
Lurçat’s Hotel Nord-Sud in Calvi (Corsica, 1929-1931), an early instance 
of modernist engagement with Mediterranean vernacular,27 but the 
effect of the inset terraces was more dramatic in the Algarve hotel.
The building, as Chaves later wrote, would respond to the Algarve’s 
challenging climate by ‘opening up, here and there, to enjoy the 
surrounding panoramas, while at the same time sheltering [guests] 
against the blinding outside light’.28 The resulting construction masses, 
covered in the same whitewash ‘that for centuries has covered roofs, 
terraces, walls, pavements and steps, sometimes smudging the floor’, 
would bind it to others ‘equal in spirit’ and, eventually, allow it to ‘remain 
alive in a hundred years’ time’, as interesting and respect-worthy as 
other centenary constructions.29 
In short, with formal metaphors that generated a ‘spiritual’ relationship 
between the 1959 Hotel do Garbe and the age-old, anonymous forms 
of the Algarbian ‘architect’, the designers sought to achieve a balance 
between the building and its immediate context, in which one does not 
harm the other; and a ‘natural’ long life for the new building, overcoming 
the limitations of passing architectural trends to participate in the 
long-span lineage of vernacular architecture. This while pragmatically 
installing a sixty-room facility equipped with all the modern comfort 
requirements, on the very edge of the cliffs.
The hotel was finished in 1963 and soon became popular with both 
architectural and general media. Compliments came from the 
British Council of Industrial Design’s press officer, who stayed and 
wrote to Chaves praising that ‘most successful building (…) which so 
brilliantly combines the indigenous materials of your country with an 
uncompromising modernity’.30 The magazine Arquitectura commended 
the Garbe for not threatening its setting but, ‘on the contrary, with an 
extraordinary strength it contributes to enhance the landscape’s purest 
features – the shape and colour of its cliffs’.31 A 1964 Life magazine 
feature on the region showed the breakfast service on the terrace of the 
Garbe, ‘which is known as the Ritz of the Algarve’.32 And a travel writer 
called it ‘a personal choice for quieter holidays (…) terraced down to the 
beach, rooms crisply whitewashed and furnished in Algarve style’.33

Other than the hotel’s architectural and commercial success, I would 
note here the significance of its planning process. The encouragement 
provided by the highest tourism authority in Portugal, occasionally 
countering the views of other government agencies, suggests that this 

25. The survey, a long-standing project 
suggested by successive Portuguese 
architects since the 1940s (Távora in 
1945, Keil do Amaral in 1947), was 
finally realised from 1955 on by six 
teams deployed in the entire country 
and coordinated by Keil do Amaral, 
with a grant from the Portuguese state. 
The results were published in 1961 as 
Arquitectura Popular em Portugal, a book 
that became a reference on the subject 
for generations of architects since. The 
importance of the survey for both the 
architectural and anthropological cultures 
in Portugal has been widely discussed. 
See, for instance, Ana Tostões, Os Verdes 
Anos na Arquitectura Portuguesa dos Anos 
50, 2nd ed. (Porto: FAUP, 1997), João 
Leal, Etnografias Portuguesas, 1870-1970: 
Cultura Popular e Identidade Nacional, 
Portugal de Perto (Lisboa: Publicações 
Dom Quixote, 2000), and ———, 
“Entre o Vernáculo e o Híbrido: a partir 
do Inquérito à Arquitectura Popular em 
Portugal,” Joelho. Revista de Cultura 
Arquitectónica, no. 2 (2011).

26. I have discussed the relevance and 
originality of Chaves’s work in the cadre 
of private rental housing architecture 
in Lisbon, and his use of traditional 
village building elements in urban 
contexts, in Ricardo Agarez, “De Regra, 
Renda e Desenho. Arquitectura para 
a Misericórdia de Lisboa c. 1960,” in 
Património Arquitectónico 2. Santa Casa 
da Misericórdia de Lisboa (Lisboa: Santa 
Casa da Misericórdia de Lisboa, 2010).

27. See Jean-Louis Cohen, André Lurçat: 
1894-1970: Autocritique d’un moderne 
(Liège: Mardaga, 1995), 110-20.

28. ‘Assim este edifício abre-se aqui 
e ali para o exterior, para gozo dos 
aspectos panorâmicos que o rodeiam 
e simultaneamente fecha-se contra o 
exterior cuja luz cega’. Jorge Ferreira 
Chaves, “Hotel do Garbe” final design 
statement, 20 December 1960, Lisbon, 
AMFC.

29. Cf. Jorge Ferreira Chaves and 
Frederico Sant’Ana, “Hotel do Garbe” 
preliminary design statement, 5 February 
1960, Lisbon, AMFC.

30. David Wainwright, letter to Jorge 
Ferreira Chaves, 1 October 1963, Lisbon, 
AMFC.

31. Rui Mendes Paula, “Hotel do Garbe,” 
Arquitectura, no. 83 (1964): 103.

32. Farrel Grehan, phot., “Portugal’s 
Algarve - Lovely, Little-known, Europe’s 
Best Travel Bargain,” Life, 23 October 
1964, 65.

33. Adrienne Keith Cohen, “Turn left at 
Sagres,” The Guardian, 28 December 
1968, 5.
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formula coincided with the SNI’s vision for the Algarve hospitality 
industry. Or, to be more precise, that the correct balance between the 
economic potential of the Algarve’s tourism industry and its natural and 
human features was a concern of the office, and that the blend proposed 
by the Garbe designers may have been seen as one positive solution for 
the problem.
In 1959, as the Garbe was being designed, Portugal’s government 
seemed hesitant as to the best way to accommodate the growing foreign 
demand. Minister Pedro Teotónio Pereira, in charge of SNI, voiced the 
perplexities that the government faced at this crossroads when opening 
the Ritz,34 the first modern luxury hotel in Lisbon. ‘It is not longer the time 
to philosophise on the good and evil of modern tourism’, he conceded; 
‘We are, however, at great risk of ruining much of what nature and the 
past generations have left us’. A blatantly modernist building such as 
the Ritz was acceptable only in Lisbon’s modern neighbourhoods, and 
would be ‘unforgivable nonsense’ in the old town. Similarly, 

In old villages of the inland or the seaside, in the Beira as in the Algarve, 
where there is local beauty and character, the artists’ role is not to 
indiscriminately reproduce small-scale, budget-conscious Ritzes, but 
to interpret the suggestions of the environment (…). There are plenty 
of empty spaces where new styles and ideas can be experimented. 
[Some] traditional townscapes have to be preserved, protected and even 
improved and completed, if possible. That is what most of our visitors 
best appreciate and try to get to know. (…) The entire vast infrastructure 
that modern tourism imposes on us must be sensitive to that spirit of 
comprehension of the local qualities.35 

The Estado Novo regime of the late 1950s was altogether different from 
that of twenty years before, but the realisation of the economic value 
of tourism was now an inescapable ‘imposition’ even for conservative 
political sectors; these, as the minister’s speech exemplifies, were 
reluctant to let go of past formulas (easily controllable, small numbers 
of travellers staying overnight in bucolic panoramas) and to embrace the 
demands of ‘modern tourism’. The government would keep on building 
Pousadas ‘where nothing else exists’ but would have to make way for 
private developers to advance the large-scale hospitality structures. And 
while its services still seemed determined to combine international 
standards with Portuguese specificity, the state knew that it was taking 
a serious step: it was passing on the responsibility of interpreting local 
or regional character through architecture, which it had so closely 
controlled in the Pousadas programme, to the hands of businesspeople 
whose key goal was commercial profit. This was a fundamental change 
in the production of Portuguese hospitality structures, which the Hotel 
do Garbe epitomises. 
The Garbe, however, was not especially problematic: despite its sensitive 
setting, it was designed for one of those ‘empty spaces’ where ‘new 

34. Designed by a team led by architect 
Porfírio Pardal Monteiro (1897-1957) 
and built under the supervision of Jorge 
Chaves, between 1952 and 1959.

35. ‘Já não é altura de filosofar sobre o 
bem ou o mal do turismo moderno. 
(...) Estamos porém em grande risco de 
estragar muita coisa do que a natureza 
e as passadas gerações nos legaram. Em 
velhas povoações do interior ou do litoral, 
na Beira como no Algarve, onde houver 
carácter e beleza local, o papel dos artistas 
não é reproduzir indiscriminadamente 
pequenos Ritzes de tipo mais ou menos 
económico, mas interpretar as sugestões 
do ambiente (...). Não faltam espaços 
vazios onde ensaiar novos estilos e 
novas ideias (...) Entretanto, criemos 
de Norte a Sul do País uma verdadeira 
consciência do que é preciso preservar, 
defender e até melhorar e completar, 
se possível, em matéria de paisagens 
urbanas tradicionais. É isso que a grande 
massa dos que nos visitam mais aprecia 
e procura conhecer. (...) Toda a vasta 
infra-estrutura que o moderno turismo nos 
impõe deve ser sensível a esse espírito de 
compreensão dos valores locais’. [Pedro 
Teotónio Pereira], “O futuro demonstrará, 
firmemente o creio, que foi avisado dotar 
Lisboa com um hotel desta classe e dar 
tão bela realização a esta necessidade 
de uma grande capital,” O Século, 25 
November 1959, 7. My italics. 
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styles and ideas’ could be experimented, and did not have to deal with 
the ‘traditional townscapes’ that were consensually considered, along 
with the low living costs and climate, the key to Portugal’s touristic 
success. As a guide to Spain and Portugal put it naively in 1956, these 
countries ‘have sturdily preserved the authenticity of their culture 
and the originality of their way of life; as a result, their attractions for 
the visitor remain unspoiled’, and their prestige ‘as favourite holiday 
haunts’ was rising.36 Portugal’s remoteness and underdevelopment 
were still attractive, as were the Algarve’s character, landscape, villages 
and people. One visitor wrote in 1959: ‘I am in a way happy to say that 
there is very little accommodation, since this is undoubtedly why the 
Algarve is so unspoilt. (…) Albufeira – I hate to say it because I am so 
afraid that I may spoil it – is one of the most beautiful places I have ever 
seen. (…) There are only two simple pensions here’.37

In fact, these personal impressions of ‘a country not only most beautiful 
but also completely unselfconscious’38 ran simultaneously with the 
international advertisement of Portugal as the land of ‘The sunniest 
climate – The bluest sea – The sandiest beaches, etc’,39 where there 
was no rain ‘but tourists pour in’.40 And the fishing village of Albufeira 
embodied the ‘traditional townscapes’ where tensions created by the 
construction of ‘small-scale Ritzes’ rose in the late 1950s, as illustrated 
by the planning process of its first large hotel.
In September 1959, shortly before the minister’s speech (and possibly 
prompting his comments), the status of ‘touristic utility’ was requested 
for the Hotel Sol e Mar, designed by architect Fernando Silva (1914-
1983) for a plot of land immediately bellow the chapel whose tower was 
the icon of the older part of Albufeira. The modernist slab of this fifty-
room hotel was to be inlaid in the cliff wall so as not to be seen from 
within the village. Inversely, from the sea side, its presence would be 
imposing, a six-storey concrete structure replacing the natural roughed 
cliff backdrop to the scenic Peneco beach (Figure 5). Salazar, who held 
the final word on the special status, was shocked at the idea. Led to 
rule favourably on a fait accompli (the building was already well under 
construction), he nevertheless insisted that his government use this 
prerogative over hospitality structures to condition their design and 
avoid undesired situations:

[Considering] the crisis that architecture faces among us, it is convenient 
that the official entities and the technical services are consulted on the 
architectural quality of hotels that request touristic utility status. (…) 
We can exert a useful action in moderating the distempers and whims 
of the modern art of construction, which should not be mistaken for 
architecture, at least by not granting the status to buildings that lack 
minimum artistic requisites.41

The conflicting views on the subject were further exposed when, 
shortly after, an English artist wrote to Salazar begging the dictator 

36. Spain and Portugal, ed. Eugene 
Fodor, Fodor’s Modern Guides (London: 
Newman Neame Limited, 1956).

37. Pierre d’Harcourt, “Time off in 
Portugal. Colour symphony,” The 
Observer, 8 March 1959, 29.

38. Garry Lester Hogg and Beth Hogg, 
“Money goes a long way in Portugal,” 
The Manchester Guardian, 18 April 1955, 
12. The first author had published his 
travelogue on Portugal the previous year: 
Garry Lester Hogg, Portuguese Journey 
(London: Museum Press, 1954).

39. ‘The sunniest climate – The bluest sea 
– The sandiest beaches – The loveliest 
scenery – Gay resorts – Good food and 
wine – Inexpensive and friendly hotels’, 
as advertised in “The sunniest climate...”, 
The Guardian, 30 December 1959.

40. This was the slogan in a poster by 
Nuno Costa, “No Rain in Portugal but 
Tourists Pour In,” Panorama. Revista 
Portuguesa de Arte e Turismo, March 
[1959].

41. ‘[Considerando] toda a crise que 
atravessa entre nós a arquitectura, convém 
que as Juntas e os serviços técnicos se 
pronunciem sobre o valor arquitectónico 
dos hotéis que pretendem ser declarados 
de utilidade turística. (...) Nós podemos 
exercer uma acção útil e moderadora dos 
destemperos ou caprichos da moderna 
arte de construir, que não se deve 
confundir com a arquitectura, ao menos 
não declarando de utilidade turística os 
prédios sem um mínimo de requisitos 
artísticos.’ António de Oliveira Salazar, 
government order, s.d. [September 1959], 
Lisbon, ANTT/AOS, file PC-44B, cx. 625, 
pt. 27 (“Declaração do Hotel de Albufeira 
de utilidade turística. Valor arquitectónico 
dos hóteis de utilidade turística”).
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to ‘save Albufeira’. Trimnell-Ritchard thought the ‘immense block in 
contemporary style, with all the usual clichés and ignoring the beautiful 
and simple architectural style of the Algarve’, could still be modified, 
citing the good example of the Pousadas plan where extant environment 
preservation and the needs of travellers were conciliated. He alerted 
Salazar to the fact that Portugal should not try to attract tourists based 
on the sun-and-sea formula alone, but rely also on ‘the magnificent 
buildings and simple, charming villages’ – and yet these were being 
disfigured by modern buildings that, ‘when trends wear out, will appear 
as simply ugly’.42 More significant than the complaint, however, was the 
response it triggered. Asked to comment on the letter by his superior 
(and, implicitly, to account for the construction), the public works 
minister Arantes e Oliveira admitted he approved of both location 
and design. To erect this large building away from the intricate fabric 
of Albufeira, he conceded, would have saved the village’s picturesque 
and freed the project from the risk of clashing with it. Yet the houses 

42. Edgar Trimnell-Ritchard, letter to 
António de Oliveira Salazar, 13 October 
1959, Lisbon, ANTT/AOS, file OP-9, cx. 
482, pt. 15 (“Urbanização de Albufeira. 
Construção do Hotel Sol e Mar em 
Albufeira”).

Figure 5. Hotel Sol e Mar and Peneco beach, Albufeira, 196- — Image credit: Arquivo 
Municipal de Lisboa / Núcleo Fotográfico
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of Albufeira were generally modest, in poor condition and devoid of 
individual ‘plastic interest’, and would not last long; consequently, once 
the ‘inevitable transformation’ of the village occurs, and the ‘current, 
poor picturesque (…) is transmuted into another formula, less pleasing 
to the painter and the poet, but more civilised (…) the hotel now under 
construction will look better’.43

The short dispute behind the Sol e Mar modernist slab encapsulates 
the conflicting positions within the highest spheres of government 
in Portugal before the challenges posed by the Algarve’s anticipated 
tourism development. The assertive position of the minister of public 
works – with his extraordinary defence of a modernist hotel building 
as a catalyst for the urban renewal of a backward and deprived, if 
picturesque, fishing village – evinces how, at this threshold, there 
was not one clear road to follow, but many. The balance between such 
development and the region’s characteristics, natural and human, 
was not straightforward and univocal, even in a reputedly centralised 
state, as Portugal is known to have been then. Central agencies were 
under pressure from developers, and had only a certain extent of 
leeway to resist their pragmatic interests, despite the dictator’s own 
views. Furthermore, the region’s village architecture, traditional and 
picturesque, had a perceived dark, insalubrious, decadent side,44 to 
which tourism development was likely to be seen as an eagerly awaited 
antidote. Local character would not only draw tourism, that modern 
phenomenon: it would eventually be modernised itself, rising to the 
latter’s standards. In Albufeira, the Hotel Sol e Mar was kept hidden 
from one of the village’s best viewpoints, and its presence in the cliff 
remained unrepeated to this day; the pressure of tourism development 
and the perception of the local picturesque potential later converged in 
unrestrained expansion towards the inland, resulting in an exemplarily 
flawed case of tourism development in the Algarve. A visitor who found 
Albufeira to be ‘the St. Tropez of the Algarve’ in 1968, and noted with 
some relief that ‘Development is almost out of the question because 
there is only space to go up the hillside’,45 was at least partly right.

epilogue
Although the overwhelming built environment transformation brought 
by the Algarve’s full touristic development took place only after the 
opening of an international airport in Faro, in 1965, with definite 
consequences from the 1970s on, the late 1950s were the pivotal 
moment when the essential factors of the equation came to be in place: 
the region’s delicate natural and built character and its exotic allure to 
national and foreign travellers, on the one hand, and the consequences 
of the exploitation of such appeal on that same character, on the other. 
Twenty years before, the difficulty of such balance was already hinted at, 

43. ‘Desta forma o pitoresco pobre (...) 
que é o actual, transmudar-se-á para 
outra fórmula, menos agradável ao 
pintor e ao poeta, mas mais civilizada. 
Então o hotel em construção ficará 
melhor’. Eduardo Arantes e Oliveira, 16 
November 1959, Lisbon, ANTT/AOS, file 
OP-9, cx. 482, pt. 15 (“Urbanização de 
Albufeira. Construção do Hotel Sol e Mar 
em Albufeira”).

44. Captured in a few contemporary 
accounts; the case of Albufeira, for 
instance, was described in detail in Frank 
Edward Huggett, South of Lisbon; winter 
travels in southern Portugal (London,: 
Gollancz, 1960).

45. Diana Petry, “Only just found, not yet 
lost,” The Observer, 23 June 1968, 29.
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but a combination of internal policy and worldwide disruption prevented 
it from being tested.
Leisure architecture was asked to engage with the features of a 
conspicuous vernacular tradition, be it in more linear or sophisticated 
ways. The forms such negotiation produced configure a catalogue 
of metropolitan views of the Algarve built identity. Some may have 
been closer to central politics (the Pousada) and others further (the 
Hotel Garbe), but they shared the same instrumental approach to the 
Algarbian features, aimed at potentiating the integration of demanding 
new facilities with the extant environment. Both were compromises, 
viable when the scale was insignificant (the Pousada) or the setting 
was generous (the Garbe). When post-war modernism refused form 
compromises and, instead, trusted its vernacular context would be 
transformed while assimilating it, the catch was exposed: large-scale 
hospitality architecture and fine-grained local building identity became 
mutually dependent, but the former could hardly avoid endangering 
the latter, and would eventually kill it – or, depending on the viewpoint, 
deeply transform it. 
In the 1960s, the Portuguese authorities knew there was a price to pay 
for such an important benefit, and seemed willing to pay it. When, in 
July 1965, the President of the Republic visited the Algarve to finally 
inaugurate the airport in Faro, he lodged at the Alportel Pousada and 
attended a gala dinner and fireworks display in the Hotel Sol e Mar 
in Albufeira,46 thus combining two tenses of tourism in the Algarve – 
the past (in the Pousada) and the present (in the hotel) – and evoking 
the sense of transition towards a future (in the airport) that seemed 
promising but unclear.

46. “Programa da visita de Sua Excelência 
o Senhor Presidente da República ao 
Algarve, nos dias 11, 12 e 13 de Julho de 
1966,” June 1965, Lisbon, PCM/AOS, file 
PT/SGPCM/AOS/G-237/06.
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The Project that Went Wrong. Inns for Motorized Tourists in Poland 
in the Decade of Socialist Affluence

Mariusz Jastrzab 

abstract
The paper describes the origins, implementation and outcomes of a 
project of erecting road-side motels in Poland in the 1970s. The project 
is analyzed within the context of modernizing strategies of Polish 
socialist authorities. It is used to illustrate the dangers, limitations and 
obstacles on the way to transplant an element of western modernity in 
an East-European, socialist country.

keywords
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introduction
The development and evolution of motel industry first in the US, form 
1920s on, and then in Western Europe after World War II have been 
connected with the emergence of modern social practices: mass leisure 
travel, and individual car ownership. Thus, motels have been products 
and witnesses of the modernization processes in the West.1 
The purpose of this paper is to describe the origins, implementation 
and outcomes of the ambitious large-scale project of erecting road-side 
motels in Poland in the 1970s. The project is interesting because it is 
very closely connected with political efforts to push the country along 
the path of modernization. State socialism was a political system with 
modernizing ambitions throughout its history. However, official attitudes 
towards individual mobility and privatization of free time underwent 
important changes.2 For Poland, Edward Gierek’s coming into power in 
December 1970 constituted a turning point. Gierek’s idea of developed 
socialist society incorporated appraisal for individualization of consumer 
choices, as well as treatment of consumption as a factor of economic 
growth and a way to developing human potential. In more practical 
terms the decade of 1970s. marked the beginning of mass motorization 
and gradual introduction of a five-day working week but also a more 
open attitude toward the world and increase both in the number of Poles 
travelling abroad and foreign tourists visiting Poland.3 In Gierek times 
industrialized countries of the West constituted a model for imitation 
in the sphere of consumer services and industrial technologies. Gierek 
claimed he was able to close the gap between Poland and the West in 
this respect. The fate of the Polish motel project illustrates the scale of 
dangers, limitations and obstacles on the way to transplant an element 
of western modernity in an East-European, socialist country. 

1. On historical development of motels: 
Warren J. Belasco, Americans on the Road: 
From Autocamp to Motel (Baltimore: John 
Hopkins University Press, 1997); John A. 
Jakle, Keith A. Sculle, Jefferson S. Rogers, 
The Motel in America (Baltimore: John 
Hopkins University Press, 1996).

2. On connections between tourism and 
modernity under socialism: Katrin Taylor,  
“From Trips to Modernity to Holidays in 
Nostalgia. Tourism History in Eastern 
and Southeastern Europe”, (Tensions of 
Europe/ Inventing Europe Working Paper 
Series. Working Paper No. 2011_01, 
March 2011). 

3. Marcin Zaremba „’Bigosowy socjalizm’. 
Dekada Gierka,” in Polacy wobec PRL. 
Strategie przystosowawcze,  ed. Grzegorz 
Miernik, (Kielce: Kieleckie Towarzystwo 
Naukowe, Akademia Świętokrzyska, 
2003), 183-191.
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prehistory of polish motels
In April 1966, a government ministry, Chief Committee for Physical 
Culture and Tourism (Główny Komitet Kultury Fizycznej i Turystyki 
– GKKFiT)4 issued an order on determining the types and categories of 
hotels and other accommodation establishments.5 The order was the first 
legal document in Poland, encompassing a term “motel”. It defined 
the motel as a lodging facility, located outside the city, close to a major 
road with a car repair shop and a guarded parking space available for 
customers.6 In the mid-1960s establishments that would meet these 
formal requirements were, however, almost non-existent. 
Plans to improve road-side infrastructure for motorized travellers first 
appeared shortly after the assumption of power by Władysław Gomułka 
and the liberalization of the political system in Poland in 1956.7 The 
motorist organization, Polish Motor Union (Polski Związek Motorowy 
– PZMot), became at this time an important social actor advocating the 
interests of private car users. In the late 1950s and early 1960s, the 

4. Chief Committee for Physical Culture 
and Tourism was later split into two: 
Chief Committee for Physical Culture and 
Sport (Główny Komitet Kultury Fizycznej i 
Sportu – GKKFiS) and Chief Committee of 
Tourism (Główny Komitet Turystyki- GKT).

5. Monitor Polski 1966, no 20, item 110. 
The order was repealed by order of the 
Chairman of the General Committee 
of Physical Culture and Tourism of 20 
October 1977, on the types and categories 
of tourist accommodation establishments 
and campsites. (Monitor Polski 1977, no. 
27, item 133).

6. „Recepcja turystów zmotoryzowanych,” 
Motoryzacja 9 (1966): 243.

7. Władysław Najhart, „Drogami Polski i 
Europy,” in 40 lat w służbie motoryzacji. 
Historia Polskiego Związku Motorowego, 
ed. Władysław Pietrzak, Andrzej Karaczun, 
(Warsaw: PZMot, 1991), 176.

Figure 1. Zajazd Turystyczny, built: 1974, Ślesin, near Bydgoszcz, a typical village inn — Image credit: AAN, GKT 9/25, 
223-224 [Photographs reproduced with the permission of the Archive of Modern Records (AAN)]
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Union came up with several initiatives to built motels but managed to 
realize only few, because of the reluctance of the state authorities.8 Other 
entities took similar actions. Motozbyt, a state-owned organization 
selling spare parts and running service satiations, put seven motels into 
operation by the end of the 1960s.9 The purchase of a license for the 
production of the Fiat 125 in 1965 accelerated investments in car repair 
shops. In some places they became a part of larger service complexes 
that included motels.10 Also the network of so called ‘village taverns’ run 
by a state-controlled cooperative giant, Samopomoc Chłopska offered 
accommodation for drivers (Figure 1).11 Additionally, there were initiatives 
of local motor clubs, associations or small-size cooperatives. What they 
managed to organize were usually facilities that remained open only 
during the summer season in spaces adapted for hospitality purposes. 
More ambitious plans were not implemented. Investments in motels 
and other road-side amenities had low priority and tourist authorities 
rejected capital-intensive projects as ‘not urgently necessary’. Funding 
was available either for projects that were expected to attract foreign 
tourists and thereby generate an inflow of foreign currencies or for 
those being a part of broader undertakings, commemorating historical 
events deemed important by the authorities. Only in the next decade the 
time was ripe to build motels on a larger scale.

large projects of 1970s
The first major project was the construction of more than thirty objects 
on the roads of the Poznań district in Western Poland.12 The investment 
started in 1973.13 Other regions began to send to the GKKFiT applications 
for similar undertakings. 
In 1974 there were 59 motels with 1690 beds in Poland.14 By the end of 
1978, their number increased to 132. They could provide accommodation 
for 3726 guests. Their restaurants and cafés had 14,503 seats.15 Statistics 
from 1980 registered 145 motels with 4202 beds and 15,820 restaurant 
places. Another 100 motels were to be under construction.16 These 
data do not need to be precise. Specialists who, in the autumn of 
1981, conducted a comprehensive evaluation of motels estimated their 
number at around 250 and another 60 under construction.17 
In the 1970s the government made an attempt to solve the problem 
of motels comprehensively. On 20 January 1978, the Government 
Presidium took the decision on the construction of tourist inns, ordering 
the erection of 60 facilities at the cost of PLZ 1,5 billion. The deadlines 
for finishing the new structures were unrealistically short. Construction 
of first ten was to be completed by 31 December 1978. Thirty following 
were scheduled to open up by 30 June 1979, and the last 20 – by 30 April 
1980. Hurry originated from decision makers’ desire to put the inns 
into operation before the Moscow Olympic Games in summer 1980.
The government determined that the inns would be assembled from 

8. Note on Centres for Motorized Tourism 
and repair services [after 3 September 
1958], Archiwum Akt Nowych (Archive of 
Modern Records) (AAN), PZMot 11/14, 
not paginated. Department of Tourist 
Movement to the Cabinet of the Chief 
Committee Chairman, 1 September 1964, 
AAN, GKKFiT. 17/170, not paginated.

9. „Motele nie w projektach a przy 
drogach,” Trybuna Ludu, 3 December 
1965; „11 moteli Motozbytu,” Motoryzacja 
3 (1967): 74. Analysis of the technical 
resources of motorization , October 
1970, AAN, Ministerstwo Komunikacji 
(Ministry of Transport) 28, 64-81.

10. „Ofensywa na województwo 
warszawskie”, Motoryzacja 3 (1968): 74.

11. Complex evaluation of existing tourist 
inns, November 1981, AAN, GKT 9/25, 
266-7.

12. Unsigned memo, 27 January 1979, 
AAN, Centralny Fundusz Turystyki i 
Wypoczynku (Central Fund for Tourism 
and Recreation- CFTiW) 3/12, not 
paginated.

13. Information on the construction of 
tourist inns, 1973-81, not dated [1982], 
AAN, GKT 9/28, 8-14.

14. Najhart, „Drogami Polski i Europy,” 
184.

15. List of motels, not dated, AAN, CFTiW 
3/12, not paginated.

16. Department of Tourist Infrastructure 
to the Chairman of GKT 26 February1980, 
AAN, GKT 3/17, 24-6.

17. The discrepancy in figures was 
caused by the fact that many motels 
appeared in formal documents as 
hotels, guesthouses, boarding houses 
or guestrooms. Characteristics and 
evaluation of completed tourist inns, 
November 1981, AAN, GKT 9/25, 3.
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prefabricated elements, made of composite wood (Figure 2). Their 
manufacturer was the state-owned Woodwork Company Stolbud 
Ciechanów.18 The choice of Stolbud, ‘solved a complicated problem 
of finding a correct production profile for the imported, compete, 
industrial plant manufacturing engineered wood’.19 The idea to initiate 
a program of constructing road-side inns on a large scale first emerged 
in the GKKFiT. A more detailed plan was being prepared since July 
1977, by a special government commission, set up by the Deputy Prime 
Minister Tadeusz Pyka.20 When the decision was made, many heads of 
districts asked Pyka for permission to build additional facilities, mainly 
along trans-European routes running trough Poland. The requests 
were connected with a comprehensive plan of development of tourist 
amenities along these routes worked out around the same time.21 The 
requests proved to be effective. In January 1979 the number of inns 
to be erected increased from 60 to 108.22 Later, the project expanded 
even further. Its final version assumed the establishment of 139 new 
road-side inns.23 Implementation problems began almost immediately. 
First, it turned out that only 65 inns (out of 108) can be assembled with 
typical elements produced by Stolbud. Other required individual design, 
either because of the landscape they were to be placed in or because of 
requirements regarding construction resistance to snowload /windload 
being in force in the areas where they were to be built.24 
Delays occurred already at the stage of design. In the early 1980s the 

18. Government Presidium, decision no 
11/78, 20 January 1978, AAN, GKT, 9/26, 
41-3.

19. First Deputy Director of the Central 
Office of Tourism “Orbis” to Chairman of 
the National Bank of Poland, 6 July1979, 
AAN, GKT 9/26, 116.

20. Information on the construction of 
tourist inns 1973-81, not dated [1982] 
AAN, GKT 9/28, 8-14.

21. Najhart, „Drogami Polski i Europy”, 
186. On European E- routes: Gijs Mom, 
“Roads without Rails. European Highway-
Network Building and the Desire for Long-
Range Motorized Mobility,” Technology 
and Culture 46 (2005): 763-772.

22. Report on the execution of 
Government Presidium Decision of 
20 January 1978 on the construction of 
tourist inns, AAN, GKT 9/26, 75

23. Minister of Finance to Deputy Prime 
Minister Jagielski, AAN, GKT 9/26, 27.

24. Report on the execution of 
Government Presidium Decision of 
20 January 1978 on the construction of 
tourist inns, AAN, GKT 9/26, 79.

Figure 2. Zajazd na Rogach, built: 1980, Łódź, a typical Stolbud system inn — Image 
credit: AAN, GKT 9/25, 25 [Photographs reproduced with the permission of the 
Archive of Modern Records (AAN)]
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tourist authorities explained that ‘the conceptual design drawings 
developed during the stage of preparing for [Government Presidium] 
decision, were rather illustrative pictures, prepared without a clear  
program, without functional analysis, without the approval of the 
competent investor’s bodies’.25 
The entity the Government made responsible for implementing the 
project was Central Office of Tourism “Orbis”, an organization created 
in 1977 to oversee travel agencies and supervise the management 
of facilities intended for foreign tourists.26 Its managers protested 
vigorously against the imposed job, arguing it did not fit within their 
area of responsibility. 
The decision regarding the inns was made outside the normal procedure 
of preparing annual economic plans in order to comply with a very tight 
time schedule. Keeping the investment outside the plan made it more 
difficult to get building materials. The list of shortages was long. Orbis 
demanded lacking supplies, but its interventions did not always bring 
effects.27

According to the rules of the program, a direct investor, that is the 
company appointed as a future operator of a given facility was obliged 
to pour footings on its own. Next, the responsibility for the construction 
passed on Stolbud. The company had to transport prefabricated elements 
to the site and assemble the building. When the construction reached 
a lockup stage, it returned to a direct investor who would perform 
finishing works. All this required coordination, which often turned out 
to be poor. There were cases, when the construction works stopped at 
a base stage, because Stolbud was unable to deliver the elements for 
assembly. In other cases, in turn, prefabricated panels were left for 
many months at the site and dilapidated, because the future operator 
was unable to complete the foundations. Assembling from ready-made 
elements was intended as a way to substantially reduce the time of 
construction works, because the phase of fixing the elements together 
in theory should not take more than 3-4 weeks. In practice, the process 
lingered to 4-5 months.28 
The most serious problems, however, arose from the fact that from its 
beginnings the program did not have a secured financing. Originally, the 
money were to come from the reserve of the Committee for the Internal 
Market, a tentative body set up by the Council of Ministers in January 
1978 to supervise market supplies of consumer goods. When this proved 
impossible, the Central Fund for Tourism and Recreation, a special-
purpose governmental organization allocating money for developing 
sport and tourist facilities, was asked to grant a loan. However, the 
Planning Commission, who had the final word in investment decisions, 
blocked the release of money. After some efforts, Orbis managed to 
secure financing, but insufficient to conduct the construction smoothly. 
Financial issues were cleared only at late 1979 and 1980. First, in October 

25. Ibid.

26. On Orbis see: Marcin Majowski, 
Polska Ludowa zaprasza. Polityka 
turystyczna w czasach Edwarda Gierka 
(Warsaw: Trio, 2008), 30; Paweł Sowiński, 
Wakacje w Polsce Ludowej. Polityka władz 
i ruch turystyczny 1945-1989 (Warsaw: 
Trio, 2005), 176.

27. Report on the execution of 
Government Presidium Decision of 
20 January 1978 on the construction of 
tourist inns, AAN, GKT 9/26, k. 79.

28. Ibid.
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1979, the Committee for Internal Market allocated additional money for 
the project.29 Later, in January 1980, the Government Presidium decided 
that the investment would be included into yearly economic plans and 
credited by the Central Fund.30 Somewhat earlier, at the end of August 
1979, Orbis was released from the obligation to supervise the program.31 
Even these decisions did not, however, solve all problems. In 1979 the 
Fund was deprived of revenue from passport fees, which substantially 
reduced its financial capability. Meanwhile, the costs of the program 
increased. In November 1980, the average cost of an inn was calculated 
at PLZ 38m, while calculations made 3 years earlier estimated it at 10-
15m.32 During 1979-80 construction of inns absorbed 25-30% of Central 
Fund’s investment budget. Because the program enjoyed priority status, 
other expenditures had to be cut.33

Despite a significant financial effort in 1978 only one inn, instead of ten, 
was completed. In 1979 three new (and not 30, as planned) were opened. 
The number of facilities put into operation in 1980 was eleven instead 
of twenty. Additional inns were being finished during following years. 
Thus, in total, up to the spring of 1985, the outcome of the program 
were 38 inns, the majority finished with a considerable delay. The new 
facilities had 1665 beds and 4134 restaurant places. Thirty-three of them 
were built with the use of the Stolbud system of prefabricated panels, 
five remaining were individually designed. Eight buildings remained 
under construction in 1985.34 Two were assigned for purposes not 
connected with hospitality business. The rest of unfinished structures 
fell victim to investment restrictions being introduced from November 
1980. However, suspension of financing did not mean a formal decision 
to abandon a given construction.35 As a result of surveys of unfinished 
investments that were carried out periodically in 1981-85, decisions as to 
the future of individual structures could have changed several times.36

the outcome: (mal)functioning of motels in a shortage 
economy 
Motels built in Western Poland in the first half of the 1970s usually had 
6-10 rooms with about twenty beds and one shared bathroom on the 
floor. Stolbud system inns from the second half of the decade offered 
to their guests a higher standard. Each room had a private bathroom 
with shower. Stolbud manufactured three types of inns, differing in 
size. There was, however, no demand for the smallest ones, with ca. 15 
beds and 60 restaurant seats. The inns actually built were referred to in 
documents as mark II (slightly more than 30 beds and 60 restaurant 
seats) or mark III (ca. 60 beds and 120 restaurant seats). Smaller ones 
dominated. They had 14 guestrooms, usually six or seven singles, six 
or seven doubles and one with four beds. There were no large “tourist 
quarters” with eight to ten beds, that were common in the motels built 
earlier. The design of the Stolbud inn provided for a two-bedroom 
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dwelling for a manager. More entrepreneurial managers turned their 
living space into additional guest rooms and made also other alterations, 
e.g. to gain additional places in restaurants.37  
The assessment of the quality of construction workmanship, carried out 
in 1981, was crushingly negative. In nearly all Stolbud buildings water 
leaked through ceilings in bathrooms and composite wood, saturated 
with water, stank. It was impossible to wash shower cabins thoroughly 
because of a genre of plastics they were made of and to replace them it 
was necessary to demolish partition walls. The buildings were frequently 
filled with smoke from malfunctioning boiler rooms. Cargo elevators 
did not work or were not installed at all. Normally, the inns did not have 
power generators and relied exclusively on supplies of energy from the 
public network, while especially during the crisis of 1980s, blackouts 
were not uncommon. Inefficient water supply systems were another 
serious problem for operators. Users complained also about frequent 
sewage breakdowns, wrapping window frames and wood floorings, as 
well as about short-lived, load-bearing elements of the buildings, that 
required frequent repairs.38 
Inadequate thermal insulation and freezing walls were an almost 
universal problem in Poznań-type motels. Because here also boilers 
tended not to function properly, there were facilities that did not accept 
guests during winter, due to low temperatures in rooms. Fire safety was 
a matter of serious concern. Wooden surfaces both inside and outside 
of the buildings were varnished and impregnated with flammable 
substances. Interior walls were wainscoted, and electric cables put 
under wooden panels with no fire-resistant shields.39 
The quality of services offered by motels was also questionable. In 
the autumn of 1981, a panel of experts conducted a comprehensive 
assessment of their work. Its members visited 41establishments 
throughout Poland. In only one of them meals were served 24 hours 
a day, in very few early in the morning or late at night. Many motels 
performed functions they were not intended for. Most commonly they 
were turned into hostels for construction or factory workers. In many 
neighbourhoods a motel restaurant was the only place of entertainment 
available. That is why it hosted discotheques, dancing-parties, banquets 
and even striptease shows. First of all, however, it usually attracted 
hard drinkers. One of the motels was even characterized by the 
experts as a place where drivers were afraid to stop fearing their cars 
could be damaged by local drunkards. The inspecting group members 
expressed also their disapproval with the style of work of waiters in 
motel restaurants. Allegedly they were attentive exclusively towards 
guests ordering entire bottles of alcohol. Other sins of the personnel 
included serving stale coffee and being careless about the cleanliness 
and aesthetics of their places of work. 
According to official data motels were not as popular with the guests as 
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other hospitality businesses. In the years 1975-79 their occupancy rate 
was 47.3%, comparing to 74,9% in all lodging facilities throughout the 
country. There were motels that officially put up 1-2 guests per month 
in 1980. A common wisdom was, however, that it was not so easy to 
rent a motel room. This indicated that a part of motel services were 
rendered unofficially with money going directly to the pockets of their 
employees.40 Other irregularities included failure to comply with the 
obligation to register the arrivals of foreigners, overcharging them and 
making unofficial money-exchange deals.41

Of 41 motels audited only 15 generated profits in 1980.42 Best 
performing were those leased to private proprietors. Establishments run 
by cooperatives had poorest financial results. Employment in leased-
out motels was significantly lower than in those operated by socialist 
enterprises. Private leaseholders were also most prone to rearrange the 
interior of their motels if they believed additional beds or restaurant 
places were needed. Thus, they were usually most careful about the 
costs and most creative in finding sources of additional revenues. The 
causes of motels’ financial difficulties were technical problems with the 
buildings, excess employment but also their design and locations. The 
fact that the number of beds in majority of motels was too small to 
provide accommodation for a coach-load was quoted as an example of 
incorrect design assumptions. According to estimations from the early 
1980s 15% of all Polish motels were simply built in wrong places, along 
the local roads that did not generate significant tourist traffic. 
The outbreak of the economic crisis and the ousting of the Gierek 
leadership in 1980, created a favourable atmosphere for severe criticism 
of the decisions made in the 1970s. Under such circumstances the inn 
program was qualified as fatuous. According to the report on the condition 
of tourist industry, prepared in August 1981, Government Presidium 
decision was taken ‘without earlier studies of tourist flows, without 
proper regard to the needs and expectations of the tourists, without 
attention to the particular local conditions and with violation of the rules 
of rational management’.43 Allocation of substantial financial resources 
for this objective caused decapitalization of other tourist facilities.44 
Ministerial documents recommended to continue the program but with 
more careful selection of locations, with the increase in the capacity of 
the average motel to 50-56 beds and with obedience to the rule that the 
proportion between the number of beds and number of restaurant seats 
should be 1 to 3.45 Tourist officials also urged for establishing a rule that 
campgrounds with pitches for caravans and ideally available for tourists 
throughout the year should be located around all new motels built in 
popular holiday destinations. Some of them supported the idea that new 
motels should offer places in multi-bed tourist quarters, similar to those 
that existed in older establishments.46  In times of crisis, they wanted 
motels to assume functions they were not expected to perform in 1970s. 
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They saw in them potentially important providers of tourist services not 
only for individual clients but also for organized groups. If their location 
allowed that, they should offer longer, holiday stays also for tourists with 
limited financial resources, hence the space under the tents. Experts 
and administrators believed that the way to improve the performance of 
motels’ core business was to limit their activities through the measures 
of administrative control: they proposed to disallow to use them as 
hostels for workers or as a place of entertainment. Their managers 
should be compelled to sell at least tea, coffee and sandwiches 24 hours 
a day, and on the other hand, discouraged from organizing dancing-
parties, discotheques, not even to talk about striptease shows.47  
Avoidance of a word “motel” in names of establishments built in 
the 1970s poses an interesting question. This was not a result of 
orthodox obedience to law that did not allow to qualify as a motel 

47. Complex evaluation of existing tourist 
inns, November 1981, AAN, GKT 9/25, 
279.

Figure 3. Gościniec Ostęp, built: 1974, Gorzyń, (on road Poznań – Gorzów Wielkopolski) a typical Greater Poland 
tavern — Image credit: AAN, GKT 9/25, 98-99 [Photographs reproduced with the permission of the Archive of 
Modern Records (AAN)]
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any establishment that did not have a car repair shop, but rather a 
manifestation of reluctance towards the use of American term. The 
1970s were the period when projects of developing infrastructure for 
motorized travellers followed Western models. The use of prefabricated 
technology and typized designs are examples of that. 
At the same time, however, they were to be tame. It was not by accident 
that the motels built in the Poznań district were branded “Greater 
Poland Taverns”, and their erection was publicized under the slogan “go 
back to what was ancient, beautiful and good”.48 Their architecture was 
contemporary, although obviously not avant-garde. Such characteristics 
as two-section layout and steep two-side, low sweeping roof with a 
dormer, made them resembling larger family houses of that time. Inns 
were built, however, with traditional materials – stone and timber. Roofs 
were originally covered with thatch, usually quickly substituted with tiles 
(Figure 3). The naming could carry visitors’ minds towards memories of 
the past. Many establishments borrowed names from historical heroes 
or characters of historical novels and movies. Many other contained 
archaic words or grammar forms. Furnishing and interior decorations 
of inns were individually agreed with their operators, but in the reality 
also depended on what was available on the market at a given movement. 
Nevertheless, restaurants had fireplaces and walls were often decorated 
with hunting insignia, battle paintings, coats of arms, or copies of noble 
portraits. 

conclusions
The motel project was an attempt to create a network of uniformly-
looking and uniformly-operating facilities. Intrinsically, it was evidence 
that Polish technocratic bureaucracy of the 1970s domesticated Fordistic 
solutions of providing mass-scale standardized tourist services. In 
practice, the uniformity did not go too far. Motels did not form chains 
because companies that operated them were usually confined in 
their activities to the administrative borders of one district and, more 
importantly, because forming a chain did not constitute a competitive 
advantage in a socialist economy. Furnish or restaurant menus did differ 
for the same reason.
The dominance of single and double rooms in motels form the 1970s is 
in sharp contrast with those built earlier. Their layout and size testify the 
westernizing shift toward the acceptance of individual, familial nature 
of free time spending. It was the crises of the 1980s that challenged this 
trend and made decision makers’ think about the return to organized, 
collective forms of rest.
The prefabricated technology was borrowed from the West, but the 
borrowing was a result of search for a more rational, i.e. faster and 
cheaper way of solving construction problems. A strong belief in the 
idea of rationality was an inherent element of a state socialist system. 

48. Characteristics and evaluation of 
completed tourist inns, November 1981, 
AAN, GKT 9/25, 3.
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Behind that, the idea that elements of inns can be mass-produced was 
attractive due to its modernity. The man-made material, engineered-
wood appeared to be the rational solution to the problem of limitation 
of both natural and financial resources.
The borrowing from the West was masked. Values like hospitality, 
cordiality and generosity towards guests were presented as traditionally 
and specifically Polish. Names and architecture of inns (not motels!) 
were to evoke connotations with these values. Their décor with its 
overabundance and lack of simplicity brought to mind noble rather than 
popular traditions. This way, the motel architecture gives evidence to the 
lack of ideological vigor and the extent of reconciliation with formerly 
rejected elements of national heritage on the part of Polish ruling elite 
of the 1970s.
Besides all that, the program can be looked at as an example of socialist 
mismanagement. Obstructed flow of information from lower to upper 
level of decision-making structure resulted in a misguided governmental 
decision to launch it. Different governmental structures played their own 
games, bargaining for resources. For example, district administrations 
treated it as an opportunity to get local investments incorporated into 
a central plan. Actors participating in the program operated under a 
soft budget constraint, to a dangerous effect, until an acute crisis 
appeared. When opened, the motels did not necessarily served the 
purposes they were intended for. In itself that is nothing special. The 
students of historically-existing road-side hospitality businesses usually 
underlined their astonishing multifunctionality. Nevertheless the black-
economy activities of the motel operators, as well as patterns of their 
entrepreneurship were specific for the close economy of socialism.
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Educating Greece in Modernity 
Postwar Tourism and Western Politics

Stavros Alifragkis & Emilia Athanassiou 

abstract
Economic progress, kick-started by the Marshall Plan and maintained 
by the rapid growth of tourism, presented a vital pre-condition for 
the modernisation of post-war, post-civil-war Greece. In 1951, the 
government re-launched the National Tourism Organisation to attract 
foreign currency and invigorate domestic tourism among the rising 
middle class. The Organisation carried out a building program for a 
network of leisure hotspots near archaeological sites, at places of natural 
beauty and along motor routes. The state-run Xenia chain, comprising 
of hotels, motels, travel stops, pavilions, organised beaches and holiday 
camps, spearheaded the Government’s policy towards up-to-date leisure 
infrastructure that set the standards for all ensuing private initiative. 
This paper underlines the intertwining of western-oriented politics, 
modernist architecture and newly introduced cultures of leisure in the 
construction of the image of modern Greece. In doing so, it follows 
three interdependent lines of inquiry: (1) Location: varied types of 
accommodation designed to suit and foreground local particularities 
created a nation-wide network of destinations for leisure, (2) Design: 
wide-ranging criteria were introduced to locate potential building sites 
and secure aesthetic results for the building itself and the public space 
that it generated, (3) Society: leisure infrastructure was intended for 
the domestic middle-class visitor as well as the international tourist. 
In 1954, the National Tourism Organisation introduced guided tours 
to prominent destinations combining leisure with cultural activities. 
Cold War politics recognised Greece’s prosperity and modernisation 
as a barrier against Communist expansion. Hence, the Organisation’s 
activities not only reweaved the worn social fabric inherited by World 
War II and the Civil War, but also educated the urban middle-class 
about modern life, by forging a new national identity based on both 
the construct of continuity with the past and Greece’s firm anchoring 
to the West, sealed with the 1963 arrival of Conrad Hilton’s hotel chain 
in Athens. 
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welcoming american aid
Tourism in Greece is an enduring subject of public debate. It has always 
been regarded as the country’s best revenue model for its developing 
economy. Newspaper Kathimerini’s editorial from 24 May 1949 is 
suggestive of the high expectations:

There is only one industry which can exist in Greece and which can be 
great, important and national. An industry for which the advertising and 
publicity has been done for us for free for the last two thousand years 
all over the world; an industry for which we have right here all the raw 
material and which can expand and bring riches to our country, without 
any protective customs and duties, and, finally, an industry which is 
suitable to us because as a country and as a nation and as men and with 
our climate, we have all the means and ways necessary to help it become 
great; it’s the industry which under its foreign name is called ‘tourism’.1

1. George A. Vlachos, “A National 
Industry: Tourism,” Kathimerini, 24 May 
1949, 1.

Figure 1. Façade. Chios Xenia Hotel by K. Stamatis (1958). Photograph by D. Charissiades (1911-93), September 1961 
— © Benaki Museum Photographic Archive, Athens, Greece.
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The foundations for Greece’s post-war tourism industry appear to have 
been laid as early as 1947, with the arrival of the American Mission for 
Aid to Greece (AMAG). In July 1948, after the congressional passage of 
the Marshall Plan, AMAG was replaced by the Economic Cooperation 
Administration Mission to Greece (ECA/G),2 responsible for some of the 
earliest plans for the rejuvenation of post-war Greek tourism. Due to on-
going warfare, Greece’s post-war reconstruction took an utterly different 
form than elsewhere in Europe.3 When Greece was engaging in civil 
war (1945-9), the rest of continental Europe had already initiated the 
recovery process. The wars had destroyed an already weakened agrarian 
economy and limited arable land and obsolete modes of farming brought 
about periodic shortages of basic commodities. Wartime resulted in the 
abandonment of the Greek hinterland.4 Hence, an unprompted, bottom-
up rejuvenation of pre-war activity in Greece was out of the question, 
since social and economic strata had been severely damaged.5

greek political agenda and the american blueprint
The outcome of the wars permanently tied Greece to the West politically, 
economically and military. While the beginning of the Civil War found 
Greece lying within the British sphere of influence, toward the end of the 
war the country was placed under the patronage of the Americans.6 On 12 
March 1947, President H. Truman urged the Congress to replace the British 
in their efforts to rehabilitate Greece, by means of substantial economic 
aid. US Congress was reluctant to endorse yet another military operation, 
therefore, only the economic side of the program was foregrounded. The 
reasoning behind US politics was straightforward: establishing modern 
modes of production in Greece would boost her economic recovery and set 
the groundwork for a safe, contemporary democracy. The Americans held 
that their New Deal-oriented proposal –an amalgamation of will, know-
how, experience, efficiency and considerable cash flow– formulated an 
irresistible alternative to Communist propaganda.7 More importantly, they 
felt that communicating an American lifestyle to Greece would definitely 
fix the country’s cultural ambivalence about its position between the East 
and the West. Greece, along with the rest of western Europe, ‘was seized 
by a rampant Americanism that influenced ways of life, the relationship 
with leisure time, and consumption, as signalled by the proliferation of the 
automobile’.8 This essentially educational process created a new generation 
of Greek consumers, whose flavour of modern life was in tune with the 
West, despite geographical distances or social incompatibilities. 
Administrative and managerial shortcomings set Greece apart from 
most western European countries that were entrusted with the 
economic and social planning of their recovery programs. Furthermore, 
while total American investment per capita in Greece was higher than 
anywhere else, it soon became obvious that the country was unable to 
attain the high growth rates achieved elsewhere. By and large, Greek 
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politicians did not rise to the situation. Therefore, American aid came 
with strings attached. US officials had little faith in local political and 
civil service personnel, due to their record of mismanagement and 
patron-client relationships. Thus, they established their own executive 
and administrative mechanism for distributing funds. Moreover, they 
supervised closely all funded projects, particularly those ran by the 
Ministry of Coordination, as a means of both keeping a tight grip on 
expenditure and generating and disseminating know-how, expertise 
and professional conduct practices. Their fundamentally technocratic 
attitude toward the task at hand appeared to be lacking in adaptability 
towards local mentality, history, traditions and customs,9 thus paving the 
way for a cultural dilemma between internationalism and regionalism.
This practical, results-driven rationale, along with the gradual 
abandonment of plans for the country’s industrialisation, favoured 
agriculture and leisure-oriented projects. Originally, AMAG had drafted 
a plan to allocate significant funds for tourism; however, ECA/G 
officials were reluctant to push forward with a project ‘of so nebulous a 
character [whose] attainment would be of such length that it hardly fits 
into the ECA 4-year scheme’.10 In March 1948, the General Secretariat 
of Tourism (GST), headed by A. Londos, published a ‘Report on the 
Needs of the Tourists Travel Economy in Greece’, which T.J. Pozzy, Head 
of ECA’s Travel Department Section (TDS) in Paris, regarded as ‘one of 
the most specific and probably the most sensible we have seen for any of 
the participating countries’.11 Secretary-General Londos’ breakdown of 
the budget on tourism for 1948 established how desperate the situation 
was, since almost 80% of the funds were committed to purchasing 
building materials for the reconstruction of existing hotels.12 Half a 
year later, T.L. Christie, Deputy Assistant to ECA’s TDS,13 requested 
the formation of an advisory committee for Greek tourism, consisting 
of American businessmen. ECA/G proposed 3 businessmen, among 
whom D. Papaefstratiou, American Express Hellas Assistant Manager.14 
In addition, attorney J.L. Roach, Director of Legal Division –who drafted 
the agreements of the original tourism plan15– and Ch.J. White, Tourism 
Adviser to the ECA/G –who succeeded Roach– were already very active 
with regard to the rehabilitation of Greece’s tourism. With respect to the 
Mission’s activities, J. Nuveen Jr., ECA/G Chief, noted that:

We are very busy […] with the initial stages of our next year’s program. 
One of the major features of this is the reconstruction of hotel and 
transportation facilities which were destroyed during the war and are 
necessary to the reestablishment of the tourism industry, which must 
play a very important part in Greece’s future economy.16

According to Londos, tourism, a pre-war artisan profession, aspired to 
become a promising post-war industry with the possibilities afforded by 
the Marshall Plan.17

11. Chief of the Travel Development Office 
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After the Civil War, the Greek Government and the American Mission 
had only 2 years left to materialise the Marshall Plan blueprint, that 
involved cutting wasted budget outflows, reducing the size of the civil 
service, minimising the army and reconstructing public expenditure so 
as to redirect funds from salaries to productive investment. These bold 
measures presupposed the existence of a strong, central government, 
prepared to take immediate action for unpopular, long-term policies.18 

Until the breakout of the war in Korea, US politics favoured liberal 
governments, as long as they were overtly pro-West and anti-Communist. 
In July 1947, General Marshall, US Secretary of State, told D.P. Griswold, 
AMAG Director, that the Greek cabinet should ideally consist of left 
wing, centre and right wing members, as long as ‘they are not too left-
wing to cede to or negotiate with the Communists or too right-wing to 

18. McNeil, 89-90.

Figure 2. Bar. Ioannina Xenia Hotel by F. Vokos (1958), demolished. Photograph by D. Charissiades, June 1961 — © 
Benaki Museum Photographic Archive, Athens, Greece.
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refuse cooperating with their non-communist, left-wing colleagues’. 
During the pre-election period of the 1950 general elections, H.F. Grady, 
US Ambassador in Athens, toured Greek cities, where he was greeted 
with enthusiasm, in order to popularise the importance of the American 
aid and ‘educate’ the Greeks in the ‘basics of democracy’, by prompting 
them to press for elections and support young politicians as their 
representatives.19 In spite of their active participation in the formulation 

and subsequent unseating of successive cabinets under PM S. Venizelos 
and N. Plastiras, the Americans failed to iron out the political anomalies 
that followed the elections. Plastiras, in particular, was a source of great 
disappointment for the Americans, as he was held responsible for failing 
to generate the public support needed to sustain extensive administrative 
reforms. McNeil maintains that Plastiras’ left-centre cabinet was as 

19. Spyros Linardatos, From the Civil War 
to the Junta, 1949-1952 [Vol. I] (Athens: 
Papazissi, 1977), 92, 123-4.

Figure 3. Guestroom. Ioannina Xenia Hotel by F. Vokos (1958), demolished. Photograph by D. Charissiades, June 1961 
— © Benaki Museum Photographic Archive, Athens, Greece.
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ignorant of social reform or governmental modernisation ‘à l’Americaine’ 
as his right-wing predecessors. Both left and right-wing politicians sought 
to maintain their absolute authority over public services as a means for 
returning favours and creating ‘a network of clients’.20

 
what do americans see?
A report by R.S. Isaacson, Commercial Counsellor at the British Embassy 
in Athens, reveals that the GST was ‘slow in making its existence felt’, 
its administrator was ‘fairly competent but not outstanding’, and that it 
was the hotel and catering industry that required most attention, only 
to conclude that it was ‘likely to be a long time before Greece can attract 
significant numbers of those tourists who value their comfort’.21 To attend 
to these inadequacies, Venizelos’ government passed emergency law 
no.1565/50 (29 October 1950), which reintroduced the Greek National 

20. McNeil, 94.
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Figure 4. Lobby. Karpenissi Xenia Hotel by F. Vokos (1959). Photograph by D. Charissiades, June 1961 — © Benaki 
Museum Photographic Archive, Athens, Greece.
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Tourism Organisation (GNTO) as the country’s chief administrative 
board on tourism, with a small but effective directing board, headed 
by Secretary-General Papaefstratiou. A strong, efficient and dependent 
Organisation, staffed with competent personnel, freed from political 
pressures, was the cornerstone of the ECA/G plan for the development 
of Greek tourism. The Board made policy decisions and supervised their 
execution by a body of devoted, enthusiastic and visionary architects 
and engineers, as well as draftsmen, advertisers and administrative and 
clerical staff. The Board, which held regular meetings, was burdened 
with decision-making policies concerning 5 different but overlapping 
tasks: (1) selecting appropriate sites for development, (2) designing, 
constructing and running the accompanying facilities, (3) tackling 
frontier formalities, (4) establishing tourism training schools, and (5) 
promoting Greece abroad and organising festivals.

Figure 5. Restaurant. Karpenissi Xenia Hotel by F. Vokos (1959). Photograph by D. Charissiades, June 1961 — © 
Benaki Museum Photographic Archive, Athens, Greece.
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GNTO coordinated with ECA/G consultants on tourism, whose views 
were expressed in their 1951 assessment entitled ‘Tourism in Greece – 
Development of a Program’. This ‘honest appraisal of Greece’s assets 
and liabilities for the attraction of foreign visitors’ listed among the 
country’s strongest assets Greece’s agreeable climate that guaranteed a 
nine-month tourist season, her geographical location, her antiquities, 
the numerous bathing beaches, the extensive and diverse archipelagos 
of islands, the mineral springs, the local, colourful folklore festivals, the 
active Greek diaspora and Greece’s impressive war record that generated 
sympathetic press abroad and ‘would contribute to any public relations 
campaign’. Athens represented a great advantage in itself as it constituted 
a strong brand name; however, being cut off from some of the richest 
travel markets and present traffic patterns was a serious drawback. 
The report listed a few additional liabilities, such as the lack of tourism 
tradition, a comprehensive tourism plan and essential infrastructure for 
accommodating, catering and entertaining tourists. It described most 
hotels outside Athens as ‘barracks built around beds’. In addition, the 
thin road network was deemed insufficient, dangerous and third-rate for 
American standards, even after its partial rehabilitation by the US Army 
Corps of Engineers and private contractors. However, the report makes 
an interesting observation about the potential educational role tourism 
growth could play for Greek society. The authors remark that:

Four centuries of Turkish rule and constant mingling with the peoples 
of the Near East have left Greece predominantly an oriental country, 
overlain with a thin veneer of Europeanism. In contrast to the customs of 
a small upper crust of westernised elite in Athens and a few other cities, 
the mores of the masses are more Asiatic than European. This is shown 
in the attitude concerning religion, toward women, foreigners, sanitation, 
and in countless small habits.

‘Oriental influence’, as the authors chose to term this situation, could 
prove to be both an asset and a liability, depending on how the Greeks 
decide to deal with it.
The report concludes that a healthy tourism industry could be Greece’s 
answer to her unfavourable international balance of payments, but would 
probably not solve her foreign-exchange problem. In the lack of any 
significant exports and after having abandoned plans for developing heavy 
industry, tourism was described as ‘the ideal “export” for a country as poor 
as Greece’. Tourism growth could be maintained at high rates by ‘Greek 
emigrant families living abroad, Near and Middle Eastern travellers, 
Western and central European tourists, cultural groups in all countries, 
and wealthy yachtsmen of all nationalities’. Therefore, ensuring a brighter 
future for Greek tourism met with ECA/G approval and endorsement 
under two conditions: (1) Greece would not compete with the rest of 
western Europe for the ‘American middle-class pleasure tourist’ because 
it simply lacked the adequate infrastructure to live up to his expectations, 
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(2) Greece would concentrate on promoting her antiquities as her sole 
comparative advantage against developed, western European countries. 
ECA/G believed that the ‘glory that was Greece, however resplendent, 
cannot be matched against the drawing power of a Buckingham Palace 
or a Notre Dame Cathedral’. This claim probably reveals more about 
American preconceptions concerning tourist typologies and less about city 
branding policies. Nevertheless, the report prompted Greek authorities to 
‘augment [the country’s] attractions with the refinements found elsewhere, 
without, however, attempting a slavish imitation of the more sophisticated 
countries’. Therefore, GNTO’s main construction activity was focused on: 
(1) augmenting archaeological sites by means of auxiliary, recreational 
facilities and ambitious landscaping projects, (2) liaising with the Ministry 
of Education to coordinate efforts to restore monuments and reconstruct 
run-down museums, (3) organising cultural festivals and tours that would 
attract tourists, and (4) upgrading existing or constructing new road 
networks. These processes eventually led to the construction of idealised 
landscapes that corresponded to an ideological construct about Greece’s 
national narrative, which met with great resonance in the West and 
nourished modern fantasies about the country.

Figure 6. Postcard. Kalambaka Xenia Motel by A. Konstantinidis (1960), abandoned.
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greek tourism experimental laboratory
GNTO had to address the electrification of archaeological sites, before the 
beautification process could commence. The electrification of Greece was 
the grandest project on the American agenda. However, electrification 
was not made possible before 1950 and it was not until 1955 that the 
plan came into operation, with great success. Electricity completely 
transformed life in the Greek countryside within a single generation. 
According to McNeil, the ‘arrival of electricity with its capacity to 
activate machinery of many kinds –electric lights, refrigerators, washing 
machines, power tools, pumps, and the like– [brought about] wave of 
modernization in Greek rural communities’. It was governmental policy 
to restore the connection between Athens, the country’s geographical 
and symbolic centre, and the periphery. As a result, loudspeakers were 
installed in village squares and broadcasted Athens’ radio program, in 
order to educate the countryside to ‘an urban, national outlook against 
older, local and narrowly familiar points of view’ and materialise their 
conceptual proximity. Similarly, an extensive network of roads would 
materialise their physical proximity. Furthermore, regular bus services 
made it possible to reach Athens in under a day, even from the most 
remote areas of the country.22 Domestic and international tourist 
arrivals in the Greek countryside, as well as new hotels, were expected to 
rejuvenate and modernise village life in almost the same way electricity 
did. In 1950s Greece, many local communities competed for a place in 
GNTO’s shortlist of officially-designated tourist localities. The directing 
board considered applications on the basis of local history, attractions 
or cultural events and appointed committees comprising of prominent 
local figures. Officially-designated tourist localities were beautified and 
equipped with modern facilities: hotels, restaurants, pavilions, bathing 
and sports installations, water and sanitation facilities. Special provision 
was made for the organisation of cultural and recreational events and 
the production of souvenir merchandise. Naturally, accessibility and 
proximity to Athens were crucial factors, as the initial core of tourist 
destinations was to be accessed via existing, rehabilitated road and rail 
networks. Greek authorities were to refrain from embarking on ambitious 
or daring projects and to direct all available resources and funding to 
risk-free, high/quick return investments, such as projects bordering 
mature tourist destinations (Rhodes, Attica, northern Peloponnese, 
islands near Athens). Travel agents abroad would promote a market 
scenario that involved packages of three, five or seven-day tours, where 
visitors would access different tourist destinations by making several 
one day round-trips from Athens. 
In October 1955, K. Karamanlis was nominated PM and held this position 
until 1963, having won three consecutive elections. McNeil suggests that 
perhaps he ‘owed his initial appointment […] to American backing’. His 
reputation and remarkable record as Minister of Public Works (1952-5) 

22. McNeil, 86, 92-4.
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and his determination must have been appreciated by ECA/G officials.23 
His term in office was followed by an extensive program of social 
and economic reconstruction amid an increasingly polarised political 
atmosphere. The post-war dilemma between internationalism and 
regionalism was nurtured in this heated atmosphere. Greek governments 
from the 1950s utilised both ideological constructs interchangeably, as 
the cornerstone of the country’s rhetoric toward modernisation and active 
participation in the global market with a new iconic image. Greece was 
being reinvented by virtue of multi-faceted architectural projects, whose 
‘predominant ideological construct’ was ‘inscribed into […] the binary 
opposition between tradition and modernism’.24 Such prestigious and 
diverse projects as the landscaping of the area surrounding the Acropolis 
(1951-6) by architect D. Pikionis, the landscaping of the Athenian Agora 
with the reconstruction of the Stoa of Attalos (1951-6) by the American 
School of Classical Studies, the erection of the Athens Hilton (1958-
63) by architects P. Vassiliades, M. Vourekas and S. Staikos and the 
American Embassy in Athens (1958-61) by Walter Gropius articulate 
very eloquently the aforementioned dualism of the official paradigm. 
This rhetoric invested in history –the sacred view of the Parthenon, 
classical typologies, white marble– and the fulfilment of a bright future 
sustained by progress and development. However, Greek regionalism, 
as a process of investigating aspects of what scholarship has termed 
Greekness, ‘was not considered in folkloric or nostalgic terms’.25 States 
that undergo phases of modernisation and reorganisation are led to 
invest in traditional values in order to redefine them, so as to secure 
people’s cooperation and participation in a common belief for progress. 
These form ideological constructs –based on history, culture and local 
identity– that incorporate all previous ‘regimes of truth’. However, they 
have double-edged functions, both emancipating and deluding society. 
One the one hand, they create a common denominator which brings 
people together for a good cause, while this constant reconstruction of a 
national identity occasionally helps strengthening a sense of belonging 
to a shared culture. On the other hand, national ideological constructs 
create illusions about the past, the present and the future of a city, a 
country or oneself.26 Fessa-Emmanouil notes that:

The outcome of the confrontation between Greek architects and 
internationalism had numerous negative aspects and some steps 
forward. The fact that the technical branches of the civil service were 
staffed with gifted and modernist architects permitted the Greek state 
not only to develop a set of positions but also to construct projects which 
served as models for the architecture, urban design and town planning 
of the period.27

Karamanlis personally invested in both the past and the future in order to 
accomplish economic development along with society’s modernisation. 
The medium, which more than any other, would lead to the fulfilment 
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of the country’s great expectations was the development of tourism, 
with an emphasis on antiquities and hotels. In a short span of time, the 
country witnessed unprecedented construction activity, not always with 
favourable results. More than one hundred leisure-oriented projects 
were built under state supervision, while archaeological excavations 
and rapid restorations of antiquities took place all over the country.28 
The aforementioned dilemma found its ideal expression in the modern 
design of GNTO’s leisure infrastructure. 

28. Emilia Athanassiou, “Architectural 
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Figure 7. Southwest Façade. Volos Xenia Hotel by K. Stamatis (1963), renovated. — 
Photograph by S. Alifragkis, March 2011.
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In December 1951, P.A. Jenkins, ECA/G Deputy Chief, informs 
Papaefstratiou that from January 1952 onward tourism development 
would become almost exclusively a matter of Greek financing. Shortly 
thereafter, in January 1952, N. Focas succeeds Papaefstratiou as the first 
post-Marshall Plan, post-ECA/G Secretary-General of Tourism, whose 
inspired leadership, brought about some of the most exquisite results. 
Between 1952 and 1967, GNTO planned and carried out the most 
contemporary and successful leisure-infrastructure program ever in 
Greece. The program involved designing, constructing and managing 
an impressive number of hotels, motels, tourist pavilions and organised 
bathing beaches under the aegis of the Greek Government. Building 
upon Marshall Plan experience and leisure-oriented building stock, the 
Organisation expanded its activities to include areas previously neglected 
due to economic limitations, thus introducing new tourist localities and 
furthering the development of existing destinations. Vigorous construction 
activity stimulated land speculation with neighbouring properties. On the 
one hand, this generated additional revenues for small-scale land owners 
locally, but on the other hand, it cluttered the landscape with private 
guesthouses and villas.29 Nevertheless, the Organisation soldiered on at 
an impressive rate, as Greek tourism had begun to gain momentum from 
favourable publicity. 
The Organisation’s activities can be roughly pigeonholed in two periods: 
(1) when architect Ch. Sfaellos headed the Directorate of Construction 
Services (1952-8) and (2) when architect A. Konstantinidis became Chief 
of the Directorate’s Projects Department (1958-67). Each period had its 
own distinctive traits and successes. Sfaellos’ early, exploratory period was 
marked by an enthusiastic production that was at odds with the funds 
made available to tourism. He was personally responsible for the design 
for new Xenia hotels in Kastoria (1953), Thassos (1955), Corfu (1955), 
Argostoli (1955), Tsagarada (1955) and Ypati (1956) and GNTO’s Frankfurt 
offices (1957). During the same period, K. Krandonelis designed a hotel in 
Nafplio (1951), D. Pikionis in Delphi (1953), P. Vasiliades in Mykonos (1953) 
and D. Zivas in Arta (1958). Furthermore, many tourist pavilions were 
inaugurated. During Konstantinidis’ term, production was intensified 
and achieved a more mature and concrete maniera. Konstantinidis was 
also actively involved in the design of new leisure infrastructure. His 
works, founded in the aesthetic explorations of rationalism, represent, 
according to Tournikiotis, the ‘most conscious statement of international 
architecture’ in Greece, to the extent that the ‘quest for internationalism’ 
was ‘something much more profound, a matter of ideas and principles, of 
construction materials, of compositional and morphological options’.30 In 
this sense, Konstantinidis’ significant contribution to Greek architecture 
can be identified as the ‘profound transcription of the principles of 
modernism beyond pre-war formalisms and superficial analogies’.31 Some 
of his most characteristic projects include Andros (1958), Mykonos (1959) 
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and Poros (1964) hotels, Larissa (1959), Igoumenitsa (1959), Kalambaka 
(1960), Paliouri (1962), Iraklio (1963), Olympia I (1963) and Olympia II 
(1966) motels, Epidaurus dressing rooms (1958) and guesthouses (1960). 
Additional projects of the time include architect F. Vokos’ Ioannina 
(1958), Karpenisi (1959), Kos (1960), Spetses (1960), Erimanthos (1961), 
and Skopelos (1961) hotels, Platamonas (1960) motel and Kalamata 
bathing beach (1961), architect J. Triantafillidis’ Nafplio (1958) hotel, 
Messolongi (1958) motel, Voula (1961) and Paros (1961) bathing beaches 
and Antirio (1960) travel stop, architect K. Stamatis’ Samos (1958), Chios 
(1958), Serres (1960), Drama (1961) and Volos (1962) hotels, architect 
G. Nikoletopoulos’ Florina (1958), Iraklio (1961), Skiathos (1963) and 
Xanthi (1964) hotels and Chalkida (1961) tourist pavilion, architect I. 
Rizos’ Edessa (1962) hotel and Larissa (1964) travel stop and architect K. 
Dialisma’s Itea motel and Eretria tourist pavilion.

Figure 8. Chalkida Tourist Pavilion by G. Nikoletopoulos (1961). Photograph by D. Charissiades, October 1963 © 
Benaki Museum Photographic Archive, Athens, Greece.
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The building program was more or less standardised and included fair-
sized communal spaces (reception, lobby, bar, restaurant), minimum 
circulation areas, modest en-suite and regular guest rooms and basic 
administration, preparation and storage facilities. GNTO architects 
did not succumb to the extravagance represented in typical examples 
of American luxury hotels. Outdoor pools, for example, were deemed 
necessary for few Xenia hotels only. For the most part, Xenia hotel 
design foregrounded the primacy of scale and analogy with respect 
to the immediate surroundings. Aspects of size and volume were 
extremely important; low-rise buildings were favoured over larger-scale 
projects. Often, the result was a carefully choreographed succession of 
indoor and outdoor spaces, mediated by transitional semi-outdoor areas, 
inspired by traditional compositional elements. Equally important was 
the framing of the landscape. Morphologically, Xenia hotel and motel 
design involved the extensive use of local materials (stone, marble, 
ceramic tiles) and modern construction techniques. These included 
reinforced concrete beam-column frameworks, cladding-free, poured, 
board-marked (raw or stuccoed) concrete facades, traditional mortared 
stone or stuccoed brick non-load-bearing walls, wooden window-
frames and coated steel beams or tubes for railings and porch-like post 
columns. The interior design was a synthesis of minimalist modernity 
with traditional elements and brutalist aesthetics. The design of 
everything from cups to the surrounding landscape also represents 
Greece’s response to ‘total design’ as a fulfilment of post-war visions 
of mass production and industrialisation. Modern furniture, designed 
by the Projects Department and produced in Greece, materialised the 
small-scale aspects of the design philosophy. Whenever possible, local 
fabrics or rags would be used for draping beds, windows or walls, to add 
sense of place. Finally, paintings, wall-to-wall frescoes and indoor and 
outdoor sculpture by modern Greek artists added an elegant finishing 
touch. Probably, Xenia hotels were not the most technologically 
advanced buildings of their time. Some offered air-conditioning and 
most would have land lines, however, insulation against heat, water 
and noise had been dealt with inadequately, causing severe problems, 
even during their early years of operation. Architects struggled to find 
economical solutions to create pleasant microclimates solely by virtue of 
environmentally conscious design (orientation, unobstructed air flows).
In the 1960’s Greek tourism and travel press promoted GNTO’s leisure 
infrastructure accordingly:

Throughout Greece, the foreign visitor now has at his disposal excellent 
new hotels and motels with all modern amenities, capable of satisfying 
even the more discerning client. […] The new hotels built on behalf of 
the Greek National Tourist Organization are extremely up-to-date in 
design and are meant to blend with the beautiful natural surroundings. 
All rooms have a private bath or shower. Moreover, all tourist hotels have 
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a restaurant. All the N.T.O. Hotels bear the name of XENIA, which is the 
Greek word for hospitality.32

This was the time when earlier campaigns were finally beginning to bear 
fruit. As early as 1949, H.A. Wilkinson, head of the Travel Branch of the 
Office of International Trade, had suggested the production of travelogues 
‘showing scenic aspects of Greek life’ by film industry people such S. 
Skouras, then president of 20th Century Fox, to stimulate tourist traffic.33 
In the 1950s, GNTO’s Directorate of Promotion was responsible for the 
design and circulation of printed advertisements about popular tourist 
locations in the form of posters and brochures. Surviving examples from 
the remarkable output of the times demonstrate a significant break from 
the artistic explorations of the past; modern, colourful graphic design 
posters with representational compositional elements, such as stylised 
ancient monuments and idyllic landscapes.34 Newsreels and, later on, 
tourist films were introduced to advertise tourist destinations and Xenia 
hotels. Greece found an unexpected ally in the face of narrative cinema. 
International and Greek productions and co-productions such as J. 
Negulesco’s ‘Boy on a Dolphin’ (1957), J. Lee Thompson’s ‘The Guns 
of Navarone’ (1961), Cacoyannis’ ‘Stella’ (1955) and ‘Zorba the Greek’ 
(1964), or J. Dassin’s ‘He Who must Die’ (1957) and ‘Never on Sunday’ 
(1960) generated widespread enthusiasm abroad and restocked Greece’s 
mythical imagery. The filmic reconstruction of the country’s urban and 
rural landscapes on the big screen painted a picture of exoticism over 
Greece’s backwardness and oriental influences, thus turning a potential 
liability into an asset. Furthermore, Greek movies popularised the 
notions of leisure time, summer holidays and city breaks in the classical 
Hollywood style. These, educated Greek audiences not only by depicting 
modern backgrounds, primarily Xenia hotels, but also a new life-style 
and contemporary ethics. The development of Greek tourism sustained 
economic growth and generated additional middle class revenue that 
made the right to leisure affordable for the majority of the Greek society. 
Steady jobs, reasonable salaries, mass pension schemes and healthcare 
programs defined a secure environment, where enjoying free time was 
an act of democratic participation in a modern society. 

were we ever modern?
The Truman Program, as it came to be implemented in post-war Greece, 
had little to do with the vision of peace and prosperity that infused 
Roosevelt’s 1930’s New Deal. For the Americans, the fact that Greece 
was at the periphery of Communist influence justified whatever means 
necessary to remain tied to the West. The 1950 Korean War gave the 
final blow to the Marshall Plan’s original goal to transform Greece into 
a modern, industrialised, economically self-sustained country. Greece’s 
disarmament, which would have balanced her budgets and freed up 
funds for investments in the industrial sector, was no longer an option, 
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as the US was in need of strong military allies in the Mediterranean.35 In 
1953, when Greece joined the NATO and signed the agreement on the 
establishment of American military bases, in other words, as soon as 
the American presence in Greece became strong and uncontested, the 
Americans begun promoting a different agenda.36 

In this cold-war framework, Greek governments provided all the 
necessary guaranties in order to ensure that the construction of the 
Athens Hilton in a very privileged lot would be a success. Since Athens 
was in the process of becoming a contemporary and promising capital 
of the modern world, American tourists were assured that the Athens 
Hilton offered every possible comfort and luxury in a familiar aesthetic 
and gastronomic background and, on top of this, afforded great views 
of the Parthenon. Despite initial reactions both internationally and 
locally, the Athens Hilton was regarded as one of the most successful 
versions of Greek classicist modernism37 and a refined and intelligent 

35. McNeil, 82, 95-6.

36. Filippos Nikolopoulos, Political 
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Figure 9. Architect P. Vassiliadis presents the model of the Athens Hilton to PM K. Karamanlis (centre) in January 
1959. — Source: K. Karamanlis Foundation.
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application of the forthcoming American architectural colonisation in 
leisure-oriented projects in the 1970s. Also, it fulfilled its double-edged 
function: further motivating American capital investment in Greece 
and providing American tourists, intellectuals and CIA agents a base of 
operations for their sacred pilgrimage to classical antiquity.38 Greece’s 
nineteenth century national narrative was founded on a European 
perspective of classical antiquity. Similarly, the 1950s witnessed the 
invasion of American capital and American politics, which, apart from 

38. Annabel Jane Wharton, Building the 
Cold War: Hilton International Hotels and 
Modern Architecture (Chicago, London: 
The University of Chicago Press, 2001), 
59-69.

Figure 10. The View of the Parthenon from the Rooftop Terrace. The Athens Hilton Hotel (1958-
63) by architects P. Vassiliades, M. Vourekas and S. Staikos. Photograph by D. Charissiades, 
November 1963 — © Benaki Museum Photographic Archive, Athens, Greece.
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music, television and military bases, brought forward an American 
way of reading antiquity. Today, once more, Greece is searching in the 
West for solutions to her pressing problems, both in the form of aid 
and potential tourists. Once more, tourism is expected to compensate 
for the lack of a well-developed industry, substantial exports or rational 
administration. In 1977, Leg, in describing the country’s post-war 
process of modernisation, concluded that Greece was ‘at once modern 
and not modern’.39 Amidst this unstable environment of vagueness and 
frustration, Greece aspires to escape drama without still knowing if she 
ever achieved modernity at all. 
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The Alps in Motion
Transformation of a Middle-Class Paradise

Michael Zinganel 

abstract
After World War II the Austrian Alps were transformed into one of the 
major leisure peripheries of the European middle classes. The mountains 
became the common playgrounds for both tourists and locals. But in 
contrast to the centralist French policy that promoted big scale projects, 
in Austria small middle class entrepreneurs were encouraged and 
supported by local governments to invest in accommodation capacities, 
while the infrastructure was built by public institutions (roads, power 
plants) or by private-public partnerships (cable cars, lifts etc.). The 
very cheap loans to finance these projects derived from the European 
Recovery Fond (better known by its popular name “Marshall Plan”). 
In the specific situation after the end of World War II when Austria 
was occupied by Russian, British, French, and American troops, the 
Americans seemingly decided to try to convince the Austrians to join 
the western political realm, by transferring all this economic support as 
a gift that – in contrast to Marshall plan loans for other nations – never 
needed to be paid back to the US!
Due to the federalist policy to support many but small investments and 
the rather slow production following the demands and tastes of mainly 
Austrian and German (and later Dutch and Scandinavian) middle class 
tourists the architecture built in these resorts was rarely modern in style. 
Nevertheless these sprawling agglomerations of retro style buildings and 
high tech infrastructures were part of the very same fordist expansion 
and democratisation of leisure that produced big modern resorts at 
other destinations. And these agglomerations contributed as well to co-
produce post war leisure culture with its specific set of values. 
Later when the expanding travel experiences of both Austrian hosts and 
international guests produced new desires and demands, these buildings 
and agglomerations had to be adopted to host all the new services and 
infrastructures needed to survive in competition with other destinations 
in an increasingly globalized market. But since the economic resources 
of the middle class entrepreneurs were rather small and time frames 
for reconstruction extremely short (no building permissions during the 
season), these alterations were realized only step by step, producing 
a radical patchwork of volumes, styles and services that remind us 
much more of Rem Koolhaas’ notion of a junk space rather than on its 
imagined origins of an “Alpine village”.

keywords
Austrian Alps, Tourist infrastructure, Cultural landscape, Vernacular 
architecture
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from the sublime to junk space
The Alps, rising from the very heart of Europe in imposing and beautiful 
geological formations, are home to a cultural topography that, though not 
innately urban, is, and always has been, inextricably linked with urban 
life. Long regarded primarily as an almost insurmountable barrier on 
Europe’s major trading routes, the landscape once associated with fear 
and danger suddenly came to encapsulate the romantic yearnings of the 
urban elite. As of the eighteenth century, artists and writers transformed 
the Alps from a no-go territory into a must-see destination, into a place 
where an out-of-the-ordinary experience of otherness could be found as 
an antidote to the perceived alienation of living and working conditions 
in the ever, expanding cities.
Admittedly, to partake of a purely visual sensation of the sublime, or 
the cleansing and healing powers of the mountain air, or the physical 
challenge of scaling the peaks, demanded at least a modicum of 
technological development and aestheticism: mountain railways and 
streets, bridges, tunnels, avalanche barriers, cable cars and ski lifts.
And so, as a product of industrial society, new centres began to emerge 
alongside broad expanses of remote wasteland in the Alpine cultural 
landscape, shaped not only by the changing leisure pursuits of the 
visitors and the services offered by those they visited, but also by the 
way these two groups interacted and adapted to meet each other’s 
expectations.
These days, what the Alpine agglomerations have in common with the 
coastal regions of the Mediterranean is that they serve, on an alternating 
seasonal basis, as a displaced holiday park for Europe’s middle classes. 
In winter especially, the Alps become the latter’s collective playground. 
It may be local entrepreneurs who operate such facilities yet their 
programmes are fuelled by urban subcultures, with all the changing 
expectations and longings that this entails.
This is not necessarily a simple case of mobile holidaymakers versus 
sedentary locals. All those involved in the cultural transfer draw upon 
their own experiences of travel. The Alpine destinations are hubs, where 
trans-nationally experienced individuals meet – tourists and service 
providers alike, urbanised by their own perceptions of otherness, 
garnered worldwide. In fact, it is these global travel experiences that 
expose the Alpine leisure fringes to ever more ferocious competition, 
not only from within the Alps, but also, more importantly, from non-
Alpine destinations. In the race to create the infrastructures necessary 
to compete//comply both qualitatively and quantitatively with other 
service providers, they are forced to take as their benchmark all their 
potential rivals in an increasingly globalised market.
And that is exactly what service providers in the Alpine hospitality 
industry do – they use their brief off-season periods for travel and 
research, and attempt to secure the latest must-have attraction for their 
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business, their village, their mountain. What were once simple buildings 
are now enhanced, extended, heightened or even gutted – ever-larger 
spaces are packed into structures that still retain their gabled, pitched-
roof vernacular. With the revival of the grand hotel, some are fitted out 
with mansard roofs concealing air conditioning systems, while the new 
romanticism demands turrets to disguise lift shafts. Mid-mountain 
stations become open-air discos, and valley stations are turned into 
stadiums for a variety of staged events.
The cable-car stations of the Alpine leisure scene are like miniature 
airports, where the immediate surrounding area, formerly some 
modest mountain village, is transformed, either permanently or 
temporarily, into a multifunctional consumer zone – a shopping mall 
with entertainment facilities and a huge parking space, surrounded by 
hotels and guest houses, ski hire shops and après-ski venues. Although 
the villages here may have developed organically, many of the tourist 
industry agglomerations in the Alps currently have the air of what Rem 
Koolhaas has described as junk spaces, sprouting up around Alpine 
resorts that have morphed into mere transit points on the way to the 
extraordinary, exhilarating, leisure-loving, sport-loving world of ‘the 
mountains’.
In architectural and urban development terms, both as a physical 
object and as a semiotic system, these agglomerations can undoubtedly 
be designated as ‘sprawl’. Their excess of formal elements has made 
them formless. Yet this very excess of signs from such a diversity of 
sources provides ideal fodder for their free, fun-driven selection and 
appropriation by individual agents, be these holidaymakers or hosts. 
Moreover, it is precisely their newfound formlessness that makes the 
agglomerations so much more suited to meet public demand for a 
constant upgrade and extension of the tourist industry service palette, 
with all the extensions and conversions this involves; much more 
suited, in fact, than the ‘pure’ individual structures and historically-
listed architectural jewels of classical modernism, and those who revere 
them, will ever be.

tyrol – from a village community to a tourism destination
a short history of tourist developments after ww ii
The diagnosis I offered above may be applicable to many Alpine 
destinations, but not necessarily to all of them. Although the tectonic 
formations may have derived from the same geological shifts, and 
although modern mass tourism is generally accused of having produced 
the very same structures, even on a global scale, ‘Alpine cultural 
landscapes’ has never denoted one thing only (Bätzing). The French- 
and Italian-speaking cultural landscapes differ significantly from the 
German-speaking parts of the Alps, which themselves share many, but 
not all, characteristics. The political, social and cultural developments 
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in different nations, sometimes even in different provinces or valleys, 
differ very widely. Therefore, I will restrict myself to speaking only 
about tourist resorts in Austria’s western provinces: the Tyrol, because 
it currently represents the most successful destination; and Salzburg, 
where I grew up from 1960–78, and where I spent many more winter 
holidays working as a ski instructor in an intensive service industry.
The current chaotic urban structure of the sprawling agglomerations 
and the hybrid ‘alpine baroque’ retro-style of bricolage buildings – so 
hated by Austria’s academic elites – was shaped during a period of 
over 60 years, by the post-World War II tourism development that 
increased in parallel to the saturation and mobilisation of the middle 
classes in Germany and Austria, during the golden years of the 
‘Wirtschaftswunder’. This development was also based, of course, on 
the specific social structure of the rural alpine villages in the 1950s and 
1960s and – most of all – on the general political consensus reached 
in Austria after World War II. Local governments thereby encouraged 
and supported small, local, middle-class entrepreneurs to invest in 
accommodation capacities, while basic infrastructure was built by 
public institutions (roads, bridges, tunnels, avalanche barriers, water 
engineering, power plants, etc.) or by public-private partnerships 
(cable cars, ski lifts, etc.). The goal of this programme was not only to 
stimulate tourism in order to earn foreign currency but also to generate 
additional income and thus prevent otherwise impoverished mountain 
farmers and their families from being forced to leave the alpine valleys, 
and look for jobs elsewhere. A third goal – namely to teach as many 
employees and their families as possible to spend their holidays in the 
clean and healthy alpine environment, to hike, climb mountains, or ski 
– was driven by the overall state policy on health and welfare. In parallel 
to funding investment in infrastructure and accommodation, special 
programmes were promoted to encourage people to visit the Alps. The 
most famous example of these was the annual, one-week summer camp 
or ski camp, attended by every Austrian schoolchild, as of the mid-1960s. 
Similar programmes were offered by workers’ unions and even by some 
big enterprises. Schools and companies used to organize annual ski 
championships while subsidized skiing lessons, reduced rates for ski 
passes, or even free training and sports equipment for the most talented 
skiers were provided as encouragement to local kids… some of whom 
became internationally renowned super stars and so promoted their 
home destination in turn, via mass media sports coverage. The alpine 
mountains were meant to become a common playground for both 
tourists and locals.
In contrast to other alpine destinations – e.g. in Switzerland, where 
foreign real estate ownership was tolerated or even actively sought, or in 
centralized France, where large-scale modernist resorts were developed 
from scratch by non-local companies – in most of the Austrian alpine 
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destinations, local stakeholders successfully imposed legal restrictions 
on direct foreign investment and on the acquisition of real estate by 
non-residents.1

But where did capital come from, when foreign investors were kept out?
A significant part of the resources to finance these programmes derived 
from the USA’s European Recovery Programme (ERP, better known as 
the Marshall Plan). The money was a gift to the Republic of Austria, 
and – in contrast to the Marshall Plan loans made to other European 
nations – it needed never be paid back to the USA!2 Even to this day, 
the capital from the ERP-funds is still in circulation, as low-interest 
or zero-interest finance for infrastructure projects. In the post World 
War II period, almost interest-free loans were used first to re-establish 
Austria’s war-damaged industrial sector, and later also to develop the 
tourism industry. Various programmes supported the construction and 
modernisation of alpine roads, cable cars and ski lifts, for example, as 
well as hotel extensions able to accommodate and host a typically sized 
bus tourist group (50 beds, and a large dining room), and, later, indoor 
swimming pools and wellness facilities.3 Furthermore, the very cheap 
mortgages and state-subsidized loans for building or re-building private 
homes were extended so that additional guest rooms to accommodate 
tourists could be built in them too. In this way, many former farmhous-
es or inns were transformed into hotels, and were supplemented by a 
huge number of newly built, small, private ‘bed & breakfasts’. The latter 
in particular, was typical for many Austrian and German middle-class 
families’ first ever, alpine encounter.
From the point of view of Germans willing to travel abroad in the post-
World War II era, Austria represented the closest ‘friendly’ foreign country, 
offered an attractive landscape and (almost) the same language, and 
had a much lower level of income. Therefore, younger German people 
on a low income or even whole middle-class families could afford the 
modest service offered by Austrian family enterprises. They could easily 
navigate the valleys and resorts, and communicate with locals and other 
tourists. Germans started to invade the Austrian Alps by train, by bus and 
above all, in their new private cars – until they acquired the financial and 
temporal resources to travel even further a-field, across the Alps.
But surprisingly, many of them returned. Even those who could have 
afforded better accommodation became regular guests, spending their 
holidays in the intimate atmosphere of a bed & breakfast, with the 
same host family every year. And many of them also passed this family 
tradition on to their children and their new friends. A new market was 
born – based primarily on word-of-mouth advertising. And, even though 
the economic impact of the many bed and breakfasts is in decline 
nowadays, such small-scale accommodation is still part of the emotional 
bond that keeps the myth of the traditional village from crumbling.4

1. These restrictions had to be revoked 
to a large degree, after Austria joined the 
European Union in 1995.

2. The reason might be found in Austria’s 
specific geopolitical situation and the 
start of the Cold War: at the very end of 
World War II, Austria, at the time still part 
of the “Deutsches Reich”, was conquered 
by Russian and American troops, 
and thereafter divided into four parts, 
occupied by the troops of the four allies. 
Following negotiations for independence, 
Austria declared its neutrality in 1955. It 
then joined the Western political realm 
and received this gift from the USA while 
the Russians nonetheless obliged it to 
nationalize all its major industries.

3. Of course the distribution of resources 
was not always even or fair: some 
benefitted from their good contacts 
to provincial politicians, and learned 
of funding programmes long before 
anybody else did. Others got quite rich by 
buying and selling real estate (e.g. the site 
of planned cable car lifts) after obtaining 
insider information about re-zoning 
plans, ahead of their competitors. Others 
were smart enough to not sell their land 
too early, and later built a lucrative middle 
station restaurant, for example.

4. To emphasize the significance of 
these small-scale buildings: still in the 
year 2003, the average number of beds 
in accommodation buildings in Austria, 
even including all the big hotels in urban 
agglomerations, was only 34 (Smeral 
2004).
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the austrian alpine vernacular, or: the co-production 
of a leisure landscape by hosts and guests
While the majority of cable car stations were designed in a modest mod-
ernist style already established during the interwar period, and some 
stations even purposely exposed their functional machine aesthetic, 
buildings for accommodation used to look rather traditional.
The reason is to be found in the owners’ social background. In contrast 
to the palace hotels built in Switzerland around 1900, or the large scale 
resorts built in the French alps in the 1970s, hotels and bed and breakfast 
accommodation in the Austrian alps derived from family enterprises 
with a middle-class, petit bourgeois or even agrarian background – 
who were mostly isolated from academic design discourses and/or 
suspicious of being educated by paternalistic experts from outside their 
own social field.
Nevertheless, the sprawling alpine vernacular architecture is of course 
‘designed’. The hybrid authorship is constituted by the local owners’ 
interests and obligations, by those members of the local or provincial 
building authority who define the scope of design options and restrictions, 
in order to guarantee that buildings fit into the neighbourhood, by the 
mayors of the destinations, who regularly used to overrule regional 
planners and permit buildings almost anywhere, by the local builders who 
draw up the plans, and by the craftsmen who finally build them using local, 
time-honoured techniques, in a style apt to meet with local approval. 
Sometimes architects might be involved directly or indirectly, e.g. 
when a more elaborate plan is required to be submitted for funding, 
or when details of other buildings designed by architects are copied 
and appropriated for one’s own project. In either case, the professional 
planners are never mentioned. What is of importance instead, is the 
name of the family that owns the enterprise – and generally, also the 
preservation of traditional rural gender roles: the man is responsible for 
the exterior design; he builds the hotel or bed & breakfast; and his wife 
is in charge of its interior design, and usually runs the enterprise. And 
the house is named after her.
An ‘archaeological’ excavation of the various layers and building-stages of 
these projects would reveal the original form of the ‘authentic’ farmer’s 
house and stable, or at least some mimetic imitation of an ancient 
farmhouse or rustic inn. This original form, its rudimentary remnants, or 
the surviving symbols of the good old times are often misread as evidence 
of the persistence of autochthonous design. In fact, they are also a product 
of industrial society, for it was urban dwellers who sought a seemingly 
‘authentic’ retreat in an untouched natural landscape and likewise, an 
‘authentic’ architecture, as compensation for their alienated working and 
living conditions in the big cities – and they ultimately found both in the 
alpine farm or forester’s lodge, with its homely, ‘cosy’ parlour.
Since the 1960s – virtually, in opportunistic obedience to political 
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directives and tourists demands – local entrepreneurs with a middle-
class, petit bourgeois or agrarian background have utilized public 
funding to successfully reproduce the aesthetic vocabulary that their 
mainly German and Austrian guests had learned to love when watching 
either German mountain movies of the 1930s, or those corny, romantic 
Austrian-German productions from the 1950s and early 1960s known 
as ‘Heimatfilme’. In these productions, the regional setting and 
natural Alpine landscape, and the design and interiors of seemingly 
autochthonous architecture were idealized, and they epitomized 
conservative family values. But the palette of longings shown in the 
alpine realm context was gradually expanded. 
In the first period, such movies (e.g. Der Förster vom Silberwald, 1954) 
were characterized by a renaissance of the catholic values hitherto 
repressed by the National Socialist regime, by the re-integration of 
soldiers or displaced persons, who now became honest hunters and 
foresters, and by the re-domestication of modern urban women into 
pure and chaste country girls, inevitably dressed in Dirndls, and with 
no higher aspiration than to marry an honest hunter or forester and live 
happily ever after… 
In the second period, movies showed pleasure-seeking German 
musicians and comedians invading the landscapes of the Austrian 
mountains and lakes (e.g. Im schwarzen Rössl, 1961). Predominant 
images of the healing power of the alpine landscape were supplemented 
increasingly by music and images from the broader entertainment 
industry, and this induced local hosts to update the hard- and software  
in their restaurants and bars, so as to be able to host live music and the 
first discotheques.
In the final period, the alpine resorts were represented unfailingly as a 
perfect location in which to indulge sexual fantasies with other tourists 
and locals (Liebesgrüße aus der Lederhose, 1973; Drei Schwedinnen in Tirol, 
1974) – and, in everyday life on the ski slopes, such narratives (as I 
can testify personally) put the allegedly omnipotent male ski instructor 
under great pressure for many, many years to come.
These fiction movies of course by no means represented the local 
alpine population’s self-determined self-image. Once again, it was the 
projections of urban artists – screenwriters, directors and actors, in this 
case – which reflected, accompanied or even propelled the changing 
image of Austrian alpine destinations.
In contrast to many professional architects and academic experts, local 
alpine entrepreneurs learned very fast, how to fulfil the tourists’ longing 
for an emotional set of signs, for cosiness, intimate spaces, and intense 
social and physical contact. Therefore, from the very beginning, spatial 
solutions, interiors and specific rituals designed to stoke and sate such 
desires were developed and realized: most significantly, the wooden 
corner bench appropriated from the kitchen table in an old farm 
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house, where guests’ backsides were destined to be pressed close to one 
another, or niches for couples seeking intimate togetherness. Authentic 
chalets in the mountains were used as inns, where guests were given hot 
toddies to encourage them to rush off on a breakneck sledge-ride before 
slow dancing in a cosy ,,rustic disco, a converted chalet or its mimetic 
imitation, at the very heart of an alpine entertainment zone. Yet none of 
these signs is purely an explicit expression of rural culture or of the evil 
commodification of rural culture at the expense of the traditional alpine 
population. Rather, they represent the results of the guests and hosts’ 
co-production of a cultural landscape characterized by the on-going 
interaction and adaptation of the guests’ leisure-cultures, and the hosts’ 
eagerness to provide the requisite service culture(s). The design process 
was directed thus, not on the drawing board of a centralized planning 
office, but step by step, in accordance with shifts in demand!
Although the results of this process look far from ‘modern’ in style, the 
sprawling agglomerations of retro-style buildings and interiors found 
still around high-tech transport infrastructures are part of the very same 
wave of Fordist expansion and democratisation of leisure that produced 
big modern resorts at other destinations.

challenges from abroad
The 1970s and 1980s were characterized by new and more predatory 
competition from new seaside destinations at which good weather during 
the whole holiday season was guaranteed. Cheap charter flights from most 
European airports reduced flight times to only 2.5 hours, putting huge, 
brand-new complexes within comfortable reach. Marketing, revenue and 
services could be rationalized much more easily there, than in the alpine 
resorts, and this kept their prices competitive. In the summer season, the 
Austrian alpine destinations with their erratic weather, comparably small 
hotels, and long travel times on winding roads could no longer keep pace 
with these new competitors. Even in order to maintain their high level 
of overnights in the winter season, they were obliged to do much more 
than rely passively on their regular guests. They had to modernize their 
traditional attractions and create new ones, and promote them more 
aggressively. The resorts had to offer attractive packages for much larger 
numbers of tourists respectively for tour groups, and to sell these at 
international trade fairs to tourist brokers.
The government designed new state-funded infrastructure programmes 
for the refurbishment of hotels, for all-weather indoor attractions at 
tourist destinations, and to improve access to new ski areas on ever higher 
slopes or glaciers, where snow, and hence a much longer season than 
before, was virtually guaranteed. But most of these innovations focused 
on increasing the number of guests and overnights in the winter season, 
in order to compensate for unavoidable losses in the summer season.
Indeed, many alpine hosts who qualified for new state-funded loans, 
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started to transform their accommodation, often after having been 
inspired by their own off-season travel experience in other resorts or 
competitors’ enterprises. But, due to limited economic resources and 
timeframes for reconstruction (no building permits are issued for the 
vacation season, for example), such alterations were realized only step 
by step, and the outcome was that radical patchwork of volumes, styles 
and services I mentioned at the beginning of my paper.
I want to remind you of one of my favourite images: because of numerous 
conversion phases, this hotel grew larger and larger, until the core symbol 
of alpine rural culture, the saddled pitched roof, disappeared from view. 
Therefore, this core symbol was reproduced closer to tourists’ eye level: 
in this example, a pitched-roof porch crowned by a small bell tower 
shelters the hotel’s entrance, whose sliding glass doors are decorated by 
fake heraldic signs that the owners’ family designed only recently.

the semiotics of alpine cultural landscapes
If we consider the rampant proliferation of alpine architectures and 
agglomerations in terms of cultural semiotics however5, the phenomena 
outlined above must be seen as indices of a cultural landscape transfer 
that, given the rapid exploitation of the region as a tourism destination, 
has taken place (and still continues) at an alarmingly intensive and rapid 
pace. Alpine hospitality cultures find themselves thus at the brink of a 
dangerous interface: they have obligations on the one hand, to the socio-
spatial relations within traditional village structures and likewise, to the 
cultural (leisure) demands of visiting tourists.
In consequence, such hotel operators always address themselves to at 
least two target groups, the locals and the tourists, and thereby have 
different obligations: to their own families, first and foremost to the 
parents from whom they generally took over the business; to the other 
local hotel operators with whom they compete for business; and to 
their peer groups, which is to say their friends, wherever in the world 
these may now live and work. The crux of the matter for them is, firstly, 
to provide evidence of their own and their family’s good standing in 
the local valley community and, secondly, to accommodate the needs 
of their customers – most of whom moreover, are ‘regulars’ who have 
been recurrent guests at the hotel for decades already, since the present 
owners’ parents or grandparents’ day.
Naturally, it is very tempting for us to lapse into the jargon of cultural 
semiotics and posit that hotel operators have little understanding 
of which ‘texts’ are the most prestigious and are unsure accordingly, 
which of them they should prioritize or overwrite. In contrast to the first 
generation of hotel operators in the period after World War II, they no 
longer dismiss certain texts on the grounds that these are incompatible, 
say, with the local agricultural cultural tradition. This agricultural 
cultural tradition has long since vanished. It has been replaced by a 

5. Cultural semiotics (Clifford Geertz, 
Roland Posner, Thomas A. Sebeok, 
Jurij M. Lotman) strives to describe 
and analyse the cultural and aesthetic 
contexts, texts and practices reflected in 
film, folklore, everyday culture, advertising 
and intermedial and intercultural 
relationships, on the basis of a theory of 
signs and in order to move beyond the 
bounds of communications science in 
the narrower sense of that term.
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service culture respectively by the search for a new identity pursued 
by young locals who have been urbanised from an early age by their 
exposure to the cultural transfer prompted by tourism.
Nowadays, therefore, all texts are incorporated in the service spectrum 
owing to the overriding and opportunistic presentiment that all of them 
are a prospective source of symbolic capital: be it the alleged authenticity 
of the traditional family-run Alpine guesthouse or the sophisticated 
flair of the grand hotel; be it the cool ambience of modernist design, 
the spiritual aura of an exotic, at best Far Eastern wellness centre or 
tea ceremony, or the rapidity of an urban-style fast-food outlet, and so 
forth.
Expressed in terms of the market economy, it is therefore no longer a 
matter simply of seeking to serve the one alleged mainstream or selected 
niche markets but rather, to offer a palette of services that caters to 
the respective lifestyle of each and every potential target group. At the 
same time, this endeavour must by no means, restrict the freedom of 
each and every individual to put together his or her own customized 
package. Such freedom pertains not only to the overall package concept 
and content per se but also to its symbolic appeal, which is to say, its 
semiotics: accordingly, a broad spectrum of signs is put at the disposal of 
each potential customer, from which he or she can construct respectively 
test run one or more temporary identities, selected from an, at times, 
extremely varied range. This broader range of choice regarding the 
construction of personal identity is available also, of course, to the locals 
themselves. Among the characteristic hybrid identities that ensue one 
finds, for example, personalities on the alpine music scene such as DJ 
Ötzi or the band Zillertaler Schürzenjäger, who are maestros not only of 
popular alpine music but of all styles, and are evidently able to combine 
these at will to cater to the needs of highly diverse audiences.6

Yet the hotel is not only a set of legible signs but also a nexus of social 
relations. This holds particularly true for the family-run business, where 
classic family structures predominate, just as they did on the family farm 
that generally preceded it. Instead of cattle and fields, the imperative now 
is to take care of tourists and of the event landscapes created for their 
entertainment. The kinship structure thereby continues to define the 
relations of production, for the core business and its diverse offshoots 
have to provide a livelihood for the greatest possible number of family 
members (just as they did in earlier times, when the sons, daughters 
and cousins were stable boys and milk-maids, etc.). As in other family-
run businesses, emotional ties generally underpin a greater willingness 
to suffer ‘self-exploitation’ in order to help the family survive periods 
of economic crisis. Even those relatives not employed primarily by the 
family hotel business tend to be given first option, when it comes to 
completing diverse related tasks – creating infrastructure for the ever 
expanding range of tourism entertainment and services, for example 

6. They landed their first big hits with 
‘Sierra Madre’ (1987) and ‘Zillertaler 
Hochzeitsmarsch’ (1992). Their greatest 
commercial success was the rock album 
‘Träume sind stärker’, whose release was 
accompanied by a tour (1996) that drew 
100,000 fans!
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– and this kinship-based economy is a status symbol within the 
valley communities, and also stands in a long tradition of Alpine self-
sufficiency: Why call on architects, (people say), when our own Hans 
or Heidi knows better than anyone, what our guests want? What is 
the sense of putting a job out to tender, when one’s own brother has a 
carpentry shop?
This partly explains the unchanging face of many such businesses, as 
well as the extreme density of competing texts. Another reason is that 
few successors to a family business dare to destroy the dreams realised 
by the preceding generation – at least, not when the latter is still alive, 
or when its long-standing guests are what is keeping the business 
afloat. Family businesses also rarely have sufficient capital to be able to 
close down during the high season, and this too, inhabits any radical, 
well-considered change to existing infrastructures. Conversions or 
new construction must therefore almost always be completed during 
the off-season, which is very short, and the result is a ‘make do and 
mend’ mentality, and the aforementioned proliferation of patchwork 
architectures and agglomerations.
Virtually the only way, to break this vicious circle of make do and mend 
and ill-considered patchwork styles, is to declare oneself bankrupt. This 
is why even the most abstruse manifestations of the endless imperative 
to provide major new attractions for one’s guests (at best, once every 
three years), tend now to be incorporated in the event culture laid on 
for guests: be the phenomenon an unfinished building site (common in 
summer), or an extremely circuitous route to the inner core of a tourism 
agglomeration, it is presented to guests in similar manner to casino 
attractions in Las Vegas, as something with the visual or emotional 
appeal necessary to prime guests for further (or future) consumption, 
and to thereby distract their attention from any inconvenience they 
actually face on their way to the main attraction (Salcher 2003). As 
Christopher Alexander pointed out in his book, Pattern Language, it 
seems that buildings and attractions line a location’s access roads for 
the sole purpose of guiding guests from one emotional anchor to the 
next. Yet surprises along their route are by no means ruled out. A guest 
en route to a hotel’s wellness zone, for example, may open a nondescript 
door onto an unusually long and narrow room, the former bowling 
alley, unused since grandpa’s day, and now shrunken in size owing to 
a current need for space for new utilities. Permanent extension of the 
service spectrum has likewise rendered many a hotel’s reception area 
obsolete, transformed it perhaps into a bar, and shunted its successor to 
a different site, behind the new main entrance…
Although Alpine tourism landscapes are now in a position to provide 
all kinds of global attractions and a state-of-the-art service spectrum, to 
stage and serve up ‘traditional family values’ – for decades the unrivalled 
key to business success – seems to have lost little of its charm. Happy 
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nuclear families, from Germany in the main, encounter a happy 
Austrian family that is delighted to welcome them into its family-run 
hotel, as if they were all part of one big, happy family. This is why to 
down a shot of schnaps with a member of the host family remains an 
important ritual of welcome, while a seat at the large family dining table 
in the snug atmosphere of homely surroundings is the highest honour 
and privilege a guest may aspire to.
Admittedly, the family as an established nexus of shared values has come 
in the meantime to face crisis too, not only in urban agglomerations but, 
more especially, also in target regions, for example, in the top tourism 
destinations of the Tyrol. Even if some hotel operators continue to stage 
the perfect, down-to-earth, model (alpine) family on behalf of their 
guests, this theatre no longer plays a primary role – for it is now the 
guests themselves, primarily, who are in search of a stage on which to 
construct and try out their new identities of choice. The focus of attention 
has shifted therefore, away from the appeal of the supposedly authentic 
agricultural cultural landscape, and towards the search for personal 
identity, with all its attendant strategies and schemes, which the leisure 
of vacation time and/or the type of vacation and location selected cater 
for so admirably: by offering contemplative wellness, ecstatic extreme 
sports, good food – or sex. The locals, whether single, married, solo or 
family operators, thereby act as dramatist, choreographer, stage director 
or perhaps, even as spectators. They are in any case relieved at last, of 
the constant obligation to stage their surroundings and put on an act.
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